


'FIVE MINUTES AND 
A NEW LIFE' 

Some twenty years 
ago there came in
to my life a power 
so staggering that 
at first I could only 
wonder abo u t  it .  
The shackles which 
bound me for over 
forty years went a
shimmering. Up to 
that lime, I h a d  
b e e n  one of the 
world's biggest fail
ures.  Then t h e r e  
came into my life a 
power the like of 
which I have never known. It 
was the power of God. 

NOW-my every dream has 
come true. My poverty turned to 
unheard-of prosperity. All my 
fears were banished. Unhappi
ness was replaced with happi
ness. By daily use of this divine 
power, I have become wealthy, 
healthy, prosperous and happy. 
I actually talked with God. 

You, too, can use 
this power. I mean 
ju st that-spend 
f i v e  minutes of 
your time to send 
me your name and 
address and read 
the s ix thousand 
word message that 
I am going to send 
you free-giving 
you the details of 
how you, too, can 
discover the Power 
of God in your life 
that will  banish 

fear, distress and all the allied 
things that may be holding you 
back. Discover for yourself what 
this wonderful power can do for 
you. Send only your name and 
address-no money. We are 
qu ite rel iable and interested 
only in finding for you the same 
power that Dr. Frank B. Robin
son has used to make his life 
successful. 

FREE Psychiana, Dept. X-35-A, Moscow, ldaho, U.S. A. FREE 
Pl egse send me abao-
��te:::��lu:�

a
d
n
e�ai�� Name .. 

Robinson d iscovere d 
th e Power of Go d in his Street and No. 
life and how I may dis-
cover it in my life. City ....................................................... Stale 
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S !!:�r :i��� :a:�:a��o� �Tii 
find there are 32-count them-32 more 

pages than last issue. Commencing right now 
STARTLING STORIES and its companion maga
zine, THRILLING WONDER STORIES, will
have, roughly, 20,000 more words in each edition. 

This means that every copy of these maga.rlnes 
will contain the equivalent of one short novel, 
two novelets or four short stories more than it 
has held in the past. 

A glance at the current contents page will give 
you the idea. You'll be getting a lot for your 
extra nickel. 

Furthermore, this expansion will permit nu
merou. typographical improvements, calculated 
to make your reading easier. SS wiU thw be not 
only a bigger book but a better one all around. 

For, with 50 much space for editorial maneu
vering, we can obtain greater variety in our 
storie$, appeal to a wider variety of readers and, 
all in all, present you with a far better-balanced 
maguine than formerly. And we can safely 
promise that there will be no letdown in quality. 

Our current list of writers is so large and so 
able that they could fill a lot more space with
out stumbling. And it is a list whose numbers 
are constantly growing. 

Readers' suggestiom toward enlarging 55 and 
TWS have been steady, often ingenious and un-

r:m:���fo �tif: !����by lh! ��!��ur�; 
in site. This is a big announcement of a bigger 
magazine! 

A Fortean Prediction 

In the course of re-reading the books 
o! Charles Fort recently, we stumbled 
across a prediction which made our hair 
stand on end. It was in "LO!" where the 
arch-enemy of scientific humbug was decry
ing specialization as the ever-narrowing 
highway to ultimate untruth and attempting 
to prove that the universe is perhaps an inte
grated whole rather than a scattering of suns 
and planets as is popularly supposed. 

He wrote it some years before his death in 
the early 1930's and stated In support of lilil 
theory of universal interrelationships that, 
if Britain were ever to lose or give up India, 
she would be visited by unseasonably cold 
and difficult winters-that the climate itself 
might give up on her. 

Well, we thought about the frightful bliz
zards of last winter, which followed the sur-
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render of vice-regal functions in the Deccan 
Peninsula, and wondered. 

It seems to use, as it has always, that the 
reading of Charles Fort should be required 
by all entering upon scientific careers. We 
don't pretend to regard his work as a factual 
gospel, despite the impressiveness of his 
documentation of unexplained phenomena. 
In fact, we derive from it the very impression 
that Fort was dead set against any man
written gospel, including his own. 

The Search for Truth 

His concern was for truth, truth in full and 
unabashed, not factual reports carefully 
trimmed to fit existing theories. His basic 
contention was that every important theory 
of science was first sneered at, then slavishly 
believed, then, as new discoveries rendered it 
obsolete, once more relegated to the ridicu
lous from which it sprang. 

It was the claim of Charles Fort that any 
such theory, be it Aristotelian, Copernican, 
or Newtonian must be intrinsically as ridicu
lous during Its tenure of scientific credence as 
it was in birth or must be in death. And, 
come to think of it, how can he be wrong? 

� example not cited by Fort, since its dis
proof came long after his death, comes to 
mind. During World War One the antiseptic 
techniques of Dr. Alexis Carrell came to be 
accepted as the correct method of treating 
wounds. Yet, in the recent world struggle 
diametrically opposed techniques were found 
to work infinitely better. 

The biggest windmill at which Fort tilted 
was astronomy. He simply refused to accept 
the findings of our star gazers, claiming them 
to be almost entirely in error. It was his 
claim that our atmosphere is one of the most 
effective distorting agents in the Universe
that the bigger the lens of the telescope, the 
greater the distortion therefrom. 

The Closer Galaxy 

He insisted that the galaxy was something 
much nearer and very different from what 
our astronomers have claimed it, perhaps an 
enveloping inverted laye£ of some kind in 

(Continued on page 8) 
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THE ETHER YlllRA TES 
(Continued fn>m. page 6) 

close communication with Earth. And he 
backs his theory with a most complete and 
ever astounding documentation of phenomena 
which astronomers, by existing theories, are 
unable or unwilling even to attempt to ex
plain, 

If at times his lengthy documentation 
makes tedious reading (it does) still the 
cumulative effect of his work, coupled with 
its autho:r-'s unfailing good humor and utter 
lack of egotism, is tremendous. If his findings 
seem absurd much of the time, are they any 
more absurd than past theories, gravely pro
nounced as universal truth by scientific 
solons, which have fallen into the limbo of 
ridicule? 

We think not. 
His description of what really happened at 

St. Pierre in Martinique when Mt. Pelee 
wiped out that city of 30,0!)0 souls early in this century is shocking. We have been told, 
those of us who have read of the disaster, 
that the mountain erupted without warning, I 
destroying the inhabitants of the city with a 
swift and sudden attack of poisonous volcanic 
gases. 

Acco:r-ding to reports dug out by Fort, 
there was plenty of warning. The terrified 
inhabitants tried to flee for several days as 
the mountain issued a series of ominous dis
plays, but the French governor, after sending 
a couple of learned men of science up to in
vestigate conditions, surrounded the city 
with a ring of armed guards and refused to 
let anyone out until the scientists rendered 
their verdict. 

The sages were still deliberating when the 
gas attack came . . .  but in the interests of 
the good name of science the true story was 
never widely released. Scientists are like 
Japs when it comes to saving face, no matter 
how many are killed. 

They should read Fort, if only to open their 
minds, and re-read him to keep them open, 
no matter how far astray his conclusion may 
tum out to be. Perhaps, when the long
awaited space flights are finally made, they 
may not prove to be so far off-beam as they 
now seem. 

Attention, Fans! 
In the July issue of STARTLING STORIES 

it is our intention to run a list of all science 
fiction and fantasy fan organizations which 
care to submit themselves for such listing. 
We shall give the name of the organization, 
the address of its headquarters or mailing 
address and the name of the officer with 

(Continued on page 10) 
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THE ETHER Yllli<A TES 
(Continued from p4ge 8) 

whom anyone interested can get in touch. 
The purpose of this listing is to enable 

such fan groups to get in more widespread 
touch with one another as well as to inform 
possible new members of such organizations 
in their locality. We plan, if enough listings 
come in to make it worth while, to repeat 
this list annually in each July issue of SS 
and to run a similar listing in each December 
issue of our companion magazine, THRILL
ING WONDER STORIES 

So write in-and don't be bashful if your 
group is small. Perhaps this listing will help 
it grow! 

O U R  N EXT ISSUE 

H��y
n���!R

i�g��� �� ��e�e
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o£ 
STARTLING STORIES with one of his mag
nificent and fantastic pseudo-scientific stories 
-THE MASK OF CIRCE. This is the story 
of Talbot, the observer, and of Jay Seward, 
who is bound irrevocably to things and peo
ple of time long past-long past yet ever 
present, ever summoning him back to an 
earlier incarnation. 

For Seward, in this other world, is none 
other than Jason, the young man of ancient 
Greece who communed with strange powers 
and beings known as gods and demigods, as 
fauns and nymphs and satyrs and centaurs 
in the course of his quest for a "golden fleece" 
of amazing scientific properties. 

Yet all the time throughout his strange 
travels he is aware of himself as Seward, 
aware of his existence in a modern world so 
far removed from that dangerous and mys
tical world through which he must move 
toward his destiny. 

SS in May thus offers you Kuttner at his 
very best, in the writing form which pro
duced THE DARK WORLD and LANDS OF 
THE EARTHQUAKE to accord this brilliant 
young author a place in the foremost ranks 
of contemporary fantastic novelists. 

THE MASK OF C:.IRCE adds another jewel 
to his literary diadem. In the matter of 
strange perils and high melodrama set against 
the weirdest of backgrounds, in the matter 
of singing suspense and ingenious, credible 
pseudo-scientific explanations, this ranks 
with the best ever written in the stf field. 

The Hall of Fame reprint is also a dis
tinguished science fiction story-this time 
THE MICROSCOPIC GIANTS by Paul 
Ernst. This story, written approximately ten 

(Continued on page 123) 
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ONE 
OF THREE 

Ed Bronson, scientist of this 

planet, battles emiuaries 

oj t1oo len stable worlds 

spawned by the atomic 

/Usure o j the first atom bomb 1 

A novel by 
WESLEY LONG 

CHAPTER I: Contact! 

THE bit of whitish substance fluoresced, 
which of course was quite natural. 
It also vibrated very faintly, which 

was unnatural. At least, this property had 
not been known previously-which is really 
saying little since the material had been 
compounded from artificial radioisotopes 
from the big piles. All too little was known 
about such items and the fact that this one 
was vibrating ever so faintly whenever the 
electron beam struck it was interesting both 
from a scientific and a lay curiosity stand
point. 

Ed Bronson blinked a bit and decided that 
he had made some mistake. It had ceased to 
vibrate-. 

Ed cracked the experimental tube and re
moved the irregular lump. It had been hoped 
to produce a more brilliant and higher-con
trast phosphor for television screens. But if 
it was going to vlbrate-

Ed inserted the lump of phosphor back in 
the tube, pumped it and restarted the whole 
gear. 

It vibrated again, ever so faintly, against 

''No!" (riecl Vlr1ini1, u 8ro111011 probltcl 
into the appaulus (CHAPTER XIIII 
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STARTLING STORIES 
the bottom of the glass. Bronson listened 
carefully, h1a engineer's mind trying to iden
tify the sound. It was not the sixteen kilo
cycle sweep circuit-not the one that scanned 
the face of the television tube, because th.b 
was not a complete set-up and there wu no 
scanning energy necessary. It was vaguely 
familiar. 

It came and it went, that faint vibration. 
Sometimes it rattled violently, other times 
it purred gently. Always very faintly of 
course--for the term 'violently' me8nll only 
by comparalon. 

Ed adjusted the field strength of the focus
ing magnet about the neck of the tube and 
the vibration strengthened to a notioee.ble 
degree. He juggled the controls but found he 
had hit the maximum or optimum reeponse. 

There was something about it. • , , It was 
like human whl.eperings too faint to be un
derstood but not too faint to be unheard. 
Like the bloop-bleep of a leaky faucet that 
seems to be saying things about you just too 
quietly to be really understood. Like the 
imagined whi.spfl.ings heard by the para
noiac . .  

Ed laughed. Hearing things! 
Like hades he wu hearing things. It was 

really there. The lump of phosphor moved 
a perceptible amount u a peak of rattle 
passed. And yet. ... 

Ed Bronson uncoiled his wiry six feet from 
the chair and cracked the seal on the tube 
again. He lifted the top and squinted at the 
crystalline whiteness that had been rattling 
so maddeningly. 

He went to a cupboard at the end of his 
laboratory and rummaged among small boxe1 
that stood on one ahelf-no two boxes seem .. 
ing to be of the same size. The upshot of this 
rummaging was that Bronson had to spend 
some time replling the boxes after he had 
found the contact microphone he waa seek
ing. Eventually, however, Ed Bronson was 
repumping the tube. 

Inside wu the crystal phosphor and fast
ened to it was a sensitive contact microphone. 

Once more Bronson keyed the switches, 
ajusted focus, and intensity. Then, from the 
speaker of the amplifier connected to the 
contact microphone, there oame a cacoph
ony of noise, bowling whl.etles, deep
throated hums, and a horde of middle
register tones. Not music, and far from it. 
Just random-.omethings. 

Yet in the background, barely audible as 

such but most definitely identifiable, wu the 
voice of a woman. 

Any speaker would have ceased had she 
known her efforts were thus wasted. It wu 
indistinguishable and unintelligible save for 
a scattered word here and there, which was 
unmistakably in English. Ed B r o n s o n  
thought that i t  was like trying t o  eavesdrop 
on a conversation in a boUer factory. 

HE
ta�=e�ed

0:ha�:���:�o�a%�: :a� 
and scanned the bands, even listening to the 
weaker stations-which, of course were far 
from being as ragged as this, regardless of 
their wee.knes.,_but came to the conclusion 
that there was nothing on the .air that cor
responded to the voice of the woman that 
emerged from his kinescope testing tube. 

, Bronson noted with questing interest that 
occasionally one or more of the interfering 
hoots, sirens and honka would cease for a 
moment or two. So also did the woman's 
voice. Ed prayed that when sufficient inter
ference would cease, the woman would not 
choose that moment to cease also. He wanted 
to know more about this. There was more 
to It than met the eye. 

U he could identify the speaker he might 
be able to establish a means of communica
tion. Loc:ation was also important. Further
more, If thi& were telephone or radio, he had 
a new means of receiving both. U It were 
telephone and It worked on any or all, Ed 
Bronson had a gadget that would make him 
the bane of all lovers of secrecy-Including 
espionage agenta, who, of course, hate pene
tration of their own little conclave• as d�ply 
as they try to penetrate others'. 

He-wall, If it Y{ere radio he was inter
cepting he had nothing as interHting as a 
telephone tapping gadget. But .... 

The tones dropped 1n volume. A Will 
whl.etle that made vicious interference with 
his hearlng suddenly keyed off like the turn
ing off of a Ught. A booming roar ceased also 
and other&: of less importance dropped or 
died. The cumulative effect of thia was to 
permit the woman's voice to come through. 

It waa not the perfect voice of a magnifi
cent contralto reproduced on the finest radio 
gear but a cool, clear contralto, transmitted 
by cheap, shoddy equipment and received on 
aomething both obsolete and inefficient. 

Yet is waa a woman's voice. And, with the 
luck of the patient scientist, she was saying, 
" ... home? It's at Thirteen forty-seven Ver-
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mont Street, Postal Zone Eleven. ... " 
And that was the first complete reception 

Ed Bronson heard. For, with the completion 
of the message, the cacophony of hoots, 
keenings and sirens blasted forth like a mad, 
insane symphony. 
"I live at Thirteen forty-eight Vermont," 

shouted Bronson. "Across the street!" 
He charged out, raced across the street 

and pressed the doorbell. He waited a mo
ment and an elderly man came to the door. 

"I'm Ed Bronson," explained he. 
"I know you," snapped the other man. 

"Always gununing up my radio with your 

f�is
ei:�im��t;ht��; �: t':t;�:ne?" 

he asked. 
''She ain't home." 
"Your wife?" 
''She's with Regina.'" 
"Well, was some woman using the-" 
"Look, Bronson, I ain't got no women here 

when my wife ain't, see?" Now what's your 

i
d
:o���"looked apologetic. This ·was Mr. 

Lewis McManner and both he and his family 
were the kind of people--one of which seems 
to live on every block-who chase robins 
from the front yard, call the polic� for ball
playir.g boys and manage to maintain an im
maculate house because it never has a good 
chance to get cluttered with people. 

"I've been working on an idea," he told 
McManner, "Jllld I seem to have picked up 
someone who claimed that her address was 
Thirteen forty-seven Vermont Street." 

"You'd think this was the only Vermont 
Street in the world!" snorted McManner, 
slamming the door. 

Bronson turned from the front door and 
retraced his steps. Despite his disappoint
ment, he could not help but grin at himseU. 
After all, how many 1347 Vermont Streets 
might there be between Puget Sound and 
Key West? And, were he to try mailing 
each a letter, someone would most certainly 
object loudly enough to cause Ed Bronson 
to explain that he had heard a woman'» 
voice mention the number and that he 
wanted to meet her. He could visualize the 
psychiatric ward looming to receive him 
while they tapped his knees and inspected his 
brain to find out whether he was safe to let 
loose without a muzzle. 

Yet Bronson sobered soon enough. He was 
an engineer. He knew that what had been 
done once could be done again. Perhaps the 

way to get in touch with this woman was to 
try to tap back. At least he could listen to 
everything she said in the hope that she 
would repeat other information. 
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upon, while the other "sang." He breathed 
no sigh of relief until he had half of the 
original phosphor back in the tube with the 
works completely covered, as before, by the 
mad mass of meaningless hoots and catcalls. 
Then he went to work on the other piece. 
He did have a parallel set-up right on the 
same bench. There was something about this . . . .  
During the hours that followed there were 

three breaks in the whistlings. The first pro
duced only the words "nature of the situa
tion-" The second time the woman said, 
"-something must be done, of course, but 
you tell me what. 1-" which also left Bron
son completely in the dark. The third time, 
she said "-so this part of the Carlson family 
is going to bed!" 
After which there was no woman's voice 

riding along with the myriad of sounds. 
They were as before, like a tadio that has 
gone off the air, leaving an increased racket 
of background noise, It was maddening and 
futile. 

All he had to show for her hours of 
telephoning waS her name. Carlson. 
All he had to do was to get the telephone 

directories of ali the cities in the United 
States of America and perhaps Canada, then 
run through the listings of 'Carlson' until 
he hit one that lived on 1347 Vermont Street 

It might as well have been 'Smith' as far 
as running them down went He could try 
Central City. Alter all, he could easily have 
made an error in listening. 
But that was futile. Bronson sought the 

entire list of Carlsons and found none who 
lived on Vermont Street or any phonetic 
variation. Grumbling and baffied, he re
turned to his labors. 

That, at least, proved more profitable. It 
was midnight when Bronson discovered that 
tapping one of the bits of phosphor caused a 
response in the other when they were ener
gized by the electron bombardment from the 
television tube works. 

From that point to vibrating the hunk of 
phosphor with the adapted insides of an old 
earphone and getting a response, took an
other hour of whittling, filing and working. 
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He discarded that method of modulation two 
hours later when he discovered that an audio 
modulation of the �lectron stream in the 
kines<!ope tube produced the same effect. 

Then, dead tired, Ed Broruon went to bed. 
He'd have called the woman right then and 
there had she been handy, but she- had gone. 

Bronson was truly beat. Had he stopped 
to think about It he would have known that 
something big was in the wind. For he was 
tapping no telephones. He had accidentally 
discovered lome sort of communication re
ceiving principle and had then devised a 
transmitter. 

His first thought on the following morning 
was to try the receiver. She was there, all 
right. and so was a hooting cry of the dis
sonant pipe-organings. 

Bronson shrugged and fired up his trans
mitting gadget. "Miss Carlson!" he called 
into the microphone. "Calling Miss Carlson 
of Thirteen forty-seven Vennont Street. Can 
yOu hear me?" 

Then he listened. 
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whinings. 
"Min Carlson, this is Ed Bronson. I can

not hear you clearly because of much In
terference. If you can hear me, make a lilting 
rill with your voice. This I can distinguish 
among the many stable-toned notes that are 
coming in at the time." 

The voice rilled up and down several times. 
Then there was considerable speech which 
Bronson could not undentand. 

The upshot of this, however, was a gradual 
shutting down of the hootings and honklngs 
until the receiver was clear. Then her voice 
came through again, 

"Mr. Bronson. I have requested sHence 
for one minute. Where ere you?" 

''Thirteen forty-eight Vermont Street, 
Central City Eleven." 

"That is across the street," she said. 
"Perhaps," he arawered. 
"Well, it ia," she said. "Unless we're in dif

ferent Central Cities." 
"Central City, New Mexico, eighteen milefi 

from Albuquerque?" 
"That's it. But we have little time, really, 

because we didn't get the clear as soon a1 we 
uked for it. They hung over a bit--the com
mercials, I mean." 

"Commercials?" he asked. Dumfounded, 
he began to wonder. Commercial, in radio 

parlance, meant any transmitter on the air 
for commercial purpose and the presupposi
tion that this system of communications must 
be quite well known. 

How then had Ed Bronson, an electronics 
engineer, managed to live through the com
mercialization of an entirely new field of 
communications? 

'The commercial laboratories," she said. 
"Oh? Then this ls a laboratory experi

ment?" 
"More than that-" 
Bronson heard with diJmay the first thin 

whistle re5ume. 
He interrupted. 
"Miss CariBon," he pleaded quickly, "we're 

going to be cut off again. Meet me on the 
corner of Vermont and Thirteenth, pleue?" 

"Yes but-" 
That was all. The keening, piping howl 

came with ear-shattering loudness once 
mora. 

Bronson turned off hit gear and headed for 
the corner of Vermont and 13th. Let 'em hoot 
and howl. 

He'd speak to the girl in person! 
An hour later, Ed Bronson still stood there, 

leaning disconsolately agairu;t a lamp peat In 
the bright daylight. A ring of cigarette butts 
surrounded his feet. 

Whatever it was it was important and he, 
Bronson, had the key. All he had_ to do was 
to find the door! 

B R�n�o:r ��:Y�:��e tb:t�: 
amplifier was a high fidelity affair, capable 
of flat transmission ·of sounds as far as the 
human ear oould hear. 

That made for good music and that's what 
the amplifier had been built for. 

So Bronson went home determined to build 
a series of sharp filters. Firat he would cur
tail the band-width of the ampllfiu until It 
peaked around eight hundred cycle• per sec
ond, near the musical note 'A' one octave 
above the standard Concert Pitch 'A'. 

Then he would build a set of sharply
tuned filters that would cut 'boleti' in the 
remaining spectrum where the tonal inter
ferences came. It would make her speech less 
natural but far more intelligible. 

Bronson needed more evidence before he 
did anything serious about it. 

It was nearing five o'clock in the morning 
before he finished his job, and started to 
llsten once more. 
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============= gins to get somewhat distorted from a mental 

CHAPTER II 

The Red·Sky 
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figure. 
"How do I know where he is?" she 

snapped. 
"Now look, Virginia," objected one of the 

men in the room, "there's no point In getting 
angry. We mu.t know." 

"1..-know you must, Peter," she returned. 
"I agree. But I don't know. Do you under
stand that? I don't know!" 

Peter Morey shrugged. "Anybody capable 
of building a .space resonator must have 
enough training to have known about it in 
the first place." 

John Cauldron spoke sharply, "You went 
out to the comer as suggested?" 

"I did. He did not appear. After I re
turned I �etched at regular Intervals. No 
one came. Also I listened carefully ai you 
suggested. He hasn't been calling-hasn't 
called since about eleven o'clock this morn
ing." 

Peter Moray smiled. "Yesterday morn
ing," he corrected. 

"Don't be funny. You're the ones that have 
kept me up all night asking fool questions 
over and over." 

''They're not fool questions, Virginia." 
"Any question repeated too often becomes 

a fool question," she replied. 
Cauldron spoke heavily. "We're not cross

examining you, Virginia. Plee.se believe that. 
We ask and ask end ask because it may be 
that something might have been said that 
sounds .trivial, but may make large sense." 

The girl shrugged "You're entitled to 
try," .she said. She passed a hand acro.u her 
face wearily. "You've h�� and reheard our 
conv11rsation as verbatim u I recAll it. · And 
It waa an exJ)9rience I will not forget Nsily." 

"Agreed," said Moray, walking to the W1ttlt 
window and looking out. "I gueu we're all 
overkeyed." 

Cauldron grumbled a bit. "There have been 
a lot of strange things happening," he said. 
''Thls " isn't the first." 

Virginia smiled wanly but it waa Cauldron 
who apoke next after a short pause. "And 
at five-thirty In the morning, everything be-

standpoint." 
Moray turned from the brightness of the 

sky and mumbled something about life'."' low
est ebb occurring ju.st before dawn. 

Then he added, ''Why did this mess have 
to happen? Blast it. everybody that knew 
swore up and down that the possibility was 
nil." 

"Not nil enough," said Cauldron. 
"No," agreed Virginia. ''But that's life." 
Moray slammed his fist down on the win-

dow-a.ill end swore. "That's life," he echoed 
in a mocking tone. "Well, I don't llke it!" 

"Who doe�!" demanded Cauldron quietly. 
"Can't you face facts?" snapped Morey. 

"Do you realize that we haven't much time 
left? ' And what ere we doing about it? 
Where are we? Nowhere, or no further along 
than we were thirty years ago-exactly 
thirty years ago. It's July sixteenth right 
now, end that's-" 

"You're talking like a fool, Moray," said 
Virginia. "Have you ever stopped to think 
that those of us who do not rent and rave 
and worry ourselvu into ulcers may have 
faced the fact, and find It ungood? Well, 
there ere those of us who will do what we 
can. There's little sense in worrying about 
conditions-ell it does is remove you from 
your hlghelt efficiency. 

"When something is awry you do some
thing to correct it if you oa.n. If you cannot 
you pigeonhole it until such a time as you 
can solve it. Not forget it, never for a mo
ment. But there's no sense in dragging a 
worry beck and forth serosa the floor until 
it IJJ draining your life's blood. � for that 
out there, I didn't do it." 
' "Good for you, Virginia," applauded 
Cauldron. 

"No," snapped Moray. "You didn't. You 
were not born at that time. But you can't 
fold your hands and accept it-nor can you 
say that it is none of your business!" 

"'i'here's always suicide," said Virginia 
Carlson. 
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thirty. 
Moray returned to the window and looked 

at the sky, west. "At five-thirty in the 
morning of July sixteenth," he said, "one 
hundred and twenty miles southeast of Al
buquerque, in a remote section of the Alam
ogordo air bue, a group of .scientists re-
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leased the fi.n.t atomic fire. Thirty. years lat
er," he finished bitterly, "we have a perpet
ual sunrise!" 

On the laboratory table, the receiver rat
tled loudly. They tumOO, as one. 

"Look," snapped Cauldron quickly, "if 
that is this Ed Bronson character, get in 
touch with him. We can use any technician 
we can get our hands on. Any man with a 
brain-might well hold the key to that living =��.

out there that is burning up the very 

''I'll put my chances on a space rocket," 
replied Peter Moray. 

"I'd rather stop that fire out there." 
"Why?" demanded Moray. 
"Where would you go?" snapped Caul

dron angrUy. ''There isn't a planet fit for 
human occupation and you know it. You'll 
either put it out or we'll all die. Not a 
chance for escape in any other way." 

"1-" 
"Shut up, while Virginia answers Bronson. 

He's having interference trouble--you'll 
make it no ee.sier." 

From the speaker was coming Ed Bron
son's voice, calling for Miss Carlson and re
questing an a!Uiwer, for he had filters in
stalled that eliminated tha whistlings. 

Cauldron jabbed Moray with an elbow. 
"He's a right bright fellow," he observed In 
a whisper. 

Virginia Carlson spoke into the micro
phone. "You're right on the big moment," 
she told Bronson. 

"Big moment?" he replied. 
"Sure. Thirty years ago today-thi..t mo

ment." 
"Yeah?" drawled Bronson. "And what 

happened?" 
Peter Moray looked at John Cauldron. 

"Tell me," he snapped, "what kind of man 
could live to maturity and not know Alamo
gordo?" 

"I don't know. I can't Imagine," replied 
John Cauldron. "But maybe-just maybe
it is the answer we've been seeking." 

ED BRONSON shook his head though he 
knew that the girl could not see hlm. 

He had not heard Moray or Cauldron men
Uon Alamogordo. He repeated his query. 

"And what happened?" 
Virginia Carlson told him, ''Thirty years 

ago, at Alamogordo, the scientists fint re
lea•ed the energy from the atom." 

"Oh," hv replied. "I didn't know It was 

marked on the calendar u a holiday.'' 
"Holiday?" exploded VIrginia. 
"Well?" 
''That atomic fire is still burning!" snapped 

Virginia. 
1 "Oh no'" 

"W�ll, i·m within a hundred and thirty 
miles of it," she replied, "and I can see it 
out of the window." 

"Where the dicken• are you?" he aaked. 
"You know my address," ahe replied. 
"Yes," he agreed. "And I went there and 

&ot pushed in the face for my trouble." 
"And the peoplO who live at your addreu 

are named Carrington, not Bronson." 
"How old are you?" asked Bron1on. 
''Twenty-five--why?" 
"Look," he said, "if that atomic fire i..t run

ning out there, then how did the World War 
Two end?" 

"They brought high offiolat. over to 1ee 
the awful pillar of fire. They didn't tell them 
that the atomic flame would ev�tually eat 
the earth-so surrender was a matter of ex
pediency. Once the shooting was over all 
the earth turned at once to thv job of put
ting it out. You know that." 

"Nope," he replied. "It worked--as did the 
others at Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and two at 
Bikini Atoll.'' 

"Hiro-and what was at Bikini Atoll?" de-
manded the girl , 

''Testb-Operation Cr06Sroads." 
"Terts!" exploded Virginia. "And none of 

them started atomic fir8!1 in the earth Itself?" 
''Nope." 
''Then you tell me what happened?" 
"I don't know." 
"You're not psycho?" asked Virginia. 
"Not that I know of," he replied with a 

chuckle. "Though-as Pontius Pilate is cred
ited with having said-'What is truth?' " 

"Hmmm.. I cannot deny your right to stat& 
truth as you see it, BronBon, but be it re
membered that practically every human born 
since the atomic fire ia a mutation of som& 
sort or another." 

"So what does that make me!" 
"You might be some sort of brain muta

tion--don't aak what kind--one who does not 
recognize the truth." 

"All I know is what I read In the papers, 
what I see In the moving pictures, and how 
I feel at the moment. Also, I am no muta
tion. I was exactly one year old when Alamo
gordo took place, even sup�g that It did 
take off with "radiationa that might have mu-
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tated the germ plasm." 

''Well, it did." 
"According to you it did," replied Bronson, 
"May I repeat your own statement to 

yourself?" she told him. "All I know�t 
cetera." 

"Okay," he said. "And granting that our 
separate tales are true, then what?" 

Virginia mentioned a few items of history. 
Both then got their own history booka and 
started to compare closely. They agreed on 
everything up to the moment of the atomic 
bomb at Alamogordo. 

And at that momen� the histories diverged. 
"Nature," said Ed Bronson, "must have 

been perplexed. So she took both roadways. 
One in which the earth is engulfed with 
atomic fiame and one in which the thing 
worked." 

''What do we do next?" asked Virginia, 
"We get in touch with the respective 

authorities of our worlds,'' said Bronson. 
"Alone we can do little. Together we can 
do something to aid you." 

''Tomorrow night at seven, then?" asked 
Virginia. 

"Right." 
The contact was broken. 
"And there," said Pater Moray, "is our 

answer!" 

�HAPTER III 

Earth Three 

D '!:t!ry
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tered. Maddox greeted the taller man obse
quiously, but the other's reply was curt. 

''1'1l.ey've done it, you say?" aaked Kinga
ton. 

"They've done It," replied Maddox gloat
ingly. 

"That proves it then," replied Kingston 
with interest. ''Though it has always been a 
common enough theory." 

"Within the past thirty-six hours," .taid 
Maddox, "there have been two tran��missions. 
The latter one is now going on. Want to hear 
lt?" 

"Not particularly," replied Kingston. "It 
will be recorded for my leisure." 

"Yes," nodded Maddox. His nod was 
toward a rather attractive girl, who was rid-

ing herd on a large wire recorder. From 
time to time she would reach out and adjust 
the volume of the recording. Over long blond 
hair abe wore earphones to monitor the con
versation directly. Kingston made a mental 
note that he could trust -Maddox to adorn 
his laboratory and workshop with the most 
attractive human decor that he could ftnd. 

ln1tead of commenting on· this he smiled 
ln amusement and continued to speak. 
"Rather dramatic isn't it?" 

Maddox nodded-. "Thirty years to the mo
ment. That Alamogordo affair had three pos
sibilities. It could either have gone off nor
mally-it could have started an atomic fire 
1n the earth--or it could have fluled. And 
so, thirty yean later, the three temporal pos
sibilities are meeting." 

"No, my dear Maddox," said Kingston 
with the air of a savant cor�ting a student 
who was not too careful of his fact&. "Just 
two of them, We sit by-remember?" 

' 'I  know," said Maddox, rebuffed. 
"liemember---fl.nd never for a moment for

get-that the possibility of the Alamogordo 
bomb starting an atomic fire in the earth was 

. a remote possibility. That means that the 
tensors which maintain that line of temporal 
advancement are very shaky. 

''Time, you know, consists of following the 
Laws of Least Reaction, which simply means 
that in any reaction wherein a number of 

-possibilities occur, that which will happen 
with the least energy will take place. This 
is statistically true, end need not hold for 
specific instances. 

"Now," Kingston went on, enjoying his 
role of lecturer even though Maddox flddled 
impatiently because he knew it all before
hand-and besides, the blond&- was half-lis
tening, though alert on her recording job. 
"Be It always remembered that the chances 
of the Alamorgordo Bomb being a fizzle were 
as remote as the other case. 

"Ergo, Maddox, our own world hangs on 
a slender thread of reality. We have as much 
need to escape from this time-slot as they 
whose earth is burning with atomic fire. For 
only in the time-slot where the Alamorgordo 
Bomb behaved according to principle are the 
time-tensors heavy enough to maintain il" 

"Yes, your Excellency," replied Maddox. 
Kingston nodded. - "You are a lucky fellow, 

Maddox. I came as soon as I could get away. 
I shall remain here until we can go through 
and take over." 

"Sir, a question." Maddox knew that he 
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must use deference at least until Kingston 
climbed down from his tall horse. "What 
happens when, as and if they start an atomic 
fire in Earth One?" 

''They cannot, save by sheer chance of al
most impossible mathematical odds," said 
Kingston. "Besides, they hope to move in--or 
will as soon as they leam the ti"Uth. No man 
burns the home he hopes to own in the near 
future." 

"But what will happen?" asked Maddox. 
"That expectation is far too deep for me to 
follow." 

"Men-all men-are inclined to feel sorry 

though they may eventually turn against 
their liberators. Once the truth is known to 
both worlds, those who are in Earth One will 
be moved to aid the trapped ones in Earth 
Two. 

"We shall aid them as we did before by 
transmitting to Earth One nlore samples of 
the space-resonant radioisotope to contami
nate their scientific works. There will be a 
gaudy search for them once the truth is 
known, you know. Anyway, those on Earth 
One will undoubtedly admit the trapped ones 
from Earth Two." 
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trapped to remove them from their misery. Two are a race faced with death. They'll 
In other cultures, the trapped are aided even send through their mutants, their death· 
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dealing types first. That will decimate Earth 
One and leave Earth One in the hands of 
Earth Two. Follow?" 

"SQ far, yes. But where do we come in?" 
"We come in shortly. Ninety percent of 

those remaining on Earth Two are mutants 
from the atomic fire or considerably older 
than thirty. The ninety are almost certain 
to be-if not sterile-then not cross-fertile 
with the rest of the mutant race. Each will 
have gone mutant in some fashion different 
from his fellow. 

"All we need do then is to sit and wait un
til the race dies out-another thirty or forty 
years. Or, better, depending on the circum
stances following the eventual battle we go 
to war. We shall win, for our peo'Qle have 
not lost much. At any rate we're permitting 
Earth Two to do our cleaning-up for us.'' 

"Unless-" began Maddox, then paused. 
He knew that if he advanced a theory un
asked it would be scorned. However, were 
he to make some leading statement and then 
disavow it unuttered Kingston would demand 
that he complete it whether he thought it 
right or wrong. 

Kingston did, which was an excellent proof 
of the theory that it is a good thing to know 
the nature of your fellow man. "Unless 
what?" demanded Kingston. 

"It was but an idle thought. Who fights 
more fiercely-he who has lost his home and 
fights for another or he who pr�tects himself 
from the one who would dispossess him?" 

Kingston laughed nastily. "Little differ
ence," he said. "This is rigged so that no 
matter what, a fight will ensue. It is always 
easy to lick the survivor of a tough battle." 

Maddox shrugged. "Just remember that 
you're not fighting aliens, but you--our
own kind!" 

Kingston nodded. "That," he said suc
cinctly, "is why I know them so well." 

Cauldron looked at his watch. "Two 
hours," he said. "Time enough?" 

Virginia looked concerned. "He didn't 
state whether he'd been asleep lately," she 
said. 

"Unless he's a complete screwball, he'll 
work days and sleep nights," observed Mo
ray. "Even supposing he works at home, 
he'll be arising about noon at the latest and 
hitting the hay about three-odd. Excepting 
when something was really in the fire like 

this receiver of his. I predict that he hit the 
sheets after we closed and is now pounding 
the pillow at a fine rate of speed." ' 

Virginia smiled uncertainly, turning back 
from her communicating equipment. "He 
doesn't answer," she said. 

"Can you locate his phosphor?" demanded 
Cauldron. 

"I have." 
"Then try," snapped Moray. "Aid! 

Help!" he sneered, "We're in the way of los
ing our very lives, and what we need, we 
take!" 

Cauldron nodded. "Moray-you first. If 
Bronson is still in evidence clip him. lf not 
we'll go ahead and do whatever is necessary. 
We can't take too long. After all-" 

Moray nodded. "Ready, Virginia?" 
"Ready." 
Virginia worked over another bit of equip

ment in her laboratory. Moray walked over 
easily, smoking a last cigarette leisurely un
til Virginia turned to him. 

"The focal volumes are resonant," she said. 
Then Moray seated himself in the chair be
fore the equipment and, as Virginia started 
the machine, it began to transmit Pete Moray 
from one world to the other. 
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Moray's body, still breathing, still living, be
gan to be less solid. At one time Moray 
lit another cigarette. 

A bit of the cigarette smoke entered Ed 
Bronson's laboratory. The amount was that 
perceptage of the transmission that had been 
accomplished. 

There, before the big kinescope tube in 
Bronson's laboratory, the air was beginning 
to show the vague outlines of a figure, seated 
on a chair. This figure thickened gradually 
as the random atoms in Moray's body passed 
over. 

A half hour passed and Virginia told CaUl
dron that the transmission should be about 
half complete. Moray's body could be seen 
through faintly-not that any of the internal 
organs were visible but as if he were a 
wraith. 

Then the halfway point came. The floor in 
Bronson's laboratory was lower than the 
floor in Virginia Carlson's laboratory-with 
respect to their transmitters and receivers-
and Moray and his chair dropped several 
feet on both sides. Moray seemed to be un
mindful of the fact L�al the hard floor of 
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Virginia's laboratory was about where his Moray shrugged. "He might guess about 
stomach we.!. this factor'!" 

·A half hour later, there was little of Moray Virginia shook her head. "No," ahe said 
left on Earth Two. Most of him was on Earth with finality. "He's just beginning to think 
One! about the space resonator. Look at that pile 

AJJ the final molecUles came through the of haywire junk! He's downright dumb
space resonator Moray heard a noise. Fran- founded at the idea of communicating over 
tic, he turned to see but could do nothing a lump of electron-bombarded radioisotopic 
until the last of him was complete. The compound. 
noi.!e reaolved itself to footsteps, and then "To consider the transmission of matter 
the door opened and Ed Bronson strode in. from one volume of focus to another is an 

"Smoke--" he mumbled sleepily, then, idea beyond concept. And-no doubt-ra-
"-who the heck are you!" dioisotopes p.ren't dished out as easily here 

Moray was complete. He leaped to hill as they are back there." 
feet and clipped Bronson viciously with the "Here, there, whither?" grinned Moray. 
side of his hand. Bronson dropped, stunned, . "Let's call th!s Earth One because it ill going 
dazed, but not nnconscious. Deftly, Moray to be here long after Earth Two has di111olved 
found a roll of tape, bound Bronson's ankles in atomic flame." 
and wrilltl, slapped a bit of tape acrou his "Okay . . So we've got this station first. 
mouth. We've got to get enough radioisotopic phos-

"Aid?" sneered Moray. "Promise us aid, phor passed around Earth One to make 
all right. Fifty yean will pass while the idea wholesale passage possible. You run this s:ta
is: being thrashed out in Congress or In what- tion, Moray, and I'll stand by to act 8.! a 
ever International organization there is here. front." 
Behave, Bronson, and you'll live. Help Ul!t- Moray looked at Virginia clo1ely. Slender, 
understand? If you don't it's-" Moray drew blond"e and possessed of an ethereal and al
a forefinger acro.ss his throat. most violent beauty, her personality and 

Another figure started to form-vague and looks: could and would forestall much idle 
indistinct-and Moray lifted the taped man questioning. He nodded. 
across his shoulders, carried him upstairs, "You keep out of sight of Friend Bronson," 
dumped him across his bed and left him he said. "It might be handy to have you for 
there. a-a face card." 

When he returned to the laboratory, Vlr4 Virginia grinned. · · · 

ginia was beginning to solidify. Moray seated Ed Bronson had a splitting headache ·and 
himself and waited, smoking Bronson's ciga- a crying pain in every muscle. He had been 
rettes and fortifying himself with a drink of lying motionless. It was all he could do 
Bronson's liquor. Moray smiled, but his agains:t the adhesive-taping job done by 
humor was bitter. Peter Moray. His tongue was thick and fur4 

How to marshall an army? It took an hour ry and his very soul cried for water. He 
to get one person through-to pass the six or could make no sound for the tape covered 
seven million still living in Earth Three his mouth. 
would at this rate take six or seven mllllon Angrily, and resentfully, Bronson's temper 
hours-a mere eight hundred years if you flared. He set his muscles against the tape 
didn't bother with the extra leap-year days about his wrists and strained. He tried the 
or take Christmas off. tape about his ankles. Both were wound 
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pletely and arose from her chair. 

"Collect Bronson or kill him?" she asked. 
''I should have killed him," said Moray. 
"Not at all," replied Virginia. "Even 

though this is quite similar to our world re
member that thirty years of time separate 
u........nd thirty years each of divergent de
velopment. We need someone to show w: our 
way around." 

many times with the heavy tape which would 
not be torn. 

A twisting strain succeeded only 1n abrad4 
lng his skin until the flesh was raw and 
bleeding. With fading hope he prayed that 
the blood would soften the tape and thought 
about rubbing himself raw even more 110 that 
the further How of blood might aid. 

He gave that up �hen he saw that the 
tape wa1 of the waterproof variety. All the 
10aklng in the world would do little good. 

He rolled from the bed onto the floor, eu4 
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ing the thud by dropping taped feet first and 
then angling to knees, turning to land on his 
buttocks and then unfolding as gently as he 
knew how. He made it with no undue effort. 
Then he rolled across the Aoor to the door 
and, turning, he caught the hinge-butt un
der the tape at his wrists where tape and 
wrists made a small triangle. 

After many minutes, Bronson succeeded in 
weakening the tape and then, hooking the 
tape firmly over the hinge, he tore it loose. 
To remove the tape from his mouth and from 
hia ankles was but a moment's work and then 
Ed Bronson was free to ,act! 

Quietly, he dressed. Then, using the ut
most stealth, he stole down the stairs and 
out onto the street. It was midmorning. 

Nodding amicably to Lewis McManner, 
who scowled back across the street. Ed Bron
son headed for police headquarters. 

CHAPTER IV 

"What Fool.t-" 

E
D BRONSON thought it out on his way 

to the polic� station. Man was an im
possible mixture of altruism and selfishness. 
Man was inclined to give freely to those who 
were needy-but would fight like fury to 
withhold the very smallest of his possessions 
from the avaricious grasp of those who would 
wrest them from him by force. 

As a world requiring pity, aid and mercy, 
every effort would be bent towards that 
end, even to the job of making room for them 
in an already crowded world. But they had 
entered like bank robbers or claim jumpers. 
Their own world lost, they intended to aban
don it. pirating any other world they could. 

The brotherhood of man collapsed at that 
point and became a brotherhood of hate. 
Tolerance and mercy and willingness to offer 
succor must be forgotten when the needy 
become vicious. Biting the hand that feeds 
is an old platitude which still holds true. 

So Ed Bronson knew that, regardless of 
their wretched situation, they must be 
stopped. This was invasion with capital let
ters. Even though many of them must be 
direct descendants of people- in this world, 
invasion meant war! Even wot·se than civil 
war was the brother against brother, man 
against man, war of survival. 

They-and Ed Bronson paused. 'They' wa1 
an indefinite term. "They' should have some 
nomenclature for purposes of identification. 
Were the invasion from another planet, 'they' 
would have a name. 

Were it merely an earthly war, country 
against country or political clan against po
litical clan, both sides would have names. 
But here was a case where it would be one 
earth, one world, against another world
identical save for a trick in time that had 
split them apart. 

Bronson needed a name and he needed It 
quickly. He reasoned and came to the con
clusion that the 'other world' should be 
called Earth Two because it was not long for 
living. Once it was destroyed by its · own 
fire this world would revert to being 'the' 
earth. Until such a time as differentiation 
became unnecessary he would call the two 
worlds Earth One and Earth Two. 

Thus, independently, did the people of 
three almost identical earths arrive at the 
same conclusion. Earth One was the original, 
where the Alamogordo Experiment had been 
successful. Earth Two was where the mil
lion-to-one chance of starting an all-con
suming atomic fire had actually happened. 
Earth Three was where the Alamogordo Ex
periment had failed. 

Ed Bronson and the folk from Earth Two 
were still to learn of Earth Three and it was 
only sheer reasoning that made all three 
systems of nomenclature congruent. 

So by the time Ed Bronson located the 
police department he was prepared to give 
a coherent story. He asked for the captain 
in charge. 

"Cap'n Norris is busy," grumped the desk 
sergeant. "What's the matter?" 

"My home is being invaded and-" 
"Well, you don't need the captain for that," 

snapped the sergeant. "Joe! Eddie! Get the 
wagon and go with this here--what's your 
name, mister?-and see that the guys that 
broke into his place are canned!" 

"I'm Ed Bronson," explained Ed. "But-" 
"That's all right," grunted the sergeant. 

"Joe and Eddie'll take care of you!" 
"But you don't understand," said Ed pa

tiently. "These are invaders from another 
world." 

"Invaders from-what?" asked the ser
geant, doing a double take. 

"They're just the beginning," said Ed. "If 
you manage to grab them others will be com
ing." 
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"Eddie---.Joe! Forget it. This is a Number 

Seven deal." 

J
o
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geant looked down across the desk and said, 
"Now, Mr. Bronson, suppose you come with 
me to the captain's office and we'll talk to 
him." 

"That's fine," said Bronson. "You see, I'm 
not sure of what to do about it all." 

"Captain Norris will be able to help you," 
said the sergeant. "This way." 

He came from behind his desk and led Ed 
Bronson to the hallway door. He opened the 
door and stepped back, permitting Ed to go 
first. Ed found himself in a short hallway 
and started down it uncertainly. The ser
geant followed him until he reached the 
proper door. 

"In there, Mr. Bronson," he said. 
Bronson did not make particular note of 

the fact that the desk sergeant had at no 
time been with his back to Ed. He opened 
the door and found himself facing an elderly 
wise-looking man who had the appearance 
of having seen, heard, and experienced, 
either first-hand or vica•iously, every item 
of trouble, grie£ and sin in the list. 

"Captain Norris, this is Mr. Bronson. He 
has a bit of trouble. Thought you'd best hear 
about it." 

"Sit down, Mr. Bronson, and tell me about 
it," replied Captain Norris easily. 
"Well, sir, in the first place, I am an elec

tronics specialist. It's-" 
"A scientist of some sort, is that it?" 
Ed nodded. "Most of us.shy away from the 

name 'scientist' but that's about it," he said. 
"So you're a scientist?" smiled Norris. 
"Yes. And I was experimenting on a bit 

of radioisotopic phosphor, hoping to make a 
better, more brilliant television picture." 

"Has this all got to do with the people 
who are breaking into your home?" asked 
Norris. 

"Yes. That's how they got in." 
"I see. Then go ahead. No, Sergeant Fos

ter, you stay because you may have to do 
something about this and it is best that you 
get your story first hand. It'll save time. 
Now, Mr. Bronson?" 

"Well, under the combined forces of the 
magnetic field and the electronic bombard
ment the phOsphor vibrated. I hall recog
nized the vibration. It was like a very faint 
whisper in another room that you can't quite 

understand-but you know that someone is 
whispering. 

"So I went to work on the phosphor and 
used a contact microphone on it, and got in 
touch with some woman, who gave her ad
dress as across the street from my home. 
When I went over there, I discovered that 
it, couldn't possibly be correct. Later I re
fined the thing a bit and learned that her 
name was Carlson. Then I built a means of 
talking back to her, and I learned that she 
wa:s not on this world at all. It was-" 

"Not on this earth-but talking Ameri
can?" demanded Norris. 

"Yes." 
"Do go on," said Captain Norris, putting 

down his pipe and leaning forward a bit. 
"Well, you see, Captain Norris, there were 

some of the Manhattan Project physicists 
who believed that there was a chance that 
the atomic explosion might be strong enough 
to start a fission train in the earth itseU. In 
other words, they were afraid of setting the 
earth on fire atomically. This was a possi
bility, and it seems that we now have two 
worlds, each following the natural chain of 
events pursuant to the two different possi
bilities." 

"Very interesting, Mr. Bronson. Please go 
on. There must be more." 

"After learning this, we decided to do what 
we could to alleviate the difficulty. I went 
to bed. In the night-or rather while I was 
asleep, they used some means or other to 
pass through from one world to the other 
and one of them clipped me and taped me 
up. He told me that they were going to move 
in on us-to displace us. I escaped and came 
here. Something must be done!" 

"Indeed!. Something must be done indeed," 
replied Captain Norris. 
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was a heavy weight on my mind, knowing 
that this was happening and I was the only 
one in the whole world that knew the truth." 

Captain Norris nodded. "I trust that you 
are feeling all right now?" 

"Of course." 
"We'd better get you to a doctor, Mr. 

Bronson. Those wrists look inflamed." 
Bronson looked down at them. "Now that 

this affair is in the hands of authority," he 
said, "I think I can take time off to see a 
doctor." 
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"We'll take you to our doctor," said Cap-

tain Norris. 
"I have my own," said Bronson. 
''We--insist!" 
"But-" 
Norris smiled genially. "You'll like our 

doctor," he said. "He's such a nice congenial 
fellow. Everybody likes him. Now-" 

"What js this?" demanded Bronson. 
"Take it easy," said the captain, "it's just 

routine. Everybody who gets hurt in the 
course of committing a crime or being vic
timized in such is always treated by the offi
cial medical department. Just a matter of 
establishing legal medical evidence, that's 
all. Now relax, Mr. Bronson, and come along. 
I'll have the boys take you to the hospital." 

"Hos-?" 
"Routine. The doctor works for us, Mr. 

Bronson. Therefore he has no office hours. 
Logical?" 

Joe and Eddie treated Ed Bronson to a wild 
ride through the city streets with the siren 
on full. They slid to a stop in front of a 
squat, dirty limestone building and they 
escorted him in--convoyed him in, to be 
exact, for one went in front and one fol
lowed up the rear. 

"I am Doctor Mason," said a white-clad 
man, meeting them in the corridor of the 
building. "Captain Norris told me you'd be 
coming." 

"Just abraded skin, doctor," said Ed, show
ing the doctor his wrists. 

"We'll take care of that instanter," smiled 
Doctor Mason. "Meanwhile, what's this tale 
you were telling Norris? Something about 
hearing voices? Threatening voices?" 

Bronson recoiled a bit. 
"Now relax " said Mason 
"Do ;ou thi�k I'm crazy?'; asked Bronson 

sharply. 
"Of course not. You're not crazy, my boy. 

Just tell me--" 
"You-" 
"My friend, the symptoins of paranoia are 

simple and easy to detennine. The hushed 
voices, in the earlier stages, merely talk about 
the victim. In a later stage the voices 
threaten. In still a later state the hushed 
voices take physical being and all too often it 
is someone entirely innocent of any malice. 

"Now this tale of people from another 
world, Mr. Bronson, must be faced for what 
it is. You are not crazy, my boy. Merely ill 
-no worse than a bad cold or influenza, for 

instance. But you are ill and you must be 
treated." 

''Treated?" exploded Bronson angrily. 
"Treated-for an imagined mental ailment 
when the earth itself is in danger of being 
invaded?" 

"The earth is not in danger," said the 
psychiatrist firmly. "And-" 

"I will not be-" 
"Violent, too," said Mason with a solemn 

shake of his head. "Normally, we try to gain 
the patient's confidence. But in advanced 
cases of paranoia, they will resent even altru
ism. Everything is suspected of plot. Now, 
Mr. Bronson, whether you believe that this is 
for your own good or not, you're coming with 
me. Will you come quietly or shall I have 
some orderlies bring you?" 

Bronson shook his head and turned to go. 
He walked into the waiting anns of Joe and 
Eddie, who subdued him easily because they 
were well trained in the art of handling men. 
Mason waved them on, and Bronson walked 
with both anns in hammerlock behind him. 
He could either walk or have both arms dis
located at the shoulder. 

Mason spoke to the policemen. ''The thing 
that makes psychlatry tough .is that the 
patient likes hlmself the way he is-just as 
all men do, really-and resents bitterly any 
suggestion that his personality be changed." 

"What do you intend to do?" asked Joe. 
"Electro-therapy," said the doctor in a 

decisive tone. 
Bronson writhed in both physical and 

mental anguish. He, the only man on earth 
that realized the danger, being dog-walked 
into a cell-accused of the crime of warning 
the earth of its fate! Outnumbered, over
powered and disbelieved! 

CHAPTER V 

Head Stan 
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Maddox nodded. "If his tale is believed 
Earth One will arm against invasion." 

"Correct. Properly to save us trouble the 
invasion must take place against small armed 
odds. Otherwise, instead of our finding a 
world decimated and wearied by war, we'll 
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find a world with its wits sharpened and its 
anger high." 

Maddox turned the focus knob to readjust 
the image that had fuzzed a bit because of a 
varying line voltage. He pointed to Bron
son's image, struggling against the police-

"He's in a fix right now," he said. 
Kingston nodded dubiously. "But he'll not 

remain there," he said. "Bronson is sus
pected of being paranoid right now. Any 
man coming to high authority with such an 
unbelievable tale of alien entities or time
divided worlds would be suspected of in
sanity. But before anybody tries to cure him, 
they will give him their most extensive tests 
to prove or disprove his sanity. 

"It is a fundamental principle that no man 
need be subjected to treatments or cure that 
needs them not. It is a violation of hwnan 
integrity to attempt to cure a man of delu
sions who has no instability. Therefore they 
will apply the last word in checks and tests 
and discover that Bronson is not insane. 

"Once they discover his stability they will 
admit the shadow of a doubt. Only the com
pletely insane will not admit their error or 
possibility of error. An honestly sane man 
will admit-however grudgingly-the possi
bility of anything, even to alien entities and 
spli) time-continuua." 

"Then-?" 
"Then let them listen but once to his 

Ranged-up space resonator. His is a fine 
spectacle, you admit-abou,t as neat and as 
efficient as the First Radio Receiver. On such, 
many people are making many transmissions 
of all sorts. Obviously, Madqox, the state of 
the art is higher than the technical efficiency 
of Bronson's gadget which to men of science 
will mean that there is something to Bron-
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son's story. Follow?" 
Maddox nodded. ''The men who know will 

have sufficient knowledge to evaluate the 
negative evidence. They know of no such 
technique." 

"Exactly," nodded Kingston. "Precisely. 
This we must stop!" 

"This we can stop," said Maddox. 
"How?" demanded Kingston sharply. 
Maddox made a wry grin. "Watch," he 

said. He turned to the kinescope screen once 
more and watched Ed Bronson prowling the 
lonely cell, . 

For the thirtieth time, Ed Bronson paced 
his tiny cell. It was hopeless. Everything 
mobile was too large and soft to use as tool 
or weapon-for either egress or self-destruc
tion. His clothing had been removed forcibly 
and Ed Bronson seethed angrily, dressed in 
only his skin. 

He realized that he had been a fool. Had 
he been less violent he might not be so well 
incarcerated. He should have known that no 
amount of physical struggle would get him 
anything. After all he had striven against 
greater nwnbers of men who were all trained 
in the art of handling men possessed of the 
strength of the insane. 

Bronson had only the strength of the in
dignant, which was far from the unreason
able power of the insane. With the use of a 
small amount of foresight, Ed Bronson knew 
that he might have been in a room less bare, 
perhaps one in which the door had not been 
bolted, barred and locked. · 

Bronson, it must be told, was not aware 
of the fact that the men who held him were 
also used to prisoners possessed of the cun
ning of the insane. No amount of cajolery, 
honest protest, supine acquiescence or will-

[Turnpage] 
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ing aid would have made them do other than 
lock, bolt and bar his door. 

What Bronson needed was a friend . .  
Maddox smiled with grim humor. "We 

cannot silence him now." 
Kingston nodded, his face clearing of its 

slight frown. "Good man," he breathed. 
"Nor," said Maddox, looking at the cell 

depicted on the kinescope tube, "can we aid 
him to escape." 

"To kill him inside of that room would 
most certainly prove to them that enough of 
his tale is true to make them suspicious. 
Even to open that room and let him out will 
prove to them- that there is more than the 
agency of a single man at work." 

"In other, terser words," grunted Maddox, 
"he has placed himself in a position where he 
has life insurance--only in the name of Earth 
Three." 

''And you see to it that he stays alive, sus
pect and helpless!" snapped Kingston. 

''That I shall do," nodded Maddox. "That 
I shall do!" 

"Unless, of course, he is threatened by 
death with both killer and motive indigenous 
--or apparently so--to Earth One." 

Peter Moray turned to Virginia Carlson 
and shook his head. "Won't work," he said. 

"Why not?'' she asked. 
Moray explained. His explanation was 

almost identical to that of Kingston and 
Maddox. To hurl a man into an asylum for 
hallucination is all well and good. To protect 
society, for any number of reasons all di
rected at the protection of society, from the 
maniac or to protect the maniac from society 
is sound. 

Yet no man can be incarcerated very long 
if he is sane and wants to get out. It is as 
difficult for a sane man to fake insanity as it 
is for an insane man to fake insanity. 

"So what do we do now?" asked Virginia. 
"We should have eliminated him at once," 

snapped Morey. "Confound it. I was sleep
ing. I thought he might be useful." 

"You were wrong," she said. "It seems to 
me that we might as well give him the works. 
I'll go down and see that he is taken care 
of." 
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In fact, Bronson knew only Virginia'S last 

name. That was a help. Also, Virginia was a 
very good looking young woman and the 
power of a beautiful woman who speaks with 
certainty is greal She was also a capable cal
culator and could plan her camjiaign as she 
went along. Moray nodded, and Virginia 
headed for the asylum. -

In her handbag, Virginia carried a small 
automatic. Bronson was a threat. The 
threat must be eliminated. The lover's 
quarr"el perhaps or, better, he was in the 
asylum for paranoia. Why not have him 
attack her? Self-defense is a good alibi and 
her story would be strengthened by the 
doctor's decision. She smiled cryptically. 

Supposing she were convicted of murder 
in the first degree and sentenced to the gas 
chamber? By the time the trial came to its 
end, the invasion would be ready and the first 
act of the men of Earth Two would be to 
rescue Virginia from her cell. She had 
everything to gain, nothing to lose by acting 
-and there was an entire world dependent 
upon her. 

Confidently Virginia opened the door of 
Bronson's house and headed down the streel 
It was her first venture outside along the 
ways of Earth One. 

In the morning, from her home, there were 
two lights in the sky, one a disc rising in the 
east, one a blinding glare that rendered the 
disc ineffective. Albuquerque never really 
knew night nor had it during the course of 
Virginia Carlson's life. Here, however, there 
was but the shining sun and Virginia found 
the streets a bit sheltered, shadowed, com
pared to the streets of her home. 

But-the thought came to her-this was 
her home! She walked along the same street 
as the one she lived on. She loo!{ed across 
the street from Bronson's front steps and 
saw her own number there. It was a different 
house but none the less it was her number. 
It was sandwiched between two other houses 
whose outlines and architecture she recog
nized. 

The street light was there, recognizable, 
though this one was not the remaining rem
nant of the pre-Alamogordo era. The one in 
her Albuquerque had not been used in the 
course of her life, though it had not been 
removed. 

The street-car line was still on the next 
corner, and the cars that ran might have 
been the same--could they have been? In
terested, Virginia waited until one came 
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along and, though she could not be certain, 
it seemed the same. 

It was a matter of interest to find out 
whether the same cars plied the same tracks 
in two different time streams. This seemed 
at once paradoxical and quite possible, for 
Virginia had seen both her own street ad
dress with a new house on the location, and 
the houses on either side which were older 
than Alamogordo and recognizable. 

Virginia walked on slowly, a number of 
things running through her mind. Even 
though the city seemed the same, there was 
quite a difference. The population was thick 
here, not thinnned out by radiation-sterility. 
The people were smiling and unafraid. On no 
face was that look of stark wonder and fear 
that never left the faces of the people of 
Earth Two even though they had been hom 
and bred under the blinding light of the 
Alamogordo Blow-up. 

Nor were there the mutants. 
That was what made the most difference. 

In her life and counted among her friends 
were strange biological forms, often un
human. There was, for instance, a fellow 
called Thomas Lincoln whose eyes grew on 
stalks and was quite a man at work on large 
machinery because he could see deep within 
the machine without having � rely on mir
rors or the sense of touch. 

His eyes, when extended, could either 
assume the proper distance for perspective, 
could narrow or widen the angle of per
spective-and his mind, trained over the 
yee.rs, made due allowance so that he knew 
and accepted these differences. 

There was Greene, the man whose hands 
had a palm on either side and whose fingers 
could bend to make a fist on either the inside 
or the outside of the arm. This might seem 
good, but it presented a lack of firmness. 
Greene's hands were far weaker than Harri
son's, whose hands had but three fingers with 
twin thumbs on either side, making the hand 
symmetrical. 
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and hair had a metallic sheen that was 
rather beautiful. In a strong light, Edna's 
skin and hair were almost luminous, like 
iridescent paint There was the fellow that 
lived on the corner-Virginia never knew his 
name-who had a double knee and elbow. 
This made for physical instability. 

There were others. Some were interesting 
from functional standpoints, some were in
teresting from banal standpoints. Others 
were just horrible and many were viciously 
dangerous. But many of them were her 
friends. Virginia had grown up without one 
iota of prejudice regarding the shape of a 
man's body, the color of his skin, or the 
nationality of his father. For in a life where 
few men were as simply mutated as to have a 
mere skin coloration, all of the former pre
judices were so minor in the face of the ac
ceptance of the more violent differences that 
to accept the latter meant complete disregard 
of the former. 

This world contrasted sharply with Vir
ginia's world. To see people walking freely 
in the streets, pursuing their normal life, was 
puzzling. Virginia, hom in the glare of 
Alamogordo, under a culture that had de
voted itself completely to one maitl' idea or 
to the secondary or tertiary support of those 
who pursued that idea, this freedom was in
explicable. 

In Virginia's world, there were two classes 
of people-thOse who worked directly on the 
problem of saving their world in one way 
or another and those who worked to support 
those who worked on the problem. Farmers 
produced so much, by law. Book dealers sold 
so many kinds of books, produced by 
printers and publishers who did exactly what 
was needed and no more. Entertainment and 
relaxation was Ear from spontaneous. 

People did not collect at random and throw 
a party on the spur ol the moment nor could 
one decide to go out and buy a magazine and 
read it instead of cleaning out the basement. 
Though it was admitted as such,-it was an 
emergency dictatorship, with the Alamogordo 
Blow-up as main dict3.tor. Regulation was 
the order of the years. 

Earth One was, to Virginia, completely 
unregulated. Women walked along the 
streets idly, looking in windows and smiling 
at men. The sign "Bar" intrigued Virginia. 
She was no stranger to the potable qualities 
of alcohol, but the concept of an establish
ment directed at the sole idea of selling 
drinks had not occurred to her. 

'11tis--recall-was Virginia's first expe
rience in living in a world not harassed by 
fear. 

She paused at a window showing an assort
ment of dresses on well-made forms. In her 
world, Virginia was a good-looking woman 
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and dressed as well as the next. 

In contrast to a world where much time 
and energy was directed at luxury instead 
of the sheer, vicious necessity driven of hope 
and despair-in a world where the accolade 
of young womanhood is to be permitted her 
first trip to mother's beauty salon and there
after make obesiance regularly-Virginia, a 
beauty in her own world, knew that here she 
was as conspicuous as a tall telephone pole in 
a snowbound prairie. 

She knew because the window before 
which she stood reflected her own hand
made dress against the luxurious mannequin 
inside the window. 

Moray had been correct in his assumption 
that a beautiful woman could get away with 
more than a plain one. His only mistake was 
in not judging alien demands for grooming. 
And yet it was not a true mistake. It was 
rooted in sheer ignorance. 

· 

Virginia wondered. Money? Coinage does 
not change very often. But the few coins she 
had in her bag would not cover the two 
figures to the left of the decimal point
iffing and providing that they were still good. 

There was, on her right hand, her mother's 
diamond. On her left wrist was a wristwatch 
of quite ancient vintage-Virginia automati
cally called it "Pre-Blast"-which might 
bring a few dollars. 

Virginia turned from the window and went 
across the street to a pawnshop. She 
emerged with a handful of greenback!'!, re
crossed the street and entered the ladies' 
shop. With satisfaction Virginia noted a 
beautician's place next door and, though 
rather questioning of the nefarious arts that 
might go on behind the curtains, Virginia 
was determined to compete with her con
temporary girl-friends on an even basis
perhaps with a fair head start! 

CHAPTER VI 

SpTung by the Foe 

JOHN Cauldron made contact with Peter 
Moray shortly after Virginia had gone. 

Moray, busy with the details at hand, had not 
given much time to thinking out the course 
of the future. Besides, it was Moray's busi
ness to act �upon orders from above. His was 

not the planner's lot. 
"What's cooking?" he asked Cauldron. 
"We're putting on a security silence on the 

space resonators," replied Cauldron. 
"Why?" 
"Whether they think Bronson insane or 

not, whether he lives or · dies, we must see 
that there are as many bits of radioisotopic 
phosphor in Earth One as possible." 

"Yes, but-" 
"Bronson may be judged insane. How

ever, give him a chance and he will demon
strate the space resonator. If he should pick 
up an Earth Two broadcast or even a mole
cular pattern it will lend weight to his tale. 
On the other hand, Bronson will be given 
credit-sane or otherwise-for the invention 
of a new level of communication. 

"When it becomes known that gross matter 
can be shipped across space with the same 
scientific concept people will rush madly to 
develop and build delivery sets." 

"I get it.'' 
"Sure," replied Cauldron. "It's easy 

enough. Tell Virginia-" 
"She's gone already. She left to take care 

of Bronson." 
"Oh blast! Look, Moray, how are people 

dressed there""' 
"Why-1 wouldn't know. Bronson was in 

pajamas when I intercepted him and it's just 
barely morning now. I've not really been' 
out yet." 

"You should have taken time to get Vir
ginia fixed up as close to one of the women 
of this world as possible." 

"Why?" 
"Because she'll be less conspicuous," said 

Bronson. "If they get to peering into Bron
son's mind they'll come to the conclusion that 
he isn't as mad as his tale sounds. Give them 
one overly-conspicuous character to look at 
and they will definitely begin to think loud 
thoughts." 

"Well, why shouldn't Virginia get along?" 
demanded Moray. 

"You're a young squirt," snapped Cauldron 
shortly. "You weren't around before the 
blow-up. You haven't the vaguest idea of 
how much time and hard money was spent 
by women on the luxury of appearing beauti
ful. That has been curtailed on Earth Two 
by necessity and emergency. But I'll bet a 
tall hat that they are still shelling out plenty 
there. Is there a telephone book handy?" 

"Yeah," said Jl.ioray. 
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"Then crack it to the classified section and 

tell me how many pages there are of beauty 
shops, beauty salons, beauticians, or what
ever they're called." 

Silence ensued for several minutes and 
then Peter Moray returned and gave Caul
dron the answer. 

"You see?" replied Cauldron. "You have 
no idea of how life is lived when there is no 
cause for fear." 

"So-" 

"So I'd feel better if Virginia were heading 
for that place in something better than a 
hand-made dress of reclaimed cloth, a self
done hairdo and flat-heeled slippers. Be
sides," he chuckled wryly, "it would help 
her morale no end." 

Harry Maddox turned from the hapless 
spectacle of Ed Bronson and shrugged. "He's 
safe," he said. "Now what?" , • , 

THEY'VE gone into a security silence," 
said Kingston. "As we expected." 

''Then our friend Bronson is no longer 
needed?" 

"Nope. They'll get along without him, now. 
What worries me is that the psychiatrist may 
get to work on Bronson long enough to 
establish a reasonable doubt in their minds." 

"Even so," said Maddox thoughtfully, 
"we're stuck. Supposing we were to kill 
him? It's obviously impossible in that room. 
It is equally impossible for him to escape nor 
can we arrange it." 

"What we need is a person who might be 
quite willing to murder Bronson in cold 
blood for the sake of murder Itself--or even 
better, for some mundane motive." 

"What about the characters from Earth 
Two?" suggested Maddox. 

"Let's find 'em," snapped Kingston, ap
parently struck with an idea. 

Maddox had little trouble in locating 
Morey. He looked in on Peter Moray for 
a moment, and then went in search of Vir
ginia. Virginia, apparently, had disappeared. 
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It was quite impossible to search every 

possible place in Albuequerque for a glimpse 
of Virginia and, after covering the pathway 
to and from Bronson's cottage to the police 
station and thence to the police hospital, 
Maddox gave up and retumed to Moray, who 
had stopped speaking to Cauldron. As Moray 
turned away from the equipment, the tele
phone rang, and he went to it, wondering. 

Moray lifted the phone and said, gingerly, 
"Yes? This is the Brons-" 

"Moray! This is Virginia. I'm going to 
dig Bronson out of the clink and bring him 
home. You hide or at least lie low. Follow?" 

"Where are you?" 
Virginia named an address. 
Kingston snapped, "Get that address

quick. Know where...iL is?" 
"Heck," drawled Maddox insolently, "This 

is the same Albuquerque. Sure I know the 
address." 

The video screen showed a blur, and settled 
on the showroom of a ladies' apparel shop. 
Virginia was just hanging up the telephOne 
and Maddox whistled. 

"Knockout," he said succinctly. 
"She got the works," grinned �Kingston. 

"Thanks to her we can watch." 
"Well," said Maddox thoughtfully, "there 

goes your party with murderous intent, and 
quite worldly too." 

Kingston nodded. "That automatic in her 
bag isn't an unaccustomed weapon," he said 
thoughtfully. "And she can and will claim 
attack. Self defense. 

Clad in a printed silk that graced her 
svelte body caressingly, with the sheerest of 
hose, the seams of which ran die-true down 
from the hem of her dress to her sandal
shod, tiny feet, Virginia Carlson of Earth Two 
was well on her way to being the most fetch
ing woman in three worlds. Her hair had 
been coiffed to perfection and her face had 
been made up by an expert. 

Virginia looked soft and sweet and perfect. 
She was a sight that made men tum to 
watch but not to whistle because she radi
ated some quality that rendered the wolf
whistle a definite insult. 

Then, patting the automatic confidently, 
Virginia turned down along the street once 
more and headed for the police hospital. 
Though she could not know it, the plane of 
focus of the video resonator followed her. 
Maddox and Kingston were watching her 
as she went. 

"Once this is finished," thought Virginia, 

"I shall enjoy living like this!" 
Her feet, unaccustomed to dancing, did a 

pointless little step. Her eyes sparkled, iris 
wide even in the morning sunshine, for Earth 
One had no eternal light in the sky to keep 
a dazzling brightness day and night. She 
pirouetted once and the sleek silk frock 
whirled and clung to her legs. As she 
stopped, the weight of the automatic in her 
bag hit her and reminded her of a job to be 
done before all this could be hers. 

Bronson must be stopped-somehow! 
Virginia knew how. 
With a fetching smile on her face Virginia 

entered the police hospital and asked for the 
police physician. Doctor Mason came and 
was a bit set back by the obviously high 
quality of his caller. 

"You're-?" 
"Virginia Wells. I'm a friend of Mr. Bron

son." 
"Indeed? A peculiar case, Miss Wells," he 

observed gravely. 
"Not at all," she said with a smile. "Mr. 

Bronson, as a hQbby, has been writing fiction 
and we got into an argument as to whether 
high authority could hear a rather bizarre 
tale without thinking the story teller was 
insane. I won." 

"So that's it," grunted Doctor Mason. "He 
sounded sincere enough to me." 

Virginia shrugged shapely shoulders and 
hurled at him the dazzle of her smile. "After 
all," she said in an entrancing contralto, "he 
is a successful author even though he doesn't 
work at it one hundred percent of the time. 
He should be able to concoct a story that 
would hold water, and he should be con
vincing. Why, that's his business!" 

"Urn." 
Mason left the office for a moment and 

came back with Bronson at his heels-
dressed. 

v��:!� l�:��:ar��s�r�'l� �t�eu:�;��� 
ing the night in the clink, Ed?" she asked 
brightly. 

"No!" he snapped. 
"You needn't have," she said with a smile. 

"All you had to do was tell them the truth. 
Why, they'd have thrown Orson Welles into 
jail for the Martian Invasion if he hadn't 
been famous." 

Bronson started. The Orson Welles affair 
bad taken place a long time ago-before 
either of them were born, in fact. This 
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rather gloriow: girl was trying to tell him "I happen to know that you are right," she 
I!OD'l•thing. told him. 

''Yeah," he drawled, stalling for time. "But-" 
"All right, so you lost," she told him. "And She nodded. She explained at length that 

now, if you don't have to stay here for play- she had been tinkering in her cellar and had 
ing pranb, we can go on home and write lt come in with something that had permitted 
up." ' 

her to htlftr hb: half of the initial discussion 
Bronson looked at Maso� Mason shrugged. with the girl named Carlson. 

"What's the pitch?" he asked. "AA for me, She paw:ed at that point and grinned at 
n�we don't want you though I'd llke \o him. "Just to keep the record clear," she 
hav� you reprimanded for wasting time." said, "I'm Virginia Welb." "Come to think of It, Doctor Mason, how "Well, Miss Wells, I'm grateful. But what should a man try to tell high authority of does a girl llke you find Interesting ln tinkersome impending form of outrageow: doom'!'" lng in the cellar'!'" asked Virginia. "You call me Virginia like everybody "Wley-" stammered Doctor Mason, "I-" ebe," she 'told him. "AA for tinkering ln the 
us

;:;ea," snapped BroiUIOn angrily. "Tell cellan, when has a woman's appttal anything 
"Why?" �e�o��th
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m� 'like you' that was hurled at me. Do YfU 

invader.� from outer space or some other un- think anybody that looks like this must 
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'�e invasion or the d�m will take with a sour .smile. "But the percentage 
"Why-rm-" assays high." 
"Forget tt, Mason," said Bronson. Then, Virginia took a deep breath. Thin though 

hecau.e he wa5 completely unaware of h1s her story was, h&'d accepted it for the nonee. 
vtaitor's name or anything else about her , ''Where do we go from here?" he asked. 
save that she Imew something that prompted ''I want to reason this thing out." 
her to atd him, Bronson turned to the girl Virginia amiled tolerantly. "My equipment 
and held out an elbow. im't very good," .she said. "I'd like to see 

''May I escort you home, Madame Pompa- youn." 
dour!" Bro1150n smiled. For hours he had been 

Virginia smiled at him wtth exaggerated Itching to .show someone the equipment and 
enticement. "Only U you want to be Ben- thia wu his chance. He wu going to take 
jamln Franklin, dear." the opportunity regardless of where the 

Doctor Muon stood up and hurled the door chance came. Virginia had known that too! 
open angrily. "Get the devtl·out of here!" he 'Ihe girl tucked a slender hand· into the 
snapped. He was sUll looldng for a fine vooa- crook of his elbow. ''Let's go,'' ahe said with 
bulary when they left. Once outside and on a bright smile. 
the street beyond, Ed BroMon paused. Bronson nodded and they started toward 

''Now," he said seriously, ''what in the hia home. 
name of eternal sin is t.hl.l'!'" He walked easily, she thought, neither too 

"I had to get you out of there," abe said. faat nor too slowly. HiJ stride seemed to 
"I'm glad you are sharp enough to follow concide with hers so that the periods of out
suit." of-step walking were minimized. They were 

''You can be glad that Mason did not not nonexistent, for Ed Bronson was a tall, 
choo.e to question me about you," mapped long-legged man and, though Virginia's legs 
Bronson. ''I'd have denied you deeply.'' were long and slender, she was not 10 tall as 

"All a part of your tale to convine.," she Ed Bronson by, seven inches. 
smiled. "I'd have forced it into the open- "I might suggest," said Bronson thought
forced Mason to let us meet. Then we'd make fully, "that we can do a bit of talking while 
out." we collect us some lunch. Me--I'm hungry." 

''P'\ne, fine," he said with a bitter grin. Virginia paused. VI.s!Ung a restaurant was 
"Ju.t tell me what the score is right now.'' another thing that was seldom done on Earth 
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Two, excepting by those who found it essen
tial. This she viewed as another luxury and 
she wanted to try it. On the other hand, she 
had too thin a story prepared regarding her 
'eXperiments' with the space-resonant crys
tals of radioisotopic phosphor, of her listening 
to Bronson and his subsequent rescue from 
the asylum. 

Yet-Virginia shrugged s I i g b t I y-she 
could probably handle this. Besides, she 
could learn more of Earth One were she to 
visit with Bronson. 

Virginia nodded and smiled at him. Bron
son paused in mid-stride and turned toward 
a small restaurant he knew. Inwardly he 
chuckled to himself. It was not always that 
a woman rescuer, fellow scientist and friend
indeed was so very delectable. Bronson was 
proud to have such a woman in his company. 

CHAPTER VII 

TTansjeT Arranged 

T�f
E :t�!:7��;;i'::�er! th;e:bo�::� 

University on Earth Three was a vast thing 
that encompassed many acres of wiring, tubes 
and memory-sttsftlge circuits. 

It had been working silently-save for an 
occasional click-for an hour, which was a 
pointed commentary on the depth of the 
problem presented to it, since its usual time 
of operation was startling in its brevity. It 
was, without a doubt, the great-great-grand
father of all automatic computers and even 
it was forced to mull over the problem. 

Leader Kingston and Harry Maddox 
lounged before the massive control board, 
smoking and watching Virginia and Bronson 
on a small remote-presentation kinescope. 

Finally the machine emitted a series of 
typewriter-like clicks and a sheet of paper 
emerged from the slot. It bore a complex 
equation that Maddox took and pored over. 

Kingston waited quietly, for he knew that 
Maddox was far more capable than he at in
terpreting the equations. Any interference 
would interrupt Maddox, ruin his train of 
thought and require more time in the long 
�n. 

Finally Maddox looked up and smiled. 

"It seems ·so," he ss.id. 
"There is no definite proof?" demanded 

Kingston. 
"Time and the future are both based upon 

the laws of probability," replied Maddox. 
"That these three worlds do exist side by 
side by side in time is certain-that they 
might have existed at any time before they 
did start was a matter of probability. Any
thing -is probable, you know. That we live 
is a most certain probability, yet that we will 
continue to live is less certain." 

"You're talking in circles," snapped Kings
ton. "Get to the point!" 

"Sorry, I must sound vague. You see, 
Leader, I've been thinking about this for 
some time and therefore I am inclined to 
think over the well-worn thought-trails 
swiftly and in considerable elision. However, 
according to this equation, the fact is this. 
The spacial continuum is strained by the un
natural presence of three congruent path
ways through the present time. 

"As we know, only the most probable of 
these will ctmtinue to exist. That-unfortu
nately-is Earth One. The Alamogordo ex
periment on Earth One was the most proba
ble, of course. Obviously Earth Two is des
tined to die soon, leaving but Earths One and 
Three. 

"But," continued Maddox thoughtfully, 
''we have posed the problem and the machine 
here reasons that we are correct." 

"Then we need not undergo all the strife 
in order to survive!" 

"Obviously not. On<:t! the pathways 
through time are no lon�er strained by 
multiple existences the strain will cease. In 
other words, once we-Earth Three-are 
the only true survivor the strain will cease 
and there will be no fear of our demise." 

"Then all we need do is to eliminate One 
and Two-and then," Kingston grinned. 
"Earth Three becomes the only one?" 

"Three becomes One," nodded Maddox. 
"NoW-" 

"Now we figure out a means of destroying 
Earth One utterly." 

"Simple," said Maddox. "All we need do 
is to rotate a bit of the core of the Alam
ogordo Blowup from Earth Tvm to Earth 
One." 

"Might be Jess simple than we think," said 
Kingston. "Remember that the fission train 
in the earth itself is indigenous to Earth 
Two. Since it did not happen on Earth One 
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is there any reason to suppose that the earth 
of Earth One will support an atomic fire?" 

M ����:;���� �::�iy 
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off' but it didn't here--the temporal strain 
broke into three paths," said Maddox. "The 
three important possibilities took place-
obviously because there was a huge question 
as to which of the three possibilities would 
emerge as the successful outcome of the 
affair." 

"I'm no believer in th.e Great Destiny," 
said Kingston. 

"Nor am 1," said Maddox. "Yet it is true 
that the most fit do survive. Obviously, 
Earth Two and its atomic fire is far from the 
most fit. Earth One has dropped into a 
lulled luxury-loving place where the serious 
facets of life are ignored. They are un
prepared to enter any form of strife to sur
vive. We--Earth Three--have developed our
selves and our science greatly and in any 
strife we are best fitted to survive!" 

"AU right, it sounds logical," snapped 
Kingston. "But how do we prove it without 
arousing suspicion?" 

"We can rotate a bit of the core of the 
Earth Two atomic fire to this earth," said 
Maddox. "Once we establish the atomically
inflammable qualities of Earth Three, we can 
safely assume that Earth One will- be the 
same. Remember," said Maddox with a grin, 
"on Earth Three the Alamogordo Bomb was 
a dud-it didn't even fire!" 

"And then what?" sneered Kingston. "It 
seems to me that your suggestion is the 
beginning of the end." 

"Not at all. Once we establish the possi
bility beyond a doubt, we can so very easily 

rotate the hunk of atomic fire back into 
Earth Two again." 

Kingston thought for a momenl Then he 
nodded. "We must move lightning fast," he 
said sharply. "Because I will hazard a bet 
that Earth Two considered the idea of getting 
rid of their atomic fire by sending it through 
the space resonator. And rejected it because 
their own Earth Two was badly treated by 
the original fire. After all, there's no use in 
staying with a partly ruined, semi-radio
active Earth Two when Earth One, complete 
and unharmed, lies like a ripe apple for them 
to pluck." 

Maddox nodded. "It will have to be quick," 
he said. "For either one of them is quite 
capable of turning the stuff this way once 
they suspect." 

Kingston turned to the kinescope screen 
and scowled at Virginia and Bronson. 

"There," he said, "are two of the four or 
five people who have within their grasp the 
truth of the matter-and they are the two 
who have sufficient imagination to reason it 
out!" 

"And once she kills him that will leave 
only her!" 

Maddox nodded idly and began to set up 
equipment, saying, "No time like the pre
sent." 

"For what?" 
"I'm interested in knowing whether the 

atomic fire will burn Earth Three as well as 
Earth Two." 

Kingston shrugged. "Y'know," he said 
quietly, "if it does ruin Earth Three nothing 
says that you and I can't pass over ourselves 
anyway." 

Maddox smiled. ''Indubitably," he agreed 
[Turn. page] 
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dryly. It wu quite obvious that Leader go on up Into the very upper reaches of the 
Kingston had given him nothing new in ideas. atmosphere.. 

U NLIKE the slow apace resonator of 
Earth Two, the onea used on Earth 

Three went with lightning swiftness. They 
were imaller, more efficient, showed a deeper 
grasp of the art and the principles involved. 
Maddox picked his colleetion of equipment 
up and headed for the door. 

"What are you going to use for a focal 
volume?" demanded Kingston. "You have 
no focal point." 

"Won't need one," smiled Maddox. ''That's 
a true atomic flame. As In the sun there will 
be minute traces of all elements contained 
therein and all we n·eed is a trace. For like 
the sun, Earth Two's atomic flame is both 
building up and tearing down all elements 
possible. Come on-I'll prove my point." 

For a brief time, Harry Maddox' drove like 
a maniac through the air in his atom-powered 
speedster. Leaving behind it the whistling 
scream of its supersonic passage from Al
buquerque to Alamogordo, the fleet craft 
made the passage in minutes. At the site of 
the original, Maddox landed. 

There on the desert was the steel tower 
that had held the Alamo!fordo Bomb before 
its trial. On Earth One there was but a 
shallow depression of broken gr.een-glazed 
sand. On Earth Two there burned a pUlar of 
atomic fire tor miles in radius from this very 
spot. Here Maddox s9t up his space resonator. 

Then, sensibly, he urged Kingston beck into 
the speedster and raced away, ten, fifteen 
miles. Then in his speedster Maddox pressed 
a button. 

Behind them on the deser' a burst of in
tolerable light, like a million suns com
presaed into a minute sphere, cast its in
stantaneous glare acro11 the face of the earth. 
Like an expanding hemisphere of pure sun
flame, it dinned again.st the very substance 
of space and hurled Its terrible energy out-
ward. 

' 

Thunder came then and the still-intoler
ably bright explosion flashed in multicolored 
burstl as the shock wave started to rise. Up 
and up and up into the stratosphere rose the 
towering ice-cap to roll into a cauliflower 
shape. 

And then up through this bursting-white 
cloud there darted another pillar of sheer 
flame-energy, to rise above the first and to 

Standing aghast, Kingston and Maddox 
watched tha scane with horror. Minutes 
passed before they could speak, and then it 
was with bitter fear. 

Maddox pointed to the ground below the 
towering pUlar of cooling hell. There was a 
sunlike flame there, burning more brightly 
by the second. The ground rumbled faintly 
and, upon the ground at their feet, two 
shadows were cast which added to the com
plete unearthlineM of the scene. 

"Now!" demanded Kingston. 
"Not now," growled Maddox angrily. "Our 

equipment was utterly destroyed in that 
blast" 

''Then we lost?" 
"No. All wv need do is to return and pre .. 

pare a radio-controlled speedster to carry 
another space resonator into the near-scene. 
Then we can send that pillar of hell beck 
where it came from." 

''Think you'll have any trouble!" worried 
Kingston. 

"Nope," said Maddox. "I've been think
ing about this for some time. We can do it!" 

"Then how an we going to transfer a good 
bit of that flame to Earth One?" 

"I won't mind gotng over," said Maddox. 
"I'll see to it that Earth One get. a goodly 
dose. In fact, I think it might be a good idea 
to set up a relay system to bring bita of it 
through and send to other parta of the earth 
at one tlme. We can set atomic fires all over 
Earth One within a matter of seconds." 

"Might restart several on Earth Two al9o," 
suggested Kingston. "Nothing Hka speeding 
things up a btl" 

Maddox nodded, but there was a worried 
frown on b.J.:i! face. "There's one thing I don't 
relish," he said. "So far as we know, the 
only bit of radioisotopic phosphor containing 
the resonant element lies In the laboratory of 
Ed Bronson on Earth One." 

"That's your only doorway?" 
"To Earth One, ye!." 
"Then-" 
'"nl.en we return· to our vantage point and 

watch. Sooner or later they will leave that 
set-up unguarded and we can get through to 
place other focal elements at a safer place 
on Earth One." 

"Well," smiled Kingston, "once Virginia 
Carlson gets rid of Ed Bronson they must 
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100ner or later leave that place unguarded 
and we can break in, Let's go and walt." 

"And also prepare the drone to return that 
pillar of hell back to Earth Two." aaid Mad
dox with a bit of mild concern. 

CHAPI'ER VIII 

Hal/wav Mark 
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and watched Virginia with admiration. Their 
initial talk had been sketchy. All Virginia 
knew was that she had been working on 
equipment similar to his and had heard the 
same things he had-including hlm. 

Her information was less complete than 
his, for Virginia was not equipped to tinker 
up a complete set of filters to tune out the 
interferences, so she Mid. Only Bronson's 
voice came through clearly enough to be 
understood. Yet she was aware of the danger 
and felt that she must help. 

be in evidence since she was bringing Bron
son back with her. "But you have a good 
Idea. It'll do thenl a lot of good to try coming 
through if they end up In a steel box. 

"Besides," she said thoughtfully, "it is 
better to try. I'd hate to think of them coming 
through unguarded. We owe it to the earth 
to try and stop them." 

''That we do," nodded Bronson. Then he 
ceased to think about it since it had been 
settled. He preferred to watch Virginia. 

She was a beautiful girl--one of the most 
beautiful women that Bronson had ever seen. 
That . alone won his admiration. But what 
brought his real commendation was her 
attitude. Bronson had known other beautiful 
women before and most of them were in
clined towards a selfish narcissism because 
of the round of admiration they got from 
every male. 

This gave them an egotistical attitude that 
repelled Broq.son, for he knew with some dis
dain that their attitude was born of the 
actions of his own sex. 

Virginia had none of this false sophistica
tion. She was raadily and honestly pleased 
with things u they were and with Bronson's 
offerings. To add to that Virginia was clever 
and Intelligent and could, without straining, 
discuss .!leveral t;ubjeets · that the average 
beauty wouldn't bother to strain her vapid 
mind on. 

And that was that so far M she was con
cerned. As to what track to follow, Virginia 
professed ignorance. She suggested that they 
eat and then go to Bronson's laboratory and 
work on the stuff. 

Bronson could not know It, of course, but 
"And what do we do about them?" he Virginia's attitude wu mostly naivete. 

asked. Seldom before had she spent an hour ln 
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"He told me so." Not that Virginia had forgotten her basic 
"Then there's just one." job--but at Ieut here was the offering of re-
"There may be more," objected Bronson. laxation in an atmosphere completely devoid 

"Perhap1 we .should forget my place and go of the constant ill&wing fee.r. 
to work on yours." The light in the sky was not there. 

Virginia blinked inwardly at that one. Then, too, Virginia wu capable of pigeon· 
Naturally, Virginia could not take him to her holing her mind. Though she intended to 
place for she had none. There had to be eliminate this man as a factor In the safety 
some way. of her world's people she saw no rea1on why 

"I suggest that you and I go in very she should not enjoy herself first. Looking 
quietly," she said. "If the house is infested about her in the restaurant she 18W many 
we'll go to my place. If it is clear, even tern- other people enjoying life. This il.!!elf was 
porarily, we can go in and steal the phos- unlike Earth Two and It offered Virginia a 
phor." point for jealous desire. She wanted thill 

''Better,'' grinned Bronson. "We can con· kind of life-without-fear. And it was within 
ceal it In a steel safe. I have a hunch they her grasp! 
can't get through It then." 
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!'he man opposite her, who toyed with the 
ailverware idly was a fine specimen of 
humanity. The waiter, the cashier, the hat
check girl, the major-domo, the customers
all were whole and healthy. 

Virginia looked about her at the thickly 
peopled restaurant and mentally compared 
it with a place In her own world. Idly she 
replaced the elderly gentleman at the table 
opposite with a gnarled, seven fingered 
monster-and the boy-girl couple beyond 
with a pair of uglinesses. 

Tho waiter instead of being well-dressed 
and polite was misshapen and clad in rem
nants of a once-great civilization. Starch 
wasted on a shirt, as well aa the time wasted 
In preparing it, was unthought-of in Earth 
Two. Few of the men in Earth Two would 
look so polished and at ease in the formal 
trappings. 

Bronson made motions to l&ave and Vir
ginia arose to follow. From his pocket he 
took money instead of a ration card and he 
lett a generous tip for the walter. A smiling 
doorman opened the portal for them. 

Once on the street Virginia was again im
pressed by the people. Then there were the 
theatre on the corner, the stores and the 
shops selling anything and everything that 
men and women would buy. 

The automatic bumped Vlrglna's hlp a.s her 
bag !!Wtmg, and the contact hurt-more than 
physically. 

Walking beside thi! tall man Virginia con
sidered the situation. In her bag wa1 the 
means of replacing the people she saw In 
this 11treet with a high percentage of rnls
!lhapen bodies of her own world. To--elimi
nate this .cane of physical health and mental 
good-will with the warped bodies and minds 
of her own world. 

Vlrgina saw her own reflection in a shop 
window. She was shapely and well-dressed. 
She knew that without egotism-It was obvi
ous facl She was more like this world-fitted 
better into this scene than Into the world 
on which she had been born. 

An age-old urge ro�e in her. She had shied 
away from marriage because of fear and dis
taste. Too many of her friends she had seen 
in mental agony because of mutant offspring. 
Now she was presented with at least an op
portunity of a life that would be normal. 
What had she on Earth ·Two but unpleasant 
memories for all of her life? 

Perhapa it seerra a sudden change. Yet a 
mind suddenly shown a way toward happl· 
ness will often swing as swift as a pendulum 
from one attitude to the opposite. Perha� 
the only reason that Virginia had not fol· 
lowed many of Earth Two's people Into the 
madness of fear was because she had been 
born to the insoluble threat of the Alamo· 
gordo Blowup and had never been forced to 
change from freedom to fear. 

Many another on Earth Two had seen the 
eternal flame and had gone mad, knowing its 
threat. Vlrglnla, born after it started, had 
never known anything else. So now Virginia 
viewed a world built like her own, but one 
devoid of fear and populated heavily with 
healthy, happy people. 

Why go back? Why change this? She could 
blend very well with this environment Her 
woman's instinct told her that she could end 
by very llttle trying. 

There was but one great fear. This man 
who walked beside her knew the facts of 
Earth Two. He also stood to learn about 
her. It presented her with a quandary. To 
make her future secure he must be placed in 
a position never to learn the truth. On the 
other hand &he needed his aid to forestall the 
invasion from Earth Two if she were to en· 
joy the future of Earth One as she now saw 
it 

Virginia wondered whether she could work 
with Ed Bronson long enough to give him the 
particulars of the space-resonant techniques 
-and still keep him In the dark regarding 
her own part in it. Once the threat of in
vasion was gone there was no doubt In 
Virginia's mind that she could lose herself 
here on Earth One. 

In fact, the proper thing to do was just 
that-tell him the truth and sha would be 
forever suspect. 

T��s
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house or something equipped with a base
ment in which to work. He'd be wanting to 
see that sooner or later. How to forestall 
him on that required thinking. 

Once he knew that It required the presence 
of the proper elements in the space-resonant 
;aries to effect the transfer of material, he 
would demand the opportunity of sealing up 
her bit of the stuff in order to forestall the 
invasion of the vanguard from Earth Two. 
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From a techr.ical standpoint, VIrginia knew 

that the operation of the space-resonant 
science required the presence of the space
resonant elements. Even though she knew 
nothing of Earth Three and its highly ad
vanced techniques which pennitted the oper
ation of a view-and-voice-operated mech
anism without the presence of the elements 
in the area of transmission, Virginia was 
correct in her assumPtion that no passage 
from one time-zone to the other was possi
ble without a critical mass of the ultra-rare 
transurank elements in the receptor-zone. 

Having used the technique for many years 
Vit"ginia and the rest in Earth Two could be 
certain that the only critical mass of these 
rare elements on Earth One was in -Ed Bron
�on's laboratory. 

So, the first thing was to protect herself, 
to isolate herself on Earth One and to seal up 
forever the passageway. All Virginia had to 
do was to break up Ed Bronson's mass into 
!"ubcritical sizes-and then to keep all other 
discrete bits of the space-resonant elements 
from being collected for a period that sur
passed the possible time required for the final 
death of the ill-fated temporal division-the 
end of Earth Two. 

Impulsively. Virgina opened her bag and 
handed the automatic to Bronson. 

"Here," she whispered, "this may help--if 
they're still here!" 

It was hours later. Bronson's re-entry into 
his home was careful and stealthy but un
productive, for Peter Moray had gone back 
to Earth Two to await developments. Virginia 
knew this and was prepared for the lack of 
population in the Bronson home. Once the 
place was known to be free of invaders 
Bronson relaxed. 

"Me," he said with a yawn, "I'm tired." 

"I don't suppose you got much sleep last 
night," smiled Virginia. 

.. Darned little," he agreed. "And I'll get 
less until we figure out something to do with 
this equipment of mine. Obviously it does 
not require energization to pennit the dJe<:t." 

"Why not seal the thing in a metal case of 
some sort?" suggested Virginia. 

"'ntink. it might work?" 

.. Maybe. At best, if you shield it well and 
keep it canned up, you can be certain that 
anybody that comes through will emerge in 
a dark, confined place." 

.. Not necessarily," said Bronson. "Radio 

waves often disregard things like shields and 
closed rooms. And, if I recall correctly, that 
feller who came through and clipped me was 
parked out on the middle of the floor some 
ten feet from the crystal." 

"U you're tired," suggested Virginia, "why 
not take it easy? You take a snooze and rn 
keep watch. You'll think better once you've 
had a bit of rest" 

"But what will you do if-" 
Virginia smiled. She went to Bronson and 

touched his hip pocket with the back of her 
hand. Ed nodded and took the automatic out 
of the hip pocket and handed it to her. 

"I can't cover eight shots with the ace of 
spades," she said, hefting the gun, "but I'd 
not miss an invader." 

"I'd like to clip a few of them myf>i!lf," 
grunted Bronson. ..First I'm up all night 
Then I'm clipped by one of them after only a 
short few hours sleep; then the trip to the 
asylum, and now home. Yes, Virginia, Pve 
had all too little sleep. You'll be all right?'' 

"Definitely," she told him. "From here on 
in, I'm unafraid-and in high confidence:" 

''"Wake me in three hours," be told her. 
She nodded. 

He left, heading toward the bedroom. 
Virginia found a book and read it quietly, 
keeping a weather eye on the space resonant 
crystal in the experimental kinescope set-up. 
A half hour later, Virgina put down her book 
and tiptoed into Bronson's bedroom. He was 
sprawled on his back in the deepest of 
slumber. 

Virginia went back to his laboratory and 
began to work on his gear. It was late after
noon when she finished, which was quick 
enough considering what Virginia had ac
complished. It was her field of 5eience, this 
space-resonant t.ec:hnique, and Ed Bronson's 
laboratory was rather complete. 

So simple, Virginia's plan. Setting a timer 
to reverse the equipment after a pre-calcu
lated time, Virginia composed benelf Oft a 
chair and waited. Again, her body faded bit 
by bit as she passed, molecule by molecule, 
from Ed Bronson's laboratory. At a short In
terval beyond the halfway point where Vb
ginia's body sank into the floor, the machi:De 
ceased its operation . 

Wraithlike, half of her in each � 
Virginia was physically powerless. But she 
knew that her equipment was working. The 
window ol. Ed Bronson's laboratory bad a 
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atrange appearance. 

It was not quite like the mixed-image 
Impression received when viewing different 
scenes simultaneously with the separate eyes. 
It was more like viewing through a stereo
scope, with one side taken in bright sunlight 
and highly illuminated while the other photo 
had been taken by moonlight Also there had 
been years between the taking of the two 
because things were not exactly the same. 

Of course, Virginia wa. not viewing one 
scene with each eye. The process of trans
\lTllsslon was not a passage similar to walking 
through the door. The molecular transfer 
took place at random, a molecule from here, 
a molecule from there. 

So Virginia viewed the scene in a truly in
describable state. Each eye saw the same 
scenes-a mixed, foggy montage in poor 
register. 

But the illumination in the afternoon sky 
was unmistakable as Virginia looked at the 
window that existed simultaneously in two 
w-o�ds. She smiled to herself as the equip
ment in Ed Bronson's laboratory reversed 
automatically and started to return her to 
Earth On&. 

Virginia had been halfway home. And her 
plan was halfway complete! 

CHAPTER IX 

Ill Wind 
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que thrice. Then it streaked away from the 
city and headed toward Alamogordo. The 
pillar of fire was vicious and Intolerably 
bright and it silhouetted the fleet drone
though no one could stand to watch the 
scene, regardless of the thickness of his eye
glasses. 

To all intents and purposes the drone 
· vanWled. 

But on the viewscreen in Harry Maddox's 
laboratory the pillar of fire grew, expanded 
into the entire screen, covered it and made 
ateering ambiguous until Maddox dropped 
the nose of the fleet little craft ao that the 
field of view included the bue of the atomic llama. 

The drone arrowed on and on and then 
came to a machine-made landing a few 
thousand feet from the base of the flame. 
Maddox worked swiftly now, for the heat of 
that devilish fire would ruin the equipment in 
all too short a Ume. The equipment went to 
work. 

Then, like the snuffing of a candle flame, 
the scene went dark. The pillar of fire dis
appeared and there was a thunderous roar 
as miles of tortured air raced in to fill the 
vacuum created by the sudden absence of in
tolerable heat. 

The thunderings shook the city of Al
buquerque and the buildings rattled. 

In one of the homes Ed Bronson was 
shaken into wakefulness. He was lying on 
the floor which was hard though not cold. 

He awoke dully. He felt the floor and had 
a quick impression of having fallen from bed. 
Grinning sheepishly, Ed Bronson stood up 
and turned. There was no bed! 

The thunderings diminshed slowly and 
Bronson shook his head in wonder. It had not 
been thunderstorm weather earlier this after
noon. But there was no bed! 

"Virginia!" he called, running from the 
room. 

His house was empty of people. In fact his 
house was refurnished completely. ' That fact 
he accepted dully, wondering what had hap
pened and why. It was too great a concept 
for him to grasp at once. He stared dully at 
the strange rugs, chairs, appointments. He 
went into his laboratory-

And found a complete nursery. In one cor
ner was a crib but the infant was missing. It 
had been used recently, for the bedding was 
warm-and a bit damp. 

Bronson's mind whirled. Strange-strange, 
But not too strange, considering. If the11 were 
capable of sending some of their cohorts 
throUgh the veil that separated the two 
worlds, it was equally possible for them to 
reach forth and grab someone from the. other 
world. 

Bronson cursed angrily. 
He left the house quickly because he knew 

that, regardless of how he had come here, he 
was an Interloper. Bronson asaumed that 
any of the enemy who mlgbt be reaching for 
him-probably to prevent his forestalling of 
their efforts-would not merely slip him 
through the barrier and let him run l0011e, 

Whether something had gone awry in their 
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transmi.s!s:ion plans he did not know, but he 
guessed that soJDE:thing bad interfered be
cause no man attempting to grab an enemy 
would do other than to grab quickly and 
keep him under supervision. 

So Bronson left the house quickly. 
He was an interloper-and, though helpless 

to do anything but run, he was infinitely 
better off with his freedom than in eapture, 
jail or, more probably, death. 

Killing hlm on his own world would bring 
about the rather complex problem ol dis
posing of the corpse. While this is possible, 
it is difficult to dispose of such a high degree 
of absolute contrabrand in a civiliution with 
which you are not over-familiar. So some 
l.ucky accident had brought Bronson into this 
ill-fated Earth Two in a residence instead of 
the laboratory or mifitary establishments of 
the imminent invaders. 

o��!�o�::�:;:��o;ni���:. 
Tt was vague, something that was missing 
from a mere sk�y description but some
'hing rather important from a secondary
,.,r was it primary-viewpoint, something that 
did not jell. 

It was late afternoon. The sun was setting 
·n the west. But there was no pillar of 
<�lomic fire in the sky! 

The Mi� C::arlsoD of Earth Two had said 
that all of Albuquerque was illuminated by 
the vestness of the pillar of incandescent 
Aame that reached from horizon to the sky. 
Where in the name of thunder-

The whirling madness spiraled in Bronson's 
mind with the never-ending round of who, 
what, why, when and where. And driving 
that engine of madness was the ever-present 
and ever-growing fear that the earth he knew 
was threatt'fled with death-while he could 
rfo nothing but stand by .and watch it die. 

And join it . 
The light disa9peared like the snuffing of 

a candle, and Maddox turned to Kingston 
With a grim smile. "'That's that." he said. 

Kingston nodded affably. "Now all we have 
to do is to complete our plans." 

Maddox shook his head "Remember that 
the stuff in Bronson's laboratory is the only 
supercritical mass on Earth One. We can see 
through, of course, but without that focal 
point we cannot cross over." He tumed and 
left the drone-control room, walking down 

the corridor towards the other laboratory 
with Kingston beside h�im. Kingston was 
silent for a moment. 

Then he nodded in self-satisfaction. "111 
send through a corps of guards to protect it 
until we need it.., 

"Better yet," said Maddox, "send through a 
couple of technicians to separate it into sub
critical masses until we need it. Then we can 
prevent Earth Two from crossing." 

They tumed the comer of the hallway and 
entered the orginial laboratory. As they did 
so, Kingston caught the sight of the view
screen and stopped short, his jaw dropping. 
On the screen was the view of Bronson's 
laboratory. Virginia was sitting idly in a chair 
watching the equipment. 

Her attitude was not one of complete re
laxation, nor was it one of deep intent. Mad
dox and Kingston knew at once that Virginia 
was waiting while the equipment ran auto
matically. 

Maddox leaped to the controls o1_ his 
viewer and followed the cone of energy from 
the Crystal to Ed Bronson's bedroom. There 
be saw the reason for the work. Ed Bron
son's wraithlike body was in the last stages of 
its disappearance from Earth One. 

"So," snapped Maddox. "That takes care of 
him!" 

"Rather clever. too," said Kingston, ad
miringly. "That's getting rid of a body with
out fuss or bother or corpus delicti arising 
somewhere to confront- My Lord! What's 
she doing?" 

Virginia, having seen the equipment eome 
to ib end of operation, bad run into the bed
room to cheek on,whether Bronson had been 
transmitted. Maddox had followed her back 
to Bronson's laboratory and Virginia was 
opening the tube. She removed the crys
talline mass and carried it to the toolbench. 
Here she placed it on a two-foot slab of mild 
steel used as a surface plate and was reech
ing for a hammer with her right hand while 
her left hand groped for the cold chisel 

Kingston's question was hypothetical. Both 
men knew what VLrginia was about to do. 

"Quick! "  snapped Kingston. "Stop her!" 
"Cheek!" grunted Maddox, his hands leap

ing across the control panel. 
From the crystal between chisel and sur

face plate came the beam of invisible energy 
that enlolded Virginia in its grasp. Unlike 
the slow process of her own machines, 
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the highly efficient techniques of Earth Three 
effected the trans!er in a matter of milli
seconds. 

Virginia felt the wrench of a twisted spatial 
continuum, felt the change as her body ad
justed in level and knew briefly that some
how something had gone terribly wrong. The 
scene before her eyes changed like a flash
over in a moving picture and she faced Mad
dox and Kingston. 

"No you don't," said Kingston roughly. 
It was quite wrong. Her trained mind told 

her that in an instant. Her first brief fear had 
been that someone from her own world had 
interrupted her machinations and had grab
bed her to prevent the completion of her 
plans. That would have been quite logical. 

But the time interval had been too short. 
That proved to Virgina that it was not of her 
own world, for had there been any accelera
tion in the transfer process, she would have 
been notified. It was-to her logical mind
quite improbable that such an advance could 
have been made in the space-resonant tech
niques in the course of the lew short hours 
during which she had been absent from her 
own laboratory. 

Therefore, she reasoned, there was more to 
this than met the eye. 
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gloated. "Going to reduce that crystal so 
that no one could follow you," said Kingston. 

"Where--" 

Kingston smiled with self-gratification. He 
felt grandiose enough to gloat a bit more. 
"This," he said expansively, "is what we 
term Earth Three." 

"Three?" she echoed hollowly. 

"Some very brilliant people," chuckled 
Kingston, "reasoned that there was the possi
bility of two outcomes to Alomogordo. But 
they never even considered the possibility oE 
the bomb failing completely. This is the world 
where the bomb failed." 

"Failed!" said Virgina, completely over
whelmed with the implications. Her tone 
was hollow, almost a psychopathic parroting 
of Kingston's words. "Failed but . . . .  " she 
was incoherent. 

Kingston smiled again. "After all," he said, 
"the Alamogordo Test was made to determine 
whether or not the bomb would actually 
work. Even the finest brains of the day were 

not certain-and there was the possibility of 
lailure." 

"But-" 
"Here w'"e are," said Kingston simply. 
"But if there was failure?" said Virginia 

falteringly, but with gaining confidence. 
"how is it that you are so very well ad
vanced?" 

"The failure of the bomb was temporary. 
A later model worked. But in our world 
science is completely free and untrammeled. 
Unlike your world, Virginia Carlson, where 
science is deeply regulated and directed at 
one and only one idea, our science knows 
neither bonds nor interference. 

"If you ever get outside in our world you 
will see atomic power in its fullest use. You 
will see advances made that are and will 
always be impossible in any system where a 
man or a group of men can direct in any way 
the course of scienCe." 

Virginia nodded glumly. "I know," she 
said. "I've always known of the openings 
into fields of science that might lead to great 
things but they were closed because of the 
necessitY of pursuing the one idea toward our 
future." 

Kingston nodded. He admitted the Wl
happy fact but his own position was none too 
certain--or had not been until recently. 

"If your world is so excellent," asked Vir
ginia bitterly, "why . . .  ?" 

"The time is approaching when only one 
future can remain," said Kingston. "No one 
but an utter egomaniac would consider that 
the entire universe is regulated for the bene
fit of mankind. We have yet to make a real 
attempt to reach the other planets. Have you 
ever considered the rather impossible pro
portions of this temporal fission? I doubt 
;c 

"Is, for instance, there a complete universe 
for each of the time-trails? Or if Earth One 
and Earth Three both sent rockets to Vequs 
would they meet beoause Venus was common 
to both time streams? Think of the energy 
required to separate a complete universe and 
ask yourself whether you think it possible." 

"Energy has little to do with it," re
plied Virginia. "Who knows the functioning 
of the thing we call time-;-possibly for the 
want of a better word. Who knows why we 
have trepidation? Certainly the energy re
quired to cause a planet to falter in its orbit 
is not truly expended but trepidation is 
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caused by someUting that seems to require 
little or no energy." 

"We're far from the original premise," said 
Kingston. "We may never know whether or 
not the temporal paths are merely local or 
widespread. It is not a matter of organic 
versus inorganic matter, for neither is con
trolled nor directed from any of the other 
streams of time. 

"Were this not so, every time a workman 
lays a brick on Earth One the same brick 
would move and be cemented in situ on the 
other two worlds. And a car on the street 
might have an accident with a car common to 
all three worlds but driven only by a driver 
on Earth One. 

"The point is," continued Kingston, "that 
the time is coming when this triple existence 
must cease. Again it is the old principle of 
the survival of the fi.Uest. I am not a firm 
believer in a god, either benevolent or vi
cious. Yet there is-or was-some agency 
that effected this split because it was un
certain as to outcome," 

"What hope could there have been for 
Earth Two?" complained Virginia bitterly. 

"Who knows?" replied Kingston. "There 
might have emerged from her bitter necessity 
a solution of a lot of ills. Certainly I know 
that, with the entire world working against 
that fatal menace, few differences of ideology 
remain. In earth Two, Virginia, the lion and 
the lamb have lain together. 

"In fact," grinned Kingston, "you might be 
closer to allegory to state that the eagle and 
the bear have a lot in comon with lions, 
dragons and others. It is," he admitted rather 
unhappily, "a factor that we, here, have not 
been able to accomplish." 

"An ill wind-." said Virginia bitterly. 
"True," nodded Kingston. "But the fact 

remains that the three time paths diverged 
because of some uncertainty. These same 
time paths must ultimately come to one end
ing. We do not know the future-no one 
does-but Utis we do know- Tilat world 
which has the best factor of survival will 
emerge as the one and only Earth. 

"We," said Kingston proudly, "have the 
best technical perfection, so in any strife we 
must win. Therefore we are the ones to sur
vive and we are working toward that end. 
That is why we grabbed you. Your world is 
doomed. We must ensure the doom of Earth 
One so that Earth Three is the only one left." 

KINGSTON turned to Maddox. "I think 
we might be wise to collect Ed Bron

son too," he said. "No use letting him run 
free. Find him and bring him through too." 

Maddox nodded and went to work on the 
controls, setting the dial that determined the 
depth of penetration to Earth Two. He 
worked rapidly, sweeping the house that was 
cojacent with the house on Earth One. 

"Heck!" snapped Kingston. "He can't have 
gone very far. Of course she sent him to her 
chums. Find them!" 

Maddox nodded and located Virginia's 
laboratory with ease. Moray and Cauldron 
were there, working on the gear, but 
obviously getting nowhere. Kingston 
shrugged. "Cover every place they might 
conceal Bronson," he directed. 

To Virginia, he added, "It is most conven
ient that Earth Three lies on the other side 
of Earth One from Earth Two. Were this 
not so, the fumbling of your friends to pene
trate the barrier between the streams of time 
might cause · them to stumble on us." 

"Why can't they get through to One?" 
[Tum. page] 
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asked the girl. 

Kingston smiled. "Within the hour," he 
said, "four keys will Wllock four safety de
posit boxes in four difierent banks in Albu
querque. Each-box contains one subcritical 
mass of space-resonant elements. My men 
are finishing the job you started, but this 
time the key to invasion lies in my hands!" 
He turned to Maddox, who was fumbling 
with the controls. "Find him yet?" he de
manded 

"No," grumbled Maddox. 
Kingston turned to Virginia. "You want 

to live," he told her in a very matter-of-fact 
voice, "and therefore it is to your interest to 
see that we do not permit Bronson to harm 
our plans. Where is he?" 

"I don't know," said the girl. .. 1 merely 
sent him through." 

"You are a brazen little traitor," .!ITiapped 
Kingston. ''I believe you! You merely sent 
him through, you cared not where." 

Maddox spoke up. "That equipment she 
flanged up isn't the most aceuN�.te,'' he said. 
"But I've covered the entire neighborhood. 
You know, the closest mass of focal element.'J 
lies across the street, in Earth Two, in the 
laboratory of Virginia Carlson. Therefore, 
lacking direction and precision, she'd have 
sent hhn through to the focal zone of her 
own gee.r." 

Virginia gasped. Partially blinded as she 
had been, hall-aware of the duplicity of her 
surroundings, dose in the near-paralytic grip 
of the transmission equipment, Virginia had 
retained sufficient cognizance to know most 
definitely that when she looked through the 
veil, she had been looking into a room that 
parallelled Bronson's " laboratory in shape, 
size and window-placement 

It was not similar to her own. In her haste 
she had paid it little attention. Her only 
thought had been to dispose of the man. 
Knowing that there were no other critical 
masses on Earth One, she had felt that any
where he went was elsewhere. 

The implication was clear enough. She had 
sent Ed Bronson into Earth Three, a simple 
mistake due to the faet that Two And Three 
were situated almost equally distant and on 
opposite sides of Earth One. Obviously, the 
erude equipment had selected the nearer 
critical mass-which had been on Earth 
Three in a cojacent house and not through 
to Earth Two and across the street to Vir-

ginia's own laboratory. 
Bronson, then, was on Earth Three, aome

where. 

CHAPTER X 

Counterfeit 

BRONSON foWld that the streets of the 
city were teeming with people which 

was not what he had expected from his brief 
talk with Miss Carlson of Earth Two. Bron
son was absolutely certain that this was not 
Earth Two at all, for it seemed Wllike a 
world teetering on the brink of death--even 
ignoring the main clincher of the pillar of 
atomic fire mentioned by La Carlson, there 
was that vast and more-than-obvious differ-

Bronson shook his head in wonder. This 
was not unlike his own world, yet there were 
subtle differences-subtle differences observ
able at first glance, but becoming bold and 
glaring differences as Bronson became more 
familiar with the street down which ·he 
walked. 

A b�s went past-and did "not leave a wake 
of evil-smelling pale blue exhaust. A store 
on the corner advertised cigarette lighters 
which bore the name Irhiniu.m.. Bronson 
knew of most of the cigarette lighter com
panies by name and none of them bore such 
a name. He looked more carefully and noted 
that certain vague references to Irhi-n.ium. 
indicated that it was a trade name based upon 
the motive power of the thl"ngs. 

In this strange world to which he had been 
hurled, did they-by the Great Harry-use 
atomic power to light their cigarettes? 

Bronson's mind, of course, was over
whelmed by the suddenness of events and its 
natural inability to accept such a vast con
glomeration of new concepts at the same 
time. It merely Watched, saw, cataloged. 
Anything outrageous would be given the 
same consideration as something quite nor
mal in Bronson's nervous state of complete 
wonder. His mental state bordered on shock. 

Noiselessly the traffic moved, noiselessly 
and without odor. Dress and appointment 
were brilliant-and entirely new. The over
head wires of Ed Bronson's world were gone, 
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as were the poles that bore them. Nor were 
there street lights. Streetcars plied their 
routes with a minimwn of thundering racket 
but there was neither trolley above nor slot 
in the street below. 

Bronson paused before a large toy shop 
and watched a man manipulating an electric 
train. The miniature train had all the ma
neuverability of a real train because of the 
multiplicity of controls under the fingers of 
the man in the window. Beside the train 
was a large box containing cubic bits of 
metal and non-metal. 

The explanation on the box said that the 
contents would build a miniature fission
reacting pile that worked but which em
ployed Kenium metal instead of uranium 
since the use of the latter was dangerous, 
requiring ton upon ton of fissionable mate
rial as well as a moderator. 

That was the clincher. 
Bronson's mind cleared once the facts were 

driven home. He was not on Earth Two. He 
was most certainly not on Earth One. 

But Ed Bronson's mind leaped to the fore
gone conclusion v.-ith simple reasoning. 
Earth One, Earth Two--and Eat;th Three, 
where the third possibility had taken place 
at Alamogordo, on July sixteenth, 1945. This 
was where the bomb had fizzled-and where, 
became of that, all forms of atomic research 
went on without regulation. 

Not one world, not two worlds, but three/ 

Well, there was a perfect way to check this. 
Bronson knew where the library was, had 
used it often. It might still be there, for the 
one In Earth One had been erected ln-ah
he did not recall the date but it was some
thing like MDCCCLXXXVI. 

He turned the corner and walked down the 
proper street and, after turning the second 
corner, Bronson saw it-in the same address 
and in the same building. He wasted no time 
In finding the newspaper files. 

J
ULY sixteenth, 1945, was uninformative. 
Bronson wondered what the same 

paper printed in his own world said on that 
date but guessed that this paPer, a morning 
daily, might have been composed and on the 
press at the time of the affair-if it had 
not been already printed. 

Of security angles for the era he studied, 
Broruon lmew only the mention made in 
history and tales spun by his father and 

cronies, who had lived and worked at that 
time. So Bronson accepted the fact that 
security might well have suppressed in both 
worlds-or even all three-any traces of the 
Alamogordo Experiment for some time to 
come. 

He turned to the following day, July seven
teen, 1945, and found nothing. On the eight
eenth, Bronson saw nothing truly informa
tive but there was an item printed as re
corded from Radio Tokyo In which it was 
claimed that the United States had asked for 
representatives of the Japanese Government 
to come to America under a flag of truce. 
This was construed to mean that the United 
States was considering surrender. 

Nothing was visible for several Wues after 
that. Then a vast headline-PEACE
shouted across the page and on page two of 
the paper, was a brief explanation that the 
representatives had returned to Japan. A 
columnist was demanding an answer to what 
and why the mystery. 

Another accOunt from Radio Tokyo men
tioned that, in a spirit of humanity, Japan 
had surrendered rather than loose upon the 
entire world a weapon so terrible as the 
representatives had been shown. 

Bronson nodded vaguely. The trail was 
getting intelllgible. He at least knew nothing 
of this latter fact. He thumbed his way 
through the paper to the date of the Hiro
shima Bomb and found nothing worthy of 
mention. Nagasaki was not mentioned a 
week or so later and Bronson, none too clear 
of his dates, covered days before and after 
his approximation just to be certain. 

He pored through the paper and found 
many references to the Manhattan Project, 
including one full newspaper, on the general :;:

r
�f what �e recalled of the Smyth 

A month later a Washington columnist 
printed a scoop. There had been a test of an 
atom bomb at Alamogordo, he claimed, and 
the bomb had fail,ed to function. 

"Ah," said Bronson aloud. 

What came next? How the two worlds had 
become so socially and technically diffe�nt 
was something to be studied at a later date. 
For the present Bronson felt that it was the 
time to start thinking about action. 

He left the librafy and walked down the 
street thoughtfully. Here the bomb had 
failed, here-and automatically Ed Bronson 
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cataloged the place as Earth Three-science 
was unfettered. 

So, he reasoned along two lines simultan
eously, the transmission of things from one 
plane to the other required the use of the 
radioisotopic phosphor-Bronson did not 
know the conglomeration of transuranic ele
ments comprised an entire rare element 
group known as the space-resonant series 
and so called them by the name he bad 
known them-and since this was so, qe would 
be forced to investigate. 
Also, since Earth Three had no apparent 

regulation on scientific research, it would 
probably be easy to obtain enough to go to 
work. The unfortunate part of it was that 
his rather extensive bank account was de
posited in the First National Bank. Though 
it was situated within three blocks of this 
very spot, its officers would ·view his very 
solid cheeks as so much illegal paper. 
He smiled wryly. 
So here he was, isolated on an obviously 

alien world, with the weight of his own 
earth on his shoulders, quite incapable of 
more than scratching the surface. 
Lost-completely lost-in the troubled 

thought, Ed Bronson's trained hands, by 
sheer reflex, dipped into h.is pocket for a 
cigarette. The hands, finding none, notified 
the locomotor areas of his brain, which, 
operating on sheer habit and reflex, sent a 
message to the eyes. 
The eyes looked around, though what they 

scanned made no impression on the more 
coJLScious sections of Bronson's mind. They 
caught what was wa,nted and the automatic 
process went on-the infonnation went back 
to the habit-section, directions went to the 
muscles and Bronson walked towards the 
drug-store in absolutely the same state of 
coma as the proverbial absent-mind_ed pro
fessor. 

Too deeply engrossed in his thoughts to 
pay attention to the automatic items, Ed 
Bronson's brain caused his voice to murmur 
a cigarette-brand name. The cigarette Came, 
and Bronson's right hand dipped into his 
pocket and dropped a twenty-dollar bill on 
the counter. 
The clerk looked at it and mumbled, 

"Have to get change, mister." 

A
GAIN unconsciously, Bronson's head 
nodded. 

Had anything evolved that was out of the 
normal routine, Bronson would have been 
forced to take notice. But this was like driv
ing an automobile or riding a bicycle. It re
quired no conscious effort so long as nothing 
demanded decision. 
Nothing demanded decision. The decision 

was made for him. He felt a heavy hand on 
his shoulder and felt it tum. him so that he 
faced- His mind came back to his surround
ings like a snlipped rubber band. A police
man! 
''What's the idea?" demanded the latter. 
''What idea?" asked Bronson. 
"Counterfeit money." 
''That isn't it-" 
The policeman laughed nastily. ''Looks 

perfect," he admitted. ''But I might point 
out that E. Thomas Froman is not the secre
tary of the United States Treasury." 
"Huh?" grunted Bronson. 
"A perfect counterfeit excepting that the 

wrong fellow signed it," snapped the police
man. ''What's the idea, fellow? I take it you 
don't mind counterfeiting but dislike being 
jailed for forgery?" 

"I don't get il" 
"You will," smiled the policeman with 

great self-satisfaction. "Come along. Coun
terfeit money is a bad thing to have in your 
possession.'' 
Bronson cursed himself. He had even more. 
Anticipating distastefully h.is second visit 

to the police station in as many days, Ed 
Bronson emerged from the squad car behind 
the policeman. This was one of the basic 
differences. This was not by far the same 
place he had been in before and the serious
ness of his position made Ed Bronson smile 
whimsically. 

If not the only one ever to do it, he be
lieved himself at least the first man ever to 
be jailed in f;wo jails on two worlds-or on 
one world separated by only time. It was 
"doing time" with a vengeance! 
With the policeman following him, Bron

son went into the building, upstairs and into 
a room filled with scientific equipment. His 
quick mind decided that. on this world, 
advances had also been made in criminology. 
But he was forced to wait and see, for none 
of the equipment made sense to Bronson. 
What the police did with it, how it separated 
criminal from citi.zen, Bronson had no idea. 

"-passed a twenty dollar bill signed. by 
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E. Thom.u Froman as Secretary of the United 
State. TrM.sury," said the policeman. 

''Clever of you, officer." 
'Thank you. The shopkeeper merely 

auumed It to be counterfell I knew better." 
'This, officer, Is Ed Bronson-of Earth 

One," said Klng1ton. 
Bron1on jumped visibly. They knew him! 

Then he nalized that they must certainly 
know him because they had kidnaped him 
through the barrier In time. This, of course, 
was erroneous, for it had been Virginia's 
machinations that had brought him here. On 
the other hand, the error made little differ
ence so far u ItS end-result went, for it was 
true that they knew him and also that they 
were quite glad to have him under their 
thumbs. 

"So you're the birds who grabbed me!" 
he said bruhly. 
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that another had accomplished what he him
sell had wanted. 

"We're glad to SIN you," said Kingston. 
"No doubt," snapped Bronson. ''The pleas

ure la all yours." 
"Don't be petty," laughed Kingston. 
Bronson turned around to see what the 

other man-Maddox, of course-wu doing. 
Maddox had stopped using the space-reso
nant viewer, but the screen depleted a street 
on Earth Two, which was obvious since there 
ware twin shadows cast, one by the sun and 
one by the atomic flame. 

Bronson knew ti by reputation if in no 
other way. So he nodded at it and said, 
sc:a.thingly, "Convenient way to spy on your 
neighbors, isn't It?" 

Kingston nodded and smiled. And Bronson 
knew that the real menace to Earth One was 
not the fear-filled, already-dying Earth Two 
with its growing cancer of atomic flame, but 
this free, lusty Earth Three where science 
had been unrestricted in scope and field and 
direction. 

Superior in the knowledge that they con
trolled the entire situation because of their 
higher degree of varied sciences, men of 
Earth Thr.e were quite capable of biding 
their time and aiding In any scheme planned 
by Earth Two--or perhaps Earth One-that 
would enhance the future of Earth Three. 

Bronson saw them u conquistadores, 

watching savagu fight over a luah laland and 
waiting for the least difficult moment to re
lease all the terrors of modem clvilization 
to defeat both sides. 

"So what happens to me?" ha snapped. 
"Unwittingly you have served us," said 

Kingston. "We could not get through to you 
so long as you possessed no cr!Ueal mass of 
the space-resonant elements-" 

''What-" 
"Among the chemical compounds you were 

playing with, there are several of the trans
uranic elements created by the atomic pUe," 
explained Kingston, falling back Into hi• 
superior attitude. ''The1e form a rare
element group known as the space-resonant 
series and they respond to one another In 
many ways. 

"Some of them an bizarre compared to 
the theories held by your SQ-called modem 
physica. We uae them a1 matter transmitters 
and it b a rare home that has none for the 
delivery of merchandise." 

"So?" 
"So," laughed KinaSton, "when you finally 

collected your critical mass you enabled us 
to enter your Earth One, u we call it." 

"And?" 
"Your engineer's mind can reason out the 

rest." repUed Kingston quietly. 
"You mean that sooner or later one of the 

three must cease?" 
"Yes. To prove It, I shall pose a question. 

Have you ever considered whether the entire 
universe was following triple time-paths or 
whether it ls only th.la section of the uni
verse?" 

"Not vitally," replied Bronson. 
''Then think about It," said Kingston. 

"You'll have time." 
"I-?" 
"You'll have time. We have the power and 

the science and the will and the abiUty to 
effect th015e necessary factors that will cause 
Earth Three alone to survive." 

Bronson was forced to admit that Kingston 
was quite correct. Though he said nothing 
nor gave any sign that he agreed, Bronson 
was forced to agree that Earth Three was 
deep in its plans while Earth One lay com
placently in Ignorance of IU danger. The 
only man who had any Inkling of their 
danger was himself-and he had tried to 
warn them only to be greeted as a lunatic. 

He wanted desperately to know about Vir-
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ginla but was afraid to ask--or even to show 
that be" had hope. If she were back there and 
"''� 

Kingston smiled tolerantly. "You might as 
well relax," he said. "There will be no 
return to Earth One for anybody until we are 
ready." He explained about the divlsion of 
the space resonant elements into four sub
critical masses. "It even prevents those from 
the doomed Earth Two from entering." 

Bronson remained silent. 
"And the stuff in your laboratory is the 

only critical mass existent on Earth One," 
added Kingston. 

Bronaon's heart leaped and It was with all 
of his effort that he kept that gleam of hope 
from showing. They did not know nor had 
they detected the mass used by Virginia In 
her laboratory-could It be because her set
up was inefficient as she admitted? Bronson 
breathed a prayer that they would never find 
oul 

But it gave him hope-a hope that per
mitted him to relax for the moment instead 
of breaking into action, however futile. 
Bron�on's feelings had been one of frustra
tion, an almost overwhelming desire to beat 
hLs fists against something even though It 
was futile-the insane desire to �trike a blow, 
however minute. 

''Until later," said Kingston, "you will 
occupy a room upstairs. Whether or not you 
survive wlth us will depend upon how you 
behave. I a.!'sure you that dying for a prin
ciple Is futility personified and that a live 
traitor surpasses a dead fanatic." 

CHAPTER XI 

Reunion on Earth Three 

I NM:dd����o���r�0;:��!:�1�o���";�� 
to object to Kingston's statement that any
one adhering to a principle Is automatically 
a fanatic. A fanatic, according to one of 
Bronson's rather cynical definitions, was any 
man who adhered to a set of principles at 
variance with your own. 

Time went on slowly and It became dark 
eventually. Bronson could hardly believe 
that he had been a free and happy scientist 
but a few days ago, that all that had hap-

pened to him had occurred in so short a time. 
He had taken a few hours of �Jeep not long 

ago but it was inlufficient. Now, with the 
entire program at a standstill, nervous re
action set In and the enforced inactivity drove 
Bronson deep into the fatigue he had been 
ignoring becaU59 of nervous energy. He 
aprawled on the bed and stared at the ceiling 
for a ehort time---and then slept. 

Bronson awoke much later and saw by his 
watch that It was about tb

'
ree o'clock in the 

morning. By then he was slept out and quite 
ready to test his brain and his body agalru�t 
Kingston and Maddox. 

Lying on the bed Bronson tried to plap. 

The main problem was to effect an exit and 
take a look around-cooped up here he could 
do nothln� at all. His mind, having been 
geared to fast action for days, was now crav
Ing more action. It was like a drug. And a 
portion of his mind told him that If all this 
could happen in a short time, there was: 
reason to believe that more concentrated 
action might solve the puzzle. 

So Bronson arose and Inspected the door. 
The place had not been designed as a prison. 
The door was a normal door and the lock was 
a flimsy affair Intended to serve merely as 
a wsrning to the uninvited that the room was 
forbidden. It would give no trouble at all to 
someone determined to enter--or to get out. 

Bronson smiled in the dim moonlighl 
Undoubtedly, Kingston felt that, with no 
place to go, Bronson's freedom . was ·unim
portant. 

He went to the closet and found a couple 
of wire coat-hangers. One of these he 
twisted into a small hook to probe the lock. 
It was a simple single-tumbler bolt lock and 
Bronson lifted the tumbler easily and slid 
the bolt back. The door opened on oiled 
hinges and he was In the clear. 

His first move was to the street door. That 
was heavily locked and barred and, engineer 
that Ed Bronson was, pickin� a lock of that 
calibre was beyond his ability. He checked 
the windows but every window was equipped 
with a slender, ornamental grille-work that 
was: as effective a barrier as the plain bars of 
the average jail. 

Bronson shrugged. Whatever the score, 
whatever the outcome, he had to make some 
move. Not the kind of idiotic physical strife 
against Kingston and his minions which 
would get him only a broken head with noth-
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ing gained, but some move based upon the 
thing that Bronson knew beat. He knew 
little of tha space-resonant communicator 
but there wu a bare chance of his finding 
out. 

Vlrginia-what had happened to her in the 
meleeT Had she escaped and, if ao, could he 
communicate with her from Kingston's gear 
upstairl. Or was Virginia also a prisoner in 
th1. scientific mausoleum! 

Questions all-and no answers. Bronson 
felt complete futility once more. 

He raced upstairs. If the spaoe resonator 
would cross the temporal rift to Earth One, 
it would also cross to Earth Two. Perhaps, 
he reasoned, with greater diffkulty because 
Earth One was the focal point and the more 
stable. And, if what little he knew about 
Earth '1\vo were corNCt, Earth Two might 
well never learn of Earth 1'h.N!e despite the 
presence on all hands of the focal elamenta. 

Delvin,�� into the lesser facet. of a science 
was not permitted on Earth Two. Some high 
bra&� on Earth Two must have viewed the 
transmission possibllitlea of the space-reso
nant elements and decided that they were to 
be used for transportation and communica
tion and nothing more. Some brass with 
fear, - pardonably ignorant of the fact that 
just beyond his fingertips in the depths of an 
unknown acienoe lay hidden the secret that 
would give them hope. 

So much for regulated science! 
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were written in plain enough English and the 
controls were not difficult to Wld&rstand. 
Bronson atudied it quite some time before 
making his first move, then reached forward 
and snapped on the master switch. 

He turned the switch marked "video" and 
the screen came to life. Maddox had made 
pencil-marks on the power dial to indicate 
the depth of penetration necessary to reach 
both of the other temporal worlds. Bronson 
tried Earth One gingerly and saw his own 
home. Maddox had left the controLJ set when 
the news of Bronson's capture had come. 

Bronson tried the steering controls and sent 
the plane of view along the silent street of 
his own world. It went on a skew because the 
line-up of angles waa imperfect and Bronson 
found that he had to manipulate a side-swing 
control In conjunction with the line control 

to keep the plane of view from angling off 
into the houses that lined the street. 

Then, with the equipment's secrets avail
able for him to study, Bronson abandoned 
such study in order to think and plan more 
thorobghly. 

The Jock upon his door wu certainly not 
the kind that any 'man in his right ·sense 
would use to bnprison any but a 5choolchild. 
That did not ring true, even though Kingston 
and Maddox held him in contempt and knew 
that Bronson could never return to Earth 
One. 

There was more to it than that. He turned 
back to the equipment and set the depth-dial 
to zero-zero. Then, with an amused shock, 
Bronson was looking at a view of himself 
who was looking at the viewscreen upon 
which was the same picture. Lack of defini
tion in the picture elements prevented the 
scene from being repeated to the infinitely 
small. 

But there was no time for fooling. So Ed 
Bronson lifted the plana of view and passed 
the plane entirely through the top floor of the 
building. He brought it back once it had 
reached the back and repassed it again, set
ting it aside by nine-tenths of ita span. On 
the fourth pass Bronson saw something, 
plucked at the switches and rotated the 
plane of view. 

Here was a small room. Two cots were 
there with a sleeping man in each. They 
were in uniform. A third man lounged in 
an easy chair-asleep. 

Bronson breathe\! more easily. For, on a 
small portable viewer, was the bedroom that 
BroJUOn had recently vacated. Guards, ob
viously, and one of them luckily eligible for 
court-martial for sleeping on hl.s watch! 

Bronson spun the distance dial wildly, and 
saw a kaleidoscope of color, land, roc;k, and 
stream. He cared not where it was that he 
came upon the supercritlcal mass of space 
resonant elemenb-all he cared was that it 
was a goodly distance away. 
' He did smile when he saw the name of the 

store on the window-not that he could read 
it for, to Ed Branson, lettering In Russian 
might as well be read from either inside or 
outllide or upside-down or backwards-be
causa he had a hunch that uniformed guards 
trying to explain their undesirable presence 
in a Russian sto� would be at a loss to ex
plain how they had got there. 
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land on the hard cold floor, awake, and start 
to ask themselves what had happened. 

He left them to their wonder, though he 
admitted that at any less strenuous time it 
would be most interesting to watch their 
complete discomfort and amazement. He 
brought back the scene of view .and continued 
\o pass the plane back and forth th'rough the 
building. On the floor below the guards-in 
the apartment next to his own place of im
prisonment-the field of view passed over a 
bed. A tousle of hair and an outstretched 
arm caused Bronson to blink. 

"Virginia!" he breathed. 
They had captured her, too. Well. That 

meant some saving in time. Virginia would 
help him. Since the mass of crystals in his 
own lab had been reduced to non-operative 
masses and well separated, the only other 
possible mass was that in Virginia's place. 
What they would do, of course, was to get 
back ori. Earth One and subdivid� her crys
tals into ineffectual masses and then insti
gate a search for the parts of his own. Once 
he locked the invaders out they could so 
remain forever. 

Bronson nodded happily. He continued to 
sweep the plane of view through the build
ing until he came upon Maddox and King
ston. With a grin, he delivered both of them 
to the same store in Siberia and then re
turned to the contemplation of his problem. 

It seemed a shame to abandon all this gear. 
And if he took Virginia back with him, 
through this machine, someone would know 
instantly where they had gone. There was 
no known way of fouling up the controls 
after no one was left in the laboratory to do 
it. 

And despite his amusement at the idea of 
several irate people trying to explain iO an 
irate officialdom why, how and wherefor, 
Bronson knew very well that Kingston and 
Maddox would be able to talk tKeir way home 
in all too short a time. 

Certainly far too short a time to transport 
the equipment he wanted. 

Virginia? Bronson shrugged He kept for
getting that she knew actually less about 
this sort of thing than he did. She had said 
that her gear was far less efficient than his. 

Bronson sent the plane of view skimming 
forward across the earth again, and then 

thoughtfully set it for Earth Two. Far away 
from New Mexico, in the lake region of 
Northern Michigan, Ed Bronson found a 
small cottage-untenanted but with a super
critical mass of the space-resonant elements 
available. 

Then Bronson expanded the volume of 
transmission to its utmost, turned up the 
variaC on the line voltage to overload pro
portions to add to the general increase and 
then, wondering if he were rushing in where 
an angel would fear to tread and also remem
bering that a little knowledge is often a very 
dangerous thing, Ed Bronson shoved the 
transmitting switch in with a gesture of 
finality . .  

Upstairs, in the room next to Bronson's 
previous place of imprisonment, Virginia 
Carlson, formerly of Earth Two, -was sleeping 
easily. Her first big decision had been made 
-her decision to accept the pleasant aspect 
of Earth One forever, eschewing her former 
life. People who insist upon absolute loyalty 
will scorn her decision. Yet from a prag
matic standpoint, Virginia was correct even 
though she may have been morally and ethi
cally wrong. 

For her own Earth Two had been a sorry 
place indeed, peopled with neurotics and 
hopeless mutants, the population more than 
decimated by the bomb and its radiatlon 
effects. Of a minor percentage of the popula
tion of Earth Two, Virginia was inclined to 
view the wholesome and happy population 
of Earth One as her own kind. Certainly, as 
a whole and healthy woman in all senses of 
the word, Virginia did belong. 

The decision had not been made without 
a wrench. It had most definitely been a hUge 
decision. It is never easy to give up an 
existence completely even though it is less 
than desirable because of loyalties and 
friendships made. 

Yet the practical aspect was important. 
Nature-human nature--had created Vir
ginia's decision, not the girl herself. For her 
life on Earth Two, threatened as it was with 
extinction within a few short years, violated 
the very concepts of nature. 

First, there is the eon-old instinct for self
preservation. Few mentalities will accept 
self-negation for the benefit of other people. 
No stable mentality will accept self-negation 
when it means little to anyone. 

And why. her subconscious mind reasoned, 
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should she aid in the destruction of a healthy 
civilization for the benefit of a civilization 
already doomed? 

No more selfish than anyone else, Virginia 
knew that nothing She could do would render 
the people of her own world a healthy race
not after radiation and death and the nerve
shattering fear had taken its toll for thirty 
years. So Virginia's initial decision had been 
made. 

Then had come Earth Three. And once the 
abandonment of the first principle had been 
done. Virginia no longer had loyalty upon 
which to fall back. Once the idea of self
preservation had come � the fore, it was a 
mere matter of selecting her future from the 
practical standpoint alone. 
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brass-hattism science had made vast striPes. 
From her history she knew that science was 
a vital factor in any strife and had been for 
a century or more. 

No longer was it possible for a group of 
fanners to rebel and make it stick. In the 
American Revolution any armed man was as 
good as any al'l!led soldier-better in many 
cases since the armed farmer was not re
strained by certain codes and restrictions. 

But for years the armed farmer, though 
willing and able. was not possf'ssed of the 
weapons of modern warfare. Tanks are not 
needed on a farm. Flamethrowers are not a 
household item. Machine-guns are inefficient 
against ducks and geese. Pursuit aircraft 
and bombers do not find much service In a 
peacetime civiUzation. 

So science had removed the concept of Mr. 
Colt's Equalizer, for while the Colt made all 
men equal, its superior developments ren
dered a trained and equipped army far 
superior to the most avid of citizen armies. 

In a similar vein Earth Three, with its 
unbounded science was, without a doubt, 
more capable of survival in this affair. 

Especially when their objective, Earth One, 
was lying silently, enjoying its luxury, and 
not even suspecting the widespread prepara
tions going on. Earth One would be swarmed 
under and destroyed before it realiZed what 
was going on. 

Well, reasoned Virginia, since she had 
decided to accept a future, eschewing her 
former life on Earth Two, it remained only 

for her to accept whichever fui�re Seemed 
the most secure. 

So Virginia Carlson slept easily, feeling 
that she had, by chance or by luck, been 
inserted into the one future that promised 
the most. Her dreams were untroubled. 

The building groaned in the cry of tor
tured metal and stone. It dropped in a 
plaster-cracking jar a full half yard, then 
tilted swiftly to one comer and stopped, 
settling gradually as the slack was taken up. 
The roaring groan ceased and left only the 
crackling sound of fissures running through 
concrete, the flaking of scale from ironwork, 
and unimportant splintering and cracking of 
timber. 

Virginia awoke with a cry of fear. 
She heard footsteps on the stairs and she 

wondered what had happened. She knew 
that Maddox and Kingston were experiment
ing and wondered whether they had touched 
off somethlng dangerous. Earthquake came 
to mind and she wondered about it. 

Earthquakes were nothing new to Vir
ginia, since the atomic fire tha� burned deep 
into the bowels of Earth Two had released 
surface strain from time to time as it ate Its 
way through compressed rock-strata. 

She sat up In bed and reached for her 
clothing. No matter what It was it was still 
better to face trouble dressed. 

She was slipping into her frock when the 
door burst open and, there was Ed Bronsori 
-whom she believed that she had sent to 
Earth Two. Virginia recoiled automatically. 

"Hi," said Bronson cheerfully. 
VIrginia blinked-mentally, actually and 

figuratively. According to her mental record 
of the proceedings, Bronson had every· right 
to extract any penalty he deemed fit. 

Dubiously, she replied, "Hi)' 
"Cheer up," he told her, not noticing her 

nervousness. "I've just swiped the entire 
batch-the whole shooting match. Now we 
can work this out all by ourselves." 

Virginia nodded vaguely. 
Bronson noticed her uncertainty. "I've just 

expanded the field of focus or whatever it's 
called that used to transmit stuff from one 
temporal plane to the other-and I've shoved 
you, me. building, foot, horse and marines 
into Earth Two to get away from that gang." 

Virginia recoiled mentally. After all the 
mad work, the plannin�, the acceptance of a 
plan Intended to place her in a more desir-
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able future, here she was right back In Earth 
Two--doomed once more to the creeping 
atomtc ftame. 

CHAPI'ER XII 

Daum in Fl.a.m« 
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hended only about one half of what he waa 
saying. The one thing that ahe did not under
stand wa1 why he knew nothing of Earth 
Two. She believed she had sent him there 
and the double transfer should have awak
ened him. 

That should have left him aware of his 
transfer to Earth Three when Kingston kid
naped him. 

Klng1ton could have told her that the 
bright sky llght she saw in her half-state had 
been but the temporarily-transferred atomic 
flame but Kingston was not there. So instead 
of wanting to kill her summarily for her 
double-cross, Ed Bron!lon !till belleved that 
she was originally of Earth One, had been 
kidnaped as he had been. 

Virginia did find 1t a bit amusing-perhaps 
it was the h}'11terla that acts as a safety valva 
when things ara so unreasonable that the 
mind will not accept them without seeking 
its funny side. 

Dawn was breaking a!l Bronson finished 
his explanation and, as the light increased, 
he turned to the equipment and said, "We've 
got this all to ourselves here. I couldn't find 
your crystal on Earth One-and besides, lf 
Kingston can ftange up some means of de
tecting the presence of the stuff on Earth 
One, there'd be but that one to detect 

"And I couldn't set this mausoleum down 
on Earth One near any city street No room. 
I'm assuming that your diggings are in the 
city?" 

He did not wait for Virginia to answer, but 
turned to the equipment and started to look it 
over in earnest "This," he said, "l'va got to 
know more about." 

VirglnJa could have told hi"m but she 
merely nodded vaguely and said nothing. 
She thought It over. 

"Have you any hope at all of saving your 

world?" she asked-and then gasped beoaun 
she had not said "our world." 

She might have aaved her fear, for he did 
not notice. "Some," he said, Btraightenlng up 
from tha geu end looking at her with a half 
smile. 

"Do I sound disloyal," she said tremu· 
lously, "If I suggest that 11 Earth Three wt� 
we have the means here to join them'!" 
VIrginia hoped to gain some idea of his feel
ings on the subject so that she could cal
culate hla Intentions. 

Bronson shook his head grimly. "Earth 
Three," he said, "appears to have all the 
cards. No one doubts that Earth Two Is 
doomed and Is no true menace compared to 
Three. Earth Three Is cognizant of Its pos
sible fate and Is most certainly working 
furiously to avoid it. • 

"They plot and plan against Earth One 
while Earth One sleeps In the peace of falae 
seeurlty. Lord knows, I've tried to tell them, 
and .they are so Incapable of understanding 
this affair that they tried to slap me In the 
clink for believing it." He laughed bitterly. 
''When I was a kid In school they tried to 
tell me that any man who tells the truth has 
nothing to fear." 

"But If Earth Three wins-as It seems cer-
tain to do?" she Insisted. 

''That would "bf! be.d," he said. 
''Why?" 
"Virginia," he .said soberly, "I don't quite 

know what It is but there's something very 
wrong with Earth Three. Confound it. It's 
simple enough, too, but for ·the lila of me I 
cannot see It" 

''What can be wrong with a world where 
science and knowledge are not suppressed?" 

"I don't know," he said Irritably. "But 
there's something wrong with Earth Three." 
He turned back to the gear again. "The one 
thing we must be on the watch for Is the 
day when Kingston sends word for hi• 
trustees to assemble his space-resonant mate
rialll into a supercrltlcal mau. 

"At.o we must watch to see that he does 
not lUe youra. I'm going to dupllcate this 
equipment fint and then your job will be to 
keep an eye on Kingston all the time while 
I work out this 1tuff." 

Bronson looked around him with a cynical 
smile. "Books, data, equipment, and .up
plles," he .said. ''This is not like Anding the 
science of an ancient culture. This 11 a man 
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finding a complete means of study of a IC!ence 
of hb own civilization removed but a few 
yean to the future. 

"I've often laughed," he went on cheer
fully, "at what Volta and Henry might think 
If they saw a modem dreuit. But give them 
books, equipment and material and they 
would work It out soon enough. 
· "Radio, for instance, would have had its 
Inception in the middle of the nineteenth 
century If twentieth century measuring and 
tntlng equipment and books had be4:tn hAndy. 
So," he 11trode over to a bookcase and took 
out a heavy tome, "we work thb oul" 

Virginia shook her head unhappily. "Why, 
oh why did thi!l thing happen?" 

·B Ro�N���h::';;,� :;:te;:t:Itl�o�:e:,:��� 
"I'm no believer In a great and benevolent 
god who Interferes with his subjects. I'm 
more inclined to look upon God as an Intel
lect interested tn the problems of his subject!! 
and quite willing to let them work out thelr 
own destiny-If for no other ree.son than to 
discover whether He had built well 

"You cannot know how good your toy Is 
If you insist upon helping it over tht1 difficUlt 
places with your hands. It must run of itseU 
to be a good model. 

"Now I'm not exactly convinced that 
Nature or God was baffied by this thing that 
His toy built and therefore held His benevo
lent-but baffied-hand in the 1tream of 
Ume to 1ee which wa1 the heal 

"I'm inclined to think there was a gocid 
scientific explanation of why time lhould 
have split three ways.-why in one case the 
earth entered fission, why the thing worked 
properly Jn another time-stream and why 
the Alamogordo Bomb fiuled in a third." 

"Can yOu find out why---t�.nd what It could 
have been?" she asked. 

He laughed shortly._ "It isn't mumbo
jumbo or magic," he said. "All of the things 
attributed to mumbo-jumbo are based upon 
facti nQt known to those who obol8rve the 
effects. The very fact that there was some 
doubt about the outcome of the Alamogordo 
Bomb proved that the best brains knew thelr 
knowledge of nuclear physics was incom
plete." 

Virginia nodded brightly. "So you think 
that some unknown factor cauaed the 
trouble!" 

"Obvioualy. We know that ft.l.onable 
materlala do operate. The Hlro6hlma and 
Nagasaki bombs were of dlfterent types of 
material, giving us at least two different 
proofs of Ita operation. We have too little 
knowledge of Earth Three but I'm reason
ably certain that, once the original experi
ment failed, fissionable reactiON took place 
and are taking place now. We know even 
le��� of the affair of Earth Two. We don't 
lmow but can assume that later attempts 
would tum out properly." 

Virginia said nothing. She nodded sagely, 
and her nod was based upon the fact that she 
knew he we• right but could not say 10 lest 
lhe be forced to tell the reat ot her ltory. 

"So,,. he said, "we can auume that some
thing was either generated or present in the 
mixture at Alamogordo that, in one cue, 
atopped the reaction, in the next case, per
mitted the thing to work and, in the third 
case, started the atomia fire in the earth." 

"How do you go about finding it?" 1he 
asked. Virginia was interested. Tbb: theory 
waa new to her, but It sounded reasonably 
solid. 

He grinned unhappily. "The trouble with 
making experiments in atomic explosion� Is 
that It leaves so little stuft to mea.rure alter
wards." He lifted a crystal of the 1pace 
resonant elementa and looked at it with 
wrinkled forehead. 

"Something in thl.s crystal holds the 
answer. I think we should analyu this mate
rial right down to the moat infinitesimal 
trace. Then we can find out which of the 
included elementa Is responsible for the 
original problem." 

'1 can help," said Virginia. 

He IJllliled grimly. "Your job hi to keep an 
eye on Maddox and K.ingstoiL See lf you can 
locate their men on Earth One, also •ee what 
you can do toward locating thou four rub
critical muses. We must keep Kingston and 
the r6flt of his gang lrom entering Ear� 
One." He looked at her thoughtfully. "Alao 
keep an eye on your own collection." 

Viiginla smiled and nodd.d. She looked 
him 1quarely In the eye and sald, "My col
lection of those elements is very small." 

''Urn," he said. "It's more than posaible 
that the various functions of the spaee
nsonant elements depends upon thelr mass. 
For Instance, a small quantity might be suit
able for mere communication-a larger 
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quantity may be required for the viaual com
munication, while a still larger mau t. 
needed for a physical transfer. ,. 

"How their division comes with respect 
to the transfer of objects or messages from 
time plane to time plane is something that 
might be baffiing." 

"But what are you going to do right now?" 
asked Virginia. 
. "First, I'm going to see what can be done 
about building a detector for the supercrltl
cal masses," he said. 'Then we're going to 
do some micro-analyst'! on these cryttals." 

Virginia was silent. She was not entirely 
convinced that there was something wrong 
with the culture on Earth Three. Earth 
Three obviously had all of the scientific cards, 
what with years of research and no restric
tions or regulations. 

However, Virginia was content to remain 
where she was for a short time. There wa. 
little point in making an abrupt change just 
then. Any moment that danger threatened 
Virginia knew that she could escape to Earth 
Three and be safe. Her decision to remain 
was ba!ed upon her lifetime of training on 
Earth Two. 

Regardless of any decision to eschew a 
fonner life, the training of a lifetime will 
remain. That Virginia had no intention o£ 
remaining on Earth Two did not remove her 
Interest In the main problem of her life. 
Bronson had some theories that were inter
esting. Therefore Virginia was content to 
remain and Jearn all she could. 

Such knowledge might come in handy at a 
la�r date. 
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a cold stare. Maddox growled In his throat 
and the three guards cowered because theln 
had been a crime punishable by death for 
hundl"Ms of years. 

"Well," asked Maddox, "what do we do 
now?" 

''The first thing," said Kingston sharply, 
"is to locate ourselves." 

"That shouldn't be hard," said Maddox, 
looking around. Kingston nodded, regarding 
hla wrist watch. 

"It is near-morning in New Mexico," he 
said. "Where we are now is midnight." 

"It'111 also cold-and that lettering on the 

window t. Russian. We an� in eastern 
Siberia." 

Kingston made some calculations. "We're 
lucky at that," he said. "So long as morning 
comes in Washington before morning comes 
here we are In no great danger. The fact 
Is," he added, regarding his watch once more, 
"that the monitors will be taking up their 
regular duty In a few minutes. Otherwise we 
might have no end of trouble." 

Maddox shrugged. A pajama-clad man 
hM little dignity and very little authority. 
To be trapped in a foreign country-one 
whose pollUcs differ from your own-under 
highly su1plcious circumstances might well 
reault in a long period of enforced Inactivity. 
Bronson had been in a hurry when he had 
performed the shipping operation. Had he 
taken time to think It over, Bronson would 
have sent them to some place where their 
arrival would have brought them instant 
apprehension. · 

But Bronson had been in a hurTy and his 
only desire was to ship them to some spot not 
fitted with instant means of escape. He would 
have preferred some place where no space
resonant element exftted but that was Im
possible since the technique demanded a 
focal man. 

"So," said Kingston, showing Maddox the 
silvery-metal band on his wrist, "as soon as 
the mon'lton� take · over and locate me, 
we'll-" 
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The guards vanished at regular intervals, 
leaving the Russian store vacant once again. 

Minutes later Kingston and Maddox 
emerged from a standard transmission build
ing not far from the site of the laboratory. 
Maddox W.ll..l!l puzzling openly. "Bronson has 
probably ripped the tuning circuit from my 
receiver," he said. "But what would that 
gain him?" 

"Only a lew minutes more time," said 
Kingston. "Instead of our landing back home 
again, we must use a standard line and walk 
a few squares. 1-look!" 

"Heaven!" breathed Maddox. 
The laboratory slte was, naturally, vacant. 
"I didn't think It possible," said Maddox. 
"But where did he take it?" wondered 

Kingston. 
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"Who knows?" said Maddox, apreading h1a 

han do. 
"We can find out but It will teke time. My 

guess la Earth Two somewhere. He'd be a 
fool to stay here where he can be found 
easily." 

"It wouldn't be too euy if Bronson baa 
huhed up the keyed tuning circutt," grunted 
Maddox angrily. "Confound it, that reducet 
the problem to one of searching two worlds 
for the right maas of element.." 
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so and we can eliminate all oppo.sition." Hil 
faae harden�. "In fact, we can start to 
apread the atomic fire on Earth Two at any 
time." 

They turned back to the standard trans
miulon buUdl.ng and returned to Wuhlngton. 
There \V'M nothing they could do without the 
laboratory and there were other, well-equip
ped laboratories ln Washington. Actually, so 
far aa the operations in the spaoe-resonant 
banda were concerned, location meant very 
littH. It had been merely convenient to 
locate ill. Maddox's place. 

Onoe returned to Kingston's official build
ing, the leader set hill operatives to checking 
the aupercrltlcal mauee in the vain hope of 
locating one of them that existed in the 
stolen laboratory. 

Bron.tOn's statement that he wanted a 
detector did not mean none exl.sted. All 
forma of communication require the two main 
components-generator and detector. King
ston's men, to track down the stolen labora
tory, merely tuned through the spece
reiOnant bands, stopping every time they 
hit a respozuJe so that they could check the 
neighborhood visually. 

What Bron.wn wanted was not a mere 
detector. He wanted aome means of know
ing definitely when the sub<:ritical rns.sses of 
his own space-resonant elements were re
as.!lembled. This is comparable to a device 
that wtll reg�ter whenever a radio trans
mitter Is turned on, regardless of frequency 
or locaUon. "' 

Bronson knew that the tuning qualities of 
the space-resonant effects depended mo.tly 
on the mass of the crystals. He knew the 
mau of his own stuff but that had been 
formed to .erve as Huoreacent material and 
the amount of the space-ruonant elements in 
that mass was uncartain-eapecially in view 

of the la.ct that Earth One was sun to learn 
of the space-resonant bands. 

so· Bronson's knowledge of the masa of hia 
own crystal did not include the proportion of 
these new elements and therefore he had 
Uttle knowledge of how the divided musH 
would resonate. 

It was quite a project-but It had to be 
done. 

CHAPTER XIll 

To TiM tM Plan 
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son's shoulder. "What are th01e'!" she asked. 
''Amplifiers," he explained. "I'm hoping to 

Joette the subcritical masses." 
Virginia looked dubious. "Where did you 

get them?" abe asked. 
He grinned boyishly, "Stole 'em. I searched 

the laboratories of Earth Three and came up 
with foW' of their best. Earth Three does 
have some advantages." 

"Moat of them, I fear," said Virginia. 
"Yeah: but there's something wrong there." 
Virginia asked. "What can be wrong with 

that kind of technical advance?" 
"It lan't only their technical perfection that 

IJi wrona;. That is fine, and something that 
Earth One will achieve in the due course of 
Ume. There's 10methlng els---.ometh!Dg 
basic. Maybe," he grinned, "It Is feminine 
intuition, but It baa to be there." 

Bronson nodded firmly and then tunted to 
hs. ampllfien. Thi closer one he tumed up
aide down on the table and looked into for a 
Ume. Then, abtently, Bronson reached for a 
screwdriver and probed IAto the chassis with 
the business end. 

Virginia gave a cry, "No!" 
"NoT" he echoed, turning slightly to face 

her. "It's turned off." 
Virginia paUMd. A moment of walt and 

her worry about Bronson would have been 
over. Alter touching the charged eleotrode 
in the way he waa about to do, VIrginia would 
have been alone and free to go to Earth Ttv'ee 
complete with the laboratory, or to wait and 
see whether One or Th:ree was successful In 
the bruninent warfare and go to whichever 
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emerged viotorioUI. 
She knew that Bronson wu quite capable 

of iaolating both of them after collecting the 
only mass of spas:.-resonant element. on 
Earth One. He would do that as a last resort 
to save the re�t of his world, regardleu of 
whether he received any acclaim or not. And 
death would be his reward. For once Earth 
One was safe, Tv{o and Three would perish 
and both of them with it. 

Yet Virginia found admiration in her heart 
for this man. Bronson, againlt great odds, 
had succeeded In coming this far. He may 
have made an error in his belJef that there 
was something fundamentally wrong with 
Earth Three but, none the Ius, he wu pos
seultd of a certain drive and purpose that 
made her admire him. 

"All right, Ed," she told him. "I know more 
about those amplifiers than I could possibly 
know had I been truly of Earth One." 
He turned and faced her slowly. 
"I am Virginia--Carlson," she said. 
"Carl!on?" 
"Carlson. I am the woman you contacted 

with your hybrid space reaonator." Then 
oame the rest of the story from beginning to 
end. "Curse me if you feel like it, Ed Bron
son, but what normal human being would 
oare to spend the rest of her life on a dying 
world-or to open the door of a fine world to 
the hapleaa, horrible mutanl:.!! who have no 
future beyond their own llle-endinge?" 

Bronson nodded. "I am no judge," he said 
solemnly. "Offhand It M&ms Wrong to aban
don one's friends for one's own safety. But if 
one cannot really save one's friends from 
their horrible fate it ee&IIUI foolish to remain 
and die through mere loyal!ty. It's llke that 
old aaw about a live coward being better than 
a dead hero." 

"Then you don't condemn me for seeking 
.safety?" 

"Who am I to judge?" he said. 
"But supposing Earth Three should be 

successful?" 
"That would prove that Earth Three was 

best tl.t to survive. Not for OM moment, how
ever, do I belJeve that some higher agency 
performed-this separation-trick to establish 
the moat auccessful way of running a world. 

"Nature--by which I mean natural 
phenomena--offers survival's choice to many 
forms of life and living in many ways, and 
thla split in the time stream Is but one of 

them. I awear that we shall know why It h..af,:pened some day. 
'But, Virginia, I am not to arbitrate your 

life. I am inclined to think that I might have 
done the same thing. In fact," he said 
humorously, "I can find nothing really to be 
angry about. Even your little job of shipping 
me to Earth Three resulted in our stealing 
thia laboratory." 

"But I sent you to Earth Two." 
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room but a nursery In Three's time trail." 
"I saw the same room from half-tra.n.fer," 

abe said, "and there was that pillar of atomic 
fire In the·aky," 
Bronson blinked. 
"So," he aald with an explosive exhale of 

breath. "So the fiulon-traln in the earth will 
work on Earth Three u well as Two." 

'"What do you mean'!'" asked the girl. 
"Kingston undoubtedly intends to transfer 

bits of the earth-fiN from Two to One and 
thtU destroy both of them. That was a tesl 
They brought it, noted ita perfonnance on 
Three and then carefully shipped the thing 
back again." 
Virginia snorted angrily. "I'd like to ship 

the entire Alamogordo Fire to Earth Three 
and let Kingston and Maddox roast!" 
Bronson nodded. "But the thing that 1trike1 

me the hardee;t is that only for that very in
stant of blast was there the chance for time
fission. Then all three worlds have the same 
ph6llomena and the same effect.. One nUiht 
think that Three would Nmain a place whare 
no fia.Ion-explosion could taka place while 
on Two all atomic releases of powM" start 
the endless flsaion In the earth." 

"But does that help ua any?" 
"I don't know yet. But you'll help--nowT" 
"That I ...nll---and willingly." 
"Then tell me," iald Bronson amusedly, 

"just what was I about to doT" 
"You wen about to touch a high-energy 

electrode that remairu hot for hours after the 
gear ia turned oR. One of the energWng 
circuit&. It charges ll:.!!elf with space-rHOnant 
energy that does not leak off-aort of like a 
high-capacity conderuer of excellent power 
factor. You can charge it to lethal dose and 
it may remain so for hours unl� it Is dis
charged." 
"Why don't they discharge these, then?" 
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"It takes too long for them to loed when 

they fire 'em up," explained Virginia. "Usu
ally they remain at high charge between 'off' 
periods." 

Ed Bronson looked into the amplifier with 
a wry glance. "A little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing," he grunted. He squinted at 
the electrode, lifted an eyebfow and smiled 
cynically. "Y' know, there ought to be aome 
easy way of telling when a thing is dangerous. 

"Once upon a time that which wu danger
ous came clearly labeled, like fire, or sabre
tooth tigers. Later they had to pa" laws to 
get folk. to put gasoline in red-coated cans. 
Nowdays practically anything you open up Is 
dangerous and unless you know what you're 
doin�-" 

Virginia sm!led. She knew that he was just 
talking, rambling RS he scanned the clreuit, 
wondering what to do next. Then she touched 
hls arm gently. 

"Look. Ed," she said. "Let me take this job 
over. I know my way around these things, 
even though they are of Earth Three instead 
of mine. You've got other things to do, doubt
lesa'" 

B�onson look�d at Virginia quinically. 
"Trust me?" 11he asked. 
He smiled. "I think so," he said; 
"You can,." she said. 

Bronson'! smile faded. "Look, kiddo," he 
said, "there's one thing about being just a 
llttle bit !letfish that most of the books never 
get around to mentioning. I'd prefer to have 
someone working beside me who iz a bit 
selfish and inclined to think of hinueU first 

"The guy who has-in capitals-a Mission 
In Ll£e Is all too inclined to tou common 
sense into the ashcan so that his flanged-up 
Ideals are realized. At least you can predict 
the future course of any character who is 
logical enough to think of himself. 

"So--you've made your gesture and until 
someone convinces me that a bit of selfishness 
Is absolutely wrong-g'wan!" He grinned. 
"Go to work 10 that I can stop sounding like 
a philosopher." 

Virglna looked at him soberly for some 
moments. 

"You don't question the fact that I will 
grab for the winner?" 

"We all hope to play a winner, ginger
girl," he said. 

"Yes but-" 
"Virginia, you hope tQ play a winner, rio 

you greatly care who really wins so long u 
all ia serene, happy, and peaceful?" 

"Only one more requi1ite," she said wist
fully; "I'd like to have 1t remain that 
way." 

B ���!?YN �:!���t
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the gents who formulated the Declaration of 
Independence guaranteed only the rlght to 
'puraue' happiness. It is a hopeless queat to 
seek complete peace and quiet." 

"Don't talk like that," she said. "I only 
meant that I'm not too convinced that your 
idea about Earth Three having something 
definitely wrong with It-" 

Ed Bronson reached forward and put one 
hand on each of her shoulders. "Look, 
youngster," he said with a smile, "I'm no 
hero. I'm not imbued with the spirit of 
altruism and •elf-righteous self-sacrifice." 

VIrginia looked Into hls eyes solemnly. 
"You would have little hesitation before you 
isolated youl'9ell here on Earth One if-" 

"Only because I am dead certain that 
there Is something basically wrong with 
Earth Three." 

VIrginia smiled. "As a not-too-Innocent 
bystander," she said seriously, "I'm little 
sold eithu way. Earth Two is doomed. That 
I know because I saw Earth One. But having 
been trained to the idea of scientific research, 
I'm inclined to think that Earth Three with 
Its freedom iJs the right answer. 

"Who knows," she contl.nued bitterly, "how 
many times we might have been close to 
something that might have led the way to life 
but were stopped because of an arbitrary 
decision by someone who felt-by some 
personal logic-that the phRSe of science held 
no anliwer." 

''There Is one idea," he said half humor
ously, "that anything taken without a bit ol 
modeoratlon is not too good. Oh, there are 
exceptions. One can always fins:!. something 
that mu11t not be taken In moderation
honesty or faith, for iratance---ln order for the 
best to evolve. But any pendulum swinga 
from extreme to extreme. And you have been 
llvfna in an order of one extreme. You 
naturally think the other extreme is better." '.:y� wouldn't be generalizing when you 
� that Earth Three I!! wrong somewhere? 
That you think that Earth Three 1lll too 
extreme?" 
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said. "It Is what takes place under extremity 
that might be dangerous. No, Ginger, I'm 
baffled right now but you can be certain that, 
before we get to the end of all this, we'll 
know the Answer. 

Virginia smiled. "We seem to have come a 
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both In a mell of a hess right now. It would cllcking of the super calculator that lined 
be a fine thing If we couldn't trust one one wall of the room. Page& and pages of 
another. All you seem to want Is a secure equations were piled high In the file box and 
future and all I want is the same. That we Bronson sat in the cOntrol console of the big 
seem to think that this secure future lies in machine and worked. Hour after hour he 
opposite directions is the same factor that alternated moments of quick activity over 
makes horse racing interesting. And, like the keyboard with periods of quiet contem
horse racing, we'll find out soon enough who plation and reasoning as the answers to his 
Is right." mathemAtical problems came clicking back. 

"I hoPe It isn't the hard way." 
· 

Oimly he heard the door open behind him 
"Virginia, you are willing to take a job on and he accepted it vaguely--disinterestedly 

this stuff. You're therefore willing to help �because the problem at hand was far more 
the side you think cannot win?" important. He felt har presence beside him 

"If anything is done to aid either side," and she was silent as she read hla notes. 
she said, "and it comes out properly, Isn't He set up another problem on the keyboard 
that a sign that the winning side has every and leaned back, looking up at her. 
right to succeed?" "Found something?" .!!he uked. 

"Defining 'A' in tenns of 'A'?" "No," he replied. "Except that the space-
"No. I'm just willing to help gat myself resonant elements do not make sense in the 

away from the certain doom of Earth One." mass spectrograph." 
"In other words," said Ed Bronson, "you'd "I know," she said. "We've known that 

work as hard for Leader Kingston as you for years." 
would for me?" Bronson waved a book. "And I'm a little 

She looked at him squarely. "Ed," she shocked at the lack of true basic research 
said, "I wouldn't care to trust Leader Kings- to be found on Earth Three." 
ston." Then she turned from him, shrugged "What?" asked Virginia. 
her shoulder out from beneath his hands "It seems as though they know a lot," he 
and faced the upturned amplifier.' Beneath explained. "But they know no more about 
the wreath of her hair he noted the blush that this stuff than the nineteen hundreds knew 
tinted the back of her neck. about the electricity they used." 

Bronson took a half step forward. Hi11 "That's natural," she mhd. "People are 
hands half reached for her shoulders again. always willing to use something beneficial 
Then he paused. though they know little about its basic funda

"l'm going to check the maY spectra- mentals. One out of a thousand automobile 
graph," he said and turned on his heel and drivers really knows anything about the in
left the room. ternal combustion engine. The ret1t are 

This, he knew, wa.!l no time to question merely drivers, controlling a mammoth they 
her motives. know nothing about" 

Aa he headed for the laboratory below, . "Well, perhaps," he said. "Also It is en
this thought crystallized. Questioning her tlrely possible that what I'm seeking has no 
motives would force quick judgment He true answer.". 
knew�and he wondered how he arrived at "You hope to learn why the space-resonant 
that sage opinion-that Virginia herself was elemenU cannot be separated?" 
not aware of the motive.!! that made her keep "Right," said Bronson. He was silent for 
him from a certain death and now caus11d some time while he digested the answer that 
her to help him. had come clicking from the calculator. Then 
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he sent forth another equation and the 
machine went to work again. "I'd like to try 
analysis." 

"Won't work. As far as we oan tell there 
is really only one element." 

"By analysis," he nodded. He had been 
reading what Earth Three knew about it and 
they, too, said as much. "However, the mass 
spectrograph separate• elements according 
to their atomic masses and according to their 
atomic charge. 

"Now why do we have a dispersion of 
atomic mass-making the space-resonant 
serle! of elemenb seem to be merely Isotope! 
of the same element-and at the .same time 
get a dispersion of atomic charge, which 
would make them seem like isoban of 
di!Ierent elements?" 

"Heaven knows what we can expect ln the 
transuranic series," observed Virginia. 

He grunted. "Run down the phy�cal pro
perties of the stable elements," he said, "and 
you'll run Into about every conceivable idea. 
Metals that melt at room temperature, metal! 
that resist acid and alkali. 

"Metals that conduct electricity in propor
tion to the light falling on them, elements that 
combine with almost any other element
and elements so valently self-satlsfl.ed that 
they wlll not even combine with themselves. 
Elements as hard as all get-out and others 
that can be cut into stove lengths with a 
soft thumbnal.l. 

"BU\." he co":tinued reflectively, "I'm of 
the opinion that the answer lies here-that 
this indivisible property of the space-re
sonant elements Is the answer to a lot of 
questions. 

Then Bronson put his head In his hands. 
"And I'm supposed to find out all this to save 
m'y world-when the best brains of that same 
world in another Ume-plane have known 
about the stuff for thirty years and stUl can
not-" 

"That is not fair," she said. "After all, how 
many years did Enrico Fermi seek the answer 
for his experiments with the fission of ura
nium? They D. umbered a good many trans
uranlc elements before they discovered that 
these new elements were actually the fis
lioned products and were well-known ele.: 
menta halfway down the atomic chart." 

"That's true," he nodded. "Also it is against 
all theory that an element should display 
more than one atomic Identity." 

"Right. Unless they are Incomplete atom.a 
-a houae built of brickbats." 

Bronwn shrugged. "I'm trying that." 
"How?" puzzled Virginia. 
"I've got the man spectrograph running 

again but each slit Is loaded to the scuppera 
with neutron absorber." 

"What do you expect?" ask� VIrginia. 
"I don't really know. I sort of hope it may 

lead to something. Come on-let's try it." 
Taking his lut three pages of calculation.�, 

Ed Bronson led the way to the analytic 
laboratory . 

JA �:x �0!��� ::n��tt��m��m:� 
"That'll fix 'em!" he said savagely. 

On Earth Two the pillar of fire flickered a 
measurable bit-and the downtown district of 
New York City vomited flame in a thunder
ous roar. To the stratosphere billowed the ice 
cap, followed inatantly by an up-reaching 
column of Incandescent gas. 

Into the vitals of the rock the gnawing 
atomic flame went and perceptibly-per
ceptibly to some all-powerful deity that could 
withstand a holocaust which put the sun to 
shame--the crater expanded as the substance 
ol Earth Two fed the atomic flame. 

Kingston set the steering control once more 
and shoved the button. The Mall between the 
Washington Monument and the Capitol erup
ted in another atomic cancer to feed on Earth 
Two. The bulldinga that lined the Mall were 
blasted to bits-the National Archives, the 
Smithsonian Institution, all of them gone in 
one mighty blast. 

Then, as the fury of blast subsided, the 
pillar of fire undulated to the sky. It fed, 
then, on the inert substance of a dead city 
for, as in Manhattan, no man remained alive 
to sea. 

With cruel disregard for humanity, Leader 
Kingston set the diall once more and the 
acres of land enclosed by Chicago'• Loop 
roared skyward. The edges of the crater 
rimmed Lake Michigan and the waters of the 
lake began to pour toward the breach. They 
did not reach the ravening crater for they 
turned Into steam long before they could fall 
across the lip of the crat{lr. 

From Lake Bluff to Gary the lake-front 
wa& a scene of molten death. 

"That's but the beginning," said Kingston. 
"Four will become eight and eight will be� 
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come sixteen. It will not be long before they 
are reaching one another." 

"You'll have a lot of the space-reronant 
crystal.. to pass along to Earth One, though," 
said Maddox. 

''We will apply the same principle," said 
Kingston. "One brings two and each brings 
two more. My men on Earth One will as
aemble the four subcrltical masses tomoiTow 
for Instructions," said Kingston. "Thls is the 
one weak link. But once we start, we can 
move the stuff like fury." 

"What do you fear?" asked Maddox. 
"Bronson! He has your laboratory. Com

plete. He is well hidden somewhere and, 
until we can locate him, we are treading on 
dangerous ground. For I know that he b 
keeping an eye on everything we do. And 
until we locate him we can do nothing." 

"Why doesn't he do something, then?" 
Kingaton laughed bitterly. "Probably be

t-ause he doesn't quite know what to do." 
Maddox grinned. "Also becau� you've got 

the key to Earth One. And," he said grimly, 
"it might be that he has been Ignorant until 
just now when you've shown him how to 
fight this war." 

Kingston whitened 1n fear. He 1hook his fist 
at the flaming horror on the viewer plate and 
flaid. "I wbh Bron!on were ln that!" 

said. "And yet It is, in a sense." 
Then he turned from the window to face 

Virginia. "Glnger-girl,"· he said slowly, "I 
know what is wrong with Earth Three!" 

Virginia swung the steering control swiftly 
until a distant view of New York was visible. 
"That Is whs.t Is wrong with Earth Three," 
she aaid bitterly. "Avaricious, hateful and 
cruel." 

Broruson shook his head. "You're not 
fair," M said. "He's done nothing that you 
or I would not do to protect our own worlds. 
And," smiled Bronson, "remember that Earth 
Two iJ!I already doomed." 

VIrginia whirled on him. "Because a man 
is 1lated to die as all men are, is that an 
excuse to commit murder?" 

"No," he 88.ld. "But life is still a matter of 
the survival of the fittest. I deplore Kingston's 
act but remember that Kingston knows that 
It is either kill or be killed." 

"Then there Is nothing wrong with Earth 
Three," snapped Virginia with deep bitter
n�. 

''Oh but there is. Virginia, on your world. 
where every scientific endeavour Ls directed 
along the one line of safety In the face of that 
plllar of fire at Ahtmogordo, does your 
government know the location of all equip
ment?" 

"Of cOurse," she said. "Save for a very 
minute percentage of stuff that has been lost, V�e
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Slowly Vrigina shook her head. "Kingston "Yn-but where would we put it?" she 
has just transmitted a bit of the atomic flame asked. 
to New York." she !ald. "On the moon," he said simply. 

N�;o;��� :::�!e ;�:::�t;;-;r�o!�d�� "But there Is no focal mass of space re-

no other city. What stopped him was ·the sonant elements on the moon," she objected. 

belief that Kingston could not transmit any- "There could have been," he said, "if Earth 
thing across the batTier without the presence Two had proceeded to develop the rocket! 
ol a focal mass. But no, . since no planet Is habitable." 

"How?" he asked Virginia. "That hm't all," said Virginia. "Earth Three 
"With the space resonator." she said. has developed the transmission resonator to 
"But there Is no focal mass." the highest degree. We've never been able 
"In New York?" replied Virginia in sur- to speed it up. They can transmit anything 

prise. "There must be several thousand." ,. in a matter of mlcro.'!!econd.!. Ours takes 
"But--oh! It was the New York of Earth hours sometimes. 

Two." "Remember, if we start to shove that pUlar 
"Yes." of raw Mtergy through a resonator of our 
Bronson looked out of the window and type we must build 1t to withstand raw 

shook his head. "I find It difficult to believe atomic energy for a long period. But tell me 
1hat this terrain is not my own world," he what 15 wrong with Earth Three." 
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poking into an ampllfi�tr without knowing all 
about it?,. 

"Yes." 
"In similar sense, Earth 1'hne Is plunging 

forward Into a sea. of uncharted danger. 
Rapid progt'&SI in the face of high competlR 
tion. No control whatsoever. In the oaat of 
Earth Two, progrefll has been hampered 
beoause it has had too much control. 

"Had you been lNe to tinker and investi
gate the �mission bands you'd have dill
covered Earth Three and you might have had 
the ld$8 of rotating that Alamogordo Flame 
into Earth Three. 

"As of now, Virginia, tell me--could ::alarth 
Tw-o reduce all of ita space-rNOnant elements 
to aubcrltical ma.ses in a case of danger?" 

"We oould, save for those that �re l01t. as 
I've aaid before." 

Broruon smiled cryptioally. "Can Leader 
Kinpton!" 
. Virginia shook her head. She 1'9Called the 
myriad uses that Earth Three had daveloped 
lor the space 1"980Dant elements. Each home 
with many devices, each device containing a 
su

�
:':�C:;:::Urely all critical masau ,of 

the dangerous elements would be the axact 
equal to a complete breakdown of all mean� 
of transportation and communication. For 
the apace resonator had replao&d in .nearly 
all but i80lated cues th& common automobile, 
telephone, train, radio and allied arts. 

Such a project was impouible to ooiitt�m
plate, and even lvss possible to accompllih 
In any riHISOnable time. It would require the 
rebuilding of the fonner modes of Ufo-al-

nation, ita people and years of study and 
work to develop the atomic bomb. Obviously 
th1a is no baokyard project like the nitration 
of glyoerlne. 1 

"But here we have JE.a.rth Three," he oon
Unued. "plunging forward without control-a 
juggernaut with no one at the helm. In their 
homes, in their laboratories, in their very 
llvae, they have supercritioal mBS!Iu of the 
space-resonant elements. Leader Kinpton 
has juat shoW!\ ua how he hopes to dutroy 
both Earth One and Two to leave Three 
supreme." 

"lh doing that he has given us the answer 
we aeek. For in his attack," said Bronson 
exultantly, "he has displayed not only his 
weakneu but the fundamental weakn&5S of a 
culture based upon complete freedom. Not 
that freedom 1a wrong. Freedom ls an Ideal. 
and complete freedom wUI be attained only 
when every man can assume the re.sporu:i
billty of being noble." 

"I'm not quite certain," said Virginia. 
Bronson laughed. "How long would it be 

before one of Kingstori's men dl.scovw the 
secret of unlocking the energy of the atom 
with a gadget the size of your wrilt watoh? 
Hah! Every man hls own atom-bomb\" he 
snorted. "Well, remember th.l.t, Virginia, on 
Earth. Three every chunk ol space-reeonant 
material is more deadly than the J\,lamogordo 
Flame!" 1 

CHAPTER XV 

Moment of CMs 

most a 't-eNrn to horse-and-buggy days. ' 
"But every sclenoo luis lUI dangel\" ob- GRINNING wolfilhl,y, Branson spoke. 1 

jeeted Virginia. . "The next problem." he said, "is the 
Bronson nodded. "But rera&mber that every job of getting back to Earth One." 

science growa like a tree. One does not start "How can we?" 
on a high technical plane." "Wh� has the key?" Bronson aaked. 

"But what has that to do with ltf" "Kingston." 
"Juat this." explained BrONion patiently, "Then we prooeed to gre.b Leader Kingston 

"In earlier days no man could develop any- and apply bamboo splintera und&r the finger
thing too dangerous to his fellows lf it got out nails or plaoe a rat on hia bare tummy, plac
of hand. Many embryonic ohemiata have left • 1.ng a bowl on top of the rat, and then build
the face of the earth in a gout of smoke and iftg a small fire on top of the bowl. In other 
flame but, when they lett, they took only a words, we ah.all--ah-urge Is the word
small section of the neighborhood with urge him to reveal hls method of getting in 
them. touch with his bunch on Earth One." 

"Here, then, we have Alamogordo and the Vlrginla shuddered. 
Bomb. It took the combined resources of a Bronton turned to the steering oontrols and 
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located Kingston. Then, atanding near ilie 
focal volume, Bronson motioned tor · the girl 
to throw the 1witeh. Kingston appeared in
atantly and, before the Leader could get his 
wits together, Ed Bron.wn swung a heavy filt 
with all the power of h1a big body behind it. 
Kingston went down like a log. 

He awakened to the drenchln& of cold 
water from a bucket. He •trained against 
adhesive tape and glared. 

''Take it easy, KJngston," said Bronson. 
"I've got the control. set to drop you into the 
Alamogordo Flame lf you get nuty." 

Kingston paled. 
"What I want from you Is the key to Earth 

One!" 
"That you'll never get!" 
"Yes I will" 
"No you won't." 
Bronson snorted. "Want to make- a little 

bet? You can save yourself a lot of grief if 
you give in right now. Or would you rather 
be screaming for merey later!" 

"What can you do?" sneered Kingston. 
Broll80n chuckled. "The ChlnMe are ac

cused of developing a number of fancy tor
tures," he aald. "I've also known a fiction 
writer who used an incident to show the 
strength of his character's will power. 

''This fellow, who used to tinker with radio 
on the side, decided that any man who could 
grab a couple of hundred volta and not quiver 
a muscle because a sudden motion would be 
as deadly, would be dbplaying a nervous 
control Aeldom realized. Now I'd guus his 
idea to have been impossible. But It gives 
me to think. 

"Do you auppose you could stand a mUd 
electrocution? Say a hundred volts at twenty 
cycles? Not enough to kill, for we'll iruert a 
current-limiting resistance to prevent elec
trocution, but enough to make life most un
comfortable. The torture of tlle condemned 
will have nothing on what you will suffer, 
Kingston." 

Kingston smiled wearily. "It will do you 
no good," he said. "The thing Is set up like 
the time lock on a .safety vault. No one can 
breach it." 

"Big talk." snorted Bl"onson. He turned 
from the bound man and rummaaed in a 
bench drawer for win and parts. A varlable
volt.age transformer, 10me alternating current 
meters and a f&w lengths of wtre were 
•trewn over the table top. Bronson began to 
connect them into a circuit. 

"We'll find out how your resistance b," he 
told Kingston oVilr his shoulder. 

King1ton laughed nastily. V i r  g 1 n 1 a 
IO!'eamed. BroNOn whirled-and Kingston 
wu gone! 

Bronaon leaped to the viewer controll and 
spun the dial to Kingston's official quarters. 
The viewer showed a technician Just in the 
act of spinning the lt&ering dials in a random 
whirl like a man locking a combination safe. 

Kingston fell a-sprawl, aUll boun� aga.lnat 
Maddox, who had come with him. Maddc»�: 
removed the bonds and Kingston fingered 
the amulet on his wriat with pride. "That wa1 
quick," he said. 

"Had to be," said Maddox. "I knew that 
the Instant you dlsappea� from Bronson's 
laboratory he'd leap to the viewer to see your 
laboratory. So once you arrived, we both 
came here and Tony spun the dials so that 
Bron10n can't follow us by reading the calt
bration." 

"That l.sn't all," chuckled Kingston. "Now 
we know how to reach Bro111on!" 

B ��:��� !;::d ���m
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asked plaintively. 
Virginia shook her hea�. "Wrong culture 

or no/' abe said, "Earth Three seems to take 
all the trick.." 

Broll.!on nodded wearily. He put hud in 
hands and worried visib_ly-and was taken 
out of it when a bell tinkled on the wall. 
Bronson leaped to his feet with a shoul 

"Maybe we're not licked yet," he said. 
"That was the automatic maSlll lpectro
analyzer." 

He left the room and returned quickly with 
a sheaf of papers. 

"They call 'em space-resonant," he said 
with a wry chuckle, "but I call 'em sym
biotic." 

"Meaning?" 
"Why, it seems as though we have a closed 

system of radioactivity here," he said. 

� "But the spac&-resonant elements are only 
faintly radioactive," objected Virginia. 

"According to outaide detectors," he ltlid. 
"But this Is an internally closed system. 
There are two basic elements and two ao
topeS of each, all operating In a closed sys

tem." 
"How?" 
He handed her a sheet of paper. containing 

nuclear equations, 
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"Call •em 'A' and 'B', with respective 
atomic number of one hundred and twenty� 
one and one hundred and twenty-two and 
n�r�pecUve atomic weights of two hwulred and 
seventy-nine end two hundntd and eighty," 
he explained. '-rhen Element A absorbs a 
neutron, becoming heavy Element A since Ita 
atomic weight ia increased by one. 

''The heavy Element A then emits a nega
Uve electron which raises the nuclear charge 
by one and the element becomes Element B. 
Element B then emits a neutron which makes 
It light Element B. 

"Light Element B captur&s an electron 
lowering the nuclear charge and retransmut
ing the element back to normal Element A. 
The neutrons and electrons are passed back 
and forth within the mass and seldom escape, 
therefore the space-resonant elements are 
believed to be only mildly radioactive." 

"Yes?" 
MUes away and across the barrier in time 

Klngston and Maddox listened avidly. 
"So we can guess what happened at Al

amogordo," said Bronson exultantly. 
"I don't see It," she said. 
"Well, Element A Is so avid an absorber of 

neutrons that a microscopic Impurity will 
destroy the K-factor of a supercrlUcal maas 
of plutonium or uranium," he said. "That 
would Prevent the Alamogordo Bomb from 
exploding." 

"Element B, on the other hand, emits a 

torrent of neutrons, enough to raise the K

factor to a terribly high degree, which 

caused such violence that the bomb was hot 

enough to start fission in the earth. A balance 

of the elementa A and B cancels out and 

therefore we have the normal explosion ex
perienced in Earth One." 

"But how did it happen?" 

''When the sub-critial masses of uranium 
came together on Alamogordo Day, the &
slon started throughout the mass. Also pre
sent-we know now-Is the capture of neu
trons by unfissioned atoms which raise the 

element's mass, and 01e other fission products 
hitting this element raise its charge. Space
resonant elements resulted in those sub
microseconds of initial fission. 

"So, In one section of the mass, an abun
dance of Element A was produced, which 
stopped the explosion. In another section, 
Element B was produced, which increased Ita 
violence. Now the Qilergie! produced within 
the fiuloning bomb are high enough to cause 
a warp in the space-time continuum. This 
warp permitted one !eetion to die out while 
the othar increased almost without Umll" 

"I'm beginning to understand," nodded 
Virginia. "We then had three different levels 
of energy." 

"And three widely-varied levels of en
tropy,'' added Bronson. "So widely varied 
that they could not exist in the same time
space plane. Thus the fission in time that 
produced the three time-planes. How wide
spread these areas of separation extend we 
may never know. 

"All I can assume Is that space-time Is 
strained and will return as soon as the energy 
put into the separation is u!ed up. Sort of 
like an upthrown stone," he mu!ed. "It goes 
up untU the energy put into throwing lt is 
used up against the force of gravity. 

"Then It comes down-and the three time
planes separate until the energy put into 
the separation was used up and then they 
begin to fall toward one another." 

Kingston turned to Maddox. "That also 
e.xplalnl w}w no one knew of this split for 
so long. And why lt Is gettlng easier and 
easier to cross the barrier. The three time
planes are approaching one another." 

Maddox nodded. "And that mearu that we 
must see the other time-planes destroyed. If 
they come together and find Interference-all 
will die!" 

"Right,'' said Kingston. His hand fingered 
the button while his other hand turned the 
steering oontrol. Maddox looked into the 
viewer. "Hurry!" he exploded. Klng!ton 
looked. 

Ed Bronson was walking across the labo
ratory toward the transmission panel, say
ing ". . . and that brings one thing to mind, 
Ginger. If they grabbed Kingston they know 
where we are!" 

He spun· the controls quickly and pressed 
the button. At the same hatant Kingston 
pressed his own button. The viewplate that 
showed Bronson and Virginia in Maddox's 
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laboratory erupted in a holocaust of flame 
that blinded Kingston and Maddox. 

"Did we?" asked K.ingaton, rubbing his 
.,. ... 

"We can't know," said Maddox. "But look. 
U we got them we can find ouL" 

"How?" 
"Collect your space-re1onant elementa on 

Earth One," said Maddox. "Then 11end 
another set acroas and use one of them to 
erupt Central City-right where Broruon'1 
home ls." 

"What good wt11 that do?" asked Kingston. 
"We can watch it," explained Maddox. 

"And if It is returned to Earth Two, we'll 
know that Bro1150n is alive somewhere and 
watching." 

Klngaton nodded with a smile of apprecia
tion. 

T!!i::���r�1
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scarred. It had been close. Perhaps the only 
thing that saved them wu the fact that they 
were closer to the focal volume of the trans
mitter In the laboratory than Kingston wa1. 

At any rate the unbelievably mlcr08Copic 
Instant of the beginning of the atomJc flame 
Intended to destroy them utterly had been all 
that building caught. For Bronson had sent 
It skirling Into time-space and It was on the 
way out a• the glimmering of deadly flame 
started to come ln. 

But that brief touch of Incandescent death 
had charred the woodwork of the outside of 
the building. It had cracked the glass and It 
had jarred its very structure. 

The Inhabitants-were In bad shape. Bron
ton was sprawled on the floor. Virginia was 
crumpled over a deak. Both were uncon
scious. And. creeping deeper Into their skin, 
was the ruddy color of bad bum. 

Hours later they were dark with burn and 
still unconscious. They knew nothing. 

They did not know that Kingston's men on 
Earth Qpe were beginning to assemble the 
maees in Ed Bronson's collecUon of radio
isotopic phosphor. 

Then a bell tinkled gently. Broruon stirred 
and groaned. The bell tinkled once more. 
Bronson stirred again-painfully. Another 
tinJd.-

Vlrgtni.a awakened, opened her eyes 
vaguely and wondered what had happened. 

Tha bell rang Insistently. ''Ed-Ed Bron
aon!" abe shouted. ''The detector!" 

"Det.eclor?" he asked dully. 
"They're assembling the space-resonant 

elements on Earth One!" 
The bell broke into an insistent clamorlna: . 

Ed picked himself from the floor and looked 
at the gear. The cascaded amplifiers, in
capable of detecting the presence of sub
critical muses on Earth One, had sufficient 
gain to trigger the alarm when Earth One's 
bits of space resonant elementl were collected 
into critical mass. 

Bronson spun the dial! of the viewer. 
There before him was the familiar labo

ratory of hi.s own home and four men stand
ing before his bench, upon which stood tha 
crystalline mass. 

"Now!" breathed Ed Bronson. 

CHAPTER XVI 

A WMld at Stake 

u�����.
INLY Virginia paused. "Ed," 

"Huh?" he asked, turning. 
"You're goin.� to-" 
"I must." 
She smiled and took a deep breath. Bron

son looked at her quizzically. It wu obvious 
that something had happened that had 
pleased her--or convinced her of .something, 
but what It might be eluded him. 

"Look, Ginger, we haven't much time. I've 
got to get going-and you know what to do." 

She nodded. her eyes bright and Intent 
uoon him. "Ed." she said in a quiet voice, 
"I've been both selfish and opportunist. want
ing s�urlty at any price. But you aTe will
Ing to trust me with the future of Earth One. 
That. too, proves the worth of-worth of
of-" 

"Forget it." he said softly. "If we win it 
will prove the rlp:ht of Earth One to survive." 

Then he turned to the machine again. "I've 
got to go!" 

She came up behind him, turned him 
around and klsed him. "Go," she said. "And 
u you go. Ed, remember that I've made up 
my mind. I'm going with you-a11 the way!" 

He smiled down at her. "1 know," he said 
cryptically. Then he turned and mapped the 
button. 

He landed 1n hls own laboratory amid the 
four minions of Kingston. The suddennHI) 
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of his appearance sent them flying in four 
dlrectioru. He whirled and reached for the 
auembled blocks of the space-resonant ele
ment& on the bench, to separate them again. 

He wu hit from behind by one of the thug• 
and staggered against/the bench. Then the 
other three were upon him. 

Only Bronson'!! sheer size and pby•lcal 
power saved him from butant annibile.Uon. 
He fought them off, hitting them hard but 
taking a murderoul! amount of puniJ.hment. 
He kicked one away, traded blows with the 
Meond, turned to drive a hard fist into the 
face of the third-and nearly fell forward on 
hill face as the blow passed through nothing! 

In the big laboratory on Earth Two Vir
ginia coldly and viciously clubbed Klng:ston's 
hlHd hand over the back of the head with a 
hMvy end-wrench as the fellow wu 1Ull 
1taggerlng forward from the effort against 
Bron.on. 

Bronson blinked and recovered from hts 
stagger. He luhed out at the neare.t, just 
u Virginia grabbed another to give him the 
same treatment. One of the two remaining 
jerked a gun from his pocket and fired wildly. 
Bronson ducked under the gun hand and 
shouldered the thug cruelly in the pit of the 
stomach. 

The gun dropped to the floor and there 
was a thne-way dive for it. Bronson cracked 
hls head against the neArer man's jaw, drove 
a fist into the other'! face, and grabbed the 
wrist of the first one again. A gun appeared 
In the second man's hand. 

Bronson jerked the wril!t and the man stag
gered forward in front of Bronson just as 
the other thug fired. Ed felt the man's body 
twitch and he coldly lifted a foot, !let it in 
the small of the stricken man'a be.ok and 
hurled him forward against the gun wielder. 
Behind him went Bronson but the gun wield
er di.sappeared. 

Virginia'• quick end-wrench came down 
hard and then she had three of them lined up 
on the floor, taped helplesaly with adhesive 
.. .,.. 

She scribbled a quick note and sent It 
through-and an irultant later Bronson bad 
the mass of crystals separated Into their four 
parts. 

He breathed deeply as he read the note. 
It did present a problem. He had one corpse 
on his hands and three other undesirables 
collected ln the laboratory on Earth Two. 

.�• here be was safe on Earth One again 

with the aryat.als aeparated. He held the key 
to MCUrltyl 

But there wu Earth Three, still whole and 
alive. How lim.ple 1t would have been to ig
nore Three--Bronson admitted that Virginia 
might have had to l!uffer the fortunes of War 
if the fate of an entire world rested upon the 
decision. 

.Sut Bronson knew that, unless two of the 
thne worlds were exterminated, all would 
die ln. a cosmic explosion when they began 
to reeppear on the aame time-plane. 

Furthermore, he knew that Kingston was 
quite prepared to maintain a viewer on each 
of 1td Broruon's sections of crystal until they 
were reBYembled again. For the very key 
that opened the portal was as deadly as the 
Alamogordo Flame . .  

A hard knock came at the door. Ed turned, 
puzzled, and went through his house to open 
IC 

Captain Norris of the pollee strode lntb the 
room with a sour expreulon. 

"What are you running here?" he de
manded. "Where are the four bird• that 
came in here a few minutes ago. Where have 
you been?" 

Norris strode through the house until he 
came to the laboratory. He looked down at 
the body of Kingston'• henchman and his 
eyebrows beetled. "This smacks of murder," 
he said flatly. 

"It-" 
"Self-defence," said Norrill sourly. "Tell 

It to the judge." He looked around. "Where 
are the other three?" 

"See here, Norris," snapped Bronson. 
"When I came to you about the lnvaden of 
earth you slapped me In the booby hatch. 
What would you say if I gave you proof?" 

"It will have to be mighty good," snapped 
Norris. 

From separate pockef.l Ed Bronson took 
the four bib of crystal. He set them side by 
side on the bench. 

"Virginia," he said, knowing that she was 
Uatenlng. "Now!" 

AND his hands scooped the cry stall to-
gether. 

· 

"Who are you-hey!" exploded Norria. 
They had come across the barrier and were 
standing in the laboratory building. In tb• 
viewer stood Virginia Carlson. She smiled 
through at them and· showed them that abe 
had once more separated the bits of crystal 
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"What goes on?" Norris stormed. 
"You are now on Earth Two," 1aid Bron

son. "And if you want to gat back play it 
smart." 

"Don't threaten me-who are these?" 
"Three thugs from Earth Three." 
"Oh fine," jeered Norris. "Thls sounds like 

a real game. Now look-" 
"You look," snapped Bronson. He set the 

controls and snapped the button and the 
scene outside of the laboratory disappeared. 
In its place was a tall pillar of flame. 

"That," said Bronson, "is the pillar of 
atomic flame at Alamogordo, caused on Earth 
Two by the original Manhatten Project ex
periment in Nineteen forty-five." He spun 
the dials once more, and the city of Wash
ington was visible at a distance. Its pillar of 
flame roared high into the sky. "That's Earth 
Two, Washington," he snapped at Norris. 

'!But what can you do?" asked Norris, 
completely.� dumbfounded. 

"I can fight back-now," said Bronson 
harshly. "And you can sit ln a corner and 
figure out a means for a man to come to 
official quarters to tell of an extra-space in
vasion without being clapped in the nut
house!" 

He turned from Norris and adjusted the 
steering controls. 

His hand came down on the button. 
And Earth Three Washington erupted in a 

massive incandescent flame. 
Kingston shnnted in anger as the report 

came. He twirled his own dials, found a re
sponse and pressed the button. 

He cried, "Order3! Everyone possessing a 
Type One transmitter, help spread the atomic 
fire on Earth Two!" 

Out across the face of Earth Three went 
the orders and the mobilized hundreds of 
thousands of people started their space re
sonators. 

It was furious work. Bronson whirled the 
dials until the plane of view looked down 
upon Earth Two from several thousand miles 
above. From this point, Bronson knew that 
Kingston-from whatever hideout he was 
In-was directing a full-scale attack against 
Earth Two. The lights twinkled like a field 
of fireflies. 

Bronson knew that his own attempts were 
pitiful against Kingston's massed attack. 

Maybe Virginia was right. Maybe, in the 
final analysis Earth Three did hold all the 
tricks and would win. But whether or not 

he won or lost Bronson was going to fight 
to the bitter end. He directed his fire against 
Earth Three--and saw two disappear as one 
flared forth. 

Bitterly, Broruon nodded. Kingston was 
well staffed. He could without difficulty set a 
number of his stations to the job of sending 
back upon Earth Two the few fires that 
Bronson could start. He was one man fight
ing a world well-armed-a gnat batting its 
head against a wall of polished chromium 
steel. 

Bronson stopped punching the button with 
a gesture of sheer futility. 

And from the vantage point above Earth 
Two, his viewer showed a spreading holo
caust that threatened to cover th� entire 
globe from pole to pole. It would be but a 
matter of time before a gout of Harne and 
horror erased him and removed all resistance 
to Kingston's plans. Switching the scene to 
Eart� Three, Bronson saw that the pitifully 
few dots of flame had been remo\•ed. 

Which was right? A world .playing .with 
death in myriad or a world so conservative 
that it had not advanced to the point where 
it could turn the tables? 

Bronson shook his head hopelessly. 
The Incandescent, flamimz: curtain almost 

obscured Earth Two now. The sky was ali�ht 
and the rumblings and roarings shook the 
rocks. Torrents of wind howled back and 
forth and carried minute bits of the flame 
with them, feeding on the very air that car
ried them. They landed and they started 
their own fires in a million smaller craters. 

Bronson shook his head. There was not 
much point in making even one last gesture. 
He hit the control panel with his fist and 
slumped in his chair. He took one last look 
at Earth Two and felt futility once more at 
the spreading of the atomic horror. 

And then Bronson sat bolt upright. A last 
gesture! Before he had rush� in where 
anj;des fear to tread! 

He looked at the equipment and shook his 
head. But equipment made well can with
stand a terrific overload for a brief time. 
Even the most delicate of component parts 
require measurable time between application 
of a tremendous overload and ultimate fail
ure. 

His left hand spun the dials and his right 
hand tuned the transmitter. 

He hoped for a break-and he knew also 
that this was IT in capital _letters. If it 
worked he was the dead winner. If it failed 
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he was doomed to remain on Earth Two to 
watch the arrival of atomic death. 

But he had no other choice. Facing death 
either way he'd best go out making a try. 

K ���:. �:� :�rl: ��in�:r:is�� 
one edge. "What's that?" he asked. "Do we 
need a new tube at this crucial moment?" 

"No." 
"Then what Is it?" 

out even beyond Ed Bronson's fainte1t hope. 
It expanded the volume and then energized 
the transmiulon circuits. 

And Earth Two-atomic holocaust and all 
-<lisappeared from the time-plane It had oc
cupied for so many years. There was a 
shrinking-but no one was there to record 
this collap1e of the special plane-and at once, 
a joining, and though it seemed as though 
Earth One had come Into full visibility, this 
impression was due to the time-fields joining 
with the original plane. Maddox turned the dials a bit and the arc 

came out of the frame clearly enough to dis-r�:.?a
a

d�i:�����eadable, but none the v���IA
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Maddox looked at It carefully and then re- watched her wrist watch and smoked furl
treated the plane of view to many thousands ously. 
of miles Into deep 1pace. Right out to the She watched the l&eond hand creep to ltl 
limit of his range he went. appointed meeting with the iop of the dial, 

And there were three discs, all of a slz.e. and she scooped the space.:resonant elements 
One was, of course. the flaming Earth Two. into the palnu of her hands. This must be 

"We're approachlng!" yelled Kingston. done quickly, so very swiftly lest Kingston 
"Those other discs are Earth On"i" and Three." manage to get through with more than could 

"But-" be handled safely. 
"When their energy levels approach one Zero! 

another it ·will be unnecessary to employ a Virginia clapped her hands together, crea-
depth of penetration correction!" snapped ting an instantaneous supercritlcal mass. 
K.ing!ton. "For they'll all be on the aame Intolerable heat burned her hands. There 
level." was a flash of flame that blinded her and 

"And when they do-we'll all go skyward." there was the rush and clatter of debris 
The communicator clicked and Kingston showering the laboratory, shattering win

read the tape. Then with a nasty chuckle, dows, and pelting her merclleuly. A heavy 
Kingston spun the dials and looked in upon 10methlng crashed against her 1kull and 
Ed Bronwn. "Darn few live pieces of ele- drove her to the floor. 
ment left on Two," sneered Kingston. "Made Her eyes opened and the 1pace-resonant 
picking him out so much easier!" crystals, crushed by the Impact, s.lfted 

"Yes." said Maddox dubiously, "but what through her inert fingers and mingled wl.th 
in the devU is he doing?" the powdery untouchably-hot debrl1 that was 

"He'.-heavens!" screamed Kingston. His inch-deep on the Aoor . .  

hand stabbed for the button like a striking Leader Kingston's hand was stopped in 
snake. mid-strike. He and his laboratory flamed 

And down upon Ed Broruon's 1tolen lab- · into .instant Incandescence as matter wu rent 
oratory there descended a torrent of raw to mix with the raving splitting atom& of 
energy. In through the space resonator lt intolerable explosion. 
came and it should have boiled out in the For close were the temporal path.s and the 
terrible holocaust that produced sunlike pil- catastrophic energy of Earth Two found Ita 
Iars of roaring atomic destruction. outlet through the myriad of open patlul fur-

Instead, the sheer energy came roaring 1n nished by the millions of commercially-used 
through the supercritical mau of apace-re- bits of space-resonant element.. From each 
sonant elemenb in Ed Bronson's stolen lab- of the crystals there poured a torrent of over
oratory and entered the transmitter circuits, whelming Aame that of ltsell fonned more of 
whleh were wide open to accept-nay, draw the space-resonant elementl. 
-all available energy from whatever source The excess In entropy of Earth Two forced 
wu available. the transfer regardlesa of true tuning-as a 

Into the circuits went the torrent of energy. nearby radio station will blast through to 
It drove the focal volume out and out and audibility regardless of the position of the 
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dial--or, perhaps better, the excess in entropy 
level sought the deficient level of entropy as 
a north magnetic pole seeks the south mag
netic pole. Water-or energy-finds its own 
stable level. 

So from the machines that employed space 
resonant elements on Earth Three there 
poured the flaming substance and the excess 
of energy, to spread in one mighty explosion 
that rent space itself, but died when there 
was no more substance left to convert. 

And with the release of the temporal 
strains, there came once more that imper
ceptible withdrawal of strife in the cosmic 
planes. Now all was at stable rest and there 
remained but one time-plane. That plane 

• 

contained Earth One and all that belonged to 
it 

It contained a man hurled back through the 
space-resonant transmission equipment from 
Earth Two, from the one place where the 
atomic destruction had yet to reach, to the 
one and only place upon Earth One where 
space-resonant elements existed. And they 
al_9ne had been tun�d to Ed Bronson's .stolen 
equipment, and held in .supercritical mass for 
that bare instant of transfer by a woman's 
hands. 

Burned, bruised and battered, Ed Bronson 
and Virginia Carlson would soon awaken 
from their unconsciousness to look into one 
another's eyes and wonder . 
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Tile tltlrd ·�· opt��td slowly aiMI looked after t�• "'an 

Uon'l Look ,...ow 
lly HEI'oiRY KlJTTI'oiER 

That man beside you may be a Martian. They own our world, 
but only a lew wise and far-seeing men like Lyman know itJ 

.T HE man in the brown suit was look- finally lifted his glass and took a deep 
ing at himself in the mirror behind swallow. 
the bar. The reflection seemed to "Don't look now," Lyman. said. 

interest him even more deeply than the The brown man slid his eyes sidewise 
drink between his hands. He was paying toward Lyman, tilted his glass higher, and 
only perfunctory attention to Lyman's at- took another swig. Ice-cubes slipped down 
tempts at conversation. This bad been going toward his mouth. He put the glass back 
ftA for perha»s fifteen minutes before he on-the red-brown wood and signaled for a 

69 
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refill Finally he took a deep breath and 
looked' at Lyman. 

"Don't look at what?" he asked. 
"There waa one sitting right beside you," 

Lyman said, blinking rather glat;ed eyes. 
"He just went out. You mean you couldn't 
see him?" 

The brown man finished paying for his 
fresh drink before he am1wered. "See who?" 
he asked, with a fine mhr.:ture of &redom, 
dl.ste.ate and reluctant interesl "Who went 
out?" 

"What have I been telling you for the 
last ten minutes? Weren't you listening?" 

"Certainly I was listening. That i.-cer
tainly. You were talking about-bathtubs. 
Radioa. Orson-" 

"Not Orson. H. G. Herbert George. With 
Orson it was juat a gag. H. G. knew-or 
su1pected. I wonder if it was simply intui
tion with him! He couldn't have had any 
proof.-but he did stop writing science-fic
tion rather suddenly, didn't he? I'll bet he 
knew once, though." 

"Knew what?" 
"About the Martians. All this won't do 

ua a bit of good if you don't lilten. It may 
not anyway. The trick is to jump the gun
with proof. Convincing evidence. Nobody'• 
ever been allowed to produce the evidence 
before. You are a reporter, aren't you!" 

H0
b��ui�no��� r����/n the 

"Then you ought to be taking It all down 
on a piece of folded paper. I want every
body to know. The whole world. It's Im
portant. Terribly important. It explains 
everything: My llfe won't be safe unless 1 
can p9.1ts along the Information and make 
people believe it." 

"Why won't your life be safe?" 
"Because of the Martians, you fool. They 

own the world." 
The brown man sighed. ''Then they own 

my newapaper, too," he objected, "so I 
can't print anything they don't like." 

"I never thought of that," Lyman 111ald, 
considering tlut bottom of his glaaa, ' where 
two lce-cube1 had fulled into a cold, immut
able union. ''They're not omnipotent, though. 
I'm sure they're vulnerable, or why have 
they always kept under oover? They're 
afraid of being found out. If the world had 
convincing evldenoe--look, people always 
believe what they read In the newspapers. 
Couldn't you-" 

"Ha " said the brown man with d� 
signifl�ce. 

Lyman drummed sadly on the bar and 
murmured, "There must be some way. Per
haps if I had another drink . .  , ." 

The brown suited man tasted his colllna. 
which seamed to stimulate him. "Just what 
is all th1a about Martiana!" he asked Lyman. 
"Suppo6& you start at the beginning and tell 
rna again. Or can't you remQtnber?" 

"Of COUrH I can remember. I've got prac
tically total rect�ll. It's something new. Very 
new. I never could do it bMore. I can even 
remember my last conversation with the 
Martians.'' Lyman favored the brown man 
with a glance of triumph. 

"When was that?" 
"This morning." 
"I can even remember. oonv&uatioru; I had 

last week," the brown man aald mildly. "So 
what?" 

"You don't understand. They make us 
forget, you see. They tell us what to do 
and we forget about the conversation-it's 
post-hypn.otic suggestion, I expect-but we 
follow their orders just the same. There's 
the oompulalon, though we think we're mak
ing our own declaiona. Oh, they own the 
world, all right, but nobody knoWll it except 
me." 

"And how did you find out.?" 
"Well, I got my brain scrambled, in a 

way. I've been fooling around with super
sonic detergents, trying to work out some
thing marketable, you know. The gadget 
went wrong-from aome standpoints. High
frequency waves, it was. They went through 
and through me. Should have been inaudible, 
but I could hear them, or rather-well, 
actually I could 5861 them. That's what I 
mean about my brain being scrambled. And 
after that, I could see and hear the Martians. 
They've geared themelves so they work 
efficiently on ordinary brains, and mine isn't 
ordinary any more. They can't hypnoti:re me, 
either. They can command me, but I needn't 
obey-now. I hope they don't suspect. Maybe 
they do. Yes, I guess they do." 

"How oan you tell?" 
"The way they look at me." 
"How do they look at you?" asked the 

brown min, as he began to ree.ch for • 

:edr��ka�!!�� '*e�!�t �r�:��,. 
"I'm not sure. I can see them, all rigt,&.. 

but only when they're dressed up." 
"Okay, okay," the brown man sa!Cr � 
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tiently. "How do they look, dressed upT" 

"Just like anybody, ahnoet. They drus 
up in-Inhuman akins. Oh, not real ones, 
imitations. Like the Katzenjlll.l1UTJ.er Kids 
alpped tnto crocodile 1ulta. UndfUied-
1 don't know. I've never aeen one. Maybe 
they're Invisible even to me, then, oz- maybe 
they're just camouflaged. Ants or owls or 
raUl or bats or--" 

"Or anything," the brown man ntd hastily. 
"Thanka. Or anything, of course. But 

when they're dressed up like humant-like 
that one who was sitting next to you awhile 
ago, when I told you not to look-" 

"That one wa.t invisible, I gather?" 
"Most of the time they are., to everybody. 

But once in a while, for some re&IOll, they-" 
"Walt," the brown man objected. "Make 

sense, will you? They dress up in human 
skins and then sit around Invisible?" 

"Onfy now and then. The human ddna 
are perfectly good imltatiofl.l. Nobody can 
tell the difference. It's that third eye that 
gives them away. When they keep It closed, 
you'd never guess it wa1 there. When they 
want to open It, they go invisible-like th4J. 
l"ut. When I see somebody with a third 
eye, right In the middle of his forehMd, I 
know he's a Martian and invisible, and I 
pretend not to notice him." 

"Uh-huh,'' the brown man said. "Then for 
all you know, I'm one of your visible 
Martlana." 

"Oh, I hope not!" Lyman regarded him 
anxiously. "Drunk aa I am, I don't think so, 
I've been trailing you all day, making sure. 
It'll a rl1k I have to take, of courae. They'll 
go to any length-any length at all-to make 
a man give himseU away. I rea!Jze thal I 
can't really trust anybody. But I had to find 
&onutone to talk to, and 1-" He paused. 
There was a brief silence. "I could be 
wrong," Lyman said presently. "When the 
third eye's closed, I can't tell If it's there. 
Wou1d you mind opening your third eye 
for me?" He fixed a dim gaze on the brown 
man's forehead. 

"Sorry," the reporter said. "Some other 
time. Beaidea, I don't know you. So you 
want me to splash this across the front pege, 
I gather? Why didn't you go to aee the 
managing editor? My stories have to gat 
paat the desk and rewrite." 

"I want to give my secret to the world," 
Lyman said stubbornly. "The question is, 
how far will I get? You'd expect they'd have 
killed me the minute I opened my mouth 

to you-ex�pt that I didn't say anythinJ 
while they were here. I don't believe they 
take WI very 1erlou.sly, you know. Tbil must 
have been golng on since the dawn of hi1tory, 
and by now they've had Um.e to get oare
t.... They let Fort go pretty far before they 
cracked down on him. But you noUoe they 
were careful never to let !'orl get hold of 
pnulne proof that would convince people." 

The brown man said aomething under his 
brM.th about e human Interest story in a 
box.. He asked, ''What dci the Ma.rtlam: do, 
besides hanJ around bal"l all dres.sed up?" 

"I'm atill working on that," Lyman Mid. 
"It Isn't easy to underatand. They run the 
world, of oourse, but why?" He wrinkled 
his brow and .tared appealingly at the brown 
man. ''Why?" 

"If they do run It, they've got a lot to 
explain." 

'"That's what I mee.n. From our view
point, there's no sense to lt. We do thinp 
tllogically, but only because they tell ua to. 
Everything we do, almost, Is pure IUogic. 
Poe's lm.p of tM Pervene-you could give 
It another name beginning with M. Martian, 
I mean. It's all very well for psychologists 
to explain why a murderer wants to confesa, 
but It's still an Illogical ret�ctlon. Unless a 
Martian comman<h him to.� 

"You can't be hypnotized into doing any
thing that violate. your moral .sense," the 
brown man said triumphantly. 
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pect they got the upper hand when we didn't 
have more than ape-brains, and they've kept 
It ever since. They evolved a.s we did, and 
kept a step ahead. Like the sparrow on the 
eagle's · back who hitch-hiked till the eagle 
reached his ceillng, and then took off and 
broke the altitude record. They conquered 
the world, but nobody ever knew it. And 
they've been ruling ever since." 

"But--" 
"Take houses, for example. Uncomfortable 

thlnp. Ugly, Inconvenient, dirty, everything 
wrong with them. But when men like Frank 
Lloyd Wright .tllp out from under the Mar· 
tians' thumb long enough to suggest lome
thing better, look how the people reeot. 
They bate the thought. That's their Martian-. 
glvina them orders." 

"Look. Why 1hould the Martians car• 
what kind of houses we live in? Tell � 
that." 
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Lyman frowned. "I don't like the note 

of skepticism I detect creeping into this con
versation," he announced. "They care, all 
right. No doubt about it. They live in our 
houses. We don't build for our convenience, 
we build, under order, for the Martians, the 
way they want it. They're very much con
cerned with everything we do. And the 
more senseless, the more concern. 

"Take wars. Wars don't make sense from 
any human viewpoint. Nobody really wants 
wars. But we go right on having them. 
From the Martian viewpoint, they're useful. 
They give us a spurt in technol(lgy, and 
they reduce the excess population. And 
there are lots of other results, too. Coloniza
tion, for one thing. But mainly technology. 
In peace time, if a guy invents jet-propul
sion, it's too e:x:pensive to develop commer
cially. In war-time, though, it's got to be 
developed. Then the Martians can use it 
whenever they want. They use us the way 
they'd use tools or-or limbs. And nobody 
ever really wins a war--except the Mar
tians." 

The man in the brown suit chuckled. "That 
makes sense," he said. "It must be nice to 
be a Martian." 

"Why not? Up till now, no race ever 
successfully conquered and ruled another. 
The underdog could revolt or absorb. 
If you know you're being ruled, then the 
ruler's vulnerable. But if the world doesn't 
know-and it doesn't-

"Take radios," Lyman continued, going off 
at a tangent. '-:rhere's no earthly reason why 
a sane human should listen to a radio. But 
the Martian5 make us do it. They like it. 
Take bathtubs. Nobody contends bathtubs 
are comfortable--for us. But they're fine 
for Martians. All the impractical things we 
keep on using, even though we know they're 
impractical-" 

"Typewriter ribbons," the brown man 
said, struck by the thought. "But not even 
a Martian could enjoy changing a typewriter 
ribbon." 

Lyman seemed. to find that flippant. He 
said that be knew all about the Martians 
except for one thing-their psychology. 

"I don't know why they act as they do. 
It looks illogical sometimes, but I feel per
fectly sure they've got sound motives for 
every move they make. Until I get that 
worked out I'm pretty much at a standstill. 
Until I get evidence-proof-and help. I've 
got to stay under cover till then. And I've 

been doing that. I do what they tell me, so 
they won't suspect, and I pretend to forget 
what they tell me to forget." 

"Then you've got nothing much to worry 
about." 

Lyman paid no attention. He was off again 
on a list of his grievances. 

"When I hear the water running in the 
tub and a Martian splashing around, I pre
tend I don't hear a thing. My bed's too 
short and I tried last week to order a 
special length, but the Martian that sleeps 
there told me not to. He's a nmt, like most 
of them. That is, I think they're runts. I 
have to deduce, because you never see them 
undressed. But it goes on like that con
stantly. By the way, how's your Martian?" 

The man in the brown suit set down his 
glass rather suddenly. 

"My Martian?" 
"Now listen. I may be just a little bit 

drunk, but my logic remains unimpaired. 
I can still put two and two together. Either 
:fOU know about the Martians, or you don't. 
If you do, there's no point in giving me that, 
'What, my Martian?' routine. I know you 
have a Martian. Your Martian knows you 
have a Martian. My Martian knows. The 
point is, do you know? Think hard," Lyman 
urged solicitously. 
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The edge of the glass clicked against his 
teeth. 

"Nervous, I see," Lyman remarked "Of 
course you have got a Martian. I suspect 
you know it." 

''What would I be doing with a Martian?" 
the brown man asked with dogged dog
matism. 

"What would you be doing without one? 
I imagine it's illegal. If they caught you 
running around without one they'd probably 
put you in a pound or something until 
claimed. Oh, you've got one, all right. So 
have I. So has he, and he, and he--and the 
bartender." Lyman enumerated the other 
barflies with a wavering forefinger. 

"Of course they have," the brown man 
said. "But they'll all go back to Mars to
morrow and then you can see a g�>Qd doctor. 
You'd better have another dri-" 

He was turning toward the bartender 
when Lyman, apparently by accident, leaned 
close to him and whispered urgently, 

"Dcm.'t look now!" 
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The brown man glanced at Lyman's white 

face reflected in the mirror before them. 
"It's all right," he said. "There aren't any 

Mar-" 
Lyman gave him a fierce, quick kick under 

the edge of the bar. 
"Shut up! One just came in!" 
And then he caught the brown man's gaze 

and with elaborate unconcern said, ·"-so 
naturally, there was nothing for me to do 
but climb out on the roof after it. Took me 
ten minutes to get it down the ladder, and 
just as we reached the bottom it gave one 
bound, climbed up my face, sprang from 
the top of my head, and there it was again 
on the roof, screaming for me to get it 
down." 

"What?" the brown man demanded with 
pardonable curiosity. 

"My cat, of course. What did you think? 
No, never mind, don't answer that." Lyman's 
face was turned to the brown man's, but 
from the corners of his eyes he was watching 
an invisible progress down the length of the 
bar toward a booth at the very back. 

"Now why did he come in?" he munnured. 
"I don't like this. Is he anyone you know?" 

"Is who--?" 
"That Martian. Yours, by any chance? 

No, I suppose not. ;Yours was probably the 
one who went out a while ago. I wonder 
if he went to make a report, and sent this 
one in? It's possible. It could be. You can 
talk now, but keep your voice low, and 
stop squirming. Want him to notice we can 
see him?" 

"I can't see him. Don't drag me into this. 
You and your Martians can fight it out to
gether. You're making me nervous. I've got 
to go, anyway." But he didn't move to get 
off the stool. Across Lyman's shoulder' he 
was stealing glances toward the back of the 
bar, and now and then he looked at Lyman's 
face. 

"'Stop watching me," Lyman said. "Stop 
watching him. Anybody'd think you were 
a cat." 

"Why a cat? Why should anybody-do 
1 look like a cat?" 

"We were talking about cats, weren't we? 
Cats can see them, quite clearly. Even un
dressed, I believe. They don't like them." 

"Who doesn't like who?" 
"Whom. Neither likes the other. Cats can 

l!ee Martians--sh-h!-but they pretend not 
to, and that makes the Martians mad. I 
..._ve a theory that cats ruled the world 

before Martians came. Never nUnd. Forget 
about cats. This may be more serious than 
you think. I happen to know my Martian's 
taking tonight off, and I'm pretty .sure that 
was your Martian who went out some time 
ago. And have you noticed that nobody else 
in here has his Martian with him? Do you 
suppose-'' His voice sank. "Do you suppose 
they could be waiting for us outside?" 

"Oh, Lord," the brown man said. " In  the 
alley with the cats, I suppose." 

"Why don't you stop this yammer about 
cats and be serious for a moment?" Lyman 
demanded, and then paused, paled, and 
reeled slightly on his stool. He hastily took 
a drink to cover his confusion. 

"What's the matter now?" the brown man 
asked. 

"Nothing." Gulp. "Nothing. It was just 
that-he looked at me. With-you know." 

"Let me get this straight. I take it the 
Martian is dressed in-is dressed like a 
human?" 

"Naturally." 
"But he's invisible to all eyes but yours?" 
"Yes. He doesn't want to be visible, just 

now. Besides-" Lyman paused cunningly. 
He gave the brown man a furtive glance 
and then looked quickly down at his drink. 
"Besides, you know, I rather think you C1tft 
see him-a little, anyway." 
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motionless, not even the ice in the drink he 
held clinking. One might have thought he 
did not even breathe. Certainly he did not 
blink. 

"What makes you think that?" he asked 
in a normal voice, after the thirty seconds 
had run out. 

"I -did I say anything? I wasn't listening." 
Lyman put down his drink abruptly. "I 
think I'll go now." 

"No, you won't," the brown man said, 
closing his fingers around Lyman's wrist. 
"Not yet you won't. Come back here. Sit 
down. Now. What was the idea? Where 
were you going?" 

Lyman nodded dumbly toward the back 
of the bar, indicating either a juke-box or 
a door marked MEN. 

"I don't feel so good. Maybe I've had too 
much to drink. I guess I'll-" 

"You're all right. I don't trust you back. 
there with that-that invisible man of yours. 
You'll stay right here until h,e leaves." 
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"He's going now," Lyman Mid brightly. 

HI, eyes moved with great briskneu along 
the line of an invisible but rapid progresa 
toward the front door. "See, he's gone. Now 
let me loose, will you?" 

The brown man glanced toward the back 
booth. 

"No," he said, "He Isn't gone. Sit right 
where you are." 

It was Lyman's turn to remain quite stilL 
in a stricken sort of way, for s perceptible 
while. The ice in his drink, however, clinked 
audibly. Presently he spoke. His voice was 
soft, and rather soberer than before. 

"You're right. He's still ,there. You can 
see him, can't you?" 

The brown man said, "Has he got his 
back to us?" 

"You can see him, then. Better than I 
can maybe. Maybe there are more of them

· 

here than I thought. They could be any
where. They could be sitting beside Y.OU 
anywhere you go, and you wouldn't even 
guess, until-" He shook his head a Uttle. 
"They'd want to be BUTe," he said, mostly to 
himself. ''They can give you orders and 
make you forget, but there mWit be limits 
to what they can force you to do. They 
can't make a man betray himself. They'd 
have to lead him on-until they were sure." 

He lifted his drink and tipped it steeply 
above his face. The ice ran down the slope 
and bumped coldly against his lip, but he 
held it until the lut of the pale, bubbling 
amber had drained Into his mouth. He set 
the glaS.!I on the bar and faced the brown 

"Well?" he said. 
The brown man looked up and down the 

bar. 
"It's getting late," he said. "Not many 

people left. We'll wait." 
"Wait for what?" 
The browp man looked toward the back 

booth and looked away again quickly. 
"I have something to show you. I don't 

want anyone else to see." 

Lyman surveyed the narrow, smoky room. 
As he looked the last customer beside them
selves at the bar began groping in his pocket, 
tossed 110me change on the mahogany, and 
went out slowly. 

They sat in silence. The bartender eyed 
them with stolid disinterest. Presently a 
couple I� the front booth got up and de
parted, quarreling in undertones. 

"Is there anyone left?" the brown man 

asked in a voice that did not carry dowQ 
the . bar to the man in the apron. 

"Only-" Lyman did not finlsh, but ha 
nodded gently toward the back of the room. 
"He istl't looking. Let's get this over with. 
What do you want to show me?" 

The brown man took off his wrist-watch 
and pried up the metal case. Two small, 
glossy photograph prints slid out. The brown 
man separated them with a finger. 

"I just want to make sure of something," 
he said. "First-why did you pick me out? 
Quite a while ago, you said you'd been 
trailing me all day, making sure. I haven't 
forgotten that. And you knew I was a re
porter. Suppose you tell me the truth, now?" 

S
QUIRMING on hi! stool, Lyman scowled. 

"It was the way you looked at things," 
he murmured. "On the subway this morn
ing-l'd never seen you before in my life, 
but I kept noticing the way you looked at 
things-the wrong things, things that weren't 
there, the way a cat does-and then you'd 
always look away-I got the idea you could 
see the Martians too." 

"Go on," the brown man said quietly. 
"I followed you. All day. I kept hoping 

you'd turn out to be-somebody I could talk 
to. Because if I could k7tow that I wasn't 
the only one who could see them, then I'd 
know there was still some hope left. lt'a 
been worse than solitary confinement. I've 
been able to see them for three yean now. 
Three years. And I've managed to keep 
my power a secret even from them. And, 
someho)V, I've managed to keep from killing 
myself, too." 

"Three years?" the brown man said. He 
shivered. 

"There was always a little hope. I knew 
nobody would believe-not without proof. 
And how can you get proof? It was only 
that 1-I kept telling myself that maybe you 
could see them too, and, if you could, maybe 
there were others-lots of others�nough 
so we might get together and work out 
some way of proving to the world-" 

The brown man's fingers were moving. 
In silence he pushed a photograph across 
the mahogany. Lyman picked it up un• 
Steadily. 

"Moonlight?" he asked after a moment. 
It was a landscape under a deep, dark sky 
with white clouds in it. Trees stood white 
and lacy against the darkness. The gra.s1 
was white as If with moo:-�li�ht, and � 
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shadowa blurry. 

"No, not moonlight," the brown man said. 
"Infra-red. I'm strictly an amateur, but 
lately I've been experimenting with infra• 
red film. And I got some very odd resulta." 

Lyman stared at the film. 
"You see, I live near-" The brown man's 

finger tapped a certain quite common object 
that appeared in the photograph. ''-and 
eomething funny keeps showing up now and 
then against it. But only with infra-red film. 
Now I know chlorophyll reflects so much 
Infra-red light that grass and leaves photo
graph white. The sky comes out black, like 
this. There are tricks to using this kind of 
film. Photograph a tree against a cloud, 
and you can't tell them apart in the print. 
But you can photograph through a haze and 
pick out distant objects the ordinary film 
wouldn't catch. And sometimes, when you 
focus on something like this-" He tapped 
the Image of the very common obJect again. 
"you get a very odd Image on the film. Like 
that. A man with three eyes." 

Lyman held the print up to the light. In 
silence he took the other one from the bar 
and studied it. When he laid them down he 
was smiling. 

"You know," Lyman said in a conversa
tional whisper, "a professor of astrophysics 
at one of the more important universities 
had a very interesting little item in the 
Times the other Sunday. Name of Spitzer, 
I think. He said that if there were life on 
Mars, and if Martians had ever visited earth, 
there'd be no way to prove it. Nobody 
would believe the few men who saw them. 
Not. he said, unless the Martiam happened 
to be photographed. . . " 

Lyman looked at the brown man thought
tully. 

"Well," he said, "it's happened. You've 
photographed them." 

The brown man nodded. He took up the 
prints and returned them to his watch-case. 
"I thought so, too. Only until tonight I 
couldn't be sure. I'd never seen one-fully 
-as you have. It isn't so much a matter of 
what you call getting your brain scrambled 
with supersonics as it is of just knowing 
where to look. But I've been seeing part 
of them all my life, and so has everybody. 
It's that little suggestion of movement you 
never catch except just at the edge of your 
viaion, just out of the corner of your eye. 
Something that's nlrtost there--and when 
rou look ful\v at iL there's nothing. Th.ue 

photographs showed me the way. It's not 
easy to learn, but it can be done. We're con
ditioned to look directly at a thing-the 
partlculat: thing we want to see clearly, 
whatever it it. Perhaps the Martians gave 
u.t that conditioning. When we see a move
ment at the edge of our range of vision,- It's 
almost Irresistible not to look directly at it. 
So It vanishes." 

"Then they can be seen-by anybody?'' 
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those photograph&. You have to train your
self. It's like seeing a trick picture--one 
that's really a composite, after you study 
it. Camouflage. You just have to learn how. 
Otherwise we can look at them all our lives 
and never see them." 

"The camera does, though." 
"Yes, the camera does. I've wondered why 

nobody ever caught them this· way before. 
Once you see them on film, they're un
mistakable-that third eye." 

"Infra-red film's comparatively new, isn't 
it? And then I'll bet you have to oatch 
them against that one particular background 
-you know--<lr they won't show on the film. 
Like trees against clouds. It's tricky. You 
must have had Just the right lighting that 
day, and exactly the right focus, and the lens 
stopped down Just right. A kind of minor 
miracle. It might never happen again exactly 
that way. But . . .  don't look now." 

They were silent. Furtively, they watched 
the mirror. Their eyes slid along toward 
the open door of the tavern. 

And then there was a long, breathless 
silence. 

"He looked back at us," Lyman said very 
quietly. "He looked at us . . .  that third 
eye!" 

The brown man was motionless again. 
When he moved, it was to swallow the test 
of his drink. 

"I don't think that they're suspicious yet," 
he said. "The trick will be to keep under 
cover until we can blow this thing wide 
open. There'll got to be some way to do it
some way that will convince people." 

"There's proof. The photographs. A com
petent cameraman ought to be able to figure 
out ju.tt how you caught that Martian on 
film and duplicate the conditions. It's 
evidence." 

"Evidence can cut both ways." the brown 
(Concluded on page 139) 
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CHAPTER I 

GrnveyaTd of Old Ships 

YOU'VE seen them-the old ships, the 
battered and ruined ships, the ships 
that have made one voyage too many, 

and are so ancient you can't remember their 
names or the reputations they've earned for 
themselves in deep space! Sure you've seen 
them! Black hulls stretching away for miles 
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into the red sunset-ships that can be bought 
for a song if you've a song left in you and 
still want to go adventuring on the rim of 
the System. 

Do you know how it feels not to have a 
song left in you? Do you know how it feels 
to be a legend without substance-the lad 
who broke the bank at Calliato City and 
walked out two days later without a penny 
to his name? 

Weird Are the Companions of Lucky Jim as He 
78 
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Pete knew and h e  kept harping o n  it. "If 

you'd quit that first night, Jim, instead of 
pushin' it all back across the board!" 

There was awe in his eyes When he looked 
at me, and then he'd look at the ships, and 
I could guess what he was thinking. Good 
old Pete! When he shut his eyes I was still 
wearing a golden halo. 

Lucky Jim Sanders, strong as an ox and 
coming along fine-born lucky and loving 

life too much to worry his head about the 
future. But when life rises up and wallops 
you and lays you out flat you forget the 
good times and your own recklessness, and 
the inner strength and the laughing girls, 
and you just want to sit down and never 
get up! 

I'd met Pete down in the valley, sitting on 
a rock. He didn't want to get up either. He 
wanted to croak. 

Steers a Flying Coffin through Outer Space! 
77 
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A wiry little cuss with blue eyes and a 

fringe of beard on his chin that had just 
grown there and stayed. Clothes that made 
him look like he was trying to spin a cocoon 
about himsell. 

You bet he had a story! A hard luck story 
that would have made Sinbad look like a 
quiet family man. But when I like someone 
1traight off, his past is just so much water 
over the dam if he wants it that way. 

I never did find out the truth about Pete 
-right up until we parted. I had a lot of 
fun kidding him about it. ''Rip Van Winkle 
slept twenty yean, but you slept a thousand, 
Pate! You crawled out of an old ship and 
went to sleep In the desert. 

''Did you get tired, Pete? Of the roar and 
the dust and the night-the crocus-flower 
faces of Venusian1, the gopher-girls of Mars 
and the plnwheeling stars--of the night and 
the dust and the roar? Couldn't you take it 
in the old days, Pete, when ships kept bttnlt
ing apart at the seams and there was an ant 
hlll on Callisto called a colony, with twenty 
living dead men in It? 

"The ant hill's a city now, Pete. And 
you're still Pete, still around, and I'm just 
cutting my wisdom tuth on my first streak 
of 'hard luck! Hard like a biscuit, Petal A 
dog biscuit flung to a dog!" 
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ships, feeling sorry for myself, envying Pete 
because he didn't seem to care much whether 
he lived or died. 

But I was wrong. Pete did care. 
"If we could just get back to Earth, Jim!" 

he pleaded. ''If we could smell the green 
earth again, after it's been rainin'! If we 
could just get a whiff o' the ses!" 

I swung on him. "Whst chance have we? 
You don't value dough so much when you've 
got It to tosa around. But whe"n you're stony 
broke you get to feeling like s atone. 
Weighed down. petrified! You can't do any
thing without dough!" 

Pete made a clucking sound. "All right! 
You got trimmed, Jim-and bad! But last 
night you had another streak of luck!" 

I stared at him, hard. 
He gestured toward the old ships. ''There's 

a yardmaater down there with a list of ships 
a ysrd lopg. U you want to buy a ship you 
just stand around twiddling your thumbs 
until he notices you. If he sizes you up right 
-you get a bargain!" 

"You mean If he thinks you've got some 
dough, but not much?" 

"Uh huh!" Pete winked. "But lf he thinb 
you've got e lot of dough you could get a 
bargain too. Without shelling out s cent!" 

It didn't take me long to get what Pete 
wss driving st. I'd taken a beating, and 
everyone knew it. But everyone knew my 
face too! I was atill Lucky Jlm Sanders. 
wearing a golden halo! 

Pete's eyes were shining like Halley's 
Comet when I got through coaching him. 
It was his idea, but when I tossed it back at 
him wrapped up In dialogue the sparkle took 
his breath away! 

We went down Into the valley where the 
ships stood row on row, shouting and reel
ing u though we'd been celebrating for s 
week. The yardmaster heard us before he 
saw us. But he saw us quickly enough. 

His lips tightened ss he came striding to
ward us-a bushy-browed, hard-bitten old 
bsrnacle with a orllllty stare. I could tell the 
exact lnBtant when he recognized me. His 
jaw dropped about six inches; then clQjied 
with s click. 

"Now!" I whispered to Pete. 
Pete raised his voice. ''You're higher than 

a kite!" he shouted. "Why buy s flying cof
fin when you could own the IWeetest little 
job in the System?" 

"What I do with my dough Is my own 
business!" I ihouted back. "They knew how 
to build ships in the old days!" 

"I tell you-you're crazier than a diving 
loon!" -

"Sure I'm cruy!" I agreed. "Only a baby 
with curvature of the brain could win back 
a cool eighty thousand on one spin of the 
wheel! But I'm sane enough not to wa».t to 
thin out my take!" 

"You'd flip a coin for one o' those flyin' 
coffins?" 

"Why not?" I roared belligerently . . "I've 
got five thousand that Sllys I know what I'm 
doing! Five thousand against-the right to 
pick my 'OWn ship!" 

I tripped myself then, deliberately by acci
dent. I went sprawling over Pete's out
thrust right leg. When I picked myself up 
I must have looked as helpless as a new

JlOrn babe, because the yardmaster was grip
ping my arm and refusing to let go. 

"You were saying, mister?" 
He was seeing the halo, of cour��e, the rim 

of gold about my hesd. I was pretty sure 
he wouldn't evan ask me to cover my bet. 
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The oopper pieee on my palm seemed kJ 

fascinate him. He couldn't teke ohll eyn from 
ll 

,"What wlll lt be!" I asked. 
He swallowed hard. "Head.!" he said. 
I flipped the coin. 
"Tails it Is!" I told him. 
He stared at my palm suspiciously. I 

grinned and handed him the copper piece. 
There waa nothing wrong with it. 

"I never cheat!" I said. 
I walked over to where she stood collect

ing rust in the red Jupiterllght-the ship I'd 
picked out. She wasn't so ancient as old 
ships go. She must have been built around 
2097. just a hundred years before I'd won 
her. We were riding hard on your luck! 

"Got a navigator's license?" the yard
master asked. 

"Sure! Want to see it?" 

DE
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telling mysalf I'm the System's prbe :asp!" 

The control room was as musty as a tomb, 
and when I switched on the cold lights our 
shadows looked like black widow spiders 
dangling from the overhead. 

"She'll never hold together!" Pete groaned. 
"Don't be like that!" I chided. "All of 

these ships have to pasll a rigid inspection." 
Pete blinked. ''You sure of that?" 
''Well . . .  maybe the Inspectors skip a 

ship here and there," I conc-eded. 
I went over her from stem to stern, to 

make sure she wouldn't fly about when I 
gave her the gun. While I inspected the 
atomoton Pete kept giving me unee.sy looka, 
like he was dying to ask me where I'd picked 
up my knowledge of ghost ships, but was 
scared I'd say something to shake his con
fidence in me. 

I wasn't worried. I can be awfully sure 
of myself when I'm around anything me
chanical, from an inch-high rheostat to the 
guide lines on a sixty-foot control board. 

The ship had the right feel about her. I'd 
have trusted my life to her, but Pete kept 
sniffing llke he could smell the odor of 
charred flesh. To make him feel better I 
thumped him on the back and told him not 
to worry, that he'd appreciate what a fine 
ship .!!he was when he saw the green Earth 
ftlling the viewpane, misty with spring ralna. 
ile'd lived alone so long he'd become suspi
l(ous of everythlng. 

Eaten lJl) by his own fears, tormented by 

shadows, an old man before his time. Some 
of my oonftdence seemed to seep into him 
as I talked. He didn't look so old when he 
looked up. 

:W:e wat: sitting on a bulkhead chronom
eter, which meant that time was ticking 
away right under him. He was a dead 
ringer for old Father Time hinuell, but for 
an instant as he returned my star& there waa 
a strange look in his eyes. As though he'd 
shrugged off his woes, and was ga.zing 
straight back acroas the years et his lost 
youth. 

''Maybe you're right, Jim," he said. "When 
do we take off!" 

"Before the yardmaster vi.siphones Callisto 
City to find out if I really did make a kill
ing lut night!" I told him. 

I was standing close to the control board, 
my thumb on the oscillatory circuit There 
are two ways of starting an atomotor. You 
can test out the strength of the circuit by 
letting the power drum through the board 
before you give the dial a full turn. 

Or you oan switch the power on full blast, 
reaching peak In ten 1econd.s and letting the 
ship do its own te1ting. I liked the second 
way beat. A ship that can't abaorb the shock 
of a take-off .at sixty gravities will almo.st 
certainly fl.y apart in space. 

I switched the power on full strangth. 
From the corner of one eye I had a brief, 
soul-satisfying gllmpl'le of Pete stiffening in 
utter conaternatlon. A mean trick to play on 
a pal? No. I don't think so. I wam't ask
ing him to take the plunge alone. I was 
sharing the risks, and I was doing him a 
favor. 

When you're taking a swim you just pro
long the agony by sitting around on a diving 
raft wriggling your toes in the icy water. 
It's beflt to jump right in, and get lt over 
with. 

We must have been twenty thou&and feet 
up when Pete's startled, face alipped. out of 
focus, and I found myself on my ·hands and 
knees on a deck that was revolving like a 
centrifuge. Cathode rays were darting in all 
directions, and everything itt the path of the 
raya glowed with fluorescent light. I knew 
that the ship was X-raylng itself while fog 
condensed on the negative Ions of Its hull 
and dissolved into sizzllng sWam. 

I didn't try to get up immediately. I waited 
for the deck to stop gyrating and the strength 
to return to my wrists. My right ann was 
numb and tingling. When I raised my hand. 
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==== I could see the bones in my fingers. All 

pilots have skeleton hands when they take 
off. It's a second-order cathode ray effect 
which vanishes after a minute or two. It 
doesn't mean a thing. Not i£ you're sound 
of mind and limb, and the ship you've picked 
is spaceworthy. 

But Pete seemed to take a different view. 
He was staring at me in horror. I knew 
what he was thinking. If I was pinch-hit
ting for Death-l'd got off to a good start. 

He, too, was on his knees on the deck, his 
shoulders swaying, his face turned toward 
me in bitter reproach. 

Suddenly his eyes blazed with anger. "Son. 
I ought to get up and bust you one on the 
jaw! II you'd warned me, I could have 
braced myself!" 

I hadn't thought of that. But before I 
could tell him how sorry I felt, he was 
chuckling! 

"It's all right, Jim! No bones broken! She 
sure took it beautifully, eh?" 

"She sure did!" I muttered. 
I watched him get to his feet and go reel

ing toward the viewpane. Mr. Chameleon 
was the name for him! He could change his 
moods so fast, his mental outlook must have 
been as dazzling as a display of fireworks. 

A guy like that just couldn't hold a grudge. 
If you poked him in the ribs he'd blacken 
your eye and give you his last ounce of 
tobacco. Good old Pete! Insatiably curious . 
he was too, like a little boy at a circus side 
show. 

He just couldn't wait to see how far up we 
were, had to look out the viewpane before 
his brain stopped spinning. 

I wu satisfied just to sit on the deck and 
watch him. 

For an instant he stared out, his face 
pressed to the pane, the pulse in his fore
head swelling visibly. 

Then, abruptly, be turned and flashed me 
a startled look. "Jehoshaphat, Jim! We
we can't be travelin' that fast! Callisto's just 
a little crawlin' red gnat in the middle o' 
the sky!" 

NEXT ISSUE ----------., 
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CHAPTER II 

Plaru!t Shift 
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'
would have to dwindle to a small d.isk 

before Callisto could become a pin point ol 
light. When you take off from a little moon 
the glare of its primary magnifies its surfaet 
features. For about one hour Callisto woul<i 
look like a black orchid dwindling in a 
blaze of light. Then it would whip away 
into emptiness to reappear as a glowing dol 

"Jupiter looks funny too!" Pete muttered. 
"Mighty funny! Like a big slice o' ye-llow 
cheese with golden bands around it. spread
in' out-" 

That, did it! I got up and walked to the 
viewpane, slapping my hands together ex
plosively. I had to let off steam in some way. 
My steadiness surprised me. My eyelids felt 
a little heavy, but there was nothing wrong 
with my space legs. 

When I started out I didn't see th� red 
gnat. But I saw something else, something 
that gave me a tremendous shock. What I 
saw was a great ringed planet swinuning in 
a golden haze! 

When I turned my face must have given 
Pete a jolt. He gulped so hard I was afraid 
he'd swallow his Adam's apple and choke on 
the rind. 

"What Is it, Jim?" he asked huskily. "You 
look like you'd seen a ghost!" 

I laughed without amusement. "I did! A 
ghost planet! And we're not moving away 
from it! It's getting larger!" 

Pete stared. "Sure you feel okay, son?" 
"Not too good!" I said, looking him straight 

in the eye. "Take another look!" 
I gestured toward the viewpane. 

"
Go on! 

See for yourself!" 
Pete stood for a long time with his face 

pressed to the pane, his shoulders hunched. 
I thought he was never going to tum. 

A crazy thought flashed through my mind. 
I'd seen men in a state of collapse on their 
feet, their faces blanched, unable to move 
or speak. Had Pete been shocked spe-ech
less? 

I was swea.ting as he turned. His face waa 
blanched, all right, but he could speak, anA 
did! 
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"I've got to sit down, Jim!" he choked 

ou< 
He reeled to the bulkhead chronometer, 

sat down and started tugging at his chin. 
After a moment he whipped his hand from 
his face. 

"You're an educated man. Jim," he said. 
"I'm not! If you tell me we're headin' 
straight for Saturn, I won't call you a liar!" 

"You won't?" 
"No, Jim. Say a guy brings you a watch. 

The hands go in the wrong direction, the 
tickin's so loud it drives you nuts. 'Buddy,' 
he says, 'if you want to know what time it 
isn't, this watch will tell you.' 

"Well, say you've got to know the time, 
say your life depend3 on it. What do you 
do, Jim? Lift him up by his seat and toss 
him out the door? Shucks, no! You listen 
while he talks. You ask him to take the 
watch apart and show you what makes it 
tick." 

"Fine!" I said. "So I'm the man with the 
watch! I put Saturn outsrde the viewpane 
just to torture you!" 

He looked so miserable I felt sorry for him. "I didn't mean it that way, Jim," he 
apologized. "But I'm plumb scared! Some
thin's happenin' to space! Somethin' ghastly 
awful! You must have some idea what's 
causin' it!" 

"Don't kid yourself!" I told him. "A wild 
guess isn't an idea." 

"Let me be the judge o' that, son!" 
"Well-all right. Maybe we're seeing Sat

urn as a magnified image-through some 
kind of magnifying space drift. A big, float
ing lens in space, made up of refractive par
ticles spread out in a cloud. A lens with 
more magnifying power than the five-hun
dred inch! It isn't as haywire as it sounds, 
if that's any comfort to you!" 

"'But no pilot's ever seen anything like 
that, Jim!" Pete protested. with unanswer.;. 
able logic. 

He tapped his brow. "It could be in here, 
Jim! That's what I'm afraid of! A sickness 
of the mind-" 

"Don't start that!" I warned. striking my 
knee with my fist. "Don't even think it!" 

My voice was gettitlg out of control. I was 
yelling at him, and there was no reason for 
i< 

He had every right to his opinion. 
"W·hat are we goin' to do, Jim?" 
"Check up first!" I snapped "If I have to 

use evecy instrument on the ship--" 

( ���::�� �� ��::.�n�e
a
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figure was coming toward us across the deck. 

I heard Pete suck in his breath. I couldn't 
seem to draw a deep breath. There was a 
physical quality of eeriness in the sight which 
took me by the throat. 

The figure was wearing a light spacesuit, 
vacuum-sealed at the neck. A transparent 
headpiece bulged out above the Hexible gar
ment, a great glistening globe encasing the 
head of the most beautiful woman I'd ever 
""'"· 

Her hair was piled in a tumbled mass of 
gold on her head and there was a delicate 
Hush on her skin, visible through the glow
ing sphere. She was staring at me without 
seeming to see me, her cheeks shadowed by 
long, convex lashes. 

Some women mature into loveliness; oth
ers have it thrust upon them. I didn't tell 
myself that straight off. I was too §tunned 
to make up pretty speeches. But later I real
ized that her hair, eyes, and complexion 
were as near perfect as they could be with
out looking artificial 

Her suit was cumbersome, and it weighed 
her down. But there was something weird, 
spine-chilling about the way she moved. She 
walked with a smooth flow of motion, almost 
as if she were skating across the deck. 

I was a little afraid of what Pete might do. 
He was shaking with excitement, and I could 
see that he was keyed up to a dangerous 
pitch. Doubting his own sanity and mine 
to boot! 

But I wasn't going to be stampeded into 
fear! I'd been under a tremendous strain, 
sure. But I knew a flesh-and-blood woman 
when I saw one! The girl was real! The 
pulse beating in her forehead was real and 
so were her eyes and hair! We hadn't made 
even a cursory search of the ship. There 
were plenty of dark little corners where she 
could have concealed herself. 

Suddenly I saw that she'd glided past Pete 
and was facing away from us, her hands ex
tended toward the control board. A little to 
the left of the board there was a dull flick
ering on the bulkhead. 

For an instant I mistook the weird glim
mer for a shadow cast by her swaying shoul
ders. I thought she was just reaching for 
the board to steady herself. 

Then I saw her hands moving on the board 
and knew that a gravity panel was swing
ing open on the void! I leapt toward her 
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with a warning cry. 

If she heard me she gave no sign. You can 
hear a shout through a thin helmet, but she 
didn't even tum. She just darted sideways: 
and then forward-straight through the panel 
into the utter black emptiness of space! A 
flash of light-and she was gone! 

The panel closed so soundlessly you could 
have heard a pin drop. 

I had trouble with my breath again. For 
an instant my throat had an iron brace 
around it. Then I remembered that she 
hadn't gone out unprotected into the void. 
Her suit would keep the cold out, and the 
magnetic suction disks on her wrists and 
knees would enable her to cling to the hull, 
to crawl along it. But If she'd gone out to 
do a repair job on the hull, she had the kind 
of courage you read about in the Admiralty 
Reports. 

· 

If I had It, it was glazed over with a thick 
coating' of ice. I stood braced against the 
bulkhead, the old Adam in me chanting a 
hymn to life, a hymn to the Sun, and feel
ing glad I wasn't In her shoes. 

What a way for a guy to feel! 
Then something happened to me. I saw 

her face again, deep in my mind, and it 
seemed to be pleadihg with me. It wasn't 
just a pleading. There was music and won
der in It! 

I could hear the pound of surf on a golden 
beach, and the sun was warming the sea and 
the air, and she was in my arms and I was 
kissing her. 

Then it was night and the palms were 
bending lower over us, and the moonlight 
was so bright I could hardly see the web of 
radiance around her head. But I could hear 
the rise and fall of paddles, and someone 
singing far off over the water. We were run
ning down the beach toward the pounding 
.11urf. Water was gllstening on her tanned 
arms and I could hear her laughter. 

Pete had leapt to his feet. He was staring 
at me, sweat standing out on his forehead In 
great, shining beads. 

"What did I tell you, son?" he groaned. 
"A sickness of the mind-" 

His voice thickened, broke. 
The terror in hls stare made me realize 

how close to the brink I was. His refusal to 
believe the evidence of his eyes was an at
tempt at raUonalizatlon, but it wam't a good 
attimpl 

He was assuming the worst, taking hia own 
me.dnes1 for granted. 

J �������a�::s t!m!�tyel��.��� 
ing him. · "That girl was here when we took 
over! A stowaway! What'• 10 crazy about 
that?" 

Pete's throat moved as he swallowed. "Let 
go of me, Jim! Believe what you want! I'm 
going crazy-and tryin' to explain It won't 
•top it!" 

"Common sense will stop it! Did you no
tice that vacuum suit she was wearing? It's 
as ancient u the ship! It must have come 
out of the ship's locker!" 

Pete stared at me until I lost my head. 
"She's out on the hull alone! You hear? 
Alone, in a suit that won't give her much, 
protection! If her irons slip she'll be done 
for! She's either stark staring mad or-" 

My thoughts came so fast I had to stop. 
But my mind raced on. Was she actually 
mad? Or had she crawled out of hiding to 
find herself in a ship that was fast becoming 
a droning death trap? 

A woman hiding in the dark, with her 
senses abnormally alert, would be quick to 
get the awful feel of a ship about to fly 
asunder. She wouldn't have to guess. She'd 
know! 

A girl pilot? Well, why not? There were 
plenty of girl pilots working their fingers to 
the bone to earn passage money In Callisto 
City. Stowing away would be a short cut to 
freedom a"nd the green hills of Earth. You 
couldn't blame a girl for hating the dust and 
roar of an atomic power plant, or the drudg
ery of a mining job. 

I could picture her :Juccumbing to blind 
panic, ripping a suit down frOm the locker, 
and crawling out into the void to tighten 
the gravity bolts on the naked hull with a 
magneto-wrench. 

"Jeebies always try to kill themselves!" 
Pete croaked. "You get to pitying them! 
Your head swells and you get all choked up 
with pity! And that's when you know you've 
blown your top!" 

I answered that with a voice that rang 
hard. "All right, have it your own way! 
She's a jeeble! But I'm not going to stand 
here pitying her! !'m going to help her!" 

I never quite knew how I reached the 
locker, with imaginary eyes glittering at me 
from every comer of the 1hip. Pete's wild 
talk hadn't really shaken me. All loose talk 
about the mind ls dangerous, of course. But 
I wasn't scared of anything I couldn't see.· 

The idea of a haunted ship seemed silly to 
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me. Almost laughable. But I had to admit ;;.,===========,;, 
the ship had the feel of occupancy about it. 
I half expected that a second helmeted figure 
would pop out of the shadows before I could 
go to the aid of the first. 

My palms were sweating as I struggled 
into a spacesuit that hadn't been occupied 
for at least a century. There were five suits 
hanging in the locker, and I picked the big
gest one. It was a little too small for me, 
but I couldn't complain much en that score. 
It kinked a little, then drew tight over the 
shoulders. but nothing ripped when I moved. 

J ��T
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creases. A big flaring dome over my head, 
feet like metal pancakes clattering on the 
deck. 

But I wasn't concerned with my appear
ance, just my oxygen intake. 

Back by the gravity panel. Pete tried des
perately to stop me. His bony hands went 
out, plucked at my wrists. I couldn't hear 
him babbling outside the helmet. But I 
could see his shining eyes and moving lips. 
His eyes were tortured, pleading. 

He might as well have been pleading with 
a man a hundred miles away-or a century 
dead! 

I was deaf to reason. I was feeling merely 
a blind instinct to help a woman who had 
taken on a man's job. 

Pete's eyes followed me as I went clump
ing toward the control board, and I felt a 
sudden tug of pity for him. If I never came 
back, he'd miss me a lot. Good old Pete! 
To make him feel better I flashed him a 
smile and waved him back. 

''Sit down and relax, old-timer!" I said. 
''I'm just going out for a little breath of 
fresh air!" 

It was just as well he couldn't hear me. 
He was real touchy about space. You had 
to treat it with respect. The lads who sailed 
the seas of Terra before Pete started reach
ing for the stars with his little pink hands 
had what it takes, and their lingo is the 
�aceman's lingo still. But to Pete space
men were a notch higher in every respect. 
Nothing riled him more than loose talk about 
reading the weather by the glass or taking 
a squint at the North Star. Or going out for 
a breather on deck! 

I thought of all that as I went out. Oh, 
Pete was a special character if ever there 

CHAPTER III 

The MiTage Pup 

I �!�;";� ��:s, 
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0�ou�h 
h1,1ll, digging with my magnetic irons into 
the thick coating of meteoric dust and grit 
and rubble the ship had picked tip in deep 
space. 

Brother. it's all yours if you want it! A 
wind that isn't a wind tea�ing ai: you; the 
stars blazing in a black pit, and a million 
light years staring you in the face, doing 
your thinking for you, warning you that for
ever is too long a time to go somersaulting 
through space shrouded in a blanket of ice. 

You feel your grip slipping, know it can't 
slip, and dig. dig with your knees. You look 
up and there's the flame of a rocket jet miss
ing you by inches. You look down and 
there's nothing to maim or sear you-just 
utter blackness. Believe me, that's worse! 

I stared straight across the hull through 
a spiraling splotch of blue flame toward the 
stern rocket jets. The flame whorl came 
from diffuse matter friction.' Tiny particles 
hit the ship, bounced off and set up an elec
trical discharge in the ether. 

It's cool and it doesn't burn. If you keep 
your head you can crawl right through "1t. 

I started crawling U:te instant I saw her. 
She was clinging to the hull between two 
flaring rocket jets, her magneto-wrench ris
ing and falling in the unearthly glare. 

A swaying figure wrapped in blue light, 
her face looking pinched and white and far
away through the globe on her shoulders. 
The helmet itself looked small against the 
vast backdrop of space. But as I crawled 
toward her it kept getting larger-like an 
expanding soap bubble. I had the crazy feel
ing that there was a big crowd down below, 
waiting to jeer or cheer! 

I threw the illusion off and let my irons 
carry me back and forth in a crazy kind of 
jig. The magnetics had to be guided by my 
muscles and my will. It was twist and turn, 
go limp and brace hard, relax and edge for
ward. 

Suddenly the ship lurched, giving off a 
blinding flare. I knew it was just a stress 
we'd hit--one of thOl;e little pockets in space 
where the diffuse matter of the void is sucked 
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dry by energies that don't show up 011 � 
instn,unents. 

8hipa pau through streaaea fut. But when 
the flare vanished I was dangling head down
warda from the hull, my right knee attached 
to aolld metal, the rest of me hugging empQr 
space. 

Furioualy I alammed my left knee upward, 
twUted my body forward, and got a firm 
grip on the hull again with my wrist irona. 
It was a contortionist feat which brought the 
blood rushing to my ears. When my head 
stopped spinning I was staring into the face 
of the girl I'd rlaked my neck to save in an 
inferno of lee and flame. 

We were so · close our helmet£ alm01t 
touched. But she wasn't looking at me. Six 
feet from my swaying knees she was mak
ing frantic gutures with her magneto
wrench. her face a twisting mask of horror. 
Her body wa1 twisting too and she seemed 
to be fighting off something I oouldn't l&e! 

Frantic with alarm, I strained forward and 
threw my right arm about her. 

At leaat. I thought I dld! But my iron
weighted wri1t seemed to pass right through 
her! It whipped through ilmptineu to strike 
the hull with an impact that sent a atab of 
pain darting up my ann to my shoulder. 
The pain waa agonizing for an !111tant; then 
it fell away. 

At the same instant I saw the light. It wu 
faint at first, a pale spectral glow that haloed 
her helmet and lapped in concentric wavu 
about her kn64N11. It wasn't a flame whorl. 
It gave off lrideacent glints and grow swiftly 
brighter, turning from pale blue to dazzling 
azure. Then It became a weaving funnel of 
light that spurted from the hull with a low 
humming sound. 

The humming was unearthly. It penetrated 
my helmet and became a shrill inward keen
ing with a quality hard to define. Imagine 
a butterfly of sound struggling fiaroely to 
e11cape from a aonic chrysalis. It was a UtUe 
like that, a kind of shrill fluttering on the 
tonal plane. 

THE light did not remain attached to the 
hull. It shot up into the void and be

came a vertical shaft of downsweeping radi
ance. From U.a summit pulsing ripple• 
ascended, giving it the aapect of a waterfall. 
Then it became a prism, flashing with all the 
colora of the .spectrum. 

A man may awaken from a nlghtmaA, 
stare for an instant into the darlmeft and 

try to rationalize hU fear�. But this was no 
nighbnare! A!J I stared up the iridescence 
wes replaced by a leaf-screen effect shot 
through with crinuon filaments. Shadow• 
appeared amidst the ripples. straight and 
jagged linu of aome tenuous substance that 
eeemed to mold itself into a pattern. 

It may have been imagination. But for the 
ban�1t instant as I .stared at the Incredible 
shape of radiance a face seemed to look out 
at me. A fat face, bloated, toadllke, support
ed by a shadowy neck that swelled out be
neath It like the hood of a rearing cobra! 

Suddenly my acalp crawled and my helmet 
seemed to oontract. preulng agaln1t my akull 
with a deadly fl.tmneSIII. An electrolube! 

I knew instinctively that the flame lhape 
was an electrolube-a devouring entity of 
the void which snaked through deep space 
close to Saturn'• orbit, a whiplash shape of 
pure force with a hellish affinity for life, ita 
negative charge seeking R positive charge 
with which to· unite! 

It waa ltflelf alive, the ultimate life fonn, 
1entient and polarized, an energy eater that 
11ucked nourishment from electrical impulaea. 

And there was ju1t enough positive elec
tricity in the human body to give the horror 
the power to destroy by alashing down In 
swift, flesh-de1troying stabs that could cut 
through a epacesult like a knife through 
jelly! 

Flesh and blood had no chance agairult it. 
For one awful Instant I looked straight 

into the eyes of a girl I couldn't save, an 
instant aa long as a lifetime to the poor fool 
who loved her! No, I'm not raving! Do you 
think I'd have crawled out into the everlast
ing night of space if I hadn't known there 
could be no other woman for me? 

She didn't walt for the horror to slice 
down. She jerked her knees, tore her wrislt 
free and shut her eyes. Then she was gone. 
She didn't even move her lips to say good
by. Space was her bridegroom. It took her 
and she wu gone. 

I looked away. Not caring how soon death 
came, knowing I'd be with her if I juat 
stayed with the ship. 

I waited for the anguish to hit me. I 
waited for a tull minute. Two. I shut my 
eyes as she had done. 

When I opened them the electrolube had 
vanished. And when I looked down, the 
void had grown brighter. Gone was the great 
ringed disk of Saturn. 

Just little frosty 1tars glittered far-oft, 
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mocking. And another planet that was mot
tled pink and yellow. A ringless planet, 
swimming in a murky haze, with eleven lit
tle moons spinning around it-eight on one 
1tde, three on the other. One of the moons 
was red. 

Jupiter is bigger than Saturn. bigger than 
a thousand Earths. And I was moving away 
from it on a droning ship's hull, a tiny fleck 
of matter of no importance in that awful 
sweep of space. But when I dragged myself 
back through the gravity panel into the ship 
my brain was bursting with a despair so vast 
it seemed to dwarf the vastness of space. 

Pete was •tanding just Inside the panel, 
holding something furry and black in his 
arms that squirmed in the cold light. When 
be 11aw me he uttered a smothered oath. 

I tugged at my helmet, got Jt off. 
"Jim, lad, I was afraid you was a goner!" 

Pete choked. "You went chasing mirages on 
the hull. Mirages, Jim!'' 

My jaw dropped. I stood stock still, star
Ing at him, unable to believe my eyes. 

"It'• all my fault!" Pete groaned. "Me and 
my rantings! Jeebies my foot! Soon as you 
went out I got to thlnldn'. There's a beastie 
could do it, a little black, furry beastie called 
a mirage pup! 

"Sired on Pluto, breedin' on Pluto in the 
dark an' the cold! Squattin' on its haunches, 
projectin' thoughts! Makin' 'em look solid 
and real! Sounds too, though you don't bear 
the sounds with your ears! 
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of 'em so long we take 'em for granted. All 
the old skippers had 'em on their ships." 

"Oh, Eternity!" I choked. 
"They can make thoughts look a11 solid a11 

a cake of ice, Jim! Three-dimensional, like! 
I figured it this way. There was a girl, about 
a hundred years ago, took a 5h..ip--tbis ship 
--out to Saturn! And somethln' happened to 
the ship. So she went out to fix what was 
wrong and maybe never came back. Her 
gravity irons could have slipped-" 

"No,",. I said quickly. "She let go delib
eratAly because-it was better that way!" 
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give it two huge, specb'al, tarsierlike eyes! 
Give It a purple snout, devUishly long claws. 
Breed It with a full-blooded Scotch Terrier 
and you'll get-a Plutonlan mirage pup! 

The little beast whined, then yapped and 

wagged its taU at me. Its ear stood stralibt 
up. It nuzzled Pete's palm. 

Mirage pups could coat everything over 
with evanescent images that looked real. 
They could change the outside a11 well as 
the inside of a ship. They could put Saturn 
beyond the vlewpane, instead of Jupiter. Put 
a girl in the ship who lived once, engrave 
an image of that girl on your heart 110 that 
getting it off would mean a tearing anguish. 

Yes, a mirage pup could do that because 
it would have a long memory. Mirage pups 
lived to a ripe old age. Slowed metabolism. 
The cold and dark of Pluto. Long periods 
of hibernation on that frigid planet while 
they dreamed the long, long dreams of their 
youth. And projected those dreams on 
awakening. Dreams, memories, buried loy
alties. 

If a master had been kind they'd never 
forgot! If a mistress had been kind-

The wetness at the corners: of my eyes 
was making me blink. 

So the mirage pup had followed her out 
on the hull,long ago. Crouched down per
haps, shivering, its paws covering its face. 
And the electrolube hadn't touched it! A 
small body, a small positive charge! No 
nourishment for an electrolube in a mirage 
pup! 

Then it had crawled back, whining and 
hopeless and lost, back into the ship. Hiber
nation In a dark corner! For one hundred 
years! 

"I found him In the tube room!" Pete 
grunted. "He was hidin' behind one o' the 
atomotors, coiled up like a porcupine. But 
I knew he was just playin' pouum! I could 
see his eyes--bla:cln' out at me in the dark!" 

"Yeah," I said, gruffly. 
"You want to hold him, Jim?" 
Pete extended the little beast toward me, 

but I shied away. I couldn't bear to touch 
anything that she had touched! Later, may• 
be, when I got over the shock. 

"Guess we'll never know how the ship 
found its way to the graveyard!" Pete said. 
"Say, do you suppose if we're patient he'll 
project a picture of what happened? Maybe 
he'll start fillin' the tub with mirages again!" 

''They only do it when they're scared!" I 
told him. "And lonely and miserable! He's 
not scared now! He likes us, wor11e luck!" 

"He was homesick, eh ?" 
"That's right! For his past, for his mis

tress." I looked at Pete. "As for the ship, 
I can make a pretty good guess. Ship went 
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into an orbit of its own, close to Saturn. It 
drifted around for about a century. Then a 
salvage crew found it and towed it· to Cal
liato City to be sold as junk. It has hap
pened before, plenty of timn!" 

"Never with a mirage pup inside, I bet!" 
"Maybe not!" 
I turned away, feeling all hollow inside, 

like one of those caterplllars that pupae 
wasps sting to death and fea1t on until 
they're nothing but husks. Grave bait, lying 
in a tunnel deep in the earth. 

I knew the only chance I had of crawling 
out of the tunnel into the sunlight again was 
to give the little beast a kick. If h8 got 
lonely and frightene-d, he'd see her again! 
He'd start dreaming about her, and she'd 
come to life again, as a memory in the brain 
of a mirage pup! 

But I never could be that cruel. 
''What's the matter, Jim?" Pete asked, con

cerned. "You look sick!" 
I wheeled on him. "I didn't tell you what 

happened outside. If you open your trap 
again-I will!" 

Pete avoided my eyes. ''I didn't ask you, 
Jim!" 
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room for Pete's benefit and one outside for 
me to live through. A mirage pup could gen
erate images like an electronic circuit, dupli
cate them in all directions, pile them up in 
layers. Automatically without thinking, to 
ease ita own wretchedness. 

Pete had been able to follow me as I 
crawled along the hull. He knew what I 
was going through. 

I moved away from him, sat down on the 
chronometer and cradled my head ln my 
"'""· 

Du•k. 
Dawn. 
DWik. 
Dawn. 
You don't see the sun rise and set inside 

a spaceship, but that's how the days seem 
to pass. Your mind grows a little darker 
when it's time for the sun to set on Earth. 
Lightens when tt rises. 

Dusk. Dawn. Dusk. Dawn. Three days. 
P'our. But for me it was just dusk. My 
mind didn't lighten at all. 

How does h feel to love a woman a cen
tury dead? H you'd asked me, I couldn't 
have told you. Because abe wasn't dead to 

me. I kept seeing her pale, beautiful face 
and everywhere I turned time seemed to 
stretch away into endless vistas. If I'd been 
on Earth, in New York or Chicago, I could 
have gone out and lo.t myself in the crow<h 
and the glitter. But it wouldn't have helped. 

I turned and looked at the sleeping mirage 
pup. He lay on my bunk with his legs coiled 
up under him, his moist nose resting on his 
folded forelimb11. He looked like a pri:te 
puppy at a pet show, but what a puppy! 

In his unfathomable animal mind was that 
strange cape.city for projecting Illusions, of 
making them seem three-dimensional and 
real. He could blur the vlewpa.ne, fill It with 
unreal star fields, draw shapes of energy 
from the void. 

But he couldn't change his memorl&ll by 
sicklying them over with the pale cast of 
thought! At bottom he was just a dumb 
beast. He had the mind of a puppy, a mind 
that chased fantasms while asleep through 
a labyrinth of dark alleyways. He twitched 
and shook while asleep, just like an excit
able mutt. 

Little agitated noises came from him. His 
nostrils quivered, hil tail vibrated and he 
rolled over in his sleep and started scratch
ing himself. Thump. Thump. Thump. 

What was he thinking about? A girl in a 
garden with the moonlight in her hair? 
Stooping to pat him or feeding him yum
mies? He'd rolled over and was lying with 
his forelimbs stretched straight out, as 
though he were reaching for the moon. 

But I knew he wasn't seeing the moon. He 
was reaching for something I couldn't see 
or hear or touch, something older than the 
human race maybe. 

I was hating him furiously when Pete 
came into the compartment. He grabbed my 
arm and started shaking me. 

"Jim! Jim, lad! Get a grip on yourself! 
We'll be hittin' the Heavislde in a minute!" 

"What do I care?" I lashed out. "Go away, 
can't you? Blow!" 

''Now, now, son!" he pleaded. "That's no 
way to act! You can't bring her back! And 
if you keep eatln' your heart out-" 

"Get out!" I shouted, heaving myself from 
the bunk. "Get out-get out!" 

"Don't be a fool, Jim! You've got to get 
rid of that grievln' look! The skyport John
nies are funny that way! You walk out of 
this ship with your eyes burnin' holes in 
your face, and they'll think you got tome
thin' to hide! 
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"Look at yourself in a mirror! Whiskers 

sproutin' out of your chin, face sooty as a 
tube fittin' and no fight left in you! You 
got to get back the look of a fightin' fury, 
son! A lad who can stand up to a port clear
ance inspector and say 'Me an' my buddy, 
here, we're headin' for that gate, and if you 
want to stay healthy-" 

"What?" 
"Jehoshaphat!" Pete groaned. "He don't 

even hear me!" 
I stood up. "Okay, Pete!" I told him. "I 

heard you! Most of it, anyway. And I'll get 
myself spruced up. How close are we to the 
Heaviside?" 

He heaved a high sigh of relief, "We'll hit 
it in half an hour, Jim!" 

He grinned. "He's got to have a hamess, 
Jim. I'll rig up a harness for him!" 

CHAPTER IV 

New Yo-rk Kid 
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hands shook when I brought her down. 

Rlght smack in the middle of La Guardia 
field! It's the biggest skyport in the Sys
tem, and you can't miss it if you're a New 
York kid; with the lay of the land and the 
navigation lights burned into your brain from 
boyhood. 

One of my own ancestors had brought a 
primitive skyplane down on that field during 
the Second World War, when the First 
Atomic Age was just starting. 

They'd built the field up quite a bit in the 
intervening years-built it in revOlving sta
tions toward the Heaviside. You could make 
contact with the atomic clearanCe floats at 
sixty-five miles, and pick up a guidini ·beam 
from a rocket glider twenty miles above the 
grounded runways. 

But you can't build the past out of exist
ence. There were ghosts all over that field, 
grease monkeys in khaki jeans, and taking 
care of jet planes that had passed into limbo 
before the first space crate took off for Mars. 
At least, that's the way Pe� seemed to feel, 
and I could sympathize with his screwball 
occultism. 

I had a feeling that my own ancestor was 
down there, shading his eyes, watching me 

make a perfect twenty-point landing. His 
eyes shining with pride because I made such 
a good job of bringing her in. What he 
didn't know wouldn't hurt him. 

I thought we'd have trouble with the clear
ance officials, but when I came striding out 
of the gravity port with the mirage pup 
clinging to my right shoulder I was greeted 
with nothing bu� merriment. Tickle a man's 
sense of humor if you want him to do you 
a favor! 

Just seeing that crazy little beast put 
everyone in the best of humor. A tall, young
old lad with puckered brows and graying 
hair, his skin bleached by irradiation par
ticles, took one swift look at my pilot's 
license, ignored Pete's jittery stare, and gave 
the mirage pup a pat that set his tail wag
ging. 

"What's his name?" somebody asked. 
I thought fasl ''Flipoverl" I said. 
"Boy, he's quite a pup! Cute! Don't see 

many of them since the new quarantine 
regulation&-Went into effecl They have to 
be defleed too often:" 

"All the little critters jumped off him in 
deep space!" I said. 

The officer chuckled. "Okay, my friend! 
You can pass through. The first gate on 
yOur right!" 

We were through the gate and ascending 
a ramp toward a skyline that brought a 
lump to my throat in less time than you 
could say, "Flip Flipover!" 

Little old New York hadn't changed much 
in ten years. The white terrific flare that 
spiraled up from its heart was as bright as 
the day I'd first seen it. Broadway-and a 
New York kid is hooked for life. He'll al
ways come back to it. 

But now I didn't want to head for the 
bright lights. I wanted to find a lodging 
close to the harbor lights, where I could look 
out over the bay at night and-remember 
things. Her face just before she let go, not 
really seeing me. Her eyes--

Pete was shaking his arm. "Set him down, 
Jim! Put him into that harness I rigged up. 
Give him a chance to stretch his legs!" 

"Sure, why not?" I grunted. 

I set Flipover down on the ramp, fitted 
Pete's makeshift harness to his shoulders, 
and wrapped the leash-end around my wrist. 

The little beast started tugging right off. 
"Looks like he knows his way around!" 

Pete chuckled. "Maybe New York was his 
home town!" 
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That didn't sound funny to me. But a few 

minutes later I was taking it seriously. The 
crazy pup had led us deep into the laby
rinth of dark streets whiah bordered the 
skyport, aad there was no stopping him. I 
had all I could do to keep up with him. 

Pete's eyes were Ahining with excitement 
"Give him his head!" he urged. 

''What do you think I'm doing?" I yelled. 
From the houaes lights streamed out. Cor

nerset windows flamed in the d�k end peo
ple moved acrou shadowed panes. M�sic 
came from beyond the windows, loud, tu
multuous. Someone was playing Milhaud's 
Bal Martiniquals on an old-fashioned per
cussion instrument with shallow keys. 

I liked it. Give me color in music, poly
chromes. Give me oolor In life. The flare of 
rocket jeta, the blacknes5 of space, a spin
ning wheel in a big crystal caslno-

I'd stay one week on Earth! Then I'd be 
off again and never come back. I'd bury 
myseU in the farthest-

"Give him his head!" Pete yelled. 
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large circular house surrounded by a gar
den plot bright with yellow flowers. There 
was a fountain in the middle of the garden 
and it was sending up jets of spray which 
drenched Flipover a1 he tore down the path. 

I almost let go of the leash a1 I played 
it out. The house had the look of age about 
it but not of neglect. We were within thirty 
feet of it when the front door banged open 
and a big, angry-faced man came striding 
out. 

Down the path he came. straight toward 
me. A sunbronzed giant of a lad built like 
a cargo wrestler, but with keen, probing eyes 
behind gla!ISes that had slipped far down on 
his nose. 

When he saw me he 1topped dead. Then 
he adjusted his glasse1 and peered at me 
wordlessly, his hands knotting into fists. 

Fllpover was straining furiously, but I 
drew him in quickly and returned the big 
lug's atare. 

"So you're the guy!" he roared. 

It happened so quickly I was taken by sur
prise. His fist lashed out, caught me on the 
jaw. 

I felt Flipover tear loose as I went crash
ing backwards, my head filled with forked 
lightning. 

He jumped me the instant I hit the ground. 

About three tons of flailing weight crashed 
down on my shoulders, pinning me to the 
walk. 

As deliberately u I could, I raised my right 
knee, whammed It into his stomach and 
threw one arm about his neck in a strangle 
lock he couldn't break. 

''That's 11howin' him, son!" I heard Pete 
yell. 

I tri&d not to break hia glasses. But I had 
to be a little rough because he wanted to 
play rough. 

About one minute later he was standing 
in the fountain, eying me angrily from be
hind a rising curtain of spray. The water 
came to his knees. 

Suddenly his lipll split In a grin. He threw 
back his head and roared with laughter. 
"By George, you sure know how to cool off 
a hot-head!" 

"Well-thanks!" I said, modestly. 
He stepped out of the fountain, walked up 

to me and thrust out his hand. "Phillip 
Goddard's the name!" he said. "She just 
gave me my ring back! When she said she 
couldn't marry a certified public accountant 
I knew there was someone else. You're the 
kind of lad her great-grandmother went for 
-and she's just like that famous ancestor of 
hers!" 

"Ancestor?" I gulped. 
He nodded. "Just like her! Pluckiest girl 

in the System! Back in the First Atomic 
Age it was, First girl pilot to make a solo 
hop to Saturn-" 

His face darkened. "Something happened 
to her! She never came back. But she's 
come alive again in her granddaughter! No 
Indoor cookie for Anne Haven's grand
daughter! I'm not exactly a lightweight, but 
I make my living adding up long rows of 
figures. If she married me what would be 
the result?" 

The grin 'returned to his face. "She'd pine 
away from boredom. I like it. I enjoy it! 
But the girl for me will have to be a red
headed adding machine." 

He stepped back. "When I saw you CO)Tl
ing up the walk I lost my head! Sour grapes, 
fella! If I couldn't have her-I didn't intend 
to step as!de for a rival without putting up 
a fight! LitUe boy stuff! I had no call to 
take a sook at you! You're all right, fella!" 

He gave me a resounding thump on the 
back. "So the best man gets her! Okay, I 
cB.n be a good loser! I don't know how long 
you've known her, but I bet if you pop the 
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question tonight, when she has that faraway 
look in her eyes again-" 

"He never bets!" Pete cut in. 
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fore he cou1d let out a startled grunt. But I 
heard the grunt-far off in the darkness. 

Then a door slanuned and I was stand
ing in a brightly lighted living room staring 
at her. A log fire was crackling in the grate 
and there was a big, framed painting in oils 
hanging on the wall, facing the entrance hall. 

She was standing directly before the paint
ing, staring down at Flipover. Flipover was 
wagging his tail and pawing at her knees, 
and she was stooping and patting him on 
the head. Only-she wasn't calling him by 
the name I had given him. She was calling 
him. "Tow Tow." 

·�oh, I can't believe It! I can't, I can't. 
Granny'• pup! You've come home, Tow Tow 
-and you are Tow Tow! I'd know you any
where! You precious darling." 

Then I saw the girl in the painting. She 
was wearing a space suit a hundred years 
out of date, and her hand was on the head 
of a mirage pup too. Only it was a mirage 
pup in oils! Life-sized, lifelike and unmis
takably Tow Tow! The pup In the painting 
had the same dumb-bright unweaned look 
about him! Any child brought up with that 
painting before her would know the real Tow 
Tow when he came bounding home! He 
was like no other pup! 

The girl who was patting the real Tow 
Tow raised her head suddenly, and looked 
at me! 

For a full minute we just stood there, star
ing at each other. I don't know how she 
felt, hut I knew how I felt! A family resem
blance can be a remarkable thing! The con
tours of a face, the way the eyes look at you, 
and the trembling of lips shaped in a certain 
way can-make the universe reel! 

Especially when there's no difference at 
all between the face of a girl a century dead 
and a living face you'd never thought to see 
again! 

"Who are you?" she whispered. 
I told her. 
Her eyes were shining when I stopped 

telling her _about myself. She swayed a lit-

tie, and I think we both knew then how it 
was going to be. 

She was in my arms befoN'! I realize(! that 
I didn't even know her name. 

"It's Barbara!" she whispered, when I got 
around to asking her. That was quite a few 
minutes after I'd met her. You can't kiss a 
girl and ask her name in the same breath. 
And there was just a chance she'd be of
fended and refuse to tell me. 

But Barbara was a darned good sport 
about it! 

"I've neve-r been kissed by a total strv.nger 
before!" she said. "Jim, it was wonderful!" 

It sure was. We went back to it again. 
It's been a long time, now. Seven years. 

And if I haven't proved you can fall in love 
with the same woman twice I've been living 
a lie. But I know that it isn't so. If I was 
living a lie, Tow Tow would be unhappy, 
and he'd be filling the house with mirages. 
But my five-year-old son, Bobby, "isn't a 
mirage, and neither is the girl I married. 

Sometimes, when I see the lights of the 
skyport through a cornerset window, and 
winds howl In from the bay, I get to won
dering about Pete. 

You see, he never came in that night. 
never joined us! He may have looked in 
through a window, and realized I'd reached 
my last "port o' call," a quiet harbor in a 
storm that had died away forever. He may 
have turned and gone stumbling off into the 
night! 

I'll never know, of course. Good old Pete! 
Sometimes I get to thinking. A mirage pup 
can coil up in an old ship and hibernate for 
a century. Could a human being do that? 

There are strange influences in deep space. 
Are there discharges in the electromagpetic 
field that could slow up the metabolism of 
a tired little character like Pete? 

That's nonsense, of course. 
I'll have to go now. Bobby's calling me. 

He's standing at the head of the stairs, in 
his pajamas, and he's waiting for me to tell 
him a bedtime story about what it's like out 
In the mighty dark. 

"Pop, you promised! Aw, come on, Pop---" 

I'll have to keep it simple, of course. But 
maybe tonight I'll tell him about Pete. 

Maybe when he grows up he'll meet Pete. 
Who knows? 
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Hugh Tracy suddenly finds himself inside Outside--and learns 
that it's like a trip through Inferno to reverse the process/ 

TfUS was Eng- called "Is You Is or Is You Ain't, My Baby" 
land, two hun- as the cab turned the corner. "Here you are, 
dred years be- sir," croaked the driver in his three A.M. 

fore bomb craters had voice. 
become a fixed fea- The sleepy-eyed passenger's own voice 
ture of the English was a little unreliable. "How much?" 
landscape, and while The fare was_ paid and the cabby wearily 
the coffee house still watched his erstwhile customer go up the 
had precedence over snow-covered walk between the hedges. He 
the pub. The fire put the car in gear. Then he gaped and let 
roared, and the smoke the clutch up. The engine died with a re
from long clay church- proachful gasp. 

warden pipes made a blue haze through The late rider had staggered suddenly 
which cheerful conversation struggled. sidewise toward the bushes-had he been 

The door swung back, and the host stood that drunk? Of course, he had only tripped 
in the opening, fat hands on hip!!!, surveying and fallen out of sight; the cabby's fleeting 
the scene contentedly. Someone, invisible notion that he had melted into the air was 
in the fog, drank a slurred uproariou!'l toast, an illusion, brought on by the unchristian 
and a glass slammed into the fireplace, where lateness of the hour. Nevertheless the tracks 
the brandy-coated fragments made a myriad in the snow did stop rather unaccountably. 
of small blue flames. The cabby swore, started his engine, and 

"Split me if that goes not in the reckon- drove away, as cautiously as he had ever 
ing!" the innkeeper bellowed. A ragged driven in his life. 
chorus of derision answered him. The inn Behind him, from the high tree In the 
cat shot down the stairs behind him, and Its yard, a cat released a lonely ululation on 
shadow glided briefly over the room as it the cold, still night. 
passed the fire. It was an impossibly large, The stage was set. 
dark shadow, and for a moment it blacked There is order in all confusions; but Dr. 
out several of the booths in the rear of the Hugh Tracy, astronomer, knew nothing of 
ch.UU.ber; the close, motionless air seemed to the two events recorded above when his ad
take on a chill. Then it was gone, and the venture began, so he could make no attempt 
cat, apparently annoyed by the noise, van- at integrating them. Indeed, he was in con
ished into the depths of a heavy chair. fusion enough without dragging in any stray 

The host forgot about it. He was accus- cats. One minute he had been charging at 
tomed to its sedentary tastes. It often got the door of Jeremy Wright's apartment, an 
sat on in the after-theater hilarity. He automatic in his hand and blind rage in his 
rolled good-naturedly acroS!! the room as heart. As his shoulder had splintered the 
someone pounded on a table for him. panel, the world had revolved once around 

But the cat, this time, had not merely him, like a scene-changing stunt in the 
burrowed into the cushions. It was gone. movies. 
In the chair, in a curiously tranparent con-
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in a Twentieth-Century Tux. . ment at all, but in a low-roofed, dirt-floored 

The radio was playing a melancholy opus room built of crudely shaped logs, furnished 
.. 
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only with two antique chairs and a rickety 
table from which two startled men were 
arising, The two were dre�ed in leathern 
jerkins of a type fashionable in the early 
1700's. 

"1-1 beg your pardon.'' he volunteered 
lamely. "I must have mixed the apartmenta 
up." He did not turn to go inunediately, how4 
ever, for u he thought dlaguatedly concerning 
the length• to which some people will go to 
secure atmosphere, he noticed the dirty 
mullloned window acrou the room. The 
sight gave him a fresh turn. He might juat 
possibly have mlataken the number of Jeremy 
Wright's apartment, but certainly he hadn't 
imagined running up several flights of stairs! 
Yet beyond the window he could see plainly 
a cheerful .runllt atreet. 

Sunlit. The small fact that It had been 
S.OO A.M. juat a minute before did not help 
his state of mind. 

''Might I uk what you're doing breaking 
out of my room in this fashion?" one of the 
queerly-coetumed men demanded, glaring 
at Hugh. The other, a younger man, waved 
hls hand indulgently at his friend and sat 
down again. "Relax, Jonathan," he said. 
"Can't you see he's a tratu�portee?" 

The older man stared more closely at the 
befuddled Dr. Tracy. "So he b," be Mid. "I 
swear, since Yero came to power again this 
country has been the dumping ground of 
half the universe. Wherever do they ge't 
such queer clothes, do you suppose?" 

"Come on in," invited the other. "Tell ua 
your story." He winked knowingly at Jona
than, and Hugh decided he did not like him. 

"First," he said, "Would you mind telling 
me something about that window?" 

The two turned to follow his pointed finger. 
"Why, it's just an ordinary window, in that 
it shows what's beyond it," said the y�ung 
man. "Why?" 

"I wish I knew," Hugh groaned, closing 
his eyes and trying to remember a few 
childhood prayers. The only one that came 
to mind was something about fourteen 
angels which hardly fitted the situation. 
After a moment he looked again, this time 
behind him. As he had suspected, the 
broken door did not lead back into the hall
way of the apartment building; but into a 
small bedchamber of decidedly pre-Restora
tion ca5t. 

"Take it easy," advised Jonathan. "It's 
hard to get used to at first. And put that 
thing away-it's a weapon of some kind, I 

suppose. The last transportee had one that 
spouted a streamer of purple gas. He was 
a very unpleasant customer. What do you 
shoot?" 

"Metal slugs," said Hugh, feeling faintly 
hysterical "Where am I, anyhow!" 

"Outaide." 
"Outside what?" 
"That'• the name of the country," the man 

explained patiently. "My name, by the way, 
i4 Jonathan Bell, and this gentleman il Oliver 
Martin." 

"Hugh Tracy. Ph.D., F.R.A.S.," he added 
automatically. "So now I'm inside Outside, 
eh? How far am I from New York? I'm 
all mixed up." 

"New York!" exclaimed Martin. "That's 
a new one. The last one said he was from 
Tir-nam-beo. At least I'd beard of that be
fore. How did you gat hera, Tracy?" 

"Suddenly," Tracy said succinctly. "One 
minute I wa• bashing at the door of Jeremy 
Wright'a apartment, all set to shoot him and 
get my wife out of there; and then, blooey!" 

"Know this Wright fellow very well, or 
anything about him?" 

"No. I've seen him once or twice, that's 
all. But I know Evelyn's been going to hls 
place quite regularly while I was at the 
observatory." 

Bell pulled a folded and badly soiled bit 
of paper from hUI breast pocket, smoothed 
It out on the splintery table top, and passed 
it to Hugh. "Look anything like this?" he 
asked. 

"That's him! How'd you get this? Is he 
here somewhere?" 

Bell and Martin both smiled. "It never 
fails," the younger man commented. "That's 
Yero, the ruler of this country during fall 
seasons. He just assumed power again three 
months ago. That picture comes off the 
town bulletin board, from a poster announc
ing his approaching marriage." 

"Look," Hugh said desperately. "It isn't as 
If I didn't like your country, but I'd Hke to 
get back to my own. Isn't there some way I 
can manage it?" 

"Sorry," Martin said. "We can't help you 
there. I suppose the best thing for you to 
do la to consult some licensed astrologer or 
thaumaturglst; he can tell you what to do. 
There are quite a few good magicians in this 
town-they all wind up here eventually
and one of them ought to be able to shoot 
you back where you belong. 

''I don't put any stock in that humbug. 
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I'm an astronomer. 

"Not responsible for your superstitions. 
You asked my advice, and I gave it." 

"A.trologers!" Hugh groaned. "Oh, my 
lord!" 

"However," Martin continued, "you can 
1tay here with us for the time being. If 
you're an enemy of Yero's, you're a friend of 
ours." 

Hugh scratched his head. The mental 
picture of himself asking an astrologer for 
guidance did not please him. 

"I suppose I'll have to make the best of 
this," he said finally. "Nothing like this ever 
happened to me before, or to anybody I've 
ever heard of, ao I guess I'm more or less 
sane. Thanks for the lodging offer. Right 
now I'd like to go hunt up-ulp-a magi
cian." 

Bell smiled. "All right," he said, "if you 
get lost in the city, just ask around. They're 
friendly folk, and more of 'em than you think 
have been in your spot. Most of the shop
keepers know Bell's place. After you've 
wandered about a bit you'll get the layout 
better. Then we can discuss further plans." 

Hugh wondered what kind of plans they 
were supposed to discuss, but he was too 
anxious to discover the nature of the place 
into which he had fallen to discuss the ques
tion further. Bell led him down a rather 
smelly hallway to another door, and in a 
moment he found himself sui"Veying the 
street. 
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talnly modem English, yet the busy, narrow 
thoroughfare was just as certainly Eliza
bethan in design. The houses all bad over
hanging second stories. Through the very 
center of the cobbled street ran a shallow 
gutter in which a thin stream of swill-llke 
liquid trickled. The bright light flooding 
the scene left no doubt as to Its reality, and 
yet there was still the faint aura of question 
about it. The feeling was intensified when he 
discovered that there was no sun; the whole 
dome of sky was an even dazzle. It wu all 
like a movie set, and it was a surprise to 
find that the houses had backs to them. 

Across the street. perched comfortably 
In the cool shadows of a doorway, an old 
man slept, a tasselled nightcap hanging 
down over his forehead. Over his head • 
sign swayed: COPPERSMITH. Not ten feet away 
from him a sallow young man wu leaning 

against the wall absorbed in the contents of a 
very modem-looking newspaper, which 
bore the headlines: DOWSER CONFESSF.S PAIRY 
GOLD PLANT. Lower down on the page Hugh 
could make. out a boxed item headed: STI
LI:TTO KILLDI FEIGNS INSANITY. In a moment, 
he was sure, he wouldn't have to feign il 
The paper was as jarring an anachronism in 
the Shakespearean street scene as a six
cylinder coupe would have been. 

At least he was spared having to account 
for any cars, though. The conventional 
mode of transportation was horses, It seemed. 
Every so often one would canter past reck
lessly. Their riders paid little regard to the 
people under their hor.ses' hoofs and the 
people in their tum scattered with good
natured oaths, like any group of twentieth 
century pedestrians before a taxi. 

As Hugh stepped off the low sl.onli lintel 
he heard a breathy whistle, and turning, 
beheld a small red-headed urchin coming 
jerkily toward him. The boy wu alternately 
whistling and calling "Here, Fleet. Fleet, 
Fleet! Nice doggy! Here, Fleet!" His mode 
of locomotion was very peculiar; he lunged 
mechanically from side to side or forward 
as i.l he were a machine partly out of control. 

As he came closer Hugh saw that he was 
holding a forked atick in hls hands, th�t foot 
of the Y pointing straight ahead, preceding 
tho lad no matter where he went. On the 
boy's head was a conical blue cap lettered 
with astrologioal and alchemical symbols, 
which had sagged so as to completely cover 
one eye, but he seemed loathe to let go of 
the sUck to adjust it. 

In a moment the boy had staggered to a 
stop directly before Hugh, while the rigid 
and quivering end of the stick went down 
to Hugh's shoes and began slowly to ascend. 
He was conscious of a regular sniffing sound. 

"Better tend to that cold, son," he sug
gested. 

"That isn't me, It's the rod," the boy said 
desperately. "Please, sir, have you seen a 
brown puppy-" At this point the stick 
finishtid its olfactory inspection of Hugh and 
jerked sidewise, yanking the boy after it. 
& the urchin disappeared, still calling "Here, 
Fleet!'" Hugh felt a faint shiver. Here was 
the first evidence of a working magic before 
his eyes, and his sober astronomer's soul re
coiled from ll 

A window squealed open over hls head, 
and he jumped just in time to avoid a gush 
of garbage which was flung casually down 
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toward the gutter. Thereafter he clung aa 
close to the wall as he could, and kept be
neath the overhanging second stories. Walk-

d&M:I'ipt and unhappy alley-cat which ran at 
his approach. 

:�: !:i.;,1:f�s
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was presently arrested by collision with a of the publlc square and an a.rtrologer. AI. 
mountain. htt walked, he gradually became conaclout 

When his eyes finally reached the top of ol a growing current of people moving fn 
It, it turned out to be a man. a gTeat muscular the same direction, a current which wa1 
thug clad in expensive blue velvet small- swelled by additions from every atreet and 
clothes and a soarlet cape like an eighteenth byway they pru�sed. There was a predoml
century exquisite. Was there no 1topping nance of holidlly finery, and he remembered 
this kaleldoaeope of anachronlsmt the giant's words about a parade. Well, he'd 

"Weah's ya mannas?" the apparition . jtlst follow the crowd; It would make finding 
roared. "Move out!" the 5quare that much easier. 

"What for!" Hugh replied In his most Curlou1 :matches of conversation reached 
austere clas.uoom tone. "I don't care to be his ears as he plodded along. " . . .  Aye, In 
used a!l a !lewage pail any more than you do." the square, llr; one may hope that it bodes 

"Ah," safd the giant. "Wise guy, eh? Dun- us some change ." " . . .  Of Yero eke, 
no ya bettas, eh?" There wa1 a whi..!tling that of a younge wyfe he gat his youthe 
sound as he dn!w a thin sword which might agoon, and withal . . .  " " . . .  An' prltnear 
have served to dispatch whales. Hugh's every time dt. guy toins up, yiz kin count on 
Royal Soclety reserve evaporated and he glttin' It In the neck . . .  " "  . . .  Oft Scyld Yero 
clawed frantically for hU automatic, but be- sceathena thnatum, hu tha aethlingas ellen 
fore the double murder wu commitwd the fremedon . " 
giant lowered his weapon and bent to stare Most of the fragments were in English, 
more closely at the diminutive doctor. but English entirely and indLscrimlnantly 

"Ah," he repeated. "Ya a tran.�portee, mixed as to century. Hugh wondered if the 
eh ?'' few that sounded foreign were actually so, 

"I guess so," Tracy said, remembering that or whether they were some Saxon or Jutish 
Martin had used the word. ancestor of English--or, perhaps, English as 

"Weah ya from?" it might sound in some remote tuture cen-
"Brooklyn," Hugh said hopefully. tury. If that latter were so, then there might 
The giant shook his head. "Weah you be other cities in Outside where only old, 

guys think up these here names is a wonda. modern and future French was spoken, or 
Well, ya dunno the customs, that's easy t' Russian, or-
see." The concept was too complex to enter-

He stepped aside to let Hugh pan. tain. He remembered the giant's warning, 
"Thank you," said Hugh with a relieved and shook his head. This world, despite the 

sigh. "Can you tell me where I can ftnd an obvious sweating reality of the crowd around 
astrologer?" He still could not pronounce him and the lumpy pavement

' 
beneath his 

the word without choking. feet, was still too crazy to be anything but a 
"Ummmm-most of 'em are around the phantom. He was curious to see this Yero, 

squaah. Ony, juss between you an' me, bud- who looked so inexplicably like Jeremy 
dy, I'd keep away from there till the p'rade'a Wright, but he could not take any warning 
ova. Yero's got an orda out fa arrestin' of Outside very seriously. His principle con
transportees.'' The giant nodded pleasantly. cern was to get back inside again, 
"Watch ya step." He stalked on down the As the part of the crowd which bore 
street. him along debouched from the narrow street 

Looking after him, Hugh wu startled to into a vast open space, he heard in the 
catch a brief glimpse of a man dressed in distance the sound of trumpets, blowing a 
complete dinner clothes, including top hat, complicated fanfare. A great shouting went 
crossing the street and rounding a corner. up, but somehow it seemed not the usual 
Hoping that this vision from his own age cheering of expectant parade-goers. There 
might know something signific�nt about this wa.s a strange undertone-perhaps of ani
screwy world, he ran after him, but lost him mosity? Hugh' could not tell. 
in the traffic. He found nothing but a non- In the press he found that he could move 
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neither forward nor back. He would have 
to stand where he was until the event wa.s 
over and the mob dispersed. 

By craning his neck over the shoulders of 
those in front of him-a procedure which, 
because of his small stature, involved some 
rather precarious teetering on tip-toe-he 
could see acrou the square. It was sur
rounded on all four sides by houses and 
shops, but the street which opened upon It 
directly opposite him was a wide one. 
Through it he saw a feature of the city which 
the close-grouped overhanging houses had 
hidden before-a feature which put the 
finishing touch upon the sense of unreality 
and brought back once more the suggestion 
of a vast set for a Merrle-England movie by 
a bad director. 

It was a castle. Furthermore it was twice 
as big as any real castle ever was, and itl 
architecture was totally out of the period 
of the town below it. It was out of any 
period. It was a modernist's dream, a Walter 
Gropius design come alive. The rectangular 
fa�ade and Banking square pylons were 
vaguely reminiscent of an Egyptian temple 
of Amenhotep IV's time, but the whole was 
of bluely gleaming metal, shimmering 
smoothly in the even glare of the sky. 

From the flat .!IUmmits floated scarlet ban
ners bearing an unreadable device. A 
cluriered group of these pennons before the 
castle seemed to be moving, and by-stretch
ing his neck almost to the snapping point 
Hugh could see that they were being carried 
by horsemen who were coming slowly down 
the road. Ahead of them came the trum
peters, who were now entering the square, 
sounding their atonal tocsin. , 

Now the trumpeters pau:ed abreast of 
him, and the crowd made a lane to let them 
through. Next came the bearers of the stand
ards, two by two, holding their horses' heads 
high. A group of richly dresM<l but ruffianly 
retainers fOllowed them. The whole affair 
reminded Hugh of a racketeer's funeral in 
Chicago's prohibition days. Finally came the 
sedan chair which bore the royal couple
and Dr. Hugh Tracy at last lost bold of his 
sanity. For beside the aloof, hated Yero
Jeremy in the palanquin was Evelyn Tracy. 

When Hugh came back to his senses he 
was shouting unintelligible epithets., and 
several husky townsmen were holding his 
arms. "Easy, Bud," one of them hissed into 
hil ear. "Haven't you ever seen him before?" 

Hugh forced himself back to a eemblance 

of calmness, and had sense enough to say 
nothing of Evelyn. "Who-what is be?" he 
gasped. The other looked at him tensely for 
a moment, then, reassured, let go of him. 

"That's Yero. He's called many names, but 
the molt common is The Enemy. Better get 
used to seeing him. You can't help hating 
htm, but it'll do you no good to fly off the 
handle like that." 

"You mean everybody hates him?" 
The townsman frowned. "Why, certainly, 

He's The Enemy." 
"Then why don't you throw him out?" 
"Well-" 
The other burgher, who had said nothing 

thus far, broke in: ''Presenuk prajollk solda, 
soldama mera per ladsua hrutkai; per 
stanisch felemetskje droschnovar." 

"Exactly," said the other man. "You okay 
now, Bud?" 

"U1p," Hugh said. "Yes, I'm all right." 
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the other end of the square, and shortly 
Hugh found himself standing almost alone. 
A sign over a nearby shop caught his eye: 
DT. ffOfli, Lic�HUed Magici4n. Here was what 
he had been looking for. AJJ be ran quickly 
across the square toward the rickety build
Ing, he thought he caught a glimpse out of the 
tail of ht.s eyes of a top hat moving along in 
the departing crowd; but he dismissed it. 
That could wait. 

The shop WBS dark Inside, and at first he 
thought It empty. But in anawer to repeated 
shouts a scrambling began in the back room, 
and a nondescript little man entered, strug
gling Into a long dark gown several sizes 
too large for blm. 

"Sorry," he puffed, trying to regain his 
right hand, which be had lost down the wrong 
sleeve, "out watching the parade. May I 
serve you, young sir?" 

"Yes. I'm a transportee, and I'd like to get 
back where I belong." 

"So would we all, so would we all, indeed," 
said the magician, nodding vigorously. 
"Junior!" 

"Yes, paw." A gawky adolescent peered 
out of thv back room. 

"Customer." 
"Ah, paw, I don wanna go in t' any trance. 

I'm dragging a rag-bag to a rat-race t'night 
an' I wanna be groovy. You know prog
nostics allus knock me flatter'n a mashed
potato san'witch." 
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"You'll do as you're told, or I'll not allow 

you to use the broomstick. You see, young 
sir," the magician addressed Hugh, "familiar 
spirits are at somewhat of a premium around 
here, there being so many in this town in my 
profession; but since my wife was a Sybil, 
my son serves me adequately in commissions 
of this nature." � 

He turned back to the boy, who was now 
sitting on a stool behind the counter, and 
produced a pink lollipop from the folds of 
his robe. The boy allowed it to be placed in 
his mouth docilely enough, and closed his 
eyes. Hugh watched, not knowing whether 
to laugh or to swear. If this idiotic procedure 
produced results, he was sure he'd never be 
able to contemplate Planck's Constant se
riously again. 

"Now then, while we're waiting," the 
sorcerer continued, "you should understand 
the situation. All living has two sides. the 
IN-side and the OUT-side. The OUT-side 
is where the roots of significant mistakes are 
embedded; the IN-side where they Hower. 
Since most men have their backs turned to 
the OUT-side all their lives, few mistakes 
can be rectified. But if a man be turned, as if 
on a pivot, so that he face the other way, he 
may see and be on the OUT -side, and have 
the opportunity to uproot his error if he 
can find the means. Such a fortunate man is 
a transportee." 

''So, in effect, existence has just been given 
a half-turn around me, to put me facing 
outside instead of inside where I belong?" 

"A somewhat egotistical way of putting it, 
but that is the general idea. The magicians 
of many ages have used this method of dis
posing of their enemies; for unless the trans
portee can find his Atavars--the symbols, as 
it were, of his error-and return them to their 
proper places, he must remain Outside for
ever. This last many have done by choice, 
since none ever dies Outside." 

"I'd just as soon not," Hugh said with a 
groan. "What are my Atavars?" 

"To tum a capstan there must be a lever; 
and to pivot a man Outside means that two 
other living beings must act as the ends of 
this lever, and exchange places in time. Your 
Atavars changed places in time, whUe you 
stood still in time and space, but were pivoted 
to face Outside." 

At this point he reached over to the boy 
and gave an experimental tug on the pro
truding stick of the lollipop. It slipped out 
easily; all the pink candy had dissolved. 

"Ah," he said. "We are about ready." He 
made a few passes with his hands and began 
to sing: 

"Jet p1"opttlsion, Dirac hole, 
Trochilminthes, Musterole, 

Plenum, bolide, Ding an .rich, 
Shoot the suvvy to me, Great White 

Which!" 

The twte was one more commonly asso
ciated with Pepsi-Cola. After a moment the 
boy's mouth opened, and, licking the remains 
of the lollipop from its comers, he said clear
ly, "Two hundred. Night prowlers." 

"Is that all?" Hugh said, not much sur
prised. 

"That's quite enough. Well, maybe not 
quite enough, but it's about all I ever get." 

''But what does it mean?'' 
"Why, simply this: that your Atavars are 

two hundred years apart from each other; 
and that they are night-prowlers." 

"Two hundred years! And I have to find 
them?" 

"They are represented by simulacra in 
Outside. You must identify these simulacra 
and touch each one; this done, they will ex
change again, and you will be rotated Inside. 
Have you seen any here?" 

A light burst in Hugh's brain. "I saw a 
man from my own age who looked like a 
bona-fide night prowler, all right." 

"You see?" The magician spread his hands 
expressively. "Half the work is over. Simply 
search for another night-prowler whose cos
tume is two hundred years older-or, of 
course, younger-than the first. It's very 
simple. Now, young sir-" The hands began 
to wash each other suggestively. 
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with a sniff. "I can make that myself. It's 
the city's principl� industry. I don"'t suppose 
you have ·any sugar on you? Or rubber 
bands? No? Hmm. How about that?" 

He prodded Hugh's vest. "That" was 
Hugh's Sigma Chi key, dangling from his 
watch chain. He had been elected to the hon
orary society by virtue of a closely reasoned 
paper on the deficiencies of current stellar 
evolution hypotheses. With a grin he passed 
it across the cowtter. "Thanks," the thauma
tUJ·gist said, "I collect fetishes. Totem fixa
tion, I guess." 

Feeling rather humble, Hugh left the shop 
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and started back toward Bell' a houae by the 
most direct route his memory could provide. 
Now that he had begun to get hi,s: bearings, 
his stomach was reminding him that he had 
gone the whole day without food. On the 
way be saw the known Atavar hall-way 
down a dark alley, cont8m.plating a low door
way sorrowfully; but when be Arrived, the 
top-hAtted figure was gone. By the time he 
entered the houae where be .had his first 
glimpse of Outside, he WAS decidedly dis
courAged, but the pleasant ameli of food re� 
vived him somewhat. 

"Good evening," Bell greeted him, though 
the Ambiguous daylight was as unvaryingly 
bright AS ever. "Find your astrologer?" 

"Yes. Now I have to find a night-prowler. 
You wouldn't be one, by any chance?'' 

The man lAughed softly. "In a sense, yes, 
but I'm too old to be the one you want 
You're Atavar-hunting, I take it?" 

"ThAt's it." 
"Well, rm not a simulacrum. I'm a native 

here, one of the original settlers. Come on 
and eat, anyhow." He led the way into the 
room which Hugh had first seen, and waved 
him to the table. On it was a platter bearing 
a complete roast hog's head with an apple 
in its mouth and three strips of bacon be� 
tween Its ears, a pudding, a meat pie, a spitted 
duckling, three wooden trenchera-boardt 
used as platea-and three razor�sharp knives. 
Obviously forks were not in style Outside. 

"Has Yero's administration caused a potato 
shortage?" Hugh asked curiously. 

"Potato? No. You transportees have odd 
ideas; you mean potatoes to eat? Don't you 
know they're a relative of the deadly night
shade? "  

Hugh shrugged and fell to. There was 
bread, anyhow. During the course of the 
meal the two pumpQd him about his experi
ences during the day, and he AD.SWered with 
increasing caution. They seemed to be up to 
something. He especially dWlked young Mar
tin, whose knowing smile wh4n Hugh de
scribed his belief that Yero's queen waa 
in actuality his own wife irritated him. 
AiJ the diiUler ended Bell came to the point 

"You've heard Yero apoken of aa The 
Enemy? Well, his rule here is intennlttent. 
He juat pops up every fall aea:son and takes 
the place of the Old One, who is the only 
ritlhtful king, arid a good one. It'a during 
Yero's ascendancy that all the transportees 
show up-all the people who make mistaku 
during that period, if the :mbtake� are of a 

Cilrtain kind, get pivoted around here to cor
rect them. It gets pretty nuisancy. 

"You can see what I mean. Here you come 
busting In on us and 1plit our good pine door 
and eat one third of our food. Not that we 
begrudge you the food; you're welcome to it; 
but it is a bother to have all these strangers 
around. In additiOn It decrease• the future 
population in a way I haven't time to describe 
now. Everybody hates Yero, even the trans
portee&. It's our idea to assassinate him be
fore he gets to come back another tl.me; 
then the Old One can really do us some good 
and the town can come back to normal. 
Sounds reasonable, doesn't it?" 

"I thought no one ever died here." 
"Nobody ever does, naturally, but accident. 

or violence can distribute an ),ndividual to 
the point of helplessness. Since you 1eem to 
hate Yero like the rest of us. we thought you 
might like to throw in with ua." 

The hospitality of the two did not permit 
him to refule immediately, but more and 
more he was sure he did not want to be in
volved in any project of theirs. Bell'a picture 
of what the Outside's substitute for death 
was ID::e revolted him; and In addition, the 
thought occurred to him that It would be 
dangerous to take any positive stepa while he 
was still ignorant , of the error that had 
brought hirn here. 

"I'd like to &leep on that," he said cautious
ly. "Do you mind if I defer judgment for 

!f: �����: a��a��n;�:t;a�O:�t�r i0�o��r�; 
some." 

"All right," Bell Wd. "You think it ovel'l; 
With The Enemy out of the way It might ba 
eaa!er to find your Atavars, too, you know. 
Nothing ever works right while he's in 
power." 

w:i!u�o;:J;�o�:u��ai: f� ��� 
onds. The bed had had fleas in it, and ths 
changeless brilliancy of the "daylight" had 
kept him awake a long time despite his ex
haustion. The sight of the black-clad figure 
seated on the nearby stool did not register at 
finl 

"Good rnornin'," he aaid muzzily. Then, 
"You!" ' 

"Me," the man in the top hat replied un
grammatic:ally. "I had to wait for the two 
Princes to get out of the house before I could 
see you. I've been looking for you." 

"You've been looking for mQ," Hugh re-., 
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pea ted angrily, sitting up ln bed. He noticed 
with only faint surprise that the wall of the 
room was plainly visible through the visit
ant's stiff shirt bosom. "Well, youil have to 
soltdify a minute if you're going to do me 
any good. I'm supposed to touch you." 

"Not yet. When you do, this image will 
vanish, and I've got a few things to talk to 
you about before that happens. I got bounced 
back two hundred years in time j ust on ac
count of a fool mistake you made, and I'm as 
anxious to see you straightened out as you 
are myself." He hiccuped convulsively. 
"Luckily I'm a book collector with a special 
bent towards Cruikshank. I had sense enough 
to consult Dr . .  Dee while I wu behind the 
times. and found out where you were. Do 
you know?" 

"Where I am? Why, I'm Outside." 
"Use your noggin. How much does 'Out

side' mean to you, anyhow?" 
"Very little," Hugh agreed. "Well, the 

only other place I know where people go 
that make mistakes i..s-awk! Now, wait a 
minute! Don't tell me--" 

The figure nodded solemnly. "Now you've 
got it. You should have guessed that when 
the Princes told you their boss wa1 called the 
Old One. You've already had clue after clue 
that they're forbidden tp conceal from you; 
that no one dies here; that all the world's ma
gicians come here eventually; that making 
money-remember the saying about the root 
of all evil?-is the town's principle industry; 
and so on." 

"Wel1, well." Hugh scratched his head. 
"Hugh Tracy, Ph.D., F.R.A.S., spending a 
season in Hell just like Rimbaud or some 
other cra:ty poet. The fall season at that. 
How Evelyn would love this. But it's not 
quite 81 I would have pictured -it." 

"Why should it have been?" 
Hugh could think of no answer. "Who's 

Yero, then? He's called The Enemy." 
"He's their enemy, sure enough. I don't 

know exactly who he is, but he's someone in 
authority, and his job is to see that the 
Purgatory candidates get a chance to 
straighten things out for themselves. Natural
ly the Fallen buck him as much as possible; 
and part of the trick is to disguise the place 
somewhat, to keep its nature hidden from 
the transportees-the potential damned-and 
lure them into doing something that will 
keep them here for good. That bed you're 
in, for instance, is probably a pool of flaming 
brimstone or something of the.·sort." 

Hugh bounded out hastily. 
"Yero establishes himself in the fortress of 

Dis, which is what that pile of chromium 
junk is, up on the hUI, after you get behind 
the disguise. Each time he comes, he makes 
a tour through the town, showing himaelf to 
each newcomer in a form which will mean 
the most to that person. The important thing 
is that few people take kindly to being cor
rected in the fundamental kinds of mistake• 
that bring them here, so that nine times out 
of ten Yero's appearance to you makes you 
hate him." 

"Hmm," Hugh said. "I begin to catch on, 
around the edges, as it were. To me he 
looked like a man I'd started out to murder 
a few days ago." 

"You're on the track. Examine yow- mo
tives, use your head, son, and don't let the 
Princes trick you into anything." The pellucid 
shape steadied and grew real and .!lolid by de
grees; the man In the top hat rose and walked 
toward the bed. "Above all-don't hate 
Yero." 

His outstretched hand touched Hugh's 
sleeve, and he vanished on the instant with 
a sharp hiccup. 

There was no one in the house, and noth
ing to eat but a half-consumed and repellent
looking pudding left over from the "night" 
before, which he finished for lack of anything 
el.!le rather than out of any attraction the 
suety object had as a breakfast dish. Then he 
left the house in search of the other Atavar. 

The light was bright and cheerful as al
ways, but he felt chilly all the same. Discov
ering where he was had destroyed all of his 
amusement in the town's crazy construction, 
and taken the warmth out of his bones. He 
eyed the passers-by uneasily, wondering as 
each one approached him whefuer he waa 
seeing a prisoner like himself, a soul in 
eternal torment, or an emissary of the Fallen 
whose real form was ambiguous. 

F �� !re::�n
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figure, but finally he had to admit that his 
wanderings were fruitless. He sat down on a 
doorstep to think It out. 

His Atavars were the "symbols of hi.!! er
ror"; they were night-prowlers, obviously, 
because he had been one himself, gun in 
hand. The error itself was something to do 
with.. Jeremy Wright and Evelyn-not the 
impending murder, because it had not been 
committed, but some other error. The man in 
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the top hat had been chosen, perhaps, be- pointing in quivering triumph squarely at 
cause he had conceived of Wright u: a cava- the puppy. The boy sat down in the street 
Her, a suave homebreaker, or something of and began to bawl. . 
the sort; dinner clothes made a pointed aym- "Now, now," said Hugh. "You've found 
bol of such a notion. Of what else, specifical- your dog. Don't cry. What's the matter?" 
ly, had he .!IUSpected Jeremy? Tom-catting! "I haven't had any sleep or any food," the 

He groaned and dropped his head in his boy snuffled. "I couldn't let go, and the dog 
hands, remembering the cat he had seen in could move faster than I could, so I've been 
conjunction with his first sight of the man in pulled all over the city, and I'll bet it's all 
dinner cloth.es. How was he to find one ragged the Old One's fault, too--" His voice rose 
alley-cat in a town where there were doubt- rapidly and Hugh tried to calm him down, a 
less hundreds? Cats did not wear period cos- little abstractedly, for in the reference to the 
tumes. He couldn't go around touching cats Old One Hugh had recognized the boy's real 
until something happened! nature, and knew him for an ally. Walt till 

He heard a sniffing sound and a thin I tell Evelyn, he told himself, that I've seen 
mournful whine at his side. He looked down. an Archangel and one of the Cherubim face 

"Go 'way," he said. "I want a cat, not a to face, and hatched plots with the Fallen! 
mongrel pooch." "I saw your dog, and figured probably 

The puppy, recoiling at the unfriendly you'd be along." 
tone, dropped its tail and began to sidle away "Oh, thank you, sir. I guess I'd have spent 
from him, and gloomily he watched it go. the rest of eternity chasing him if you hadn't 
Brown dog?-Brown cat?-Brown dog! An held him until I could catch up with him." 
inspiration! He looked angrily at the forked stick, which 

"Here, Fleet," he essayed. The puppy now lay inert and innocuous on the cobbled 
burst into a frenzy of tail-wagging and came pavement. "I used the wrong spell, and it 
back, with that peculiar angled trot only had to smell people. No wonder we could 
dogs out of all the four-footed beasts seem never get close enough to Fleet for him to 
to affect. Hugh patted its head, and it whined hear me!" 
and licked his hand. "Do you think you could make the rod 

"There, there," he said. "You're lost. I work again?" 
know. So am I. If your name is Fleet, we'll "Oh, yes, sir. Only I never would." 
both be home shortly. It darn well better "I want to use it. Do you mind?" 
be Fleet." "I don't mind. It's my uncle's, but I can 

Hugh considered the animal speculatively. always cut another one. Only it won't work 

It certainly seemed to respond to the name; without the hat, and I took that from my 

but then, it was only a puppy, and might uncle too. He's an Authority," the urchin 

just as easily respond to any friendly noise. added proudly. Hugh thought of Goethe's 

Grimly he sat and waited. In about an hour Sorcerer's Apprentice and grinned . 

. the dog began to get restless, and Hugh "How come you didn't shake your head and 

carted it across the street to 8 shop and knock it off when you got tired?" 

bought it some meat, leaving in payment a "Oh, the hat only starts it. After that it 

letter from a colleague which the shopkeeper goes by itself. I just didn't want to lose my 

seemed to think was full of cantrips, charms uncle's hat, that's alL"· 

of some kind. · Then he resumed his vigil. "Good for you. Then suppose I borrow the 

It was approximately four o'clock by his �� !�;c�u:�;ts��=�:: l;:� tC:�)t when 

personal time-keeping system when he finally 
heard the sound he had been listening for, but The boy shook his head doubtfully. "I 

not daring to expect-the voice of the red- wouldn't want to do It myself, but it's your· 

headed urchin, calling his dog's name in in- business. What kind of cat? I have to make 

credibly weary tones. In a moment the boy up a spell." 

appeared, his face tear-streaked, his feet Hugh anticipated some difficulty in ex

stumbling, his eyes heavy from lack of sleep. plaining what it was he wanted, but to his re
The stick was still pulling him, 'and the lief the boy had already recognized him as a 

conical cap, by a miracle, still rested askew transportee and understood at once. 
on his head. The rod lunged forward .eAgerly "All right. Put the hat on. Pick up the 
as soon as it pointed toward Hugh, and the stick like I had il That's it, one fork in each 
boy stopped by the doorstep, the divining rod • hand. Now then: 
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Seeker of -.U, lol't bOll• aM girls, 

Of objecta and of welU, 
Find hill gate behoeen the wOTids 

Before the curfew kneUs; 
Find the cat tnh.o Mould Yeride 

In the mortal world 1-nftde." 

T�rr�fic���.
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The boy ran alongside him and snatched ofl 
the magician's cap. "Thanks," Hugh lhouted. 
"You're welcome," the boy called after him. 
"Good luck, sir, and thank you for holdinj 
my dog." Then the stick hauled Hugh around 
a corner, and the dog-owner waa gone; but 
in Hugh's mind there remained a split
second glimpse of a strange smile, mla
chlevou.s, kindly, and agelessly wise. 

The cherub had not speclfied in his incanta
tion which semes the rod was to use, and so 
it had cho1en the quickest one-intuition, or 
•upersenAOry-perceptlon, or ' sixth-sense-
Hugh had heard It ce.lled many things, but 
untU he held the ends of the fork he never 
quite comprehended what it was. 

The atlck drew him Iuter. His toea aeemed 
barely to touch the hard cobbles. Almost it 
&eemed as if he were about to fly. Yet, some
how, there was no wind in his face, nor any 
real sensation of speed. All about him was 
a breathless quiet, an intent hush of light 
through which he soared. The houses and 
lhops of the town lf)ed by him, blurred and 
sadly unreal. The outlines danced wavering
ly In a hue of heat. 

The town was changing. 
Fear lodged a prickly lump In hiB larynx. 

The fa�ades were going down as he came 
closer to his own world. He knew that before 
long the conventional disguises of the town 
would be melted, and Hell would begin to 
ahow through. Startled faces turned to watch 
him as he passed, and their features were not 
as they should be. Once he was sure he had 
oonfronted Bell and Martin for an instant. 

A cry, distant and wild, went up behind 
him. It had been Bell-or waa lt-Belial? 
Other feet were running beside his own; 
shortly there were othctr cries, and then a 
gathering roar and tumult of voices; the 
street began to throb dully with the .tamped-
1ng feet of a great mob. The rod yanked hlm 
down an alleyway. The thunder followed. 

In the unreal spaces of the public square 
the other entrances were already black with 
blWTed figures howling down upon him. The 
.tick did not falter, but rushed headlong 

toward the ca1tle. His hands sweated pro
fusely on the fork, and his feet skimmed the 
earth In great impossible bounds. The gates 
of the fortress swept toward him. There were 
shadowy guards there, but they were looking 
through him at the mob behind; the next in
stant he was passirig them. 

The mists of unreality became thick, trans
lucent. Everything around him was a vague 
reddish opalescence through which the 
sounds of the herd rioted, seemingly from 
every direction. Suddenly he was sure he 
was surrounded; but the rod arrowed for
ward regardless, and he had to follow. 

At last the light began to coalesce, and in a 
moment he saw floating before him a shining 
crystal globe, over which floated the il
luminated faces of his wife--and-Yero, The 
Enemy. This was the crucial instant, and he 
remembered the simulacrum's advice: "Don't 
hate Yero." 

Indeed, he could not. He had nearly for
gotten whom it was that Yero resembled, so 
great was his dellire for escape, and his fear 
of the tumult behind him. 

The light grew, and by it, the table upon 
which the crystal rested, and the bodies be
longing t'o the two illumlnated heads, be
came alowly visible. There was a cat there, 
too; he saw the outline become sharp as he 
catapulted on through the dimness. He tried 
to slow down as he approached the table. 
The rod, this time, did not resist. The two 
heads regarded him with slow surprise. The 
cat began to iiae and bristle. 

The shouting died. 

"Hugh!" 
He waa in Jeremy Wright's apartment, a 

splintered door behind him, hill heels dig
ging into the carpet to halt his· headlong 
charge. In his outstretched hand was, not a 
warped divining rod, but a gun. 

"Hugh!" his wife cried again. "You found 
out! But-" 

The table was still there, and the crystal. 
The cat and the castle were gone. But Jeremy 
Wright was 1till dressed IQ. the robes of an 
utrologer. He wa.s an astrologer. 

"I'm sorry, darling, honestly-! knew you 
hated It, but-after all, breaking In thi.t way! 
And-e. gun! After all, even if you do think 
it's humbug-" 

Hugh looked at the serene face of Jeremy 
Wright, and silently pocketed the automatic. 
There was nothing, after all, that he could 
have said to either of them. 
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A hot publicity man gets a $25,000 chill 

THE President of the Chamber of Com- pened in this case. 
merce of Wheedonville by the Sea was Having talked himself into the fat job of 
stately and rather terrifying in his putting Wheedonville on the map as the sea

measured wrath. Nor was his peroration side town where vacationers would have the 
against the dapper young-old man who sat amusement world at their feet, he had been 
at the foot of the long mahogany conference forced to sit by and watch the bulk of the 
table lessened by the knowledge that he had available tourist vacation trade pass to Bur
the full support of the rest of that august den Bay, sixty miles to the south. It was too 
body. bad, of course, but a fellow could only do so 

But Wiley Cordes, on whom all this anger much. 
was focussed, appeared singularly uncowed . .  and despite your definite assurance 
by the disfavor in which he basked. As a sea- -in fact your promise-that retail trade in 
soned resort promotion expert he was not Wheedonville by the Sea would pick up a 
unacquainted with municipal ire. So �pany minimum of twenty-five per cent, in the year 
unforeseen factors could send resort trade you entered the employment of this Chamber 
swarming to the wrong resort-as had hap- it has decreased by more than thirty per 
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cent. In this same period the retail trade in 
Burden Bay has risen by almost forty per 
cent. I and the Chamber whose spokesman 
I am would appreciate an explanation." 

Gathering the skirts of his morning coat 
carefully to avoid unslightly wrinkles, the 
President aat down. The silence which fol
lowed hJs sonorou1 harangue could have been 
scooped up with a spatula. Eight pairs of 
eyes remained fixed with suspicion upon the 
object of his address. 

' With a sigh, Wiley Cordes got to his feet. 
Hands in pockets he leaned against the table, 
jingling the change and keys hia fingers 
found. He was going to have to make this 
good or be out of a very soft, high paying job 
Fortunately, he had an idea. 

"When I undertook to lift your resort trade 
here in Wheedonville by the Sea above that 
of Burden Bay," he began with an air of good 
humor that drew no response from the grave 
men listening to him, "I could not, of course, 
foresee that Mrs. Quinlan in our rival 
metropolis was going to give birth to 
quintuplets." 

He paused, let it sink in. "Nor could I 
look into a crystal ball and leam that 
Wheedonville by the Sea was going to be 
cursed with five straight weeks of fog and 
rain at the height of the season. And it is 
hardly my fault that the Burden Coastal Oil 
Refineries should bring in five gushers." 

"Granted, Cordes," said the President, 
speaking without arising. "But we cannot 
continue indefinitely against such buffets of 
fortune--not and pay twenty-five thousand 
dollars a year for prowction against ill luck 
-without receiving an iota of protection." 

"Your sentimenU touch me deeply," said 
Cordes. "And I should not have been worthy 
of your more than generous salary if I had 
not studied the problem thoroughly and come 
to this meeting with a plan which should 
speedily put an end to the difficulties under 
which all of us have been laboring." 

Cordes paused to let this sink in. He knew, 
as do all talented pitch men, when he had 
hls audience hooked. The expression in the 
eight pairs of eyes upon him was still uni
forril-but It flashed a uniformity of hope. 

"Gentlemen," he went on, "the 1ummer 
season draws rapidly to its close. It has not 
been succe85ful. But Wheedonville by the 
Sea and Burden Bay have both built their 
reputations as resort cities, muEh like that of 
Atlantic City. upon the warmth of climate 
and water in fall and spring. I propose to 

make Wheedonville by the Sea the only 
mild-weather resort in this entire section 
of coastline." 

"And just how do you propose to do this?" 
asked one of the members, his interest 
aroused above his incredulity. In simple 
words Wiley Cordes told them. At first there 
were a few protests upon humanitarian 
grounds. But they were not enduring. After 
all the Chamber- of Commerce was a collec
tion of hard-headed businessmen. Further
more they were hard-pressed businessmen. 
Their ultimate approval was unanimous, as 
was their vow to mutual secrecy. There was 
little else they could do. 

c��:e�a:�� c�fJ :e!�:r 
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occasional unseasonable snaps upon the 
balmiest of resort climate. Even in Florida 
and Texas there has been snow during re
cent years. For once the luck ran for Cordes 
and his quasi-desperate employers. 

Early upon a morning in late September, 
less than a week after the showdown meet
ing, a plane took off, not from the Wheedon
ville Municipal Airport but from a private 
field that lurked less prosperou1ly and pub
licly in the resort city's villa-studded sub
urbs. 

The plane, a converted Mitchell B-25 AAF 
bomber, was piloted by Wiley Cordes himseli 
-aviation was among his numerous personal 
accomplishments. There were bombs in the 
bomb bay-but bombs of a type not yet seen 
in war. Millions of pellets of dry ice were so 
stowed away that they could be sowed high 
in the atmosphere by continued pressure 
upon a release trigger in the cockpit. 

The cloud formations were just right
with heavy layers above the target area and 
little wind. The temperature, in the high 
thirties at ground level, was below zero two 
miles up. After getting a sight through the 
cloud strata, Wiley Cordes began to sow hls 

Back and forth he flew for the better part 
of an hour, bombarding the cloud• with ice 
pellets to make snow. He had timed hls 
flight with care so that no other plane would 
be aloft when he reached the 11ky above the 
rival Burden Bay resort-no others took off 
once the snow storm began. Incoming planes 
were routed to Wheedonville by the Sea. 

Wiley -Cordes listened to the reports on his 
radio as he flew back to the 1eduded airport 
outside of Wheedonville. From the tenor of 
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the announcers it was dearly evident that 
no one 1uspectad the snowstorm had been 
deliberately induced by the hand of man. 
Alter taxiing lili ex-bomber into the hangar, 
he got out of flying top and drove to the 
Wheadonvllla City Club, where the memben 
of the Chamber of Commerce were walt.lng. 

II the mood of their previous meeting ha4 
been glum, today joy was unconfined. Old 
whiskey wu brought out, end a special ban
quat a.rved by doH-mouthed club attend· 
ante. The radio was lett on, and each report 
of the inexplicable snowstorm which had 
brought a halt to the Burden Bay autumn 
S96101\ wu the occasion for a toesl 

''The man who really duerves our thanks," 
said the Pre1ident, lifting his glass to Wiley 
Cordes. A chorus of "Hear, hear" greeted 
his salute. Wiley, entering into the splrit of 
the occaalon, waxed enthusiastic when he was 
given the floor after cigars ware passed. 

"It is my belief," he went on, "that by re
peatedly inducing snow to fall over our 
neighbor city I can ultimately reduce Its 
mean temperature by the very emanation of 
cold from the snow covered ground to a point 
where It will remain colder than normal 
throughout the fall, winter and spring. 

"Furthermore," he added, his well-pre
served face alight with optimism, "I see no 
ree.son why we should limit ourselves to 
snow1tornu. The same dry ice treatment, 
given to the right cloud formation above 
Burden Bay when opportunity offers, should 
produce a certain percentage of rainy weak
ends and holidays. I can truthfully say that 
our worries are over." 

"Keep It up, and you'll find a welcome sur· 
prise In your pay envelope, Wiley," said the 
President, beaming. The arrival of the after
noon papers from Burden Bay was the sig
nal to cease all speech making for a good 
gloat. 

The journalists of Wheedonville by the 
Sea's ancient rival, beneath a commendable 
effort to gloss over the disaster, were really 
crying catastrophe. Coming without warn
ing, the baby blizzard-for it had amounted 
almost to that-had literally caught them 
with their plant. down. 

Damage, It was hinted in stories hastily 
killed for later editions, would almost cer
tainly run high into millio01. Hotel reserva
tions for the usually equable autumn months 
were already being canceled. As If to prove 
It never snowed but it poured, the Oil Re
finery chose that day to announce the failure 

of a aixth gusher and J"i!BUltent pauing of a 
dividend. 

ThNe days later, when clouds again moved 
in on the coastline, WHey Cordes took to the 
air with another load of dry ice pellets. And 
once again he dtd hill dirty work undetected 
and with disastrous results for Burden Bay. 

On his third trip, because of a low current 
of warm air of whose existence he wu not 
informed, Wiley came in with a rain storm 
that washed away most of the snow. But hla 
fourth, fifth and sixth one-plana raids mora 
than made up for this lapse. 

w���o��es �d��h
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were packed and concessions were booming. 
The public relations expert found his salary 
raised an added hundred dollars a week. 
There was laughter at a Chamber meeting 
over a Burden Bay picture release showing 
a couple of pretty girls tn ski clothes backed 
by a slide made of the defunct oll gushers. 

"I'll get the chorus of Mika Todd's new 
musical down here .next week end and put 
them on water skis In bathing suits," prom
ised the laughing Wiley Cordes. Of course he 
knew it could not last forever. But he saw 
no reason for the run of good fortune to coma 
to an early end. He had planned and exe
cuted his scheme too well. 

So he was not pleased to discover another 
plane above the clouds on his next trip over 
Burden Bay. Still, it was something that had 
to happen. He merely cruised on innocently 
and was relieved when the other ship-a big 
four-motored flying boxcar--disappeared 
through the clouds. Than he swung back end 
did his stuff. 

He aew the plane on three more occasions 
as he placed snowstorms accurately over 
hapless Burden Bay and its presence began 
to worry him. But the pilot gave no indica
tion that he knew what ,Wiley was up to and 
the discreat young public relatioN counsellor 
decided not to mention it to the men who 
weN backing his scheme. 

M a ruult of this step and of his own pre
occupation with promoting the balmy at
mosphere of Wheedonville by the Sea, he 
was really caught off-guard when disaster 
finally struck. AA fall margad into winter 
the reservations totahl for Wheedonville ho
tels fell off far more 1harply than it should 
have--especially with Burden Bay out of the 
picture. 
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When millionaire H. D. Haworth awoke after three hundred 
and twenty-two years of living death he thought that the 
world was his oyster, but there had been �ome changes made! 

DARLEY D. HA
W O R T H  h a d  
been a doughty 

warrior in the American 
manner. Many a power
ful Wall Street foe had 
bowed to his strength and 
thousands of i n n o c e n t  
victims had cursed his 
name. But that was many 
a misty year ago. 

Now even his son was an aged philan
thropillt and H. D. himself was relegated 
almost to legend. But at ninety-two the old 
battler was locked in his most desperate 
struggle, vainly trying with his !ailing 
strength to beat off the grimmest, most re
lentless of all antagonists. 

If the man in the 11treet ever heeded or 
mentioned this struggle, it was to d�inter 
a corny, dog-in-the-manger )oke. 

"Old Harley · D. Haworth," he would say 
patronizingly, "is such a guy-If he can't 
take It with him, he just don't go." 

But he was going all right, battle by battle, 
losing his war. Not that his forces were 
small-two billion greenbacked stalwarts 
comprised his army, The resources of the 
planet were his. Only his generals, the 
world's fanciest physiciane, were incompetent 
to maneuver these forces to advantage. 

They gave him gland extracts, they gave 
him vitamins, they gave him blood trans
fuslom. They gave him false teeth, eye
glasses, arch-supports. They cut out his 
varicoae veins, his appendix, one of his kid
neys. And in the .end the learned doctors 
held a conference and this was the sum of 
their wisdom----eat crackers and milk. 

At this juncture there W83 a shake-up in 
the high command. The new Chief of Staff 
was not a physician but an engineer named 
Jones. 

runs the optimi.11tic saw. The boy, Garibaldi 
Jones, had had firm faith in said saw, and 
imagined himself a great lawyer and famous 
statesman. With the passage of time, how

- ever, there gradually came to Garibaldi, as 
to many another before and since, the sus
picion whoever said that was kidding. 

Now Baldy Jones had long since conceded 
that his imagination, at least, far outran his 
capabilities. He had settled down, when he 
realized he lacked the persuasive gift, to 
being a ieasonably competent mechanical 
engineer. 

An ordinary slip-stick jockey, that was 
the work-a-day Jones. But sometimes, on a 
Sunday, Jones the general-statesman-sci
entist-prophet-and - all - around - wiseacre 
would hold forth from his armchair on life, 
love, art literature, science, religion, poli
tiC!! and various other manifestations of 
nature that are dignified by names. 

On a certain portentous Sunday in the 
summer of 1947, about the time the doctors 
were prescribing crackers-and-milk as a 
specific ·for senile debility, Garry had found 
a particularly depressing article in his Sup
plement. Goodwife Nancy was relaxed with 
the Women's Section. 

Garry wiped the perspiration from .his 
gleaming head of skin and proceeded to her 
instruction. 

"Listen, dear, it says here some scientist 
thinks the human race is going to be wiped 
out.- It's too dumb to survive, or too smart. 
I think that's crazy but he's got a lot. of 
points. Listen, he says-

" 'To date there has been no indication 
whatever of any barrier to the indefinite 
extension of the frontiers of science. It is 
breath-taking to think what this meam. It 
means that so far as we know the scientific 
method is capable of carrying humanity to 
any conceivable heights and beyond'." 

"What man can imagine, man can do." So 
104 

"Garry, stop talking so loud and let me 
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read this, 'Fun With Fish-Hints for the 
Hunied Housewife.' You're always saying, 
'Give me something different.' Science. 
What do I know about science?" 

"You should know something beyond the 
kitchen. Lt.ten-'But reflection turns hope 
to alarm, with this thought-In the vast and 
ancient unlven�e surely some races must 
have had time already to attain godlike 
power and yet they have not manifested 
themselves. Many answers are offered to this 
riddle, but none very satisfactory.' " 

"Garry, will you be quiet?" 

N����l �����:id
w�:r���-

'One an-
swer is that our civilization is very young, 
and the hypothetical super-civilization some
where just hasn't found us yet. But that is 
a contradiction in terms, because it takes 
mo.5t of the "super" out of the super-civili
zation, considering that a technological cul
ture advances on an exponential curve.' " 

''Garry, are you going to let me read in 
peace?" 

"I am not,�' said Garry. " 'Another is that 
a super-civilization would have advanced 
beyond any concem about us or our petty 
problems. This is an uneasy possibility, but 
rather thin for this reason-

" 'From all indications our mastery of the 
physical world is proceeding much faster 
than our mental evolution, and while this 
condition may change I am inclined to think 
we would be flitting about the gala)(y before 
we would have lost our humanity.' " 

"Garibaldi Jones, if you don't stop with 
that crazy stuff I'll go out of my mind!" 

"You will not," said Garry remorselessly. 
" 'We .are thus led to the proposition that 
there is no -.uper-civilization and to the 
corollary that intelligence, at least techno
logical intelligence, has no survival value. 
This is a sobering thought, and we ask-

" 'Why? Aside from metaphysical hypo
theses vain to pursue, there is one outstand
ing answer. Someone, someday, will find a 
chain reaction for one of the light elements 
like oxygen and silicon, or perhaps some 
other even deadlier agent will be loosed 
upon the world-for as science progresses 
more and more power is more and more 
often concentrated in fewer and fewer 
hands.' " 

"Ga'rry, do you intend to ever stop talk-
ing?" 

. 

"I do not," said Garry. " 'There is, sadly, 

no indication of an abatement of the spirit 
of irresponsibility that has kept the world, 
especially in recent years, in turmoil, at war 
or in fear of war. ' 

" 'The only real remedy, perhaps, is fear 
of God, but the materialist knows that when 
he diN his rotting carcaa.s is beyond punish
ment, beyond hope, beyond raca.ll. Thus the 
only restraint on beastliness is the ineffectual 
one of conscience, and In con.iequence--' " 

"Why beyond recall?" Interrupted Nancy, 
surprisingly. 

"What!" 
"Well, lf science can do anything, like 

he says, why can't they bring the dead people 
back some day? Now you just read that tripe 
to yourself, If that 'scientist' knew anything 
he wouldn't have to write for trashy Sunday 
Supplement.s, and let me read In peace, do 
1/0U hear me?" 

"How can I help it?" muttered Garry, who 
had already conceived the germ of a notion. 

The notion grew into an idea, and the idea 
hardened into a resolve. And in the natural 
course of events he went to H. D. Haworth 
with his proposition and there was a meet
ing of minds. 

But a third talent was needed for their 
project, and the logical candidate was Ells
worth Stevens, M.D . . Ph.D. 

The seduction of Ellsworth Stevens made 
a temporary stir in certain lofty circles, 
shocking all but the most cynicaL 

A brilliant bio-chemist. a few months 
previously Stevens had reported some at
tempts at suspending animation in mammals 
by a method involving preliminary partial 
dehydration of the Hving tissue through star
vation, followed by freezing. 

The technique exploited the newly-discov
ered tendency of very minute quantities of 
radioactive phosphorus in certain phospholi
pids to counteract the degenerative anti-gel
ation effect of low temperatures on the col
loidal phases of protoplasm. 

He had not succeeded in reviving any of 
the animals, since none of the nerve tissue 
had lived through the freb;ing, but results 
had been nonetheless promising. Now Stev
ens was employed by the Cancer Institute, 
con.secrated to this most . important work. 

Until one evening a Tempter called at hla 
modest home. His name, of course, was 
Jones. 

"Dr. Stevens," said Garry, "I want you to 
quit your job and go back to work on sus
pended animation." 
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Stevens blinked rapidly behind his bifocals 

and smiled deprecatingly. 
"Well, Mr. Jones, I could hardly do that. 

You see, I've been doing .some work with 
radioactive tracers and I'm beginning to get 
significant results. Can't very well quit now, 
can I?  That other matter isn't very Impor
tant-! hardly think it could be done, any
way." 

"Dr. Stevens," said Garry, "the Cancer 
Institute doesn't pay you very much. You 
have a daughter who is getting to the age 
where she would like to -be dressed up. I 
will give you a ten year contract at ten 
thousand dollars a years." 

"Mr. Jones, do you realize that cancer is 
responsible for more deaths than any other 
ailment except heart dU!ease? Maybe I sound 
sentimental but I actually think of myself as 
taking an important part in the world's 
greatest crusade." 

"Dr. Stevens, I will give you a ten year 
contract at one hundred thousand dollars a 
year." 

Blankness in the shy, blinking eyes, then 
mounting anger. "Look, you, who the heck 
d'you think you're kidding? If you-" 

"Dr. Stevens," Garry said hastily-an en
raged sheep is an appalling spectacle--"! 
have a power of attorney from Harley D. 
Haworth." Ellsworth Stevens gaped like a 
fish, and was pure no more. 

T�� :a:c:� �� :���a;o
t.

d::!���i:�� 
cept evaporate. But there was the suggestion 
of a breeze in the garden and ample shade for 
three men. The dried-up little old man was 
speaking, and the big bald man and the lean 
bespectacled man listened with respectful 
attention. 

"I'm a hard-headed business man, and I'm 
not easy to fool, as many a smart-aleck's 
learned, hrumph! It would surprise you the 
number of quacks that try to sell me miracle 
water and yoga systems and such-like. 
Blasted parasites! 

"But I know a good Investment when I 
see one," the thin, complaining voice went 
on, "and you gentlemen have a sound idea." 
He paused benevolently to let them look 
gratified. 

Thit U ridiculout, thought Gary, the old 
bou'• a caricature. 

"A sound idea-don't depend on these pill
rolling fools that call themselve9 doctora 
nowadays to keep you hanging around a year 

or two more, but jll3t go to sleep in a nice 
refrigerator until people Teally know some
thing about the body." He shook a bony 
forefinger. 

"And they'll do it, too. I don't believe in 
much, but I b�lieve in science. It will take 
a lot of money, but that's what I've got. And 
you can have all you need, Mr. Jones, all 
you need, as I've told you before. Blank 
check. You came to the right man when 
you came to H. D. Haworth." He sank back 
into his nylon deck chair, exhausted by the 
long speech. 

Garry seized the opportunity to air some 
of his Ideas. He was all enthusiasm. 

"We'll put the vault in Michigan, Mr. 
Haworth, not here in California-too many 
earthquakes. Might be a long time before 
they know enough about bio-chemistry to 
revive a dead man and restore his youth. 
Not that you'll be dead," he amended hastily, 
"just in a state of suspended animation. I'm 
sure Dr. Stevens can work that out. 

"Anyway, we'd better put the vault in 
Michigan-very safe country, geologically. 
We'll make the vault and the coolers of the 
very best, of course, granite and stainless 
steel and quartz that will never wear out. 
And then," he added, coyly, "I have a little 
idea for a power plant that will be really 
dependabre, If I am the one that says it." 

"It better be!" snapped H. D., suddenly 
ferocious. 

"Yes--of course. There's the problem of 
keeping everything secret but I'm sure we 
can manage it. The workers won't know 
what they're doing, Dr. Stevens, and I can 
do all the really technical work. And there'll 
be only one trustee each generation to keep 
his eye on things, starting with me." 

Stevens was leaning forward, wearing a 
somewhat bewildered expression. 

"But I thought-but surely after we dem
onstrate .that suspended animation Is feasi
ble and we've verified our results, we'll 
publish?" Seeing the odd-faces the other 
two were pulling, he repeated plaintively, 
"I always publish." 

H. D. Haworth pronounced a certain four
letter word. Garibaldi Jones csst his eyes to 
the heavena and tore his hair, coming away 
empty-handed, of course. 

"Well, what's wrong with that?" Stevens 
snapped, a. little color in his face. "Don't 
the peoplei-bave a right to know?" 

"Young man," quavered H. D., tottering 
to his feet and shaking the bony forefinger, 
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"what you know about people I could stick That should be enough, I think, but we'll 
in my-" � rush yours through first, of course, and have 

"Wait a minute, Mr. Haworth," Garry it ready in jig time, just in case . . .  And 
soothed. "Let me explain to Dr. Stevens after that . " 
how it is. Please don't excite yourself. Re- And so their plans were laid and some
member," he coaxed, "we don't want a heart thing new was hom under that sun which 
attack now, do we?" The old man collapsed shone with such ridiculous indiscrimination 
into his chair with a feeble curse. on H. D. Haworth and on the common people. 

"Look, Ellsworth, old man," Garry said According to the outline sketched that 
kindly. ''The last thing in the world we afternoon, the vault was to be safeguarded 
want to do is keep anything from humanity, and the sleepers' interests looked after by 
You know Mr. Haworth is the biggest phi- the establishment of a Haworth Trust, with 
lanthropist in the world. But in this case- Garibaldi Jones the first Administratttr. dnly 
well, it's dangerous. one person in each generation, the Adminis-

"What do you think would happen if peo- trator, would know all about the vault. 
pie found out a few rich men were sleeping Of each generation the Administration and 
in quartz coolers while they had nothing one or two of his closest relativE>s would join 
but mouldy graves to look forward to? Why, the ranks of the sleepers. The Administra
man, they'd tear our vault 'down with their tor's responsibilities and discretion would 
bare hands!" include all measures necessary for the safety 

H. D. was nodding. muttering something of the sleepers and the trust funds would be 
about blasted' riff-raff, but Garry saw ample, to allow for unforeseen future con-
Stevens' look of contempt. tingencies. 

"But that's not the main thing," he said A number of experimental animals closely 
hastily. "It wouldn't be good for the country duplicating H. D.'s condition would be in
-in fact the world couldn't stand it. Once eluded for the future biologists first to try 
people were convinced, everybody would their skill on-because if Stevens should not 
demand a frigidaire instead of a coffin. Not perfect a practicable method of suspending 
many could be made and people would plot animation in time, and H. D. should actually 
and steal and kill to get theirs and religious die, his resuscitation would be a ticklish 
people would fight against it. matter. 

"There'd be fakers and stock promotions H. D. did not want to wake up blind, for 
all over. The nation's economy would be instance, or with an altered personality
wrecked. People would take · their money although Stevens, for one, thought any 
with them or leave it as savings at compound change in the old pirate's personality would 
interest while they slept for a few centuries. be a st'ep in the right direction. The blasted 
Think of the harm it would do, man-think , Washington administration wouldn't let a 
of the people who are happy now, whose citizen buy radioactives without a lot of 
lives would be embittered with vain hopes!" busybody questions, but Garry had an idea 

H �:�!:Y
H'�e:k�ad
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fellow, and that ain't the half of it!" He 
cackled. "Almost like to get a finger in that 
pie myself. 

"The insurance companies would be the 
ones for it; of course. Twenty-year endow
ment and, Instead of paying you, they pickle 
you. But it's too risky, too risky-you see 
that, don't you, my boy?" 

Stevens sighed unhappily. "I suppose so," 
he said, defeated. 

"Good, good!" Garry boomed, rubbing his 
hands briskly. "I knew Dr. Stevens would 
see the point. He has a head on his shoulders. 

"Now, as I was saying, Mr. Haworth, we'll 
have space in the vault for a hundred or so. 

for a reliable source of power for the cOolers. 
An improvement on the new "heat pumps," 

his design dispensed entirely with moving 
parts, providing a large safety factor. Suc
cessfully reversing the refrigeration cycle, 
the device utilized the heat potential between 
sub-frost level ground and surface to pro
duce power, using buried coils of a com
mon refrigerant gas. 

Caches of treasure were to be tucked away 
in unlikely places, the key to their location 
securely hidden in H. D.'s mind. No Tot
ankh-amen he, to invite grave-robbers by 
foolish ostentation. 

And so it came to pass, and H. D.'s last 
months, despite the physical pain his increas
ing debilitation caused him, were light
hearted ones, 
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He was sustained by the bubbling knowl

edge that he tottered down life's highway 
toward-not that great, silent abyas that the 
common folk's imagination called Heaven or 
Hell and peopled with childish gods and 
demoru anxiously waiting to taka him to task 
for his many "siru"-but merely a bend in 
the road beyond which lay unkhown, but 
surely frlandly, lands. 

In course of time Harley D. Haworth was 
carefully laid away in his ice-cold "ooffin," 
and those who read the obituarle! did not 
suSpect that he was the first of men to die 
a qualified death. 

HE
c���t���a�={ ����ed\�h����� 

to move. His uncoOrdinated muscles left his 
face blank but he was frowning mentally. 
There was something he wanted to remem
ber, something. 

He struggled laboriously to pin down those 
elUllive shapes, but the WOTd. wouldn't come. 
It's hard to think when the words won't 
come. His eyes s�rpened their focus: a little 
and he perceived that he was in bed. Hos
pital, he thought clearly, I'm in a hospital, 
of course. 

He felt more and more secure now and, 
after a moment's relaxation, tried again to 
remember. 

A man's voice said clearly, "What am I?" 

A feminine voice said pleasantly, "You're 
a man, and your name is Haworth. Feeling 
all right?" 

Thousands of little relays clicked In 
H. D.'s brain and he sat up quickly. 
This room was white and windowless, but 
it was not the vault in Michigan-and that 
tall, clear-eyed brownette with the grave 
eyes and tender lips was certainly not Dr. 
Stevens. 

The man's voice said, "I guess so," and 
this time H. D. realized"that he had spoken. 
The blood ru.shed to his head and pounded 
In his ears, for it had been a strong, young 
voice. 

He ripped away the sheet that covered 
him, careless of his nakedness, and it was 
""'· 

These limbs were firmly rounded, the 
smooth skin pink with the warm blood 
coursing beneath. His wildest hopes were 
realized. He snatched the mirror smilingly 
proffered him and there It was, that face of 
youth once lost to faded photographs! Then 

a great wave swept 1n with a rush, a roar, 
a dau.llng sparkle of spray. 

He emerged from his faint to find the head 
of his bed elevated, the woman in white 
holding his wrist to count hla pulse. W eU, 
this is it, H. D. thought jubilantly, it actually 
panned out. l did it, l did it! 

Now to plunge into the great adventure
millions of questions to ask, millloru of things 
to do--a new world to conquer. H. D. ru.bbed 
his hands briskly together in his habitual 
getting-down-to-business gesture. 

Loosing hil hand, the brownette looked up 
from her watch. Her. eyes were dark blue, 
and . 

Bells rang in the back of H. D.'s head, his 
skin tingled and he forgot what he wanted 
to say. Her faint, sweet perfume wu in his 
nostrils; a long-forgotten stimulus performed 
it. ancient function. Being a dir�t man by 
nature and training, H. D. decided that the 
shortest .dt.tance between two points was to 
sel.u th.Ls delicious creature. Without more 
ado he lunged. 

But she had stepped back, shaking her 
head and smiling reprovingly, and H. D. al
most fell out of bed. He recovered and col
lected himself, and laughed "to show that 
he was a good sport. 

"Oh, well, more important things to think 
of now, anyway--or are there more impor
tant things? Wei� get me some clothes and 
call the head man around here, and I'll look 
you up later, Miss . " 

"Lorraine, Dr. Lorraine, I'll get you some 
pajamas-here they are--and you won't see 
the Supervisor unlesa: you show some pretty 
unusual symptoms. He's a bw;y man and I'm 
a married woman." 

H. D. sputtered. 
"Now really, Mr. Haworth, I'm not just 

be-ing mean. You have to stay here under 
observation for three days as a final check 
before you're sent to-wel� and the super
visor doesn't speak English anyway. I'm 
the only one here at the hospital that does, 
which is why I'm here. Now there'll be some 
nice lunch for you in a few minutes, so relax 
like a good boy and-" 

H. D. exploded. "Young woman," he 
shouted, "Doctor young woman, as you value 
your job, I demand to see the person in 
charge!" He practically foamed. "Boy in
deed! I am Harley D. Haworth and I am 
ninety-four years old-and then some," he 
added thoughtfully. 

"Three hundred and twenty years In the 
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vault and two yeat:S we've been working on 
you," Dr. Lorraine said helpfully. 

"Eh? Yes. Well, get me--" 
"No," she said very firmly. "You've had 

enough excitement for the first time in so 
long. When you've had a ni.ce lunch and a 
nice nap I'll talk to you again, although you 
won't really find out very much until you 
go to--" . 

A door had opened and shut, and a huge 
male orderly came in pushing a metal cabi
net. The orderly and Dr. Lorraine exchanged 
a few words that H. D. could identify with 
no language, although the sounds were easy 
and musical-a little like Hawaiian, perhaps. 

"What's that?" H. D. asked suspiciously, 
"Where are we?" 

"Why, we're in Chicago. Oh, the language 
-Hominine, we call it. It was adopted only 
about fifty years after you died, at the time 
of the Union, when the U. S. sort of took 
over the world and a universal language 
became necessary." The orderly had gone 
out, and she set a dish before H. D. on a 
sliding bed-tray. "Here, eat your. lunch while 
it's hot." 

H. D. let out a yelp. "Lunch! A plate of 
soup! Woman, I'm hungry! Haven't had a 
bite -for three hundred twenty-two years!" 

"That's just why you must go easy for a 
bit. Here's your spoon. Now, doesn't it smell 
good?" 

It did, and H. D. grumblingly took some. 
It tasted good, too--beefy-and he went at it. 
Between slurps he tried to get a little more 
information. "You say the U. S. conquered 
the world fifty years alter I died?" 

"Oh, no! Just absorbed it, you might say. 
You had something to do with that in a 
way." 

"Eb? How's that?" 
"Well, y,our ldea of putting yoursell on ice 

to wait for better times gradually got around 
and, after awhile, it got pretty common in 
the States. The insurance companies did 
most of it. But they couldn't do it in Europe, 
being, you know, bureaucratic and half de
cayed and all, and so poor from all the wars. 
Couldn't afford it. Guess I'm not much of 
a historian." 

Snort from H. D. 

"Oh, eat your soup! Well, it got hard for 
the European leaders to keep their people 
satisfied with their poverty but there were 
still plenty of ugly things here they could 
point to. Then Farbenstein came along with 
his Probe, and the Constitution was amended 

to adopt the Ascension Code--and a lot of 
things changed." 

By::�������� �!�n�e�:: :::� 
and flipped the switch above him that lowered 
the head of his bed. H. D. objected testily. 

"I don't want to lie down! Quit that, will 
you. What about this confounded Code?" 

The doctor shook her head. "Sorry, it's 
time for your nap now." 

"Nap! Axe you out of your mind? Millions 
or questions! I'm not the least bit sleepy!" 
Tltis was a lie. There must have been some
thing in the soup, because his eyelids were 
becoming very, very heavy. 

"Well, you can't argue with a woman," he 
complained peevishly. "Who ever heard of a 
woman doctor-a pretty woman doctor . . ?" 

Dr. Lorraine did something to a lever, and 
the room darkened. 

H. D. awoke refreshed and full of vigor, 
the conversation with Dr. Lorraine fresh and 
clear in his mind. He jumped out of bed, and 
stumbled, cursing, around in the dark until 
he finally figured out wher'! the light would 
be. 

He pushed a lever above the head of his 
bed, the first of several in a panel, and light 
filled the room, varying in strength with the 
position of the lever. He did not see the 

The rOom was unremarkable in appearance, 
although he could not identify the smooth, 
creamy, aoft material of the walls. Of two 
doors the outer, to his cursing disgust, was 
locked. The other opened into a Rube Gold
berg bathroom. After admiring the array of 
buttons, switches, cranes and sli:ngs, after a 

little cautious experimentation, H. D. saw that 
the design was intended to permit cripples 
the luxury of a real bath and toilet. 

Wandering back into the bedroom, he idly 
fiddled with the other levers in the wall panel 
with no perceptible results until the last. 
Then the entire end wall vanished and he 
was looking at Chicago. 

At where Chicago should have been, at 
any rate-he could hardly have said what 
he expected but what he saw was merely a 
jungle. From what seemed a considerable 
height he could make out little detail in the 
mass of growing things. 

He could see no other tall buildings, but 
he was looking toward the lake and his view 
was limited. A$ he strained his eyes .he 
could see a little of bright winding paths, 
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and graceful little houses hurled in greenery 
and blossom. No movement caught his eye. 

These people must conduct their bw:iness 
elsewhere, he thought-underground, per
haps, leaving the surface for leisure and reo
N!Btion. Gard&n City indeed! Life must be 
pleasant here-and it would soon be hal He 
fairly itched to make his mark on this Brave 
New World. 

He turned from his contemplation when 
he heard the door open. There wu that 
woman, smiling and inquiring how he'd slept. 
He'd soon straighten her out. 

"Dr. Lorraine," he said grimly, "why was 
I locked in?" 

The smile faded just a little. "Three days 
observation, remember? "  

H .  D. was patient. "Look," h e  said care
fully, "I don't think you quite understand. 
I'm H. D. Haworth. From the little you've 
said I gather there's been no Bolshevik revo
lutiOn, common sense be prai.sed, 10 the 
Haworth Trust must be worth hundred. of 
millions. You still use money, don't you?" 

She nodded slowly. 
"And I have millions hidden away where 

no one can ever find them but mys&U-don't 
think I came an empty-handed beggar, &ven 
if something happened to the Trust funds. 
Millions, I tell you-gold and Jewell, raN! 
old books and art, everything of value. 

"And besides that I'm the oldest sleeper
what's the matter with you people?" he 
demllnded fretfully: "Don't you know what 
neWi ia? Why am 1 met by one insignificant 
woman doctor?" 

Dr. Lorraine did not seem put out by the 
upbraiding and this In itself was subtly ex
asperating. It was her attitude, her air, in 
which he sensed-sympathy, yes, and a sort 
of embarrassment. He did not understand 
it but it was absolutely offensive! 

"Well," H. D. snarled, beside hinuelf, 
"confound it, woman, say �>Omething!" 

''Three days observation," said Dr. Lor
raine, almost stupidly. Then she visbily re
adjusted the mantle of her profualonal 
cheerfulness and spoke briskly. 

"It won't be so bad. I'll be making tests 
every day and that will pass the time and 
you can play the 'visor." She went over to 
hls bedside table and pulled out the drawer 
holding the ilUitrument. 

"I hate radios," H. D. said sullenly. "I'd 
like to jam every one down Marconi's throat, 
fint breaking the tubes. Confounded trashy 
programs, changing every five minute.[" 

"b that how they were? How awful for 
you! See, you ju1t dial, like this, and one 
station has nothing but dance mu.ic, an
other nothing but Jlmmurian dissonances. 
See'! Anything you like. 

"And if you first dial "0" you can then 
dial for any number or any entire program 
that's ever been recorded. Here's the index. 
Too bad we don't have one in English." 

H. D. yielded a snicker. "Where's the 
screen?" he asked, slightly mollified. 

"Oh. I di� say 'visor,' didn't I Well, you 
see, this is a modified visor. No visual, no 
talking programs, Ju.t music. It's too bad, in 
a way, but we had to have you here for 
some of the testl. This ia a neuro-psychia
tric ward, you see. Yes, soft walls and all. 
It can be stripped down for violents." 

H. D. showed signs of becoming that way 
himself and the doctor smilingly stepped to 
the door and opened it. 

"See you tomorrow." 
"Wait!" H. D. roared. "What happens 

then? What-" 
"Three days observation." She nodded, 

and the door was closing. He reached it in 
a bound but the lock clicked first. 

L
ATE in the aftem.oon of the third· of 

those maddening · day• that toothsome 
woman-the part· of her that wasn't phono
graph must have been clam-brought him 
some clothes. And the word that she spoke 
as she quietly left was music-Goodby. 

He vaguely remarked the clothes as he 
pulled them on--socks, thin-soled shoes, a 
lo06ely draped one-piece garment of a close
ly woven sky-blue material resembling silk 
but duller-a light cape of darker blue. 
Just as he was appraising the quite satisfac
tory effect in the wall mirror a sound turned 
him toward the door. 

They stood a little awkwardly in the door
way, pulling rather solemn faces. The black
haired man, who would have been big by 
ordinary standards, was mopping his red 
face in a nervous gesture and the seven-foot 
giant who dwarfed him was stroking his 
platinum-blond beard. 

H. D. stared at the giant gape-mouthed. 
He look& exactly like God, if God were i-n 
the sh4pe of a man, he thought. 

Teeth flashed I� a smile through the sU
very brush and God said, haltingly, "Hello, 
Grampaw." 

H. D. started violently. The black-haired 
man came forward with a jovial, if forced, 
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laugh and a deprecating wave of the hand. 
"You are his grandfather, you know, Mr. 

Haworth. Fourteen Urnes removed, that is. 
He's the Administrator now. Don't you know 
me? Guess the bird looks different with all 
this plumage, eh'!" 

There was, at that, something familiar 
about this coarse, good-natured lellow, 
something 

"Jones!" It was the delighted cry of a 
homesick sailor sighting the old church 
steeple. 

"Garibaldi Jones! It's good to see you, 
man! When did lhey dig you up?" 

"About twenty years ago." Garry grinned. 
For a moment H. D. thought he discemed 

in his grin a trace of that expression he had 
so come to hate In the last three days, that 
tinge of something like embarrassment. Non
sense! 

He rushed on, "Now I'll find out about 
thiS new-fangled world and pretty soon we'll 
se� 'er. by the ears. Once I get my . . .  " 

The giant said something to Jones, who 
nodded uncomfortably. H. D. frowned. 

"What's that? Why don't you speak Eng
lish, Mr.-uh-Mr. Haworth? I guess you're 
a Haworth?" The giant smiled politely. 

"He don't know any English. Mr. Haworth, 
except those words r taught him. Guess you 
might as well call him Junior--same name as 
yours. He says we better get going. Have 
to be in Washington by six. Your flyer's 
waiting." 

Your flyer! This was more like it. Well, 
after all, he was H. D. Haworth, and they 
named demigods after him! In the exuber
ance of the thought he forgot to ask why 
they had to go to Washington. He swirled 
his cape about him and strode out. The demi
god stepped aside for him. 

The corridor was a surprise. It was not 
merely long-it was shockingly long. It 
must have been miles long. And It was 
broad. A truck could have easily passed and 
It was lined with doors and little signs in 
a wavy lettering. No one seemed to be about. 

They hurried along, H. D. gawking to all 
zides, almost trotting as Junior set the pace. 
At the great double door of an elevator 
shaft Junior touched the signal button. 

Big-everything around here was big! The 
elevator could have accommodated several 
pianos and the pretty red-head operating the 
lift had to look down at· H. D. She winked 
and made a laughing remark. 

"She says you're cute." 

H. D. did not know whether to be pleated 
O¥ offended and before he could decide the 
acceleration took his breath away, They 
went up, up, a ridiculous distance, and at 
last he stepped out into another corridor. 

C01"ridor! The floor must have been forty 
yards across and most of It was moving, a 
aeries of horizontal escalators with three 
speeds in each direction, adjacent strips 
moving at different speeds. 
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strip and were moving away. Now Jones 
came trotting back, making little headway 
against the conveyor's motion. He had to 
chuckle. 

In my country, aaid the queen, you have 
to run like the devil to 6tay in the •arne 
place. 

"Come on, Mr. Haworth," Garry called. 
H. D. waited for the next opening in the 
rail to oppose him, took hold and stepped 
on. When he had come up, Garry efplained, 
"This Is Chicago-this building-this 1.1 the 
whole city, the business part, that is. This 
Is one of the transport levels." 

"Hmm." The place didn't look right-too 
bare, too empty. "Where are the atores? 
Where are the signs? Where are the people?" 

"Stores? Oh, this is jUst a garage. Work
Ing day's over. Just about everybody's gone 
home." 

"Garage?" 
"Sure, for flyers-remember? Here we 

are." 
The door Junior unlocked let them Into a 

space sufficiently garage-like in its barenesa, 
but the thirty feet of gold-and-crystal grace 
it sh111ltered was a thing of beauty, enough 
to warm the cockles of any limousine-lover's 
heart. As H. D. gave himself up to the up
holstery's caress he felt his old confidence 
return. 

The wall rolled away as Junior made some 
unperceived signal. With the slightest of 
vibration the flyer wafted out into the shad
owed evening. As the wingless craft emerged 
into space H. D.'s hands instinctively tight
ened their grip on the anns of hia chair. 
Then he relaxed w:ith a smile. He looked 
around with appreciation, ready to accept 
eoch new thrill with easy complacency. 

When the mounting flyer finally cleared 
the shadow of that Everest of a building they 
mtUt have been six thousand feet up. In the 
western distance the dipping sun ahed its 
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fire on a doll's garden of patched green, with here and there a spot of cheerful early 
autumn color. Charming, he thought patron� 
izingly, charming! 

!�'te�: �os�0':b�;��;. :d .:r:,r:JO: 
sudden impulse. 

Garry shook his head. "Too late. We'd 
never make It to Washington by six." The 
flyer was gaining speed and altitude. 

"What's all this about Waahingtonf What 
happens theret" 

Garry h�tated. "You have to take a trip, 
Mr. Haworth." 

H. D. leaned forward, unable to hear the 
laat words. With their mounting speed the 
whine oi violated air was becoming a acream. 
Gerry reached back over Junior's shoulder 
and hit a toggle at the right end of the 
Instrument board. It was like shutting off 
a radio. 

He repeated, "You have to take a trip, 
Mr. Haworth." 

"Trip. By heaven, you're as mysterious 
as that woman. Why don't you speak up! 
Well, never mind that" His eyes narrowed. 
"To whom does this airship belong!" 

Garry sighed, "To you, Mr. Haworth." 
"Tell that oaf to turn around and go 

back." 
Garry sighed again and shook hi.t head. 

"He won't, Mr. Haworth." The flyer wu 
arching through a dark swirling cumulus 
layer, still gaining speed. 

H. D.'a jaw set hard. He gritted his words. 
"I don't know just what this is," he said 

slowly, "but I know this. You won't get 
away with it. Nobody fools with me. I'll 
break you and that great goon of a great� 
great-grandson. Money still counts here
that woman said so." 

"Yes.'' 
"Yes. I suppose you know to whom the 

Haworth Trust reverts now?" 
"To you, Mr. Haworth." 
"Yes. And that means I'm one of th8 rich

est men in the world again." 
"No, sir." 
H. D.'s cold tone deepened. "What do 

you mean, no?" 
"Well, sir, times have changed, you might 

say." 
"Inflation!" H.D. exploded. 

' "No, air, none to �peak of. You can still 
get a loaf of bread for a quarter. It's just 
that the growth curve is pretty steep, and 
It gets steeper all the time. Atomic energy, 

you know, and no wars for a long time, and 
now no natural death. 

"You can get twelve percent on your 
money in a savings bank. It's really an ex
panding economy. Why, Chicago alone il 
worth mora in dollars and centa than all the 
nat!OIUI of earth in our time.'' 

H. D. reflected tlilil. "Well, how much ill 
the Tl'u.t worth?" 

G?u=�r. �����r�y :�io���� sa��� 
"What!" 
"Well," Garry hastened, '\I know It Lsn't 

much for twenty million to grow to after all 
this time, but there have been expenses! 
What we had to spend for protection In . the 
old days, when the mobs wanted to dynamite 
the vault! 

"The sutn!l that were spent on research to 
reVive you! And then the Administrator, 
Junior here, baa: to live up to the Haworth 
name and that'• expensive. He draws over 
a million a year.'' 

• 

"Why, that thieving, whlte-whiakered pip
squeak, I'll sue him within an inclr of hia 
life! I'll-" 

"Now, now, Mr. Haworth, you're still a 
wealthy man.'' 

H. D. glared. "Wealthy. Yes. And famous. 
The oldest Sleeper. Can't understand why 
the new1men haven't been after me. In my 
time--" 

"You're not news, sii-. Look, Mr. Haworth, 
I have some rather unpleasant things to tell 
you. ·I've been shirking It but I might as 
well tell you noW." 

H.D. shrugged off a faint twinge of appre
hension and leaned back in hia seat. He 
looked oul The flyer was rocketing through 
clear air, high above a sea of crimson cotton, 
no longer accelerating. 

He relaxed and pennitted himself a smile. 
He had life, health, and milliona. The bil
lions would come eaaily enough. Pah, what 
"unpleMant things" could mar this para
di.ee? 

"You did have al)me news value as the 
oldest and one of the deadest Sleepers-but 
you've been thoroughly Probed out tlWI last 
year.'' 

H.D. frowned Impatiently. "What's this 
'Probe' business? That woman mentioned it, 
and some 'Code'.'' 

"The Farbenstein Probe," Garry said, 
looking thoughtfully out at the darkling 
horizon, "ia, in atmple terms, a hypno-bio� 
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physical technique for reaching and inter
preting buried memories. Your thoughts and 
experiences are on file and the newsworthy 
ones have been published." 

H.D.'s mind refused to accept this horrible 
thought. He stared stupidly. 

"No! It can't be!" he gasped. "It's-it isn't 
possible! It isn't dece-nt!" 

"Oh, not all your thoughts," he explained 
quickly. "Just-well, I'd better just tell you 
as well ps I can about the Code." A very 
uneasy feeling mounted in H.D.'s breast as 
Garry continued. 

"The Ascension Code made some basic 
changes in the conditions of life. What it 
really did was take most of the irresponsibil
ity out of people's behavior. Because the 
freezatoria gave people hope that had no 
faith in Heaven-so the Code gave them 
fear, that didn't fear God. The Code put 
justice on a remorseless eye-for-an-eye ba
sis." 

H.D.'s blood ran slowly cold. He repressed 
the thought, denied it, rejected it, but in his 
heart he knew. His intuition had made the 
connection. Garry noted his heavy breathing, 
and felt a stir of pity. He continued, gazing 
out. 

"It's simple enough, in practise. Every 
fifty years each person must submit to a 
Survey-and all Sleepers when they're re
vived. By association techniques they're 
made, under the Probe, to admit everything 
they've done that was wrong, either by their 
own conscience or by the written law. 

"Then-well, you see--one outgrowth of 
the Probe is that suffering has been classi
fied, qualitatively and quantitatively. Oh, 
it's arbitrary on the edges, but not very, and 
where there's doubt there's cha�, of 
course. 

"After the Survey, if he's passed a certain 
allowable maximum in wrongdoing, a person 
must go to-the penal colony and experience 
himseU all the suffering he has caused, 
qualitatively and quantitatively as closely 
as possible." 

The question was only a whisper. "How 
long will I have to spend at this-this place--
where did you say?" 

"The penal colony? It's on the fourth 
planet. I guess we used to call it Mars." He 
hesitated. "In your case, I'm afraid-well, 
they say you hurt a lot of people." 

"It's ridiculous!" H.D. cried desperately. 
"It's barbaric! My word, even in our time 
reasonable people knew that reve-nge isn't 

civilized, even against eriminals. Can't they 
rehc.bilita.te people?" 

Garry grimaced, and spoke flatly, slowly. 
" 'There is no known deterrent from 

hannfully selfish action except fear of pun
ishment. Nor can there be a healthy mind 
as long as there exist.., a debt to conscience.' 
That's a translation from a schoolbook." 

H.D. sprawled in his chair like a poled ox. 
He recognized that he was beaten. His eyes 
stared vacantly, he mumbled over and over, 
"They can't, they can't." He did not notice 
the fh:er's swooping deceleration. 

S �f:��� w'::� ����:g���D� 1::�� 
up absently, little interest in his eyes. A 
great long cave-mouth yawned in the moun
tain that was Washington, bright in the 
gathering dusk. 

"There's our signal." A green eye was 
blinking rapidly. Junior settled the flyer in 
a curbed rectangle and H.D. had a moment 
to note t.he rows of craft, the conveyors, the 
rows of brightly lettered doors in the back
ground. Then the door of the flyer opened 
and a gray-uniformed man almost as big as 
Junior clambered in, carrying a little leather 
bag. 

H.D. watched in silence as the Adminis
trator and the stranger exchanged a few 
words and some sheaves of paper, to which 
each affixed a signature. Th�n the man in 
gray opened his bag and, with the tools he 
took out, began to do something to the flyer's 
instrument panel. He whistled as he worked, 
a jazzy dance tune, and the sound grotesque
ly accentuated the silence of the watching 
three. 

Jones stirred. "Well, here's where we get 
off, I guess." He stepped down out of the 
flyer, Junior after him, but when H.D. me
chanically followed, the Administrator's bulk 
blocked the door. He was smiling with 
polite embarrassment. 

"Move, you oaf!" H.D. snapped. 
"Sorry, !VIr. Haworth," parry said. "You're 

going on to . . . the penal colony." 
Red rage gripped H.D.; they were treating 

him like an animal, sending him off like a 
bull to the packing house. He gripped the 
door-frame with his hands, and in a quick 
motion set his foot against Junior's chest. 
The giant sprawled b.ackwards, a�d there 
was a satisfying thump as his head struck 
the pavement. 

An iron hand gripped H.D.'s shoulder. Th� 
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uniformed man's face was completely in
different, almost bored. He · merely held 
H.D. until he relaxed and sank shaking into 
a seat. Junior was on his feet, rubbing his 
head, the oafish smile a little rueful now. 

The man in gray resumed his work and his 
whistling. It was intolerable. Those two with 
their sympathetic silence, and this fellow 
with his cheerful, loathsome whistling. He 
had to say something. 

"How's a little can like this able to get to 
another planet?" 

"Oh, we're pretty good engineers these 
days," Garry said eagerly. "Tell you about 
it sometime. Well, the J-man's fixing your 
pilot signal now. It'll fly on automatic. It 
ought to be pretty interesting, really, your 
first space trip and all." 

H.D. scarcely heard him. The "J-man" 
had put his tools back in their bag and was 
descending to the pavement. The door closed 
with a ringing sound and the J-man was 
doing something to it from the outside. De
spairing, frustrated tears welled in H.D.'s 
eyes. His knuckles whitened. 

A faint vibration stirred in the flyer and 
H.D. looked around in panic. Going al
ready? He felt horribly afraid. He had an 
impulse to claw the walls. Garry caught his 
wild look and returned a glance of sym
pathy. His lips moved, but no sound came. 

• 

H.D. stared. Garry's lips moved again, and 
he gestured. H.D. remembered then and hit 
the toggle. 

". . easy, Mr. Haworth." Garry's voice 
was as clear now as though he spoke beside 
him. 

The flyer lifted gently and eased around 
in a 180-degree turn. The last tints of 
evening glowed in the western sky, the 
earth was lost in darkness and the first 
insolent stars were mocking him. 

Garry, on the other side now, called again. 
"Take it as it comes, Mr. Haworth. It 

won't last forever, even if it seems like il 
Son of a gun-said the wrong thing again, 
didn't I !"  

H.D.  screamed, "Appeal! Appeal the 
case!" 

Garry sadly shook his head. " 'There is no 
known deterrent from harmfully selfish ac
tion except fear of punishment. Nor can 
there be a healthy mind as long as there 
exists a debt to conscience.' " 

The flyer was easing out into the night, 
toward that red star of evil. 

"You say Mars isn't called Mars any 
more?" he called hoarsely, pressing desper
ately against the hard crystal. 

"No," Garry called softly and the quiet 
words were still very clear. "Now they call 
it Hell." 

Because he is branded a misfit ,  Deker volunteers for N i iVana-which br ings 
him surcease for aeons-but at each awaken ing he i s  aga i n  tormented by 
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Professor Abner Aarons, mathematician, is forced to probe 
the supreme probl�m-with his life the price of failure! 
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0 NE would hardly 
choose the life of 
an assistant pro

fessor of mathematics at 
an Eastern University as 
an adventurous one. Pro
fessors in general are 
ieputed to drone out a 

, quiet, scholarly existence, 
a n d  a n  instructor o f  
mathematics might seem 

the driest and least lively of men, since his 
subject is perhaps the most desiccated. And 
yet even the lifeless science of figures has had 
its dreamers-Clerk-Maxwell, Lobachewski, 
Einstein and the rest. The latter, the great 
Albert Einstein himself who is forging the 
only chain that ever tied · a  philosopher's 
dream to experimental science, is pounding 
his links of tenuous mathematical symbols, 
shadowy as thought, but unbreakable. 

And don't forget that "Alice in Wonder
land" was written by a mathemmician. Not 
that I class myself with them. I'm practical 
enough to leave fantasies alone. Teaching is 
my business. 

At least, teaching is my main business. I 
do a little statistical work for industrial cor
porations when the occasion presents itself
in fact, you'll find my name in the classified 
section: Abner Aarons, Statistician and Con
sulting Mathematician. I eke out my profes
sional salary, and I do at times strike some
thing interesting. Of course, in the main such 
work consists of graphing trends of consump
tion for manufacturers, or population in
creases for public utilities. 

And occasionally some up-and-coming 
advertising agency will consult me on how 
many sardine cans would be needed to fill the 
Panama Canal, or some such material to use 
as catch advertising copy. Not exactly excit
ing work, but it helps financially. 

university had been closed for some weeks. 
The summer session was about to open, with
out however, the benefit of my presence. I 
was taking a vacation, leaving in two or three 
days for a Vermont village I know, where 
the brook trout cared not a bit whether a 
prize-fighter, president, or professor was on 
the hither end of the line. And I was going 
alone; three-quarters of the year before a 
classroom full of the tadpoles called college 
students had thoroughly wearied me of any 
further desire for human companionship. 
My social instincts were temporarily in abey
ance. 

Nevertheless, I'm not unthrifty enough to 
disregard an opportunity to turn an honest 
penny, and the call was far from unwelcome. 
Even the modest holiday I planned can bite 
deeply enough into the financial foundation of 
an assistant professor's pittance. And the 
work sounded like one of these fairly lucra
tive and rather simple propositions. 

"This is Court Strawn," the telephone an
nounced. "I'm an experimental chemist, and 
I've completed a rather long series of experi
ments. I want them tabulated and the results 
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analyzed. Do you do that sort of work?" delaying my vacation if I could help it. 
I did, and acknowledged as much. I took the subway. Taxis are a needless 
"It will be necessary for you to call here luxury to a professor, and a car of my own 

for your data," the voice continued. Strange- was an unrealized ambition. It wasn't long 
ly unctuous, that voice. "It is impossible for before I entered one of the nondescript brown 
me to leave." There followed an address on houses that still survive west of the avenue. 
West Seventieth Street. Strawn let me in, and I perceived the reason 

Well, I'd called for data before. Generally for hls request. The man was horribly 
the stuff was delivered or mailed to me, but crippled; his whole left side was warped like 
his request wasn't extraordinary. I agreed, a gnarled oak, and he was hard put to hobble 
and added that I'd be over shortly. No use about the house. For the rest-stringy dark 
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hair, and little tense eyes. 

He greeted me pleasantly enough, and I 
entered a small library, while my host 
hobbled over to a littered desk, seating him
self facing me. The deep-set eyes looked me 
over, and he chuckled. 

"Are you a goo<L-. mathematician, Doctor 
Aarons?" he asked. There was more than a 
hint of a sneer in his voice. 

"My work has been satisfactory," I an
swered, somewhat nettled. "I've been doing 
statistical work for several years." 

He waved a shriveled left hand. 
"Of course-of course! I don't doubt your 

practical ability. Are you, however, well 
versed in the more abstract branches-the 
theory of numbers, for instance, or the hyper
spatial mathematics?" 

I was feeling rather irritated. There was 
something about the man-

"1 don't see that any of this is necessary 
in statistical analysis of experimental re
sults," I said. "If you'll give me your data, 
I'll be going." 

He chuckled again, seeming hugely amused. 
"As a matter of fact, Doctor Aarons," he 

said smirking. "the experiment Isn't com
pleted yet. Indeed, to tell the truth, it is just 
beginning." 

"What!" I was really angry. "If this Is your 
idea of a joke-" I started to rise, thoroughly 
aroused 

"Just a moment," said Strawn coolly. He 
leveled a very effective looking blue-barreled 
automatic at me. I sat down again open
mouthed. I confess to a feeling of panic at 
the sight of the cripple's beady little eyes 
peering along the ugly weapon. 

"Common politeness dictates that you at 
least hear me out, Doctor Aarons." I didn't 
like the oily smoothness of his voice, but what 
was I to do? "As I was saying, the experi
ment is just beginning. As a matter of fact, 
you are the experiment!" 

"Eh ?" I said, wondering again if the whole 
thing might not be a joke of some sort. 

"You're a mathematician, aren't you?" 
Strawn continued. "Well, that makes you 
fair game for me. A mathematician, my good 
friend, is no more to me than something to be 
hunted down. And I'm doing it!" 

o��:�����nyd!:e�:: ::s
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hold myself calm. Best to reason with him, I 
thought. 

"But why?" I asked. "We're a harmless 
lot" 

His eyes blazed up with a fierCe light. 
"Harmless, eh, harmless! Well, it was one 

of your colleagues that did-this! "  He indi
cated his withered leg with his withered 
arm. "He did this with his lying calcula
tions!" He leaned forward confidentially. 
"Listen to me, Doctor Aarons. I am a 
chemist, or was once. I used to work with 
explosives, and was pretty good, too. And 
then one of you blasted calculators figured 
out a formula for me! A misplaced decimal 
point-bah! You're all fair game to me!" He 
paused, and the sneer came back to his lips. 
"That's simple justice now, isn't it?" 

Well, you can imagine how thoroughly 
horrified I was, sitting there facing a homi
cidal maniac with a loaded gun in his hand. 
Humor him! I'd heard that was the best 
treatment :Use persuasion, reason! 

"Now, Mr. Strawn," I said, "you're cer
tainly entitled to justice. Yes, you certainly 
are! But surely, Mr. Strawn, you are not 
serving the ends of justice by venting your 
anger on me! Surely that isn't justice." 

He laughed wildly and continued. "A very 
specious argument, Doctor Aarons. You are 
simply unfortunate in that your name is the 
first in the classified section of the directory. 
Had your colleague given me a chance--any 
slightest chance to save my body from this 
that you see, I might be forgiving. But I 
trusted that fool's calculations!" 

He twisted his face again into that bitter 
leer. "As it is, I am giving you far more of 
a chance than I had. If, as you claim, you 
are a good mathematician, you shall have 
your opportunity to escape. I have no quarrel 
with the real students of figures, but only"
his leer became a very sinister scowl-"only 
with the dullards, the fakes, and the blunder
ers. Yes, you'll have your chance!" The grin 
returned to his lips, but his eyes behind the 
blue automatic never wavered. 

I saw no other alternative but to continue 
the ghastly farce. Certainly open opposition 
to any of his suggestions might only inflame 
the maniac to violence, so I merely ques
tioned: "And what is the proposition, Mr. 
Strawn?" 

The scowl became a sneer again. "A very 
fair one, sir. A very fair proposition, indeed." 
He chuckled. 

"I should like to hear it," I said, hoping for 
an interruption of some sort. 
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"You shall. It is just this: You are a 

mathematician, and you say, a good one. 
Very well. We shall put your claim to the 
test. I am thinking of a mathematical quan
tity, a numerical expression, if you prefer. 
You have ten questions to discover it. If you 
do so you are free as far as I am concerned. 
But if you fail-his scowl reappeared-"well, 
if you fail I shall recognize you as one of the 
tribe of blunderers against whom I war, and 
the outcome will not be pleasant!" 

Well! It was several moments before I 
found my voice, and began to protest. "But, 
Mr. Strawn! That's an utter impossibility! 
The range of numbers is infinite-how can I 
identify one with ten questions? Give me a 
fair test. man! This one offers not a chance 
in a million! In a billion!" 

He silenced me with a wave of the blue 
barrel of his weapon. 

''Remember, Doctor Aarons, I did not .say 
it was a number. I said a numerical expres
sion, which is a vastly wider field. I am giv
ing you this hint without deducting a ques
tion. You must appreciate my magnanimity!" 
He laughed. "The rules of our little game 
are as follows: You may ask me any questions 
except the direct question, 'What is the ex
pression?' I am bound to answer you in full 
and to the best of my knowledge any ques
tion except the direct inquiry. You may ask 
me as many questions at a time as you wish 
up to your limit of ten, but in any event I 
will answer not less than two per day. That 
should give you sufficient time for reflection" 
-again that horrible chuckle--"and my time 
too is limited." 

"But, Mr. Strawn," I argued, "that may 
keep me here five days. Don't you know that 
by tomorrow my wife will have the police 
searching for me?" 

A glint of anger flashed in the mad eyes. 
"You are not being fair, Doctor Aarons! I 
know you are not married! I checked up on 
you before you came here. I know you will 
not be missed. Do not attempt to lie to me
rather help me serve the ends of justice! You 
should be more than willing to prove your 
worth to survive as one of the true mathema
ticians." He rose suddenly. "And now, sir, 
you will please precede me through the door 
and up those stairs!" 

N°
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at least to an unadventurous soul like myself. 

I rose and stalked out of the room at his 
direction, up the stairs and through a door he 
indicated. Beyond was a windowless little 
cell ventilated by a skylight, and the first 
glance revealed that this was barred. A pieCe 
of furniture of the type known as a day-bed, 
a deep overstuffed chair, and a desk made up 
the furnishings. 

"Here," said the self-appointed host, "is 
your student's cell. On the desk is a carafe 
of water, and, as you see, an unabridged 
dictionary. That is the only reference allowed 
in our little game." He glanced at his watch. 
''It is ten minutes to four. By four tomorrow 
you must have asked me two questions. Two 
questions, and have them well thought out! 
The ten minutes over are a gift from me, lest 
you doubt my generosity!" He moved toward 
the door. "I will see that your meals are on 
time," he added. "My best wishes, Doctor 
Aarons.'' 

The door clicked shut and I at once com
menced a survey of the room. The skylight 
was hopeless, and the door even more so. I 
was securely and ingloriously imprisoned. 
I spent perhaps half an hour in painstaking 
and fruitless inspection, but the room had 
been well designed or adapted to ·its purpose. 
The massive door was barred on the outside, 
the skylight was guarded by a heavy iron 
grating, and the walls offered no slightest 
hope. Abner Aarons� was most certainly a 
prisoner! 

My mind turned to Strawn's insane game. 
Perhaps I could solve his mad mystery-at 
the least, I could keep him from violence 
for five days, and something might occur in 
the interim. I found cigars on the desk, 
and, forcing myself to a degree of calm, I lit 
one and sat doWn to think. 

Certainly there was no use in getting at 
his lunatic concept from a quantitative angle. 
I 'could waste all ten questions too easily by 
asking, "Is it greater or less than a million? 
Is it greater or less than a thousand? Is it 
greater or less than a hundred?" Impossible 
to pin the thing by that sort of elimination 
when it might be a negative number, a fracw 
tion or a decimal, or even an imaginary nwn
ber like the square root of minus one--or, 
for that matter, any possible combination of 
these. And that reflection gave me- my im
pulse for the first question. By the time my 
cigar had been consumed to a tattered stub 
I had formulated my initial inquiry. Nor 
had I very long to wait. It was just past six 
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when the door opened. 

"Stand away from the door, Doctor 
Aarons," came the voice of my host. I com
plied perforce; the madman entered, pushing 
before him a tea wagon bearing a really re
spectable meal, complete from bouillon to a 
bottle of wine. He propelled the cart with his 
withered left hand, the right brandished the 
evil automatic. 

"I trust you have used your time well," he 
sneered. 

"At least I have my first question," I re
sponded. 

"Good, Doctor Aarons! Very good! Let us 
hear it." 

"Well," I continued, "among numbers, ex
pressions of quantity, mathematicians recog
nize two broad distinctions-two fields in 
which every possible numerical expression 
may be classified. These two classifications 
are known as real numbers on the one hand, 
including every number both positive and 
negative, all fractions, decimals, and multiples 
of these numbers, and on the other hand the 
class of imaginary numbers, which include 
all products of operations on the quantity 
called 'e,' otherwise expressed as the square 
root of minus one." 

"Of course- That is elementary!" 
"Now then-is this quantity of "yours real 

or imaginary?" 
He beamed with a sinister satisfaction. 
"A very fair question, sir! Very fair! And 

the answer-may it assist you-is that it is 
either!" 

A light seemed to burst in my brain! Any 
student of numbers knows that only one 
figure is both real and imaginary, the one that 
marks the point of intersection between the 
real and imaginary numbergraphs. "I've got 
it!" 

The phrase kept running through my 
mind like a crazy drumbeat! With an effort 
I kept an appearance of calm. 

"Mr. Strawn,'' I said, "is the quantity you 
have in mind zero?" 

He laughed-a nasty, superior laugh that 
rasped in my ears. 

"It is not, Doctor Aarons! I know as well 
as you that zero is both a real and imaginary 
number! Let me call your attention to my 
answer. I did not say that my concept was 
both real and imaginary-! said it was 
either!" He was backing toward the door. 
"Let me further remind you that you have 
eight guesses remaining, since I am forced to 

consider this premature shot in the dark as 
one chance! Good evening! 

D
E WAS gone. I heard the bar outside 

the door settle into its socket with a 
thump. I stood in t'he throes of despair, and 
cast scarcely a glance at the rather sump
tuous repast he had served me, but slumped 
back into my chair. 

It seemed hours before my thoughts were 
coherent again. Actually I never knew the 
interval, since I did not glance at my watch. 
However, sooner or later I recovered enough 
to pour a tumbler of wine and eat a bite of 
the roast beef; the bouillon was hopelessly 
cold. And then I settled down to the con
sideration of my third question. 

From Strawn's several hints in the wording 
of his terms and the answers to my first and 
second queries, I tabulated what information 
I could glean. He had specifically designated 
a numerical expression. That eliminated the 
x's and y's of algebraic usage. The quantity 
was either real or imaginary and was not 
zero; well, the square of any imaginary is a 
real number. If the quantity contained more 
than one figure, or if an exponent was used, 
then I felt sure his expression was merely the 
square of an imaginary; one could consider 
such a quantity either real or imaginary. A 
means of determining this by a single ques
tion occurred to me. I scribbled a few sym- . 
·bois on a sheet of paper, and then, feeling a 
sudden and thorough exhaustion, I threw 
myself on the daybed and slepl I dreamed 
Strawn was pushing me into a nightmarish 
sea of grinning mathematical monsters. 

The creaking of the door aroused me. Sun
beams illuminated the skylight. I had slept 
out the night. Strawn entered balancing a 
tray on his left arm, holding the ever-present 
weapon in his free hand. He placed a half 
dozen covered dishes on the tea-cart, remov
ing the remains of the meal to his tray. 

"A poor appetite, Doctor Aarons," he com
mented. "You should not permit your 
anxiety to serve the ends of justice to upset 
you!" He chuckled with enjoyment of his 
sarcasm. "No matter-you have until four 
tomorrow for your next two." 

"I have a question," I said, more thoroughly 
awakened. I rose and spread the sheet of 
paper on the desk. 

"A numerical quantity, Mr. Strawn, can 
be expressed as an operation on numbers. 
Thus, instead of writing the numeral '4' one 
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may preler to express it as a product, such as 
'2x2,' or as a sum, as '3+ 1,' or as a quotient, 
as '8.+-2' or '8/2,' or as a remainder, as '5-l.' 
Or even in other ways--as a square, such as 
22, or as a root, such as V 16 or �64. All dif
ferent methods of expressing the single 
quantity '4.' Now here I have written out 
the various mathematical symbols of opera
tions. My question is this: Which if any of 
these symbols is used in the expression you 
have in mind?" 

"Very neatly put, Doctor Aarons! You 
have succeeded in combining several ques
tions in one." He took the paper from me, 
spreading it on the desk before him. "This 
symbol, sir, is the one used.'' He indicated 
the first one in my list-the subtraction sign, 
a simple dash! 

And my hopes, to use the triviality of a 
pun, were dashed as well! For that sign 
eliminated my carefully thought-out theory 
of a product or square of imaginaries to form 
a real number. You can't change imaginary 
to real by addition or subtraction; it takes 
multiplication, squaring or division to per
form that mathematical magic! Once more 
I was thoroughly at sea, and for a long time 
I was unable to marshal my thoughts. 

And so the hours dragged into days with 
the tantalizing slow swiftness that tortures 
the condemned in a prison death house. I 
seemed checkmated at every turn; curious 
paradoxical answers defeated all my ques
tions. 

My fourth query, "Are there any imagi
naries in your quantity?" elicited a cool, 
definite "No." My fifth, "How many digits 
are used in this expression?" brought forth 
an equally definite "two." 

Now there you are! What two digits con
neCted by a minus sign can you name whose 
remainder is either real or imaginary? "An 
impossibility," I thought. "This maniac's 
merely torturing me!" And yet-somehow 
Strawn's madness seemed too ingenious, too 
clever, for such an answer. He was slncere 
in his perverted search for justice. I'd have 
sworn to that. 

ON MY sixth question, 1 had an inspira
tion! By the tenus of our game, Strawn 

was to answer any question save the direct 
one, "What is this expression?" I saw a way 
out! On his next appearance I met him with 
feverish excitement, barely waiting for his 
entrance to begin my query. 

''Mr. Strawn! Here is a question you are 
bound by your own rules to answer. Suppose 
we place an equal sign after your quantity, 
what number or numbers will complete the 
equation: What i.s the quantity equal to?" 

Why was the fiend laughing? Could he 
squirm out of that poser? 

"Very clever, Doctor Aarons. A very 
clever question. And the answer is-any
thing!" 

1 suppose I shouted. "Anything! Any
thing! Then you're a fraud, and your game's 
a damnable trickery. There's no such ex
pression!" 

"But there is, Doctor! A good mathemati
cian could find it!" And he departed, still 
laughing. 

I spent a sleepless nighl Hour after hour 
I sat at that hateful desk, checking my scraps 
of information, thinking, trying to remember 
fragments of all-but-forgotten theories. And 
I found solutions! Not one, but several. 

How I sweated over them! With four ques
tions-two days--left to me, the solution of 
the problem began to loom very close. The 
things dinned in my brain; my judgment 
counseled me to proceed slowly, to check my 
progress with another question, but .my 
nature was rebelling against the incessant 
strain. "Stake it all on your last four ques
tions! Ask them all at once, and end this 
agony one way or the other!" 

I thought I saw the answer. Oh, the fiend
ish, in�ane cleverness of the man! He had 
pointed to the minus sign on my list, deliber
ately misled me, for all the time the symbol 
had meant the bar of a fraction. Do you see? 
The two symbols are identical-just a simple 
dash-but one use means subtraction and the 
other division! "1-1" means zero, but "1/1" 
means one! And by division his problem 
could be solved. 

For there is a quantity that means literally 
anything, real number or imaginary, and that 
quantity is "0/0"! Yes, zero divided by zero. 
You'd think offhand that the answer'd be 
zero, or perhaps one, but it isn't, not neces
sarily. Look at it like this; take the equation 
"2x3=6." See? That's another way of saying 
that two goes into six three times. Now take 
"0x6=0." Perfectly correct, isn't it? Well, 
in that equation zero goes into zero si:c times! 
Or "0/0=6"! And so on for any number, 
real or imaginary-zero divided by zero 
equals anything! 

· 

And that's what I figured the tlend had 
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done. Pointed to the minus sign when he 
meant the bar of a fraction, or division! 

He came grinning at dawn. 
"Are your questions ready, Doctor? I be

lieve you have four remaining." 
I looked at him. "Mr. Strawn, is your con

cept zero divided by zero?" 
He grinned. "No sir, it is not!" 
I wasn't disheartened. There was just one 

other symbol I had been thinking of that 
would meet the requirement-one other 
possibility. My eighth question followed. 
''Then is it infinity divided by infinity?" 

The grin widened. "It is not, Doctor 
Aarons." 

I was a little panicky then! The end 
loomed awfully near! There was one way to 
find out if the thing • was fraudulent or not. 
I used my ninth question: 

"Mr. Strawn, when you designated the 
dash as the mathematical symbol used in 
your expression, did you mean it as the bar 
of a fraction or as the sign of subtraction?" 

"As the subtraction sign, Doctor Aarons. 
You have one more question. Will you wait 
until tomorrow to ask it?" 

The fiend was grinning in huge enjoyment. 
Thoroughly confident, he was, in the intrica
cies of his insane game. I hesitated in a 
torture of frenzied indecision. The appalling 
prospect of another agonized night of doubts 
decided me. 

"I'll ask it now, Mr. Strawn!" 
It had to be right! There weren't any other 

possibilities. I'd exhausted all of them in 
hour after hour of miserable conjecture! 

,"Is the expression-the one you're thinking 
of-infinity minus infinity?" 

It was! I knew it by the madman's glare 

of amazed disappoi.Q.tment. 
''The devil must have told you!" he 

shrieked. I think there were flecks of froth 
on his lips. He lowered the gun in his hand 
as I edged toward the door. He made no 
move to stop me, but stood in a sort of deso
late silence until I gained the top of the 
stairway. Then-

"Wait a minute!" he screamed. "You'll tell 
them! Wait just a minute, Doctor Aarons!" 

I was down the stairs in two leaps, and 
tugging at the door. Strawn came after me, 
his gun leveled. I heard it crash as the door 
opened and I slipped out into a welcome day
light. 

Yes, I reported him. The police got him 
as he was slipping away and dragged him 
before an alienist. Crazy, but his story was 
true-he had been mangled in an experi
mental laboratory explosion. 

Oh, the problem? Don't you see? Infinity 
is the greatest expression of number possible 
-a number greater than any conceivable. 
Figure it out like this: 

The mathematician's symbol for infinity 
is a tipsy eight, so: 8 

Well, take the question, 8 +6= 8 . That's 
true because you can't add anything to infin
ity that will make it any greater than it is. 
See? It's the greatest possible number al
ready. Well then, just by transposition, 
8 - 8 =6. And so on; the same system 

applies to any conceivable number, real or 
imaginary. 

There you are! Infinity minus itself equals 
any quantity, absolutely any number, real or 
imaginary, from zero to infinity. No, there 
was nothing wrong with Court Strawn's 
mathematics. 

COM I NG NEXT I SSUE 

THE MICROSCOPIC GIANTS 
A H a l l  of Fame C lassic by PAUL ERNSli 
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years ago, contains some interesting 
prophecies as to the nature of a WOrld War 
Two not yet begun and has some remarkable 
observations concerning the very nature of 
matter. Also and far from incidentally, it is 
a darn exciting yarn. 

As usual, there will be many other stories 
by the ablest authors now penning st£
stories of current interest and speculation. 
And Ye Ed will be on hand with his Review 
of the Science Fiction Fan Publications, to 
say nothing of this department. STARTLING �TORIES for May will be an outstanding 

T���r����!. 0��:�:���o�l�::��s t�: 
to be relegated to a waste-basket which they 
do not deserve. If it keeps up, we shall have 
to follow the suggestion of some of you fans 
to cut out the stories completely and run only 
letters and comment-though what you fine 
people would write about in such a case 
escapes us entirely. 

However, do keep them coming and rest 
assured that if your opus magnus is squeezed 
out it has been read and appreciated-and 
there is always a next time. We like evi
dences of reader interest in what we are 
trying to do---which means we like letters 
and lots of them. We'll run them aplenty. 

The mail this time is noticeable for its lack 
of poetic missives . . .  perhaps this points a 
trend but we hope not. We'll open with an 
epistle all the way from Stockholm, Sweden, 
the first we recall seeing from the Venice of 
the North. Here goes-

SWEDEN LOWDOWN 
by Hans Tombrock 

RAcES . . . .  
Is surely one of 

May: 
Have not read the novel yet. OISCMEN . . . .  �t,�MBUS • • • •  Jupiter. THE ARBITER • 

f81JbooM 
b.. a lead 
(Binder I 
DREAMS 
PROXY 
Hamilton) 

You may have something there at that, 
Hans. We sincerely hope you come up with 
some heavy responses . . . also we believe 
tentative steps have been taken in this di
rection-at least among American, British 
Dominion, British and French fans. Maybe 
you can latch on. 

Sorry about the Sarge, but he's safely 
. Pluto. Man what buried and best left undisinterred. As for 

123 
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the Story Behind et cetera-reasons for di.s
continuance of these departments are too 
obvious to need explanation here. Figure it 
out for yourseU. 

We're glad you like us, however, and hone 
you continue to. 

All right, all right, so you don't like our 
wrappings. As for FANTASY, we regret to 
say that the fledgling is a casualty to paper 
restriction of the most recent British "auste
rity" edicts. Too bad, but let's hope for a 
speedy revival. You'll find more about it in 
the Fanzine review of this issue-address 
et al. 

WE GUARANTEE RESU LTS 
by L. L. Shepherd 

Well, November was or is the football sea
son, so it seems to us that :.einster's story 
was timely to say the least. If you continue 
to have nightmares, better get some gnaw
proof ankle braces or wade in a tub of ase
fetida. That should do the trick. And it was 
so stf! 

One thing about this cover business. We've 
said it and we'll say it again-the cover is not 
an illustration. It is a design intended to 
symbolize the story selected for cover de
piction. Oddly enough, this time it did follow 
the story with remarkable closeness. 

As for the vari-colored skies, they are 
simply designed to enable the would-be read
er to spot them on the newsstands. It is 
definite and understandable policy never to 
have the same background color on two suc
cessive issues. Otherwise a lot of our readers 
would not be aware that a new issue is out. 
So, if you get a green, yellow or puce sky, 
just grin and bear it. 

We thought Mrs. St. Clair's articles in WD 
interesting and amusing-definitely nothing 
at which to take umbrage, whatever that is. 
You'll continue to see her work in this 
magazine and TWS. And yrs, trly, handles 
the letters by himself. Which is enough 
neck-sticking-out by us for now. 

APO LOG I A  
b y  Captain K .  F .  Slater 
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You may have started something, Captain 
Slater. However, since there are only forty
seven sounds in the English language it 
seems to us that the true phonetic alphabet 
should do the trick, regardless of origin or 
locale. We do not include those Robyn le 
Roy horrors in any known phonetic language. 

WELL, HARDLY ANY 
by Leon ldelson 

What are you trying to do--put our authors 
out of work, Leon? As for the look of horror, 
its cause seems sufficiently evident. The 
young lady on the November cover, suddenly 
horror-stricken to realize that her slip must 
be showing through the rents in her garment, 
is even more appalled to learn that she forgot 
to wear one. 

Next, please . . , • 

WHAT'S PU? 
by Russell Clagett 

co����'teWIZS!n��r:����,�
t
n:dU:.'t �'!�

l
.
d 

be to use 
Okay, how do you do that1-750i He1rtford Rd., Bo.l

tlm07l! l4, Md. 

Don't ask us-but we have heard that no 
atomic bomb has yet been detonated with 
anything like its maximum efficiency. F�:ank
ly we aren't anxious to be in the neighbor
hood when one is. But we do believe the 
boys have the equipment and know-how to 
wreak a lot more ruin than they already 
have. 

Some fun! 

KRUC ERSDORP B E-BOP 
by Eddy v a n  Wyk 

D�ar Editor: I am a South African but no Icky. 
Lls�n and get a load of thl-m� bel"ll an �x-volun
teer l app.-..date SS storl� but me and !he local fan! 
tt:eC klekN! for our trnubl�. thanks to that stutr they 
call coven by Belanky and Berg�y. 

'Ibey're out of this world-but out! feel-
!!'�·tN!ba�

e 
A��� ��e:"r�c d�� 5 � 

ment. Let me know when · some-
���o�� T:..,����� 1��6 frlea. Kn.-

You and your gang rate another kick in 
the shins for that one. 

ME NO CUT 
by Joe  Kirschnick 

Dear Ed: J wrote long l�tt�r. You cut. Now Short 
l�tt�r. Sav� troubl. 

Man In cap . . .  v�ry gud. First time world saved 
by,.go,t, 'l:'lo��

a
_
d
: .  also v.G. Better If longer. 

Chaos . . thll ty� nu Is SS. Mor. mor. 
Anastomosis . . .  ldu not nu. purly written. 

\ Otherwise okay. 
Bergey's cover (cover?). Horrlbl�. Colon bad. Girl 

u
�"Ustratlons for Man In cap ftne. Who? Kl�mle on 69 nice. 
N&po\1 on 77 eonfu..lnji� and poor. 
Astarlt.a on 81 nice, ao, lo nice . .  nice. 

M�.:C..t,nr
a"dolph cruy. Likes Bergey and {ugh\) 

You a"' untalr !  Some !etten tu short. Oth�n at 
end 100 long. Cut o� don't. Unfalr.--4018 Co\bonur Road, Bo.IUmo�e %9, Mllrl/lll:l'ld. 

Me don't know whf!t say-should cut whole ��nJ, jc!�be-huh? Maybe you like pot on 
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DRAW TWO 
by Arthur H.  Rapp 

write. lurr�:���'1io����. �:� $:�e:���n=l about that 
Slu1ekln1 ot poems: 

l'v• ofU... •e•11 11 BO!TVflf BEM; 
l tDilh J'd llf'U!T IIl1D OIIe, r,�t ..:.:.;; !:� �� '�':,ID�!:.• 

Defemeless, we no Roscoe own 
To drill him who head-cheesed us 
And so, ala.!, we must condone 
The written slugs of him who creased tu. 

But let dear Arthur yet . b eware 
Because when we get loaded 
W e'U exhale on him poisoned air 
A habit when thus goaded. 

He'll gag and choke, his arms will /14il 
He'll fall into convulsions 
And then his life will surely fail 
Unl.ess we give him wa:rm emulsions-. 

Which we won't! 

MO' FROM JOPL I N  
b y  Frances Hubacek 

teous question that, but our curiosity is over
whelming us)? This business about "mushy 
love stuff" has us wondering. Verne Stevens 
did the pic on page 11 and we'll do our best 
to keep Mrs. St. Clair's stories coming. 

LOVE THAT LE I NST E R !  
by J im Kennedy 

We once thought an all-Morgan radio pro
gram might be something-what with Henry, 
Frank, Ralph, Russ and Claudia available to 
name a few such in the entertainment field. 
But nothing came of it. So we say, "Ken
nedys go bragh!" 

REWARDED AGA I N  
b y  R .  E .  Ward 

Leinster is currently at work on another 
novel for SS-so you'll be seeing him again 
soon unless plans go awry. As for Clyde Beck 
-he is not another pen-name for Kuttner 
nor anyone else. He lives in Lakeport, Cali
fornia, and his ANASTOMOSIS came to . us 
in the mail. 

How old are you, Frances (mighty discour- We liked it too and hope he comes up with 
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more like it-well, not exactly like it, but COUNTER ATTACK 
just as good. by Pfc James Evans 

MAN WITH GOLDB ERGS 
( Rube, that is I 

by Joe Pygman 

Well, Joe, we caiUlot escape the conclusion 
that a good memory and a few key books in 
the shelf are a whole lot simpler. Just to fix 
your wagon, we are going to suggest a col
lapsible cart guaranteed to break down en 
route only to the race track, thus preventing 
its owner from squandering his wherewith
al on dogs masquerading as blooded steeds 

A special mind-scanner alongside the dash
board will note when its owner's mind is 
bent on the sixth at, say, Pimlico and will 
cause the chassis to lower itself to pavement 
level upon contact with which small grap
pling irons will become finnly fastened in 
the ground. 

As a matter of fact we once built such a 
wagon but the wheels fell off. You and your 
slumber cabinet! 

Lachrymose, my foot! Well, we put you in 
print anyway, waste basket or no. Glad you 
liked our Leinster lead and TEV at any rate. 
As for the HoF squawk, we were on the 
wagon when it was selected and are still 
happily wed. So I dunno. 

Actually, much of the old stuff was terrible 
by modern standards. STF was new in those 
days and authors, editor and readers alike 
were too enthralled with the idea to care 
much about literary merit. However, occa
sional fine yarns were written and printed 
and we are seriously doing our best to ge' 
them into the HoF. · 

T H E  WAR R E N  VI EWPO I NT 
by Bil l  Warren 
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You and us both, Bill. Probably, they just 
like to howl. 

ERRATUM 
b y  H ugh Mci nnis 

Leinster, confronted with your letter, 
Hugh, says that your reasoning is perfectly 
correct--except that Jim Hunt was jest pro
pelled. We're still trying to figure out that 
one. Where's the jest anyway? Actually, 
apologies for a first-year-physics blunder. 
It should have been caught in editing or 
proof. 

NO M ERIT IN MERR ITT 
by Wanda Reid 

We're afraid you asked for it, Wanda, but 
let's wait and see. Come to think of it, Mer
ritt never has rated serious literary con
sideration-but he could and did pack in the 
old atmosphere. Wonder why So many of the 
old "masters" were verbose beyond the 
styles current in their own eras. Bulwer 
Lytton, Lovecraft and the rest. Even Dun
sany had a certain fondness for over-dulcet 
prose at time and as for Rider Haggard . . .  ! 

Personally, while no apostle of Heming
way sparseness in st£ writing, we don't see 
that this verbosity helped. 

H EY, R I C K !  
b y  Rick Sneary 

D<!ar Ed: Well now that the lonna\ stutl! b over I'll 
get down and talk. 

I didn't have room to uy I ;�� ��r :�p�� �t!:rt��-=�� 
:'�sira�da 

hi:'v� �o;' 
moved me 

It's a little late in the season for air-cool
ing now, Rick. Should you get to Manhattan, 
by all means drop in. 

QU ERY ON WEI N BA U M  
b y  F. C. Benson 

And a number of other storle$ onu published In 
StarUing Storlet. I Am Intereste-d In prevision and r.rophesy In those wonderful tales of the land of time 
o eome.-P. 0. Bo.r SJIC, Chicago 7, IUi!WU. 
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We are sorry to say that, at present, we 
can tell you of no complete version of the 
late Stanley G. Weinbaum. To obtain them, 
you might check the Fanzine Review in this 
issue for addresses of amateur publishers in 
touch with dealers in old stf material. Some 
of them should have all or part of what you 
wish. Note especially FANTASY ADVER
TISER and THE KAY-MAR TRADER. 

FANTAPH O B E  
b y  Jordan Green 

Jordan, we would like to know if you 
simply reverse your judgments to be against 
the field and have a rousing old argument, or 
really like 'em that way. We don't pretend to 
understand how you like what you do and 
vice versa. But then, we have always enjoyed 
living in a pleasantly befuddled condition. 

WHAT'S Mel FF? 
by Wi l l iam L. Mclff 

b!ka!.c�1PTAlN
a
F'uTIJllir.¥. k'Jr.�":!i���e t'd�etYilij� m�g�zlne up to Wlnt.:r of ••3. after which It seems to 

go ott the news and Maga:iine stands here In Utah. 
I am wonderln��: If you ean tell me wherl"1 may get the copies from Winter of '43 up to date of last issue publlshed. l llke this magadne very much and l am lnter,.sted In It, "" any h"IP you can glve me on this I will appreciate very much . .--.-86 E. 37d Ave., Murru, Ulah. 

CAPTAIN FUTURE has been suspended 
for several years now and we are not in a 
position to offer spare back issues for sale. 
Sorry . . . .  

ARE W E  Z I M M ER I NG? 
by Marion E. "Astrafiamente" Zimmer 

dream. Isn't It about time KuUner did another novel? -ot" am I sUll dreaming?- R.F .D. 1, E<Ut Greenbuah, NeuJ 
YOTk. 

Okay, okay, Marion, Kuttner appears in 
full panoply in our next as announced. And, 
believe it or not, Leigh Brackett is again 
writing stf-but good. Our companion mag
azine, TWS, is soon to run a fine novelet by 
la Brackett and she is currently at work on a 
novel for us. 

Do I hear the sounds of cheering in the 
distance? 

Sufficient at any rate to make the ether 
vibrate whether it exists or not. Have you 
ever taken any? It's odds-on you suffered 
some vibrations when coming out of it-or 
have you? 

The soma St. Clair's conclusions on her 
effervescent beverage is that we'll have to 
wait for its invention to have a definite idea 
of just what it is. 

So make with the marks back at college 
this year and write us again. 



SNOWFLAKE FROM FLORI DA 
by lin Carter 

Most of the cover stuff that has you burb
ling into your bubble bath was taken directly 
from the story-snowflake et al. Back under 
your stone, Lin, and pull your will power in 
after you. 

INGO'' is sch�ul� - Ute next Issue. I'm getUnt aft 
ext.ra eopy, paper shortage or no. and the laet that 
Bok Is a friend of mine hu nothlnl!l to do with my ��in:.,";��; �e1!�

e
to
hl�oJ':.mtd"S��U�r �����'Js ��&:J; 

may run a dose se.:ond but Bok Is number one on 
my 11111..-350 Weft 6th St., £t�Q� Ore. 

Hope you liked the Bok yarn as anticipated. 
We did. As for your remarks re continuance 
of the HofF, let's have some fanopinions on 
the subject-hokay? You may have some
thing there, as stfiction has improved. 

It seems to us that the oldsters, for the most 
part, merely dreamed up a fantastrophe and 
solved it. They troubled themselves only in 

�=t:�:l;�st
ch���b�e

r,
P�����nji;;'��l;���l 

v��! 
velopment of suspense, interest and the like. 

Oddly enough some of the ablest current 
practitioners of science fiction were among 
the worst offenders. But we'd like to know 
how the bulk of our readers feel about con
tinuing or abolishing the feature. 

SOM ETH I N G  TO SHOUT ABOUT 
by Jack Clemenh 

I see that I haven't commen� on the cover yet. 
a!Wowu:ement that Hannflll Bok • 'THE BLUE FLAM- Well, nothlna: to say, save that It w;u perfectly aceu-
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rate and rather well plotted. Color wam•t bad, and overall efl'ed was favorable. 

�ef:�k�/!:�:J.�:���L��1�����rtl!'��:r ��� 
Well, you'll have Bradbury soon if you 

haven't already. His stuff has been coming 
in regularly of late and excellent too. Your 
beef on the lag in faruine reviews is a valid 
one and one oft repeated. 

However, we have no solution in sight as, 
being bi-monthly, we go to press about three 
months early and that, as the boys say, takes 
time. Somebody came up with a time
machine or else-else meaning take them as 
they have been coming. Sorry, Jack. 

Don't know how the double review of 2000 

::;.in�ot by, but apparently it did. Sorry lr;l .. lfiJ"'"f"��PJ� ... !tl� 
DOU B L E  H EADER 
b y  H.  tt  Haley 

There's little likelihood of a change in 
schedule for SS and TWS. As it is, the two 
magazines combine to put an stf book a 
month on the newsstands-which is really the 
idea. We've already covered the separate 
letter-department idea. All in all a good 
letter. f 
WEBER AWAY 
by Wally Weber 



Well, poor you (and we do mean poOT you) 
is not left out this time. Highlight of your 
letter, to us, is the rating of M. St. Clair as 
literature. As for your paper-saving idea, 
how many authors do you think can read
our authors, that is? However, we may send 
you a nice bale of wire recording tape--red 
tape--to entangle yourself in. 

thlnk that the theonotlcal 
For instance. they could 

�"o"�aSC:�� lti,�
e
����n� l�j�"'h.�

f ��';;. tt,e 
:�: 

!����:?i!.
m

��:c:�� �bd.�
o
'l�"e .. �

e 
yt:!u'!;;���e�::!r:J:: 

equatlon loob llke thl.l :  
2Na + 2NH0 = 2NaNH, .{.. H 

yo1J'�i
s
th�1�;::;.�n��-��'U.��� �f:l�1�i�l�:n•. to 

�&n�lr: .. b����ii�W:���rr:t�;;;!�i��·��Y� 
After the way you spell "dual", we'll make 

the contest a spelling bee, Gene-with Rick 
Sneary referee, umpire, field judge, head 
linesman and anything else needed in an 
official way. A contest between two people 
is a "duel" for your little black notebook. 

As for your opinions anent the short stories 

If you get up many times at night due to Irrita
tion of Bladder or Urinary Tracl, and have 
never used PALMO TABLETS we want you to 
try them at our risk. We will send you a fuJI
size package from which you are to use 20 
tablets FREE. If not delighted at the palliative 
relief received, return the package and you owe 
us nothing. We mean it. Send No Money. No 
C.O.D. to pay. Write today and we will send 
your PALMO TABLETS by return mail post
paid, Address - H. D. POWERS CO., Dept. 
124!-M, Box 135, Battle Creek, Mich. 
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in the November issue-well, they're your 
opinions and as such respected (oh, yeah?), 

DEPARTME NTAL M I N D  
b y  Dan Mulcahy 

So you want us to split up our pride and 
joy. Have you never heard of the Fall of the 
House of Usher or that a house divided 
against itself cannot stand or that we'll all 
hang together or we'll all hang separately? 
Did we hear a murmur that hanging was too 
good for us? Well . .  maybe. 

Well, we won't do it. The very thought of 
teeing off again on all that space lingo is 
enough to give us and most of our readers 
the galloping gremlins. You should try it on 
your typewriter some time. It can and does 
get pretty gruesome---in fact a lot more grue
some than pretty. 

FROSTBITTEN 
by E. J .  Frost 

Gentlemen: Have your November 1947 Issue and 
waa particularly pleased to notice ;hour "Hall ot Fame" S�i'"R�Nb 'St6atbth:����- all co�;:::::� E�Plt�"'.!2::!...,��� 133 



ptured 
Try Th is Out 

Modern Protedion Provides Great Comfort a� 
Holding Seeurity 

Without Torturous Truss Wearing 
Aa "ey&-epeAIJIII'" �elation bo _.,.JI,Ja o..d. &<>mfonabt. 

�<ibla ruplure pl'<>le<tlon .,ay be J<>tn1o fu the aoldq, 
whboou ceol or obU.,aUoD. Si"'l'lroeDd ...,..,ooDd addreoo to 
William S. Rico, hie., Dept. 1-L. A.damo, N. T., aDd floll 0.. 
.. ilo of tha D...,. and dUf""'nl Rice Method will bo ..,•t yo,. 
F•M· Wit1>- bard fle&h...,asilla pad. or to--n.,. .,.._ .. 
-•e. bero'a a Support l.bot haa bro .. ,htJOT .. d conofort lo 
ol!oGoao,.l-hy re\ouhw thm from Tn-o w:llb ..,.u..;o ODd 
otrapoo th.at hh•d aad eut. Deol&...ed to oe...,rel,. hold 0 rapture 
op and ln wb.,.e U bdoD�& aBdJOI&I"' f....,do"' of l>od7 ao<l 
... .u- coafort. For J,.ll lnformotlo-l'l.lolodayl 

Nice 'of you not to condemn our running 
new stories over reprints. Well, one of our 
rivals does have the policy you suggest-and 
they can have it. We'll take our chances with 
what current fiction practitioners send us
and with authors like Kuttner, Edmond 
Hamilton, Leigh Brackett, Fredric Brown, 
George 0. Smith, Murray Leinster and others 
on the docket, it seems unlikely that we are 
in the throes of lowering the stfiction level. 

If you must know, our "complete novels" in 
this magazine are in almost exact alignment 
with current book publishing requirements 
-whi.,ch are a lot shorter than the old padded 
and dragged-out tedium which has endured 
from the days of James Fenimore Cooper to 
the romantic historical horror of today. So 
you really needn't feel gypped. 
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Juanita must have been wearing an im
pervious futureworld leg paint. And George 
may not have been burnt on the cover but 
he certainly had a swell tan. Suntan makeup 
again? We doubt it. 

As for your Erratum on the Trivia (or was 
that ours originally) it has for long been our 
favorite etesian pelagic resort-sort of a 
Portestan by the Sea as it were-where we 
can practise our riparian rites. 

If anyone knows what this means, please 
inform us via St. Bernard dog--complete 
with brandy, soda and bromo seltzer. 

CORN AND H I MSELF 
by Michael Wigodsky 

Dear Sir; This time I'm using Goldfrank's Wh01t 
sys�m Utis tlme. 

THE MAN IN THE IRON CAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
A good plot, ll.ne characterlzatlon, conceivable moti

vation, loathsome invaders . .  but just a UtUe bit 
roo grim. 

America � moJI Gnlllrtaining
Piclur(l magazinll! 

Pocked with Fascinating Photo Features! eov,_, 
..... ,__ 

e SUIII 
NOW ON SAlE-15< AT All STANDS! * 
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HELPKIDNEYS 
If BackAcHES Baekaehf:, N1� 

THROUGH THE PURPLE CLOUD . • . • .  , • . • • .  11999 sci�� 
. 
c���f���t�)�\. fine description, �llevable fHAOS . .  

Co-operate in the 
World Food Emergency 

SAVE WH EAT-
SAVE M EAT-
SAVE T H E  PEAC E !  



ties of alien (i.e. extratellurian) civilizations 
and conflict, better delve into Charles Fort. 
He really kicks the old gong around with 
that one. Otherwise, thanks for a kindly 
missive. 

REHM NANT 

Listen, bub, Nal  and Grifa did vanish�ne 
to a planet circling Antares, the other to an
other spot on Earth. But since the author 
permitted the reader to accompany them, 
they didn't seem to vanish-get it? 

[TumPQ.ge] 
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Seriously, we're glad that you have dis
covered us and seen fit to write in. Keep it 
up. As for what is a f:mzine--it is an amateur 
magazine written anrl printed and distributed 
by an individual or a group of devotees to 
science f:.ction. The-re are scores of them
recent issues reviewed in the departmeut of 
this magazine devoted to that purpose. Why 
not send for one or two if you are interested? 
Prices and addresses are included in the re-

Gossett 

Let's hope someone takes pity on you in 
your forlorn plight, Jymes. 

Once again we come to the good old "thirty" 
-the end to those of you who are uninitiated. 
Only one thing about the letters we have 
printed this time puzzles us. To wit-

Not so many issues back the mail to SS 
included scads of poetry, that to our com
panion mag, TWS, virtually none. Now the 
process seems to have reversed itself. How 
come? 

Let's see some of you Dantes andaOte once 
more. 

Well, having thus asked for it, we'll retreat 
in confusion until the next trip to the Etherial 
Vibratorium. So long and please keep writ
ing, even if it doesn't rhyme. 

-THE EDITOR. 

ART H R I T  I S  Read Our Companion Magazine 
of Science Fiction 

!!.¥. .. !h!� .. !:��.! THRILLIN G  WONDER  
thriti .. neurlti1, rheumatiun. we want you to try them 0 s at our rl1k. We will send you a £ull-sba packaa:e from s T R I E which you are to use 24 Taba FREE. If not aston-
iahed at the palliative relief which you enjoy fram yov eufferina:;1, return the package end you owe us not:h!nr. 
We meaD it! SEND NO MONEY. Juat 1end name and • eddre• "e11d we will rmb your Tabs by return mail. ��.:s�f!",�o.g����;• Dept. 208, 2708 F�ll 

NOW ON SALE AT All STANDS!  
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(Concluded /T'om page 15) 

man said. "What I'm hoping is that the 
Martians don't really like to kill-unless they 
have to. I'm hoping they won't kill without 
proof. ' But-" He tapped his wrist-watch. 

"There's two of us now, though," Lyman 
said. "We've got to stick together. Both of 
us have broken the big rule--don't look 
now-" 

The bartender was at the back, discon
necting the juke-box. The brown man said, 
"We'd better not be seen together unneces
sarily. But if we both come to this bar to
morrow night at · nine for a drink-that 
wouldn't look suspicious, even to them." 

"Suppose--" Lyman hesitated. "May I 
have one of those photographs? "  

"Why?" 
"If one of us had-an accident-the other 

one would still have the proof. Enough, 
maybe, to convince the right people." 

The brown man hesitated, nodded shortly, 
and opened his watch-case again. He gave 
Lyman one of the pictures. 

"Hide it," he said. "It's--evidence. I'll 
see you here tomorrow. Meanwhile, be care
ful. Remember to play safe." 

They shook hands firmly, facing each other 
in an endless second of final, decisive silence. 
Then the brown man turned abruptly and 
walked out of the bar. 

Lyman sat there. Between two wrinkles 
in his forehead there was a stir and a flicker 
of lashes unfurling. The third eye opened 
slowly and looked after the brown man. 

THE MASK OF C I RCE  
A n  Astonishing Novel 

By H E N RY KUTTN E R  

NO ESCAPE FROM DESTINY 
A Complete Novelet 

By ARTH U R  LEO ZAGAT 

JHE M ICROSCOPIC GIANTS 
A Hall ol Fame Classic 

By PAU L  ERNST 



Dangers Of Delay 
On Chronic Ailments 
FREE BOOK - Tells How To Help 

Guard Health 

During Winter 
I f  you .wfet with ettacb o f  A �  ...cl choke end a:P�> 

fw brnth, if nstful oleep it diflicult b«auM ofthe tti'\IUie 
to breatl>e, doft't fail tooendat oDceto U.. f'rontiet-&othma 
Company foe a FREE trial of the FRONTIER ASTHMA 
MEDICINE, a pnpo�notion of temporary aymptomatic relief 
of PI'""'Y"",. of Btond>l.ooi � No matter whMa you 
live or whethe.- you honr<o faith lrt -y medldr:.a under tbe 
.ua, ......S to<L.y for tb;. fr .. trial.. It will co.t you I>Othi<>&'. 
C.vticml Uoe only n d!U!Chd, Ad� 
JI'ROMTD:R ASTHMA CO. 45S..B FROMTtJ:R BU>O. 
462 NJAO.UtA. S'r, BWF.u.o l, N. Y. 

CLI�A. TE - UISORUEREU 
(Conduded from page 103) 

It was the President of the Chamber of 
Commerce who broke the news to Wiley 
Cordes, after summoning him to his office in 
early December. There he simply tossed a 
telegram at his high powered promoter. No 
words were needed to explain his mood-it 
was evident enough from the jut of his 
beetling gray brows and the bayonet-angle 
of his Corona Corona. 

"Read this," he said laconically. "Read it 
and pack." 

Startled, Wiley complied. felt himself go 
gray and sick and shaky as he scanned the 
contents of the wire. 

It read: 

TO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WHEED
ONVILLE BY THE SEA THANK YOU 
STOP ESPECIAL THANKS TO WILEY 
CORDES FOR TRIPLING OUR OFF
SEASON RESORT TRADE STOP HIS 
SNOWMAKING FLIGHTS NO LONGER 
NEEDED STOP WE HAVE ADOPTED 
IDEA OURSELVES STOP ONCE AGAIN 
THANKS FROM THE ONLY SKI RESORT 
ON THE COAST STOP COME AND TRY 
OUR NEW RUNS AT OUR EXPENSE AS 
SMALL RETURN FOR YOUR FAVOR 
STOP BURDEN BAY CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE. 

Get Aboard the FREEDOM TRA I N  
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REVIEW OF THE 
SCIE�CE FICTIO� 

FA� I>U.13LICA UO�S 

W ELL, the impossible finally has 
happened. The A-list of fanzines 
in this month's review tops the B

list by a good four entries-fifteen to eleven 
to be exact. It is the first time this has hap
pened since 1945, when a larger A-list seems 
to have been the habit rather than the ex
ception. Let us hope it marks a new and a 
return to an old era simultaneously. 

The improvement is remarkable, however, 
and a number of current B's would probably 
have rated A-listing in leaner times. Oh, 

how much more blessed it is to give praise 
than to tear fanz:ines limb from limb-not 
that we don't intend to go on a tearing jag 
when needed. 

Before tackling the reviews proper (or 
otherwise), something new has come in from 
Walter G1·aham, editor of the STAR, a £an- I'!"'!!!!.'!.!!!!!'!����� ... 
zine which won hearty A-commendation in 
our November issue. Along with a note ex
plaining more fully the aims and policy of 
his fanzine, he has sent us a brochure ex
plaining what the STAR is to interested 
parties. 

It promises to be not only a meeting place 
for scientists and others with real ideas and 
problems to propose in all fields of science but 
is in constant search for undiscovered sci
entific brains as well as opportunities for 
those it uncovers. A wholly commendable 
idea. 

Those interested should write Walter Gra
ham, Box #7046, Station G, Los Angeles 37, 
California. Copies of all three issues pub
lished are still available to contributors and 
others. 

Now, to work. Here's the A-list: 

CYGNI (2nd Anrush) , 68 Madbury Road, Dur
[TuTnpage] 
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IANTASY TIMES (No�. 57 & 58) , 101-02 North
em Boulevard, Corona, New York. Editor, James 
V. Taurasi. Published monthly. lOt per copy, 
3 copies 25t, 12 copies $1.00. 

N OW O N  SALE I 

YOU R  STAR G U I D E  FOR 
THE  ENTIRE YEARI  

ONLY 1 5c A T  A L L  STANDS 
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GROW HAIR 
ll STIMULATES CIOWTM OF IAII 

ln-tMir rN•DJ IIIIf l'll'-1 II'MI IIINMA. •  ... llalf. lllaDJ ,.,m ,..lllllllolt rualb. 111M -
,_ ... __ fl.tao4. Sltltfltd -....... -
._.,., . �  .... J NIIII II IIIIt tdldl ... 

'-�••);,..'-;.,r.;:�.o;. '10 LA-SAN LABORATORIES ";� 
I219 N. L•�t�••• 11-..d .. YHtiD .. Pe. -

�,:�· SUIT YOURS tt.O:.� 
RN ��� • SHOWING TO FRIENDS! 

, .. 

Editor, K. Martin C'arlson. Puolished irregularly. 
Sf per copy. 

A oso-call� Phllcon ll!$lle with ll\Ue about the con
vention, 1111& I• sUI! a must for back i'l!lue hounds and 
IIW&p artists In stf. Advertising coverage excellent. ;!� ��c!i�J:iss:lr.f��-Rex Ward and an lnterntine 

Which brings the A-list to its more or less 
logical conclusion. A brief pause while we 
entrain for the nether regions where B-list 
denizens lurk, most of them with red-hot 
pitchforks ready to pierce Ye Ed's tender 
hide and make same smoke. 

II Join the 
MARCH 

OF 
DIMES 

J A N U A RY' - 1 5 - 3 0  



Well, we might as well get it over with. 
Here goes: 

BLOOMINGTON NEWS-LETTER. P. 0. Box 260, 

��£�1�:·r:�;r��������;�Ji�3?���ait���� prejudice! amu&ngly In a small-timer. 
THE BURROUGHS BULLETIN, no other lnformaUon this time. This oddity Is o\tay-tf you worship at the 

shrine ot the author ol Tarzan. 

And so, as James Fitzpatrick has wont to 
say at the conclusion of those picture-post4 
card movie travelogues of his, we bid a fond 
farewell to the activities of the fan-mag 
publishers for another two months. A good 
list this time. We hope the next tops it
Thanks, fellows. 

-THE EDITOR. 

A LAUCH ON EVERY PAGE OF 

C A R T O O N  H U M O R  
NOW ON SALE-25c AT ALL STANDS!  
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IF you're that man, here's tomething that will 
llltere$t you. 
Not a magic formula-not a get-rich-quick 

.chcme-but�ethingmoresubstantia.l,motepractical. Of course, you need something more than just the 

�et;.t;U:g 
a
t� ������:�!�����·;ho���b[y�Y the price 

Still, wouldn't it be worth your while to sacrifice some 
of your leisure in favor of interesting home study--over 
a comparatively brief period in your life1 Afways prO
vided that the rewards were good-a salary of $3,000 
to $10,000? 

An acc:ountant'! duties are interesting, varied and of 
real worth to hi9 employers. He hu JltJndinKI 
do��·l;'�c!��������

c��ibf; rh:;;Q;
ob1Ju? Well, 

La1Vjfe's11:��i:n
e 
�bk����:t� ol:�i���

es
f�:·: 

accountancy position? 

act��ci:��0:nd:;
e
tfer;���al

t
�u;;�i!�: !f� 

expert accountant. Suppose, with his a1d, you studied �::;��� ��fi��h�! t�!��J%����� ���-
b
{f �: 

could do this-and if you could turn to him for advice 
�e

�e
J.

roblei'Q.S became complex-soon you'd master 

That's the training you follow in principle under the 
LaSalle Problem Method. 

You cover accountancy (rom the basic Princi
Jf
le. 

���d�::.Th
g
e: Ay��

u
�J:tC: V.•A�Tr�i��;��e p::. 

pare fot the C. P. A. enminations . 
As c;u to along, you absorb the principles of Audit-�i, Or:�n1:t'i��:

i
1f�n�::;:�� ;:;F�=���

cal 
Con-

Your progress i' as speedy as you csre to make it-����;:! r: !r.�d��
wn eagerness to learn and the time 

Will�ognition oome?Theonly answer, u you know, 
is that success tlou come to the man who is really 
t:�%�����tPfn

ss
!
b
���

o
�:w

e
:�!k;�: ;:��d:�hJ:{ 
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e
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:� ili�oe!�u�i���f1clt:%��tio11 and 

Write For This Free Book 
�
o
: f::�. \��it��; :::r

n'
fr:�:a�v

:�t:
t
j?Ac:U� 

tancy, The Profession That Pays. ' It'll prove that 
accountancy offer� brilliant futures to those who uen't 
afraid of serious home study. Send us the coupon IIQW. 

Ovar 2300 Cartifled 
Public ACCO<IIIIolll•omong 

LaSalle olumnl 

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 
A CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION 

A17 Soutft Dearborn Str  .. t,  Dapt. 33:l9·H Chlcago $,  lllinoil 
I want to he an accounant. Send me, ... itlwutcoetorobliguion, thc4&-paae book1 "Acrountaney0 
The Profcoaion That Pa71," and full information about � accounancy trasning pnl8fiUil. 

Ntz""-----------·-----·--·-----·····-·---------

.Atldrns_ .. ______ ·------·-·-----·- Cit:'I--·--····-----

Puili()lf __ ·----------------:------ Au-----



i SweepSec�;�nd M�;�del in solid stoinleu steel cose. 11 Jewels, $54.45 Federo/ Ttu lncludeJ. 
You never have to wind your CHOTON keeps your watch wound just right. It 
AQUAMATIC because whatever you do can't run �own, can't overwind. That's 
winds it for you! Turn the pages of your why your CHO'J'ON AQUA"-IATJC gives 13.5'1. 
magazine . . .  take a stroll through the moreaccuracythanhand-woundwatches! 
woods - each natural wrist movement Insist on Croton, world famous since 1878. 

Your hantlsome cuoToN AQUA.\IATIC keeps 
telling you the right time in hot, cold, salt or 
fresh water. Even perspiration can't harm 
because every CHOTON AQUA:\IATIC is certified 
u;alf:rproof by the United States Testing Co., 
Inc., before it goes to your jeweler. All you 
need do is make sure only a Croton jeweler 
opens, doses, and services it. You'll revel in 
AQUAMATtc's other knock-about features, too 
dust-proof. shock-resistant, radium dial, and a 
glas� crystal that can't be shattered! Write for !.�J."�':"-!:!��<.1 ";:;eh!:.'J1 .. •!'30:\::!'".....:,��:�:�e�tf 1�. �i';::d� free booklet. CnoTON \V ATCII Co., INC., 48 West 

i.nll laboratory. A<1uamat1c pra�e<l / :1  . .5% more accuratd 48th St., New York 19. 



HOW 10 CLEAN A GUN 
AT NIGHT ! 
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NATIONAL C A R B O N  COMPANY, I N C  . 
. 10 I· • "  !lml �"•d. ''"" ' "'� I I .  N. ) .  

u�" of I ·�r•• f:Qr�•Jr a�<l t"••••• c.,,.,.,. .. 
'"' 

know if you don't dean your J;Un tonighl. it ffi<>)' be

come "pined." Ucucr have a flashlight handy w help. 

Dcucr be sure your !lashliJ;ht is powered with 

"Evcrclldy" baucrics . . .  Pov.crful. dependable, 

ibt•y outf.ISI all oth�:r hraii<IJ!c 

in the breech of your gun. Then dirccc 
the beam of your flashlight on the 
paper. Nmt• you can sec through the 
barrel clearly . . .  to be sure the gun is 
thoroughly cleaned and rc;�dy for to· 
morrow's "shooting." 

e lhi�htcr light, longer life� That", what J<>U \\ant i n  

a l[a,hli�du b a u e r ) .  And th;o(, "hat JOU get with 

"EH•n::ad} · ·  brand hancrlt's. l.ahorawry tests pro\(: l t. 
And the hcst '"laboratory" of all - )Our 011 " /ltJJblighl 

pro'"' It! That's wby "E,cn-ady" batu:rics OI•Hell all 
other brands - because they oulftJst aLl other brands! O 

Proof ! . .  in the loborolory . . .  in your own flo1hlight . .  
'EVEREADY' BATTERIES OUTLASr 

ALL orHER BRANDS !• 




